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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISS ION

In the Matter of:
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon. Nuclear Power

Docket No. 50-275

Docket No. 50-323

7

8.

9

10,

Plant, Units 1 and 2)

Veterans Memorial Auditorium

San Luis Obispo, California

12

October 24, 1980

The above-entitled matter came on for hearing at
13 i 8:30 a.m.

14 .'EFORE-

15:

16

17

RICHARD S. SALZMAN, Chairman

DR. JOHN 'R. BUCK, Member

DR. W. REED JOHNSON, Member
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On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

WILLIAMOLMSTEAD, Esq.
EDWARD G. KETCHEN, Esq.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

On behalf of Witnesses Luco and Trifunac:

25

MARJORIE S . NORDLINGER, Esq.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Was hington, D. C. 20 555
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APPEARANCES: (Continued)

On behalf of Pacific Gas and Electric Company

BRUCE NORTON, Esq.
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CHAZRMAN SALZMAN: We are on the record.

The hearing will reconvene.

Mr. Olmstead, and Mr. Norton, we are going to take

these four witnesses as a panel.

Mr. Norton, do you want to begin, please?

MR. NORTON: Yes. Z believe Mr. Hamilton has

already been sworn. Z don't know about the other panel

members.

CHAZRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Hamilton, you have already

been sworn, sir.
12 Would the other gentlemen please stand and raise

13

14.;

their right hand.

Whereupon,

:XXXXX 15 DOUGLAS H. HAMZLTON

16

17

was recalled as a witness and having been previously sworn

testified further as follows:

C~

I
b

C

i

XXXX

20

lg
I

19:

21

23

24

RZCHARD M.
McMULLEN'OBERT

F . YERKES

JAMES F . DEVZNE

were called as witnesses and, after being duly sworn, testifie
as. follows:

DZRECT EXAMZNATZON

BY,MR. NORTON:
'

- Mr. Hamilton, do you have a copy of the teatimony
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12

13 I

15

'7;

19,

20
'1

by .Douglas K. Hamilton in response to Appeal Board Question

No. 9 in front of you7

A Yes, I do.

Q Do you have any corrections to make to that
testimony?

A No, I don'.
Q Was this testimony, prepared by. yourself'

A Yes.

MR. NORTON; No further questions. We would offer
the testimony of Mr. Hamilton at this time.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Is there any objection, Mr.

0lms te ad?

MR. OLMSTEAD:, No.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker'?

MR. FLEISCHAKER; No.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher'?

MR. LANPHER: No.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: There being no objection,.the
reporter will bind the testimony of Mr. Douglas H. Hamilton

into the transcript at this point as if read.

(The testimony of Mr. Douglas H. Hamilton follows: )

23

24
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7

8.

9

10

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead, would you proceed?

BY MR. OLMSTEAD:

Q Mr. McMullen, I have in front of me a document

entitled Testimony of Richard M. McMullen. Do you have that
document'?

A Yes, I do.

Q . Is:that your testimony offered in this proceeding

in response to Appeal Board Question No. 9?

A Yes..

Q Do yau have any additions or corrections to the

testimony?

A I have only one correction in my professional

13;

1g ',

15

16:

17:

qualifications. The second line of the text, instead of
the Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis, I am

now in the Division of Engineering.

Q You are referring to the document attached to your

testimony entitled Professional Qualifications of Richard B.

McMullen'?

21

A Yes.

Q Are those qualifications true and correct to the

best of your knowledge and belief?
A Yes.

Q Is your testimony true and correct to the best of
your knowledge and belief?

25 A Yes.
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Q Do you have any further corrections to make?

A No.

MR. OLMSTEAD: I move the testimony of Richard M.

4 McMullen be accepted and bound into the transcript as if
read.

cv
I

47
V1

7

8

9

ll
12

13;

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Any ohj ection, Mr. Flei schaker?
k

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No objection, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher?

MR. LANPHER: No, si r.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton.

MR. NORTON: None.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will please bind

the testimony of Mr. Richard M. McMullen into the transcript
at this point as if read.

(Testimony of Mr. Richard B. McMullen follows: )

17 '.

19:

C'
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. 1 and 2)

Docket Nos. 50-275
O.L.'0-323

O.L.

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD M. MCMULLEN

g. By whom are you employed, and. describe the nature of your work?

A. I am a geologist employed by the Geoseismic Branch, Division of Engi-
1

neering, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. In my work as a geologist for the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Staff my duties generally include: (1) the evaluation of

geological aspect of sites for nuclear power generating facilities by

analysis and interpretation of the- geological data submitted to the NRC

in support of applications for construction and operation of nuclear

facilities based on my'experience and based on pertinent information in

the geological literature; (2) development of criteria for review of

the geological aspects of nuclear facility sites; and (3) acting as

consultant to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff. on geologic

engin er ing matters.
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Q. Would you detail your professional qualifications?

A. A copy of my professional qualifications is attached. thy professional

qualifications were admitted as evidence in this proceeding following
I

Tr. 8480 as part of my direct testimony in the Diablo Canyon hearings

conducted by the Atcmic Safety and Licensing Board.

Q. Would you summarize the scope of your testimony7

A. This testimony fs,designed to respond to the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board's (Appeal Board) Question 9 set forth in the Appendix to

Pacific Gas and Electric Comoan (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-598, Slip.. Op. (June 24, 1980). Basically, my

testimony states that as a matter of conservative analysis for
NRC'eview

purposes the November 4, 1927 Lcmpoc earthquake (H 7.3) is still
assumed by the USGS to have occurred on the Hosgri Fault. However, the

United States Geological Survey (USGS) as an advisor to both the NRC

and to the State of California for purposes of conservatism in design

of other facilities, such as the LNG facility to be located at Point

Conception, California, in the Lompoc Fault area of California also

assumes that the 1927 Lompoc earthquake may have occurred at a dif-
~ ferent locality than assumed for the Diablo Canyon review. This

assumption is due to the ambiguities with'espect to the exact location

of the 1927 Lompoc earthquake. By letter of July 29, 1980, attached to
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this testimony, the USGS confirms that there is no change in its posi-

tion regarding the Diablo Canyon Station as stated in its transmittal

to the NRC, dated April 29, 1976. Thus, as stated in the USGS letter:

"... no data in the LNG reports [for the Point Conception LNG
site] provide a basis for the USGS to change our position
regarding the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Station 'as stated in our
transmittal to NRC, dated April 29, 1976. Even though the
LNG reports provide additional data there still remain ambi-
guities in the location of the November 4, 1927 earthquake.
These ambiguities require the conservative assumption that
all candidate faults, such as the Hosgri and Lanpoc faults,
be considered as structures on which the earthquake could be
located...."

Q. Appeal Board Question 9 states:

In addition to answering our questions about infomation frcm
the Imperial Valley earthquake, we would like the parties to

, address Paragraph E on page 6 of the McMullen affidavit
(included with the Staff Response to Joint

Intervenors'otion

to Reopen). That paragraph states that, "in its
geologic and seismologic review of the Point Conception. LiNG

site, the USGS reported that 'existing evidence favors asso-
ciation of the 4 Nov., L927 (M 7.3) Lompoc earthquake with an
east dipping reverse fault such as the Offshore Lompoc or
similar reverse fault 10 km to the south that offsets the
seafloor.'" Does this USGS statement reflect either evidence.
not presented in the Diablo Can on hearing or a change in the
USGS position based on evsdence a ready in the record2 in
any event, discuss that statement's. implications for this
case.

A. The document frcm which the statement quoted in Appeal Board Question 9

was taken reflects information that was not presented at the Diablo

Canyon hearings, as the work postdates the Diablo Canyon hearings. It
does not, however, represent a change in the USGS position as indicated

in the attached letter dated July 29, 1980 fran the USGS.





Q. Ooes it have an impact on the Oiablo Canyon case?

A. No.

Q. Exp la in.

r

A. The USGS position on this subject is summarized on page 8 of its report

transmitted by April. 29, 1976 letter to Rusche from Coulter (SER Supple-

ment 4, Hay, 1978 Appendix C),'n which it states:

"Figure 1 shows that* segments of the Hosgri fault zone, the
Lompoc'ault,. Purisima fault, and Lion's Head fault occur
within the error circle of Gawthrop and error ellipse of
Engdahl for the 1927 earthquake. However, all of the faults
are outside of the area designated by Smith as the 'inferred
distribution of aftershock sequence of the 1927.

earthquake.'he

1927 earthquake, therefore, cannot be unequivocally
located on any one of these faults. The Hosgri fault,
however, is closer to the center of the estimate of error
than the other faults and, therefore, must be considered as
a possible fault on which to locate the earthquake."

That position was reaffirmed by the USGS witnesses during the ASLB

hearings on January 10, 1979 (Tr. 8194-11-22 and 8315, 13-21). The

witnesses were cross examined during this session about evidence that

both supported the Hosgri as the possible source mechanism for the 1927

earthquake, and evidence that favored other faults as possible source

. mechanisms (Tr. 8199, 18-25, 8231, 19-23, 8242, 4-22; 8307, 17-25;

8308, 1-18 8311, 2-25; and 8315-1-12).
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The LNG repor t (USGS, 1980) is another piece of evidence favoring the

occurrence of the subject earthquake on structures other than the

Hosgri. It,, like the earlier data, however, do not rule out the Hosgri

as a source for the 1927 Lompoc earthquake.

g. What is your conclusion with respect to the more recent geologic data?

A. My conclusion is that the USGS statement cited in the McMullen affidavit

of May 5, 1980 does not impact the Diablo Canyon case because the

source mechanism of the 1927 Lompoc earthquake remains equivocal, and

for conservatism it must be assumed that it could have occurred on the

Hosgri fault zone.
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RICHARD 3 ~fQQJLLc V

PROFESSIONAL gUALEPICATIOHS
GEOSCZWMS 3RAHCR

DIVISION 'OF SiTE S~c Ai%) ~wRO~aa TAL ANAL SZS

ÃJCMAR REGULATOKf COKfZSSZOH

I am a Senior Geologist in the Geosciences 3ranch, Division of
Site Safety. and Environmental Analysis, Hucleaz Regulatory CoaaxLssion.
Hy present duties in this position ~exclude: (1) the evaluation of geological
aspects oz sites for. nuclear power genezat~mg facilities by analyzing
and interpreting the geological data submitted to the NRC in suppor-
of apolications for construction and operation oi nuclear, facilities
in light of my background and pertinent information in the geolog cal
1'tezature; (2) developing criteria; and (3) act~kg as consultant
to the Regulatory staff on engineering and construction matters.

After completion oz three years in, the ~~~e Corps I attended. the
University of F1or'da and g aduated in 1959 with a 3.S. deg ee in
Geology. During my professional employment, I have completed
correspondence courses Qx soils engineezing and quaking sponsozed
by the Azny" Engineer School at Pt. Belvoir, Va., and short courses
in the effects. of ground motions on structures, aizphoto intezpret~g,
Plate Tectonics, and Engineering Seismology'. At the October 1968
international meeting of the Association of Engineering. Geologists,
I was co-author and speaker of a paper ent" tied "Znvestigat'ons for
a New,Panama Canal." I:also presented a paper at the Ywzch, 1974
9th Annual ~meting of the Northeastern Section of the Geological Society
of 'America ent" tied "Geological Aspects of Evaluating Nuclear Power
Plant Sites." I am a regstezed Geologist and wheezing Geolog s"
in the State of California.

Aftez g"aduation, I worked as a field geolog"st with the Corps.
of Engineers in Florida conducting field geological mvestigations-
for flood control structures, levees, canals, mil'azy instal'ations,
radar sites, and missile launching complexes. I evaluated and wrote
reports concerning the stzat" graphy, geologic structure, groundwater
conditions, and. foundation engineering aspec s regarding these.
fa~~ties in Florida and several of the West Indies I~~ds. In 1963
I was assigned to the Corps of Engineexs Canaveral District Office
at Cape Kennedy, florida, first as a staff engineer'sg geologist,
and later as District Geolog st. i4g dut" es were to assist in the
planning, direction and the evaluation oz the results of geolog'cal
and foundation stud's foz missile launch pads and associated faci" t'es
for the NASA Panned Luna- Landing Program, the Air :orce and the Navy.





I acted as consultant to other Roveznment agencies and
architectural engineers in developing design features of structural
foundations> monitored the performance of foundations during and
after construction> and recommended and monitored necessary
foundation treatment techniques such as vibzaflotation, grout'ng,
surcharging, dewatez~g and compaction. I wrote reports on the

~investigations,. geology, foundation conditions and foundation
construction activities regarding these pzo)ects

In 1967 and 1968 I spent 6 months- and 1 month respectively
participating in the geological investigations for proposed sea
level canal routes in Panama. The region investigated consisted
oz complex structures oz volcanics and folded and fauLted
sedimentazy strata. Among the techniques employed in this study
weze field geologic mapping, geophysical surveying, bore hole
photography, and coze borings. In 1968, I was t ansfez ed to the
HuntsviM~e, Alabama Corps- of En~eezs Division which was zesponsible
for the siting, design and ronstructie of L5 to 20 (later "educed
to') Safeguard antibaLListic missile Xnstallat='ons throughout the
United States. '.fy duties were to participate in'he site selection
and. site validation activities and in. the planning and. car~~ag out
of geological and geotechnicaL investigations to develop foundation
design parameters. for ccns~ction of the missile compLexes. I a1so
se~d as technical. consuLtant during design and const ~ction to other
government agencies, architectural engineers, and contzac ozs.

I have been a member oz the Regulatory staff s'nce January 1971 and
have oarticipated in Licensing activitas for at least t"enty-five
nucLear faci1't'es includ~mg Summer, Mine-Kf.le Point, Washington
Muclear 2, PebbLe Springs, and Indian Point. These act"vities consisted
of review of the geologicaL aspects of the sites as pzesented by
applicants and usually an independent evaluation conducted by a zev'ew
oi the most pertinent literature, site visits, and con ez at
hxowledgeabLe individuals or agencies. I have previously test'fied as

an expert witness on geological matters at the foLlowing proceedings:
<xGuize Construction Permit (2'), and Opezat~wg License (OL) Hearings;
Callaway, CP; Indian Point 3 (OL), and Smzmr C?'.





In Reply Refer To:
EGS-Hail Stop 106

.1 ii1 y "!i, )!i SO

Dr. Robert E.,Jackson
Chief, Gcosciciiccs i(ranch
Division of Engioccriog
Mail Stop P-314
V.S. Nuclear Rcr»1a( or> Commission
1'ashington, D.C. 2<)SSS

Dear Bob:

Tiie USGS lias rcvic'iicd R McH»IJco's response to question 9, hiomic
Safety and Lice»sin!; hppca1 Fioard (ALAB-598), Decision, .Jioic "4, 198<).
Mr. Wcllullen's «ommcots acciir;i(cly reflect the present 1!SGS position.
The geo1ogy and sci.molog> reports iihicn the USGS rcvici"cd !or thc
Point Conception I.N<: Site ilo i»el»de data not on record f'r tlic Di:iblo
Canyon Yoc1car Poiicr Station because the LXG revicii ideas»oilcrtohco
after transmitt:il tn the YRC of our Diab1.o Canyon posi(ioo, ilatcd
April 29, 1976. linis«vcr, oo ilata in the LXG reports provide a li:isis
for the USGS to clio»i,c oor position regarding the Diablo Canyon Yiiclcar
Station as stated iii our tr:iosmittal to ivRC, dated Apri1 29, 19"6.
Even thoogii thc 12lG reports provide additional data tlicrc- sti 11 r«m:iin
ambigiiitics in thc location of tlic November 4, 1927, carthqoal c. Tlicse
ambiguities rcqiiirc (hc conservative= assumption that:ill caoiiidatc
faults, such as tlic Jlosgri and J.nmpoc faults, bc considcicd as str(i«tiircs
on iihich tile c:ii'tliq»okc, en»1 d bi. 1ocated. Tnis rcurcsc»t s no «li:iogc in
our position anil Mr. M«M»] Jco Ii:is correctly paraphr:isc(l (li:it posiiinll ill
his response to hi~(li qiicstino 9.

Sincerely yours,

~c 6-w 'f>i
'obert

H. Morris
Acting Assistant Diii«tor

for Enginccring ( ciiloyy
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WITNESS McMULLEN: I have one additional correction.
It should be Richard B. McMullen, instead of Richard M.

McMullen.

5

6

'7

8

9

10

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will note that
one correction.

~ BY MR., OL'MSTEAD:

Q Dr. Yerkes, I have in front oz me a document

entitled Combined Testimony of James J. Devine and Robext F.

Yerkes. Are you familiar with that document?

A (Witness Yerkes) Yes .

N

|~
ir

Vl

r~ ~:r.
(~gJ

12'3

I

15;

16

17
'$

I

19;

20
'1

23

24

25

Q Do you have it in front of you?

A Yes.
i

Q Are the questions addressed to you, Mr. Yerkes,

true and correct to the best of your knowledge and belief?
A .'Yes, both the questions and the answers are.

Q Do you have any additions or correct'ons to make

to your testimony?

A No.

Q Attached to that document is the statement of

professional qualifications of Robex t F. Yerkes . Are those

your qualifications?
A Yes;

Q Are'hey true and correct to the best of your
r r

knowledge and belief?
i

A Yes.
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Q Do you have any additions or coxrections to make

2 to those?

A No.

Q Nr. Devine, I have in front of me the same document

5

6

7

8

9

10 .

and there are questions addressed to you in that document.

Do you have any additions or coxrections to make .to the

questions addressed to you?

A I do not.

Q Are they true and correct to the best of your

knowledge and belief'

12

A Yes.

Q Your professional qualifications have been pre-

13
I

14 '.

I

15 I

16:

17

'iously presented in this proceeding. Do you have any

additions or corrections to make- to those'?

A None, except for the statement of the change in
4"

my position, which is described in the first page of the

combined testimony.

Q Very good.

Hr. Devine and Dr. Yerkes, there are two documents

20 attached to your testimony, which are referred to in your

21

?2

23

24

testimony. One is an October 31st, 1979, letter, to Dr.

James Davis, a state geologist with the State of California.
Are you familiar with that letter'

A (Witness Yerkes)'es.
'Q Attached to that is a review of seismologic and
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1 technical reports for proposed Liquified Natural Gas Storage

2 Facilities near Central Point, California. Are you familiar
3 with that document?

A (Witness Yerkes) I am.

Q That is a document that is referred to in your

testimony?

Cn
7

8.

9

10

A Yes.

Q Also attached to that document is a United States

Department'f the Interior Geological Survey, entitled
Seismotectonic Setting of Santa Barbara Channel Area,

\
Cr

~C)

11 Southern'ali fornia by R. F. Yerkes, H. G. Green, J. C.

12 Tinsley, and R. R. Lajoie. It is called Open-File Report

13; 80-299. Are you the first author of that reported listed
14 '. there?

16
'7,

A (Witness Yerkes) Yes .

Q Is it true and accurate to the best of your

knowledge and belief?
A Yes.

19;

20

21
C
C

,23

'v-> 24

25

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, I would move the

combined testimony of James F. Devine and Robert F. Yerkes

into the record with the attachments as if read.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Any ob jection, Mr. Fleischaker?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No objection, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Any objection, Mr. Lanpher?

LANPHER: No objection.

ALQKRBCN RK-ORi.NQ ccMPAiNY. fide
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton.

MR. NORTON: None.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will bind the

vl
Pt
cv
I

Vl
vl

r ~v"

7

8

9

10 .

testimony of these witnesses with the attachments into the

record at this point as if read.

(The testimony and attachments of Robert F. Yerkes

and James F. Devine follows: )

C:

CJ

Ql
12

13 i

16

I
g.,'5

'7

19

20
't

C
C'l

I

>:r-
~4~
I

21

23

24

25





UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CON/ISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. 1 and 2)

)
)
) Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L.
) 50-525 O.L.
)
)

COMBINED TESTIMONY OF JAhKS F. DEVINE AND ROBERT F. YERKES

Q. Mr. Devine, by whom are you employed? What is your title and describe

the nature of your work?

A. I am a geophysicist employed by the U.S. Geological Survey. My current

title is Assistant Director for Engineering'Geology. However, for the .

last ll years I have been the seismologist assigned to review for the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) the applications for a construc-

tion permit and operating license for the Diablo Canyon nuclear facility.

Q. Mr. Yerkes, by whom are you employed? a&at is your title and describe

the nature of your work?

A. I am employed b> the U.S. Geological Survey. My title is geologist and

I have conducted stratigraphic, structural, tectonic, and engineering-risk

studies for the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in southern California for
more than ZS years. Publications include: "Geology of the Los Angeles

Basin, California - An Introduction," 1965, Professional Paper 420-A;

"Geology, Petroleum Development, and Seismicity of the Santa Barbara

Channel Region, California," 1969, Professional Paper 679; "Geologic

Environment and Expectable Earthquakes of the Van Norman Reservoirs Area,
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2

Northern San Fernando, California Earthquake of February 9, 1979," 1971,

Professional Paper 733; "Earthquake Activity and Quarternary Deformation

of the Western Transverse Ranges, California," 1979, Circular 799 and

Map MF 1032; "Geologic Map of the West-Central Santa Monica Mountains,

California," Map 1-1146, 1980.

Q. Mr. Devine, would you detail your professional qualifications?

A. My professional qualifications were admitted as evidence in these

proceedings following Tr. 8191.

Q. Mr. Yerkes, would you detail your professional qualifications?

A. My professional qualifications are included in the attached vitae.

Q. Mr. Yerkes, what is your testimony in response to Question 9 of the
II

Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board?

A. My testimony concerns investigations described in: 1) "Review of geologic

and seismologic technical reports for proposed liquified natural gas storage

facility near Point Conception, California," released by letter on October 31,

1979; and- 2) "Seismotectonic setting of Santa Barbara Channel area, southern

California," by Yerkes, H. G. Greene, J. C. Tinsley, and K. R. Lajoie released

in open-file February 1980.

The statement is made on page 2 of the October 31, 1979, unpublished report

that "Existing evidence favors association of the 4 November 1927 (M 7.3)

Lompoc Earthquake with an east-dipping reverse fault such as the Of-"snore

Lompoc or a similar reverse fault 10 kilometers to the south'hat offsets

the sea floor." A very similar statement is made on page 16 of the

February 1980 open-file report. On page 5 of the latter report an additional
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statement is made that Byerly's (1930) original location for the 1927

earthquake may also be valid, namely, the Santa Lucia Banks area, about

70 kilometers due west of Point Arguello. Neither of these reports makes

any new conclusions on possible relations of the 1927 earthquake with the

fault zone commonly called Hosgri.

Q. Mr. Devine, what is your testimony in response to Question 9 of the

Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board?

A. My testimony in response to Question 9 set forth by the Atomic Safety

and Licensing Appeal Board is in three parts. I wish to reiterate the

conclusions contained in the letter of July 29, 1980, from Robert H.

Morris, USGS, to Dr. Robert E. Jackson, NRC, and review for clarifica-

tion the ambiguities to which Mr. Morris referred, and finally, to

describe the impact on the USGS position concerning the Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Plant of the LNG report described by'Dr. Yerkes.

In my absence, Mr. Morris stated in his letter and I adopt as my testimony

the following:

"The geology and seismology reports which the VSGS reviewed for the

Point Conception LNG Site do include data not on record for the

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Station because the LNG review was

undertaken after iransmittal to the NRC of our Diablo Canyon position,

dated April 29, 1976. However, no data in the LNG reports provide a

basis for the USGS to change our position regarding the Diablo

Canyon Nuclear Station as stated in our transmittal to NRC, dated

April 29, 1976. Even though the LNG reports provide additional data





there still remain ambiguities in the location of the November 4,

1927, earthquake. These ambiquities require the conservative

assumption that all candidate faults, such as the Hosgri and Lompoc

faults, be considered as structures on which the earthquake could

be located. This represents no change in our position and h(r.

McMullen has correctly paraphrased that position in his response

to ALAB question 9."

The ambiquities to which her. Morris refers consist of the uncertainties

in the location of the 1927 earthquake and the lack of definitive proof

as to which specific fault structure generated the 1927 earthquake. As

a result of these uncertainties, the USGS stated in the letter of April 27,

1976 that, "The Hosgri fault is closer to the center of the estimates of

error of both Engdahl and Gawthrop than any other fault. It is therefore a

possible source of the 1927 earthquake." The letter also stated, "For the

above reasons and discussions given in the review, we conclude that the

1927 earthquake could have occurred on the Hosgri fault and that a similar

earthquake with a magnitude of about 7.5 could occur in the future anywhere

along the Hosgri fault."

The fact that more recent studies as described by Dr. Yerkes suggest another

candidate fault as a source of the 1927 earthquake in no way alters the above

restated conclusions. Consequently, the new data and conclusions contained

in the LNG reports have no impact on the stated conclusions or position of
the USGS concerning the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and

2.





Robert F. Yerkes

Born: 4/30/23, Pomona, California

Education: Pomona College, Claremont, CA; BA, 1950

Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, CA; hiA, 1951

Experience: U.S. Military, 3~g years

U.S. Geological Survey since 1951

Member Ame'rican Association for the Advancement of Science

Geological Society of America

American Geophysical Union

Seismological Society of America

California Registered Geologist !<575

Certified Engineering Geologist ~250

Nork includes investigation and technical reports on stratigraphic struc-

tural geology, tectonic deformation and rates, engineering geology-risk

assessment, geologic effects of oil field operations, surface-.effects of

earthquakes, subsurface mapping by means of well and seismic data, inter-

pretation of earthauake data. Professional publications on these and-

related topics include 9 journal or book articles; parts or all of 12

professional papers; 1 bulletin; 11 detailed geologic or special-purpose

maps with text; 10 technical reports to county, State, Federal, or foreign

government agencies; 6 circulars, and 10 abstracts for professional

societies. Among the most relevant of these are the following:

"Geology of the Los Angeles Basin, California - An Introduction,"

1965 Professional Paper 420-A;

"Geology, Petroleum Development, and Seismicity of the Santa Barbara

Channel Region, California," 1969, Professional Paper 679;
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"Geologic Environment and Expectable Earthquakes of the Van Norman

Reservoirs Area, Northern San Fernando, California Earthquake of

February 9, 1979," 1971, Professional Paper 7SS;

"Earthquake Activity and Quarternary Deformation of the Western

Transverse Ranges, California," 1979, Circular 799 and Map MF 1032;

"Geologic Map of the West-Central Santa Monica Mountains, California,"

Map I-1146, 1980.
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Some of the attachments are

maps; will. it be possible to bind those into the record?

MR.', OLMSTEAD: I would not propose to bind those

in the record. I would propose to mark them as exhibits.
Pl
cv

I

vc
ice

ccc

c4

7

8

9

10

12

13

'HAIRMAN
SALZMAN: I misunderstood you.

MR. OLMSTEAD: This is just the maps.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Would you mark them now.

Do you have sufficient copies?

MR. OLMSTEAD: I think that this has been arranged

with the reporter. I don't think that we have all the copies

here right now.

All the parties have copies. We are. providing
three copies to the reporter for that purpose.

I will present to the court reporter the two maps

c
Pt

I

16

17

1 c3

I

19:

20

21

23

24

for marking. The first 'ap, Seismo-tectonic features of the

Santa Barbara Channel Area will be Staff Exhibit R-2. Map

two, Features, of Oil Fields and Lines of Structure Sections,

Northwest Santa Barbara Channel, will be Staff Exhibit R-3.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will please mark

the two maps as R-2 and R-3 for. identification at this
. point.

At ~DSOaX RK~QRi.NQ Coital?ANY. li4C
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XXX (The above entitled documents

were marked for identification

Vt

Pl
cv
I

lD
Vt

Fs

cv

7

8

9

10

as Staff Exhibits R-2 and R-3.)

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, the staff presents
Mr. James F. Devine, and Mr. Robert F. Yerkes, and Richard

B. McMullen for cross-examination at. this time.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you.

Mr. Norton, do you have any auestions?

MR. NORTON: Since I have a witness up there, I
would not think that I would go first.

C3

12

CHAERGQl SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, the witnesses

are available for cross-examination.

13 ', MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. FLEZSCHAKER:

C'6

17

20
'1

Q Mr. Yerkes, I would like to direct your attention,
sir, to page 2 of your testimony, and also if you have a copy

of the applicant ' testimony, would you please turn to page

9-'.4 of that testimony?

DR. BUCK: What page was it of the applicant's
testimony that you are talking about, Mr. Fleischaker?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Dr. Buck, I am referring to page

9-4.

24 BY MR. FLEZSCHAKER:

'Q Dr. Yerkes, have you had an opportunity to review
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1 applicant' statement there?

A I have it before me.

Q At the bottom of page 2 of your testimony, sir,
4 you state and I quote: "The statement is made on page 2 of

Vt

P5
Cv
l

I ~
Vl

Ce
Cii

cia

7

8,

9

10

the October 31st, 1979, unplublished report. that 'Existing
evidence favors association of the 4 November 1927 M 7. 3

Lompoc Earthquake with an east-dipping reverse fault, such

as the off-shore Lampoc or a similar reverse fault ten kilo-
meters to the south that offsets the sea floor. '

Now I would like to direct your attention to page

I
CS

Vl
~C

11 9-4 of Mr. Hamilton's testimony, lines 6 through 9. Mr.

12 Hamilton states that the conclusion in the two recent USGS

13; reports is apparently not based on any new geological review

14, of seismic evidence that was not presented at the Diablo

15

16
C7

I

17

'anyon hearing which was in December 1978 through February
i

I

19 79.

Do you know, sir, whether that was the case?

M

Vt

p»

C

C'l

1Q

i

19',

20.
'1

23

24

25

A Would, you clarify that question, please? l am not

certain what it is you are asking.

Q Let me ask" the question in a different way. What

was the existing evidence to which you were referring in your

testimony?

A The evidence cited in the Open-File Report 80-299.

Q Let me direct your attention to page 3-15 of the

safety evaluation report, Supplement No. 4.

ALQKRBQN RK>Oui.NQ c MPAi'VY. (iXC
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vc

Pf
cv
I

ice
vc

C
cic

cii

cic

4

|

ccc

5

C7

Vl

ccrc

'

7

8.

9

10

12

13.
'$

!

15

16

17
'

19;

20
'1

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, it was Mr. Qc" VXQS=-

who presented the testimony below. I think maybe he could

help.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, did you want

to ask that question of Mr. Devine?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: It does not matter to me which

of the two gentlemen answers the question'.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Devine appears to be 'able

to help us on it.
BY MR. FLEISCHAKER:

Q Mr. Devine, do you have the C-15, Supplement 4?

A No, I am sorry. I don'0 have that with me.

Q I have a copy and I can provide it to you.

CHAIBKN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, I thought that
you were going to ask M'. Devine if he could answer the

question that you had asked?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Dr. Yerkes answered the question

by directing me to the report.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I thought that the answer was

pending.

BY MR. FLEISCHAKER:

Q Mr. Devine, I handed you a copy of page C-15 of
Supplement 4 to the Evaluation Report...I would like you to

read items 3 and item 4 which relate to the length of the,

Lompoc fault.
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Pl
CV
I

Vl
VS

C
C

i

7

8.

9

10

12

13

'5

'6

'0

21

?2

24

25

A (Witness Devine) The length of the Lompoc fault
appears incompatible with the magnitude of the 1927 earthquak

Q Has the. USGS changed its mind recently with regard

to that matter?

A With regard to that specific point, yes.

Q What is the basis for that conclusion?

A The work done by Dr. Yerkes and others, and

presented in Open-File 80-299, suggests evidence that the

Lompoc fault is longer than it was thought to be when Mr.

McCuen and I prepared the statement 3 that I just read.

Q I have one final question for you, Mr. Devine.

Has the USGS reached the conclusion that the 1927

7.3 magnitude earthquake did not occur on the Hosgri fault.
A No, sir, we have not.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Thank you. I have no further
questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: No further questions of anyone

on the panel?

MR. FLEIS CHAKER: No .

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher?

MR. LANPHER: I have no questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: At this point, Mr. Norton.

MR. NORTON: Yes. If you will give me just 'a

moment, I have to get an exhibit.
These questions are directed to the USGS panel. I
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would ask all three panel members to answer.

BY MR. NORTON:

4

7

8

9

10

12

13;
I

14
'5

i

16

Q Does the USGS favor one location over another? I
know you state in your direct testimony that it is possible
that it occurred on the Hosgri fault. Does the USGS favor
a location other than the Hosgri fault for the location of
the 1927 Lompoc Earthquake'

A (Witness Devine.) Certainly the statement in
80-299 stated thatthe;authors of that report favored the

Lompoc north slope fault as the location of the 1927

earthquake.

The reviewers of the Diablo Canyon application
have not done the same type of basic research, so obviously

we would rely on the expert on that area who is Mr. Yerkes,

et al.
So, I guess, if there is an official position, it

17

19

20

21

I

24

25

would be to support the geologist who has done the most

work in that area on our staff, and that is Mr. Yerkes, and

he favors that structure as the possible source of the 1927

earthquake. We would support that.
Q What you are saying, then, is 'Mat the workers

who worked on the Hosgri have not worked dane the seismal

work on the Lompoc, so they are not in a position to change

their prior position. Is that what you are trying to say?

A That is not quite right.
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Q - Clarify that.
A The additional evidence developed by Mr. Yerkes

3 and others led them to the conclusion that the Lompoc

structures extended as they do, is the one that they favor

8

9

10 .

as the source for the 1927 earthquake. But those words were

selected carefully because in doing so, they did not exclude

the possibility of other structures.
Those of us concerned with the review of this

application looked. at it in that light, and that is, does

their evidence exclude the possibility of the Hosgri still
being the source. The new evidence, in our judgment, does

not exclude the Hosgri as being possible source for that
event. ~ That is why the word "favors"'as, selected.

15;'.

16

17:

lg
i

19;

20
'1

22

23

24

Q I guess it would be fair to say that back in 1975-

76 you had a certain level of probability that that earth-

quake occurred on the Hosgri fault. If I recall correctly
that level of probability began to wane between 1975 and

the last hearing because of further work that was done

regarding the location of that earthquake. Is that correct'P

MR. OLMSTZAD: Objection. Counsel is testifying
over there.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think he may be characterizing
It is leading question, but I think perhaps he is character-

izing.
Mr. Norton, can you state it in such a way that it
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will be quite clear that this is the witness's view. We have

so many part of the quest:ion that we may have lost it. They

3 stated what they believe their position is. I would appreci-
'- ate it, Mr. Norton, if you would restate your question.

5 BY MR. NORTON:

7

8

9,

10

Q Mr. Devine, isn't it true that there was some, if
one could ascribe a number, confidence of probability that
the 1927 earthquake occurred in the Hosgri fault back in
1975'P That is there is a possibility that it occurred,

while you did not, quantify that with a number, you had some

11 degree of probability that it possibly occurred. Is that
12: correct?

13

'6

lg '

15

17

A In a qualitative sense, yes.

Q Between that: time and the hearing in December

1978 and January and February of 1979, as Mr. Fleischaker

stated earlier, that confidence of probability was eroded

somewhat by further work.

I

19 ,.

20 '

That is not my opinion. There was considerable

conversation during the last hearing by other people who

put forth that argument, but that is not. my opinion.

21 Q But now the work that has been done on the

Lompoc has lowered that probability'
A Yes.

24 Q Do you have before you, and I doubt: that you do,

but perhaps your counsel could make available to you Joint

AL~KwsCN R~~ORi".. IQ CoiVIPANY. INC.
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Intervenor's Exhibits R-ll and R-12, which were marked for
identification in- this proceeding.

MR. NORTON: Mr. Olmstead, while you are doing

Vt

Pl

I

Vl
Vl

01
CZ
CV

cv

CV

7

8

9

that, I have another question or two that I might ask.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q Let me ask you this. Do you know of any other
earthquake approaching —Strike the question.

What is the next highest. magnitude earthquake that
the USGS associates with the Hosgri fault'P

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Norton, we have had the

12

opportunity to deliver the map.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I believe those exhibits were
II

received in evidence.

MR., NORTON: Gentlemen, I would also like for him

to have Joint Intervenor's Exhibit. R-10.

01

P~™ ~

Vl

16
'7

1Q

I

19;

20
'1

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, my records show that.
n

Joint Intervenor's Exhibit R-10 was withdrawn.

MR. NORTON: My records show that it was received

in evidence in the earlier proceeding.

MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes, but Joint Intervenor's Exhibit
R-10 had additions on it, and it was withdrawn.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: It was withdrawn essentially.

24.

under your objection.
MR. NORTON: But it has been marked for identifi-

cation. It was withdrawn as an exhibit by Mr. Fleischaker

i<aOR-,.NQ C MPANY. INC.
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7'

9

10

12

13;

15
'6

17

because it did have additions that were not in the original.
But we all have a copy of it, and it has been marked for
identification. I would like these gentlemen to look at it.

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, I object to using

an exhibit that was withdrawn by the sponsoring parties.
MR. NORTON: It was withdrawn from evidence, but

it has. been marked for identification.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Perhaps Mr. Norton is going to

offer it now.

You may give the document to the witnesses, please.

BY MR. NORTON:

9 Mr. Hamilton, you have a copy of Figure 35, I
think that it is it right on top.

A - (TIITitness Hamilton) I believe that it may be the
ll

same as what is also Figure 19

MR. NORTON: Mr. Hamilton has a copy of Figure 35
I

in front of him, so he can share that with the USGS

lg
I

19;

witnesses.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: It is from the earlier material,

20
'1

23

24

25

or this exhibit?

MR. NORTON: It is the one without the Intervenor's

marking. So we will have to get the one with the marking.

However, Figure 35 is in evidence.
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MR. NORTON: ,Mr. Salzman, to speed things up; I'm

2 going to give them my copy of Joint Intervenors'arked

Vl

pl
Chh

I

ID
Vl

Cl
ihi

ihh

cv

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

for identification Exhibit 10. I do not need to .—just s'o
'iI get it back.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q All right. I will go back to my original question

which is the one that precedes these exhibits, and that is,
what is the next highest earthquake which USGS associates

with the Hosgri fault'
A (Witness Devine) I am not certain there are any

we can unequivocally associate with the Hosgri. There was

a 4. 8 magnitude earthquake in May of this year which

( h

13,i

15:

16

probably occurred on the Hosgri.

Q At the southern end'?

A Near the southern end.

Q Yes. Other than that, how about historically'

Vl

Vl

17:

1$

19
.'0

'1

'

I know of no others that we 'can associate with any
h

degree of certainty
Q Now, turning to Joint Intervenors'xhibit R-10

for identification and R-11 and 12 in evidence, I want you

to first look at Exhibit R-10, and this is for the USGS

panel, and you will note there is the original map and then

there are some numbers written in with little arrows in the

lefthand side a'ittle above halfway up the page.

25 Do you see where 1 am at so far'?

h

h

At ~EHSCN RK~ORi.NQ CohVIPMY. tthtc h
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A Yes.

Vl

Pt
cv

I

Vl
Vt

cv

cv

~ \

7

8.

9

10

1'3;

15 I

'16

Q ,Okay. Now, if you take the one that says 5.8

kilometers, that little arrow, and trace it and go all the

way in on the line drawn from the arrow, you will end on a

series of dashed lines right above letters A-2. Have you

found that?

A Yes.

Q All right. Can you tell us whether —well, first
of all, Yw. Devine, let me lay a couple of foundation ques-

tions. You have reviewed, have you not, over the course

of the years all of the geological maps that have been placed

in evidence in this case, and evaluated them, have you not?

A Through February of this year, yes. Since then,

no ~

Q All right. Is Exhibit R-ll and 12, 12 being the
p

legend for R-ll, which is a very small piece of a map, a

17

7Q

I

19 .

20

21

22

23

24

map that you reviewed?

A There must be an error here. Hy R-12 is a sketch

map of the El Centro earthquake —the Imperial Valley earth-

quake.

Q I am very sorry. It is R-ll, Part 2. I just:

assumed —mine is folded over, and I just assumed the next

exhibit is 12, but actually it is R-ll, Part 2. I assume

you,have 'that there also be'cause it is part of 11.

A I have R-ll and R-ll, Part 2. They appear to be
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identical unless there'.is something I have not seen.

Q P.-ll, Part 2 is a legend and key to R-ll.
A I understand.

Q R-11 is just a small segment of the original large

5
c»
I

6.
VS

7
Pa

8

9

c 10

c: 11
g

12

13
j

C»

14 '.

15;

16
CI

17

'ap,

okay'? Now, you have reviewed that document,,haven'
I

you?

A Yes.

Q All right. Now, would you tell us what on R-10

that dashed line above A-2 is?

A Well, I can tell you what it appears to be on that
exhibit. It appears to be a splay of the Hosgri, but only

because that is what —I am only describing what I see in
that picture.

Q All right. Now, when you look at Exhibit R-ll's
map, which is official USGS map dated 1978, do you see that

splay?

A Not in the same manner.

C''0
'1

23

Q Let me ask you, in your review of all of the

maps that you have reviewed, all of the official USGS maps

and maps submitted by PGSE which are in the FSAR and are

in evidence in the lower proceedings, do you have an opinion

as to whether or not that splay that you have identi ied on

Exhibit R-10 is capable?

A I have an opinion only as a conseauence of an

earlier opinion, the first opinion being that I do not

ALQUHCN aK+oRi.4Q C~MPAi4Y. ti4C
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believe the splay exists. Consequently, I would, not believe

that it is capable.

3
Q If it does exist, as the Figure 35, Exhibit R-10

shows it, is it capable of a 7.5 MS earthquake?

Vt

Pl

I

Vl
VS

t4
Ct
cv

4'

6

7

9

10

12

13

'R.
OLl41STEAD: Ob jection, Mr. Chairman. The

witness testified he doesn't believe it exists. How can

he hypothesize whether it is capable or not?

CHAIRMAN SAL'ZMAN: Mr. Norton.

NORTON: Mr. Salzman, there is a line on this

map, and I am asking him to assume that it does exist as

represented on this map, and I am asking if it did exist
as on this map, would it be capable of a 7.5 magnitude

earthquake.

CHAIRMAN SZZZMAN: It is a hypothetical question.

1.5,
I

16
'7

19,

20
'1

23

24

25

Why can't the witness give his answer as an expert, please?

WITNESS DEVINE: Taken by itself, if it did exist,
one feature of that obviously in my judgment, it could not

be capable of such a large earthquake. However, since we

are talking hypothetically, one might assume that it is also

really part of the much longer structure going to the northwe

and then it is more difficult to say.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q All right.. Would it be capable of that splay—
would that be capable of a single source where you have,

for example, a 6 1/2 or 7 1/2 magnitude? Would that splay

><>OK.NQ C M?ANY. lNC
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be caphble of releasing up to half the energy of that earth-

quake?

A I do not know.

5

6.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 i

Q You have no opinion one way or the other?

A I am not qualified to talk about the very recent

work being done 'on centers of energy release.

MR. NORTON: All right .. I have nothing further.

CHAIRS~ SALZKQl: Dr. Buck, I believe you have

a question or two.
'I

/

DR. BUCK: Yes.

Mr. Devine, you are one of the USGS witnesses that
testified before the Licensing Board hearing on this matter,

and I believe that in your testimony you stated that the

Fugro Report, which covered the southern end of the Hosgri

15

16

17

1Q

19;

20

'ault.
had just been received by you, and you had not at

that time reviewed it.
When you were under cross examination do you

remember that?

WITNESS DEVINE: Yes, I do.

DR. BUCK: Have you included —have you reviewed

the Fugro report now fully'
.WITNESS DEVINE: Yes.

23

24

DR. BUCK: So that that would be part of the new

data that you are now considering since the hear'ing on the

Hosgri, is that correct?

A~ERSON RK~ORT!.4G C i4fPAi4Y. fiNC
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WITNESS DEVINE: Yes.

DR. BUCK: All right. Now, if I may refer to
2

Staff Exhibit R-2, which is the seismotectonic features of

the Santa Barbara Channel area, on the upper lefthand corner

ICt

Pl
ee
I

VS

7

8.

9

10

of t:hat map there is a large area marked "Interpretation
questionable."

Can you explain, one, what it is that "Interpreta-
tion questionable" means?

WITNESS DEVINE: I would be happy to give you my

best answer, but I would offer Yw. Yerkes who is the author

of the map to explain what he intended.

12
DR. BUCK: I am sorry. Either one of you. Whoever

is capable of explaining it.H I

CO

T

a
I

15

Mr. gerkes.

WITNESS YERKES: It means that we were not able

to make a judgment that fully explained the data we had

available, that we wanted more data in order to map that

M

L~

Vt

1g
I

~ 19;

20
.'1.

area.

DR. BUCK: More data in the way of what? Mapping?

WITNESS YERKES: Chiefly seismic profiling, yes.

DR. BUCK: So that what: you —you have some

data on the faults and so on in the area, is that correct?

23

24

WITNESS YERKES: There are some data, yes.
i

DR. BUCK: But not suf ficient for you to say

whether they are connected faults or separate faults and
25
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that sort of thing'? Is that what you are concerned with?

WITNESS YERKES: Correct.

DR. BUCK: All right:.. Now, Mr. Yerkes, you are

vt
Pt
ihi

I
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ihi

Chi

5

6

10
i'l

the one, I believe, that is- now stating that you prefer the

Lompoc fault as a source of the 1927 7.3 earthquake, is that

correct?

WITNESS YERKES: In essence that is correct.

DR. BUCK: Was that a stress fault?
WITNESS YERKES: The Lompoc fault is a thrust

fault.
DR. BUCK: Was there a Tsunami connected with the

12

13 ',

1927 earthquake?
h

WITNESS YERKES: There was a sea wave, yes.

DR. BUCK: Is there any part of the southern Hosgri

15

17

1Q

I

19,

20,'1

fault that might: produce such a sea wave'

WITNESS YERKES: I am not familiar with the.

evidence on the sout:hem part of the Hosgri fault. I
cannot answer that question.

DR. BUCK: Mr. Devine.

W1TNESS DEVINE: It is a hypothetical question

because we do not have specific data to answer that directly,
h

but there is a significant vertical component to the

known offsets on the Hosgri, so theoretically 1 would say

it is capable of generating a Tsunami.

DR. BUCK: Has that particular area shown any sign
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of. movement, recent movement?

WITNESS DEVINE: Other than the '27 earthquake,

3 no.

'4 DR. BUCK: I am asking whether the vertical offset

cv
I

Vt
ice

ns

cv

cic

7

8

9

has shown any sign of recent movement..

WITNESS DEVINE: In geologic terms, recent, there
i

are some sea floor offsets along the Hosgri.

DR. BUCK: I 'm talking about very. recent. Has

it s hown within. the last 50 years signs of movement?

10 WITNESS DEVINE: No.

DR. BUCK: Would it not. for a 7.3 earthquake likely

c ~

12

13;

would it not be- likely to show some sign of movement if a

7.3 earthquake had occured on it?
WITNESS DEVINE: Within .the last 50 years? I

15 'm sorry, sir. When I said no in 50 years, I was assuming

1.7
'$

~ 19:

20
'1

that since '27.
i

DR. BUCK: Sorry. Sixty years.

WITNESS DEVINE: I would say there is still an

uncertainty whether there has been movement shown or not

by virtue of that earthquake.

DR. BUCK: Has there been any sign, can you give

us any indication, geological sign or indication at all of

a movement in the last 60 or 100 years on the southern end

of the Hosgri fault?
WITNESS DEVINE: Within that —no.
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DR. BUCK: I repeat my question. On that same

area if a 7.3 earthquake had occurred in that period of

time would you not expect that there would be some sign of

that motion?

5

6

7

8.

9

10 .

WITNESS DEVINE: Yes, but I would like to explain

my previous answer a little bit.
DR. BUCK: All right.
WITNESS DEVINE: The identified sea floor offsets

along the Hosgri, there is no way of identifying whether

they have occurred within the last 50 years or the last
several thousand years. Consequently, I said no. I should

have qualified that. The sea floor offsets are of unknown

age.

DR. BUCK: So you have no indication that they

f
C7

16

15 '-

17

have even moved in the last, say, 15,000 years.

WITNESS DEVINE: There is evidence of a movement

within the last 15,000 yea'rs, yes.

DR. BUCK: All right. When do you place the last

f

f

19 .

movement?

WITNESS DEVINE: Sometime within the last 15,000

C'l

I

21

23

24

25

years, but I cannot qualify it less —more specifically
than that. It is a sea floor offset, and it could have

occurred very early in the time of the sea floor deposit

, or it could have occurred very recently. And there is

no way that we can tell the difference.
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DR. BUCK: What about the rest of the Hosgri

2 fault? Does that have a large critical offest? Do you

3 consider that to be, for example, a thrust fault at the
' present moment?

WITNESS DEVINE: I would not characterize it as

a thrust fault.
7

8.

9

DR. BUCK: What would you characterize it as?

WITNESS DEVINE: It does not lend itself to a

one-.word description.

10 'DR. BUCK: Give me two words then.

12

WITNESS DEVINE: It takes many words; sir.
(Laughter.)

13
I

It is a fault with a significant. component of

1Q;

15;

16

17:

strike slip, and a significant component of thrust. It is,
as near as we know, dipping roughlv 70 degrees. It is not

ve .tical as the San Andreas would be, so it is a complex

fault consisting of both strike slip and thrust movement.

4»
I

4e

I
Vl

19;

20

'R. BUCK: How far —you say down at the southern

end there is a particularly high vertical offset, is that

correct?

21

12

WITNESS DEVINE: I did not mean to imply that

that vertical component was only in the south end. To my

understanding of the fault it has a significant vertical
P

component throughout its length.

25 DR. BUCK: If this fault is, shall we say, a dual

Aa ~KBSON RK~QRi.N6 C~i'APANY. INC
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15'

fault —it has both a thrust or vertical aspect and a

horizontal aspect -- how large a horizontal throw would

you have expected that fault to show for a 7.3 magnitude

earthquake?

WITNESS DEVINE: I can only estimate a range.

DR. BUCK: Give me an estimate.

WITNESS DEVINE: And —well, comparing it with

other faults that have had earthquakes that size which may

or may not be comparable to the Hosgri, because of the dis-

s'imilarities between the faults, it could range from a few

inches to several meters.

DR. BUCK: Over what length of the fault would

- you have expected that motion to take place in order to

'ive a 7.3 magnitude eartquake?

WITNESS DEVINE: I would'ave to estimate a range..
» i

r

'The pure strike slip faulting, if it occurred in a strike

17' 'slip manner, our,records show that it would probably be

over several tens of kilometers. However, on thrust faulting

»»

Vl

19

20

21

it is much more complicated to estimate how much movement

one would expect over what length.

So I could only estimate that it is somewhere

between a couple tens of kilometers to several tens of

23

24

25

kilometers. It is very awkward to estimate on an earthquake

structure like this —on a geologi'c structure of this type

based on so little evidence.
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21

25

DR. BUCK: And you would not have expected some

evidence of that to show up in the sea floor during those

tens of kilometers?

WITNESS DEVINE: I would expect to see it, yes.

DR. BUCK: But you do not see it.
WITNESS DEVINE: I am not sure that we see it.

I

We have sea floor offsets. We do not know whether they

occurred in 1927 or not. They may have, so we may have

evidence but we are not sure.

DR. BUCK: Well, now, let me ask this. What do

you think is the likelihood compared knowing now the data

on the Lompoc and Mr. Yerkes'houghts on the fact that it
is the most likely spot?

i

What do you think is the likelihood or the

probability that that earthquake actually did occur on the

southern end of the Hosgri?

WITNESS DEVINE: I cannot estimate it quantitativel
I will answer qualitatively. I think the chances favor

the Lompoc structure over the Hosgri, but not to the

exclusion of the Hosgri..

DR. BUCK: Do two sections, of the USGS ever get

together and try to make a decision?

WITNESS DEVINE: We get together—
MR. OLMSTEAD: Objection.

(Laughter.)
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN; Probably as often as the

Z sections of the NRC get together.

7

8.

9 stand.

(Laughter. )

DR. BUCK: Excuse me. I withdraw that question.

(Laughter.)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I withdraw my comment.

(Laughter.)

MR. NORTON: I think we ought to let them both

CL 10 DR. BUCK: Now, I am a little puzzled here. You

have two sections, very closely related sections in part of

coastal California —one who is reasonably positive they

13;

1$ ',

1

15:

16,

'7'9

ZO

'ave

an earthcgxake on the Lompoc and one who had originally
stated that there was a,high probability of it being on the

Hosgri. I think you modified that opinion because of all
the new data, and you seem to be searching for some odd

little extra bit of data here to make up your mind.

This is of major importance not only to this
reactor but to siting in general on the coast as to what

is happening,. and I just find it a little disturbing that

Zl we have two adjacent sect'ions of the Pacific coast here

being looked at by two different people and coming up with

relatively two different answers.

NITNESS DEVINE: I am sorry. I would disagree

25 with that.

Aa ~ERsoN aK~QRi.NQ CCMPANY. (NC
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MR'. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: One moment, please, Mr. Olmstead

MR. OLMSTEAD: - I think maybe it would be

7

8.

9

10

appropriate to have Mr. Devine and Mr. Yerkes explain the

concept of error of elipse with regard to the locations

of the 1929 earthquake.

~
DR. BUCK: Mr. Olmstead, that has been put in,

the error of elipse has b'een put in. It has been gone over

in the previous testimony. It has been gone over again

in the papers. I know all about the error of elipse.

I am trying to get to —the error. of elipse

depends upon a lot of factors, that data in 1927, a lot of

different views as to which station was right and which

was wrong, and whether you take after-faults or don't and

that, sort of thing.
I think there is a lot of confusion in that, and

I do not want to go through the whole thing again. I am

C
Pl

I

1$

19

23

24

trying to get to the basic data here as to why Mr. Yerkes

thinks that there is a high probability at 1'east of the

Lompoc fault, why Mr. Devine says there is a low probability
of the Hosgri, and find out how much more data is needed

for somebody to make a decision.

J

ALCKBSON RK~QRT'.NG C™MPAiRY.INC
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I am disturbed by the fact, by what appears to

be in your mind, Mr. Devine, a decreasing probability, isn'
that correct?

7

8

9

WITNESS DEVINE: That is correct, and I do not

believe there is a disagreement among the Survey people on

this point. I would say we are in very good agreement.

Believe me, the words we say, the fact that it
favors one, does not exclude the other. There is no disagree

ment among the Survey people on that point.
DR. BUCK: I am trying to get at why the Hosgri

is not excluded simply on the basis of, first of all, the

12

13

type of fault, the sea floor evidence, and the recent history
of the total Hosgri. I am talking about the last 17,000 year

history of the Hosgri.

15:

16

17:

7Q

I

19;.

1g

21

23

24

25

20

'ITNESS DEVINE: The evidence developed by Mr.

Yerkes does not prove that that earthquake occurred on Lompoc

The error in the location of the '27 earthquake still very

easily includes the Hosgri.

DR. BUCK: It also includes Lompoc.

WITNESS DEVINE: Very definitely. So the evidence,

as we say, favors the Lompoc but it does not exclude the

Hosgri.

DR. BUCK: Why don ' you give me a list o f all
I

the things that favor the Lompoc? Mr. Yerkes, perhaps you

can .--
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WITNESS YERKES: The existence of sea floor
offset,. the three-dimensional attitude of the fault

vt
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11

12

13 I

16

17:

19

20
'1

surface which can be- related to geodetic effects that are

attributed onshore, geodetic effects that are attributed
to the 1927 earthquake. That in particular weights the

evidence, in my judgment,. plus the extended length to the

southeast. The apparent extent—
DR. BUCK: ,What do you estimate the Lompoc fault

length to be now, sir'P

WITNESS YERKES: The, segment that is labeled

on the map is what I would now characterize as offshore

Lompoc. I do not have a ready means of answering that.
DR. BUCK: It is a lot more than the original

estimate of 14 kilometers;:or-something like this, is that
right:?

.WITNESS YERKES:. I am not familiar with that
figure.

DR. BUCK: Okay.

WITNESS YERKES: I think thole characteristics

are the chief ones to cite in answer to your question.

DR. BUCK: The only question then is really the

uncertainty of the location of elipse, shall we say.

WITNESS YERKES: The location of the 1927 epicente

25

is the major uncertainty, yes.

DR. BUCK: Okay. Would you agree, Nr.. Devine, tha

AL ERSON RK~QRi.NG CCMPANY. !NC.
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'nder

the present circumstances the 7.5.:supposition on the

Hosgri is extremely conservative?

WITNESS DEVINE: I do not know the difference betwe n

conservative and extremely conservative. I would say it is

conservative.

DR. BUCK: What do you mean by conservative? I
am going back to your probability again. What is the likeli-
hood?

WITNESS DEVINE: I think the possibility .of the

Hosgri still being the source of that cart:hquake, the

possibilit;y of it is signif'cantly true to the extent that

one must still consider it in light of nuclear siting, in

my judgment.,

DR. BUCK: Okay. That s all' have.

CHA'IRMAN SALZi<~: Dr. Johnson.

DR. JOHNSON: No .
1

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, do you wish

to question the panel again in light of the Board's questions?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: May I have one moment, please?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Yes, Mr. F leischaker .

21

questions.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes. I have just a couple of
C

XXXX

23

24

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Please go ahead, Mr. Fleischake

RECROS S EXAMINATION

BY MR. FLEISCHAKER:

Aa ~ERsoiN RK>OR i.'NG c~MPAiXY. tile
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Q Mr. Devine, I would like to direct your attention

to Joint Intervenors'xhibit R-ll which is a xerox of

part of a map, the Buchanan and Banks map, and ask you are

Vt
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'ou

able to locate there on the shoreline the location of

the Diablo Canyon Power Plant? It is riot marked on the map,

but do you know where it is, sir?

A (Witness Devine) Approximately, yes, sir.
Q Now, there is scale over on Part 2 to the Joint

Intervenors'xhibit ll. I was wondering, sir, if you could

scale for me the horizontal distance normal to the trace

of fault there from the location of the Diablo Canyon plant.

MR. NORTON: We object to that exercise. The
I

witness said "approximately. " I don ' see how he can then

go to a scale, detailed scale of a map when he does not

know where he is going other than approximately.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That is a problem, and I think

the obj.ection is sustained.

CCI

C

1$
I

19

'our exhibit does not indicate the location of

the Diablo Canyon facility. I don't see how he can go

20 beyond approximately., sir.:

21 MR. FLEISCHAKER:, Maybe Mr. Hamilton can help

him, because Mr. Hamilton was able to scale off at one

24

25

point.
CHAIRNJAN SALZMAN: Do you wish to ask Mr. Hamilton

the questio'n, sir?
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MR. FLEISCHAKER:, Yes.

BY MR. FLEXSCHAKER:
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Q Mr. Hamilton, can you scale off the distance

there between the Diablo Canyon plant and the Hosgri fault?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Hamilton, do you know on

that map the site of the Diablo Canyon plant?

WITNESS HAMILTON: I can locate it rather closely

on the map. I think that the Hosgri fault is a bit more

difficult, though.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Well, Mr. Hamilton has the

plant but has lost the fault.
(Laughter.)

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Mr. Hamilton often loses his

faults.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I don't intend to be humorous.

The fault, is indicated by lines, sir, and we have some

problem -- you have t:o tell him more precis'ely. You

certainly have to tell me more precisely what't:wo points

you want him to measure. He knows where the plant is.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: I would like him to measure

from the plant dist:ance normal to the fault.
C'l

I

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Oh, all right. Did you hear

23

24

25

that, .IMr. Hamilton?

.MR. NORTON: Plant distance normal to the fault?
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Yes.
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WITNESS HAMILTON: The problem that I have is

I4t

Pf
CV

I

'le
vl

that the USGS map in question shows a number of different

3 traces of faults, and it is not really clear to 'me just
' which are intended as being the Hosgri fault as the question

was asked.

BY MR. FLESICHAKER:

'7

8
Fe

9

10

Q The closest one, which is marked H for Holocene,

can you find that, Mr. Hamilton?

A Yes. I can identify a strand marked "H," and
\

I can measure from the place where I believe the plant to

{4

l
a

i

11

12

13 I

I

15
'6

'7

'I

Q

I

19'

be to that strand. I do not mean to imply that I agree

that that strand is the Hosgri fault, though.

Q No, sir. I understand that. This is a Buchanan

and Banks map.

A May I have the copy that Mr. Devine has? I
will also need the part that includes the scale.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: May I approach the witness to

see where he is measuring, Mr. Chairman, to expedite this?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: You wish to —why can't you

C'

21

cn 20 'sk t'.he wit:ness to indicate to where he- is measuring so

we can all see it? We would all like to know where.

MR. NORTON: Yes. 'The;.witness knows where the

points are, not the attorney.. That is what he is asking

him to d'o.

25 MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead.

MR. OLMSTEAD: I do want to make a point here.

I did not make it when Mr. Norton asked the question because

Vt

Ct
CIi
I

IC1

he did lay the foundation. If he had not laid the foundatio'4
I would have objected, but in getting into this whole splay

business and what Mr. Norton did to get into it was indicate
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that Mr. Devine had previously testified on the matter in

the hearing below, and since it was an issue in this
proceeding, I could not object since it came up the other

day. But I think we are starting to get into matters which

are beyond the scope of direct and cross examination here.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Well, when we reach that point,

I would appreciate you makinq an objection. At the moment

he has only been asked to draw a line on a map, and he

says he is capable of doing it. I am inclined to agree
i

with him, 'sir.
WITNESS HAMILTON: The distance that I measure

from where I believe the plant to be on this map up to

a dashed line with an "H" indicated on it, on the map MF 910

C'0
'1

is about 4 kilometers as scaled on the accompanying part

of the exhibit.
BY MR. FLEISCHAKER:

23

24

25

Q Is this map, the line you have indicated there

has an "H" and just below. the H it has a 2 in a square box.,

A Yes.
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Q Okay. Mr. Devine, I would again like to direct
your attention to the Buchanan and Banks map and ask you

3 whether you are aware of any seismic re flection survey in

the nearshore region between this line that Mr. Hamilton and

Mt
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9

10

I have been discussing and the plant site.
A (Witness Devine) I know in general that there has

been seismic profiling in that area,. but I cannot identify
them specifically.

Q Do you know the results of that seismic profiling'
CHAIRS~ SALZMAN: Just one moment. He said

he cannot identify them specifically. What do you mean by
P

"that seismic profile," sir? I am losing track of it.
13,

profile?"
Mr. Devine, what do you mean by "that seismic

15 I

16

17:

WITNESS DEVINE: That was counsel' statement.

I don't know what that profile means either.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Yes. That is the problem we

both have.

19,:

20 '

21

C'r. Fleischaker.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I was asking him whether he was

aware of any seismic reflection survey in that nearshore

region. Is the answer yes or no? Maybe that would—

23

24

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: He answered he was generally

aware. You said "that profile." We have to know which.

profile. That is the problem.
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BY MR. FLEISCHAKER:
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Q Do you recall the results from any specific profil
ing in that nearshore region?

A No, I do not.

MR. FLEISCHAKER- Okay. No further questions.

DR. BUCK: I would like to —excuse me.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Do you have any questions.,

Mr. Lanpher'?

MR. LANPHER: No.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, did you have

any further questions?

MR. NORTON: Yes. I would like to ask Mr. Devine.

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. NORTON:

15
'=

16

17
'or what purpose? It shows a lot of things, Mr. Norton.

Q Is this map accurate that you are looking at, R-11?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Just one moment. 'Accurate

ccc
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Accurately display the fault: ? Accurately show where the

shoreline is, sir'?

MR. NORTON: The fault, accurate as it displays

the fault. I assume--
I

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: You assume they found
the'hore.

Go ahead, sir.
MR. OLMSTEAD: Per. Chairman, I guess I have

an objection. I think this is an official map, so I would
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prefer him to ask the question is the map current maybe.

MR. NORTON: Just because it is offical does not

mean it is accurate.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: All right. Let's not quibble,

Iii
I

IA
Vl

5

6

7

8

9

10

gentlemen.

Mr. Norton, why don't you ask if the map is
current, if you would like to know, and then ask him if
it's accurate, both?

MR. NORTON: Why can '—
BY MR. NORTON:

Q Any way you want to answer it, is it current,

is it accurate, you know, is there better informa'tion?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I object. That is a multiple

question.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I will overrule, the objection

and allow the gentleman to answer, Mr. Pleischaker.

1Q

I

19

20

21

WITNESS DEVINE: Maps of this type that develop

dashed line faults on the basis of seismic profiles have

some limits in accuracy, and the limits decrease as you

have more and more strands showing up on each profile. It
becomes much more difficult to connect one offset to the —.—

to an offset on the next seismic profile. So there is a

I ~J
23

24

25

very decided limit on accuracy on mapping of this type.

In no way can it match the mapping that one can

do when tracing the fault on shore, so yes, there is a

A~~FRSOi4 RK~OPi..4Q Coi41PAi4Y. li4C
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1 limit to the accuracy of. this map.

, Secondly, seismic profiles are intepreted to

3 begin w ith, and there can be variations in the interpretatio s

of each profile. So there is a margin of error introduced

in that type —at that step also. Consequently, to draw

Q

~Jl

7

8.

9

10

12

13',

15.:

a complicated series of anastomosing and bifurcating faults
as we see here; it is very easy to have alternate interpre-
tations that would alternately fit the same data.

So each individual strand of this R-11 segment.

I would say is subject to a fair degree of error or alternat
interpretation.

Toward your question about currency, I do know

that our'eople who did this portion of the mapping have

continued to look at profiles and are developing alternate

interpretations of this portion of the mapping. But again,

16 't falls within the band of accuracy that one can do by

17

f

19';

mapping from seismic profiles.
BY i'. NORTON:

Q All right. And when you have a system —and l
20 'elieve this was covered before but at the lower level

C

I
22 is in the Hosgri zone has a certain. length and a certain

21,'r earlier hearings .—the only thing vou can deal'ith

23

24

width, is that correct? Zn the Hosgri zone I believe

Hr. Hamilton has testified even in the testimony that

is here today is from 1 to 2 kilometers in width, is that

AL~FBSCN RK>ORT'.NG CCMP4<4Y. INC.
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correct?

A The use of the word "certain" indealing with the

Hosgri is very difficult. I don't think 'either the length

or the width is very certain.

5

6

7

8

9

10 .

Q But it does have -- there is no fault that is
I

just a narrow line in the state of California, is there?

A There may be some examples where—
MR. OLMSTEAD: Objection. I think we are getting

well beyond the scope of direct examination.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: . The objection I think is
sustained. The purpose of, the Board's question was not

12

13;

I

15

'7

1$
I

~ 19,

20

21

'.2
I

23'4

25

to reopen the distance between the Hosgri fault and the

Diablo Canyon station. We are getting far afield from the

matter we wish to hear. We do wish to press on, sir.
MR. NORTON: Fine. No further questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZKQl: Dr. Buck.
I

DR. BUCK: Mr. Hamilton, are you aware of the

various mappings and so on that have been made in the area

of Staff Exhibit R-2 which is shown as "Interpretation
questionable?"

WITNESS HAMILTON: Yes, sir. I am aware of a

number. of different surveys made in that area. There

could be surveys that. I am not aware of. I am aware of
I

,several.
DR. BUCK: Do you have'n opinion as to whether
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or not any of these surveys would indicate movement on

any of the sections of the fault that come down there

sufficient to have been the source of the 1927 earthquake?

5

WITNESS HAMILTON: I have an opinion about what

the several surveys which I have been able to look at,
which include the Fugro survey that you referred to earlier,

7 and that to my knowledge is the most detai led survey and

the best resolution survey across „the southernly part of

the Hosgri fault.

10, I have an opinion on what is shown in the way

11
of offset on the fault.

12

13 I

lg )

15
'6

'

17
'Q

19;

DR. BUCK: Would you give me that opinion,

please?

WITNESS HAMILTON: The lines that cross part of

-the area where "Interpretation questionable" is indicated

on this exhibit shows an offset of the basal part of what

is interpreted to be the Pleistocene or section of

youngest deposit underlying the sea floor.
I have looked at these records and at records

2p, from the earlier Polaris survey by the USGS, and I have

21

?2

23

24

seen no evidence of offset of the sea floor itself along

the trace of the Hosgri fault as it exists "in the underlying

rocks.

DR. BUCK: Would you have expected an offset
I

on the sea floor if a 7.3 earthquake had occurred within
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recent years?

WITNESS HAMILTON: I would expect that, particular y

of an earthquake that had an associated seismic sea wave.

Pl

I

Ul
VS

~+l

ns

ne

5

6

7'.

9

10..

DR. BUCK: And in your opinion that seismic

sea wave would have been associated with more of a thrust

faulting than a slip.
WITNESS HAMILTON: With a fault that would have

created some vertical dislocation of the sea floor.
DR. BUCK: Okay. Have you discussed this with

USGS?

12

13

'5

16

17

19:

20
'1.

C
C

'?2

25
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parker 4.-
dsp4-1

vt
Ptiii

I

VS

n
CV

cv

C!

C

~%

a

9

5

6

8

9

10 .

13;

14,:

15
'6

'7

WITNESS HAMILTON: Not in any formal way.

DR. BUCK: Okay. I will go back to Mr. Devine

for just a moment if I may. Do you have any data in this
area which does show offset of the sea floor that
Mr. Hamilton has been talking about, or do you agree

necessarily that there would have been an offset of the

sea floor?
WITNESS DEVINE: I know no specific data that

shows offset of the sea floor within that block marked

"questionable."

DR. BUCK: No specific data. What do you mean

by that?

WITNESS DEVINE: Well, there are identifications
of sea floor offsets along the Hosgri, and I cannot recall
just, how far south the southern-most identified offset, is.
I am reasonably sure it is north of the block marked

"interpretation questionable." But. I am not positive.
DR. BUCK: Are you saying, then, that the 1927

earthquake could have occurred north of this area?

20

'2

23

24

25

WITNESS DEVINE: It could have, yes.

DR. BUCK: How big an offset occurred in that—
how large a sea floor offset occurred up there; do you liow?

WITNESS DEVINE: I cannot recall specifically.
It is on the order of a meter or so.

DR. BUCK: Do you agree with that, Mr. Hamilton?
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i 4

WINTESS HAMILTON: One place where we considered

there to be strongest evidence for possible sea floor
offset along a strand of the Hosgri fault is the southerly

part of Estero Bay, somewhat north of Point Buchon and

on the order of l0 kilometers north of the power plant
site.

7

8.

9

10 .

11

12

13

14

75 i

17
'6

1Q

19;

21

20

'e
interpret some points where strands of the

Eosgri fault are coincident with submerged marine

sea cliff terrace features to be ambiguous and to possibly

represent some sea floor offset also; that is, we do not

see a way of precluding the possibility.
The point we think most likely in the southern

part of Estero Bay, we see about a meter and a half of

vertical expression along a portion of the fault that cannot

much exceed about 1000. feet in length.

DR. BUCK: Okay. Thank you. So you see nothing

in the southern end of the fault or within a major portion
of the elipse probability for the location —the location

\

of elipse?

WITNESS HAMILTON: No, sir, we do not see sea

floor offset in that area,

DR. BUCK: You have no evidence either, i41r.

~ 24

Devine, is that correct'

'WITNESS DEVINE: I am not sure of the bounds of

25 that question, sir. Do you mean within this block marked
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2.

"interpretation questionable" ?

DR. BUCK: Yes.

WITNESS DEVINE: I do not have any.

DR. BUCK: All right. How far up north does the

zone of the location of the 1927 fault go beyond that?

WITNESS DEVINE: You mean the possible location

7

8.

9.

of '27?

DR. BUCK: Yes.

WITNESS DEVINE: The center of the ci'rcle of

10

12

13 I

17 .

1 Ct

I

19,

uncertainty as located by Gawthrop and, later verified
by Engdahl'is some four to five kilometers north of the

i
northern block of this area marked "interpretation
questionable."

So it is to the north of that- area.

DR. BUCK: All right. And you have evidence that

you think is sea flocLoffset in that area?

WITNESS DEVINE: It is questionable.

As Mr. Hamilton alluded to, a lot of the area

that gets interpreted as possible sea floor offset

Zp coincides wi.th the shelf, and it is very difficult to be

21 sure which it is we have seen. So the evidence is
equivocal.

DR. BUCK: Okay. Thank you.

Does anybody have any followup questions?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: One moment. Let's start with
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dsp4-4 Mr. Fleischaker.. In light of the recent series of
questions that Dr. Buck raised—

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No .

CHAIRKQl SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead, do you have
Vt

cv
I

questions in light of—
MR. OLMSTEAD: I have two questions for

d4
C

hl

7

8,

9

Mr. Devine.

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. OLMSTEAD:

INDEX 10

'll
12

Q Can you tell me whether or not you would estimate

some larger magnitude earthquake on the Hosgri even in
the absence of the 1927 earthquake based on the capable

fault concept'?

A As we cited in our letter contained in supplement

15

'6'7

IV to the. NRC SER, we cited additional evidence to support

the concept of the large earthquake possible on the

Hosgri.

Q Okay. And when you. indicated that the Hosgri

had a thrust component, can you tell me whether or not

C'0
'1

.24

25

„that could be characterized as a strike slip fault with

a component of high angle reverse movement?

Yes, i;t could be.

MR. OLMSTEAD: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher?

MR. LANPHER: No.

ALQKRscN RKWRi.NG ccMPANY. (i'4c
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dsp4-5 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton?

n
CV

I

Iii
Vl

cv

cv

cv

cv-

Q

7

8

9

10 Are you going to be leaving?
r

WITNESS HAMILTON:

the area.

I am not planning to leave

MR. NORTON: No.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Gentlemen from the Geological

Survey, I appreciate —the board appreciates you coming

down and letter us ask you these questions and standing

up in front of all of us and telling us of your uncertain-
ties. They may be helpful in our work.

You are now excused. Thank you very much.

Mr. Hamilton, I assume you are going to be remaining here.

CHAIRMAN SALZiNN: Thank you. Thank you,

16

17

'r. Hamilton, too, for your testimony.

(The witnesses were excused)

CHAI'RMAN SALZMAN: Ladies and gentlemen, let
us recess for five minutes.

(Recess}

end 4 19

20 '

21

/~

24

25
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Who is to question Mr. Young

at this point'? I believe that it is Mr. Norton.

Vt

Pt
CV

I

V1
Vt

ns
C2
ee

C

cv

CX

7

8,

9

10

MR. 'NORTON: Yes.,

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you.

, MR. 'GLtSTZRD: iM. Chairman, are we going to wait
I

on Questions 5 and 8 until the cross on l, 2, 3, and 4?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I would appreciate your con-

fining the cross at this point to other than 5 and 6, because

Mr. Norton .has got a problem, and he needs the lunch-hour

to prepare himself-.

MR. OLMSTEAD: We have not had the direct on 5 and

12'3;

1g I

15

'7

I

19

20

21

6, I don't believe.

MR. NORTON: If they want to put that in, they

might as well do it right now.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Why don't we move it in?

MR. LAVPHER: When we moved into evidence Mr.

Young's testimony yesterday, we delivered to the 'reporter

the complete set of his testimony, including his responses

to Questions 5 and 6.

/ MR. NORTON: I understand that, but he had,

additional comments on the first series of questions. If he

23

25

has additional direct on 5 and 6

MR. LANPHER: I represented this morning that we

are going to forego that in the interest of the revi sed

schedule.
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CHARMAN SALZMAN: Then there is no problem.
Will you please go ahead.

MR. NORTON, All right.

XXXX
Vt

Pt
tV
I

4l

cv

ns

f4

7

8.

9

Whereupon,

GEORGE YOUNG

was recalled as a witness and, having been previously sworn,
w'as examined and testified further as follows:

CROSS-EXAMINATION (Resumed)

BY MR. NORTON:

10

g 11

12

13

'5

16

17

''r. Young, in your opening statement yesterday at
page 731 of the transcript.

A Yes, sir, I have that.
Q At page 731 you stated, you were talking about

Dr. Blume's plotting of the Imperial Valley '79 data—
You stated that Dr. Blume, in his Figure I-1 agrees with the

plotted IV-79 data, and you said that you do not believe,
that 'Dr. Blume's has selected data from the proper stations

Vl

i~ ~

Vl

19,

20
'1

for comparison with the SAM-V curve.

Did you read the Board's Question No. 1

Yes, sir.
Did the Board indeed instruct the witnesses to

plot the Imperial Valley data against the previous plots
23

24

W~r'hat had been made?

Yes, sir, it did.

Fine. Did Dr. Blume do that?
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A Yes, sir.
Q .You also stated a little bit later in your

3 testimony, and I am not going to refer you specifically to

Pt
CV

I

Ill
Vt

5

6

7

8

9

10

a page number unless it becomes necessary, but you were

discussing the TERA report. I believe you criticized them
t

for not plotting some data. Is that correct?

A Yes, sir. I would like to say that I pointed that
out. I don't know what you mean by the word'criticize'd'."
I would-.say that I was in disagreement with it because it
was omitted.

12

13;

Q Now you say at page 745 of your testimony, and

incidentally the TERA analysis was a regression analysis,

was it not?

I»

g

15:.

16

17

A Yes, sir.
Q You say at page 745, "In an analysis -- being a

regression analysis such as that set forth in the TERA

report, I believe all data, unless there xe serious questions

lg
E

19,

regarding its accuracy, should be included." Is that
correct?

20 ' Yes, sir.
C.'1 Q Did you use all data in compiling your curves that

you submitted on rebuttal, or did you select just 15 points?

.j

Ps J
24 Q's that a regression analysis?

A No, sir, I selected 15 stations.

A . Yes, sir.
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Q I believe you stated that TERA left out 20 points
out of approximately several hundred. Is that correct?

'4

5

6

A No, sir. They left out 20 points out of a total
of 68 points that I assumed,'when I first read the report,
should have been included, or were included from the San

I

Fernando 197l earthquake.

7

8

9

Q So they left out 20 of 68 recordings from San

Fernando?
I

A That is correct.
10

11

12

13 i

Q How many recordings did you leave out from

Imperial Valley in your most recently submitt:ed plots out

of how many?

A I would not be able to answer that. I would have

to count them. I would say it is a significant number, yes,

15 ';

16
'7

'ir.
A far higher percentage, wouldn't you say?

I

I am not aware of t:hat. I would have to count

20

21

1$
I

19;

23

24

the stations. Also, it would depend on what you are

including. I selected the ones that I thought were the

most appropriate to the question that was asked.

Q I thought your testimony said that in a regression

analysis, you believed that you used all the data unless

there are serious questions regarding'its accuracy. Are

there serious questions regarding Imperial Valley data

accuracy?
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A No, sir. However, I believe you are making a too

narrow interpretation of my statement there. I am referring
3 to the regression equation by TERA which I interpret to be

' a general regression equation applicable to all conditions
Vl

Pt
CV

I

Vl

Cri

04

n
Cri

7

9

10

and sites, not specifically applicable to the Diablo Canyon.

'data'

A Yes, sir.
Q Do you have any reason to believe that the station

Q Doesn't the TERA report describe in very detailed
and very specifically their selection criteria for selecting

they omitted fall anywhere than outside the parameters of
9

their selected data?

13; A ' cannot answer that because I do not know the

exact manner by which they applied their selection criteria.
15

I

15

17

lg

19,

20

Q So you have no reason to dispute them when they

say that those stations fell outside their selection
criteria?

A No, I cannot dispute that, no.

Q Fine.

Let's if you would for a moment —I am going to

C
C

i

21

".2

23

24

25'ut'up

as a viewgraph one of your -- Unfortunately the

viewgraphs don't show the Exhibit number, Mr. Lanpher, you

can tell me what exhibit number it is. The viewgraphs do

not copy through the handwriting for some reason.

That- is Governor Brown's R-12. As I understand

A~~KRBCN R~CORi.NC C iVIP4NY. INC.
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4

this curve—
LANPHER: Just a moment, Mx. Norton.

Dr. Young, do you have a copy'?

NITNESS YOUNG: Yes, I do.

BY MR. NORTON:

7

8,

~ 9

Q A's I understand this exhibit, what y'ou have done

is taken the SAM projection curves, and you have a line
drawn through them, that: were prepared by Dr. Blume. Is
that right?

10 A I don'0 understand that question. I have not
11 'one anything to the SAM curves.

12 Q No, you just plotted, them on there. They. are

13:, plotted there.

A No, sir., The second curves were on the figure
15

'6

'7

initially. That is a Xerox copy, as a base figure, of I. 1,

which Dr. Blume had plotted.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I am having the same problem,

I think,, that the reporter is. You are talking about Dr.

John Blume, 'I believe.
20

21

MR. NORTON:

Yes�.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Please do that. It is diffi-
cult to hear because of t:he echos in the room, sir.

24

25

BY MR. NORTON:

Q So this is taken from the testimony of Dr. John

Blume.
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A Yes.

Vt

CV
I

IA
VS

rv
C
i's

2,

7

8

9

Q Then you have added to it. Is that correct'?

A Yes. Let me add that I took the data points he

had, and verified that his statements wyre correct, that
his two SAM V curves, the mean, and the mean plus sigma

do substantially fit the data that is plotted.
Q You have shown a mean curve by using your 15

stations; right?,

A That is correct.

CL

C
P
CJ

H

C
bs ~

C)

10

12

13

16

1g:

15

:'7

Q You have shown a mean plus one standard deviation
i

of that curve; is that also correct'

A That. is correct.

Q Would you draw on there for us the mean minus

one standard deviation;.curve, and we would like you to use

the viewgraph one, and then what we will do--
Excuse me, Dr. Young, we want you to use to use

the viewgraph to draw on there, and then we will have it
Xeroxed as an exhibit and have it marked. So if you want

I

~ ~ 19

20
'1

to sit there at the table and work on your copy for a moment

and then come over and do it on the viewgraph.

(Pause.)

A I will compute it as I go.

23

24

Q Excuse me, Dr. Young, it is very easy, for example

to figure where the mean minus one is going to come in on

the left side, right, it would be the: same amount below the

Af ERSON ?K>OR i.NC C i41PANY. (NC
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mean as it is above the mean. Is that correct?

A The same numerical value.

8

9

10 .

12

MR. LANPHER: I object. Dr. Young was asked a

question to do something. He has his method of doizrg that.
Mr. Norton should not be instructing the witness on how to

go about doing that.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, Dr. Young thinks

he can do it. Let's let him do it.
Thank you, Mr. Lanpher.

MR. ZNNPHER: I don't know how long this is going

to take. Maybe we should take a break.

MR. NORTON: It should not take very long.

13;

15

'ITNESS YOUNG: I have plotted what would be

computed as a mean minus sigma, which I have here, if you

would like to have it.
16 BY MR. NORTON:

17

lg
I

19 „

20 '

Can we take the transparency, lay it over that,
and then you trace it. We have a pen to write on the

transparency with.
DR. JOHNSON: Mr. Norton, may I offer a suggestion

please?

MR; NORTON: Sure.

23

24

DR. JOHNSON: Would it not be eaually satisfactory
to have Dr. Young read off the intercepts between his value

of mean minus one sigma at various vertical lines on that

A~KRsoi~l ah~OR I.NC CCMPAiNY. (NC
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graph, it might save us some time. Then the various

individuals who might be interested in this subsequent to

3 the hearing can plot the line in themselves .

MR. NORTON: If he has already draw it, it will
5

6-

7

8

9.

10 .

not take him one second to trace it, which would be quicker

than reading them off. I do want to ask him some questions

about it, but I cannot ask without the lines.
DR. JOHNSON: Very well.
I think the Board is aware that there are a

multitude of ways of plotting data, that there are a number

of uncertainties associated with the data, and I think the

12 parties should be aware of that fact.
13;

15

16

'o ahead with however you want to do it.
MR. NORTON: I think we are about ready.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: All right, please continue.

BY MR. NORTON:

17

1$
I

19;
I

20
'1

Q I take it, when you use regression analysis that
you do have an understanding of the statistical analysis.

Is that correct?

A l did a rather simple analysis here, yes, sir.
Q Isn't there a rule regarding the number of points

in your N as to how many are supposed to fall above your

mean,and how many below your mean, how many above one

standard deviation, and how many below one standard

25'eviation, etc. Aren't there generally accepted rules of

At ERSON RK~QRT.'4Q CCMPAi4Y. fi4C
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statistical analysis regarding that?
A Yes, sir, there are.

Q Would you tell us how many points fall above your
mean plus one standard deviation in the statistical analysis

7

8.

9

10

A There appears to be one.

Q How many fall below minus one standard deviation'?

.A I have seven.

Q Below your one standard deviation —of your 15?
1

A Of my 15, I would have to -- I would have to look

at my data.

12

Q Are they not plotted on there?

A I would have to separate out my data points.
13 ', (Pause.

Q We have done that, and you have no data points

15 'elow your mean plus one.

17

MR. LANPHER: Excuse me, but he is testifying.
MR. NORTON: Very well, let me change it to a

1$

19,

20

'3

24

25

question.

DR. JOHNSON: May I ask a question at this point
because I am confused about something.

Are the 15 points you plotted and used for your

regression analysis, those listed on Table 1.1 of your

testimony?

WITNESS YOUNG: Yes.

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you, sir.
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BY MR. NORTON:

.Q . Mr. Young, again, I will say this. You have not

plotted this. You did not plot this other than your curves.

So we are not trying to assign any error the plotting or the

0

H

7

8

9

10

12

13

lg
'5;

data at all, believe me. I am not trying to find that from

you.

. We have ~a copy of this, aid we have circled your

data points. Would you like to look at it and tell me if
,you disagree with certain of'your data points?

MR. LANPHER: I object.. If he wants to show the

document to the witness, that will be fine.
That is what I am saying.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Fine. I think that this is
I

what. he has to do. Show it to counsel, too, please.

16

17

7Q

I

19,

20

Pe

c

Pl

i

(~J

21

23

24
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MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Would now be an appropriate time

to take a break?

CHAlRMAN SAZZMAVv.: Do you have some objections,

Mr. Fleischaker? It is Mr. Norton's cross examination,

Pl
cv
I

IA
VS

Cll

i'
8.

9

10

please.

(Pause. )

BY MR. NORTON:

Q All right, Dr. Young. You have circled now on,

your copy of Exhibit R-12 your 15 data points, correct?

A That is correct.

Q All right. Now, do any of those data points

fall below a mean minus one standard deviation?

VI

4e

1
Vl

C'

13 <

16

1Q

i

19:

20

21

23

24

15

17:

A No, they do not.

Q All riaht. Now, isn' it true in a statistical
analysis that in order. for this type —in order for the

mean and mean plus one and mean minus one to have any

validity, you have to have a certain number of'oints,
a certain percentage of points out of your N above and

below plus or minus one standard deviation?

A Yes, sir, that is correct.

Q And—
MR. NORTON: All right; That is all I have on

,that particular exhibit. We would ask that this new

exhibit —oh, no, X do have one other question.

25
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BY MR. NORTON:

Q Did you —what was your criteria for selecting

your 15 points?

7

8

9

A When I looked at the data that was available

which my first volume that I reviewed was the EERI report

that I cited yesterday--I do not know whether that was

admitted as an exhibit or not--I noted that there was some

indication that the fault movement was rather restricted,
and so looking at the data points and recognizing that we

were going to apply this to the Hosgri fault, which would

be passing, let's say, for some extent on both to the

12

13

'5

I

north and to the south of the proposed site, it'as my

opinion and my decision that I should consider those

stations that were normal to the fault within the region

where the greatest energy was released.

16 To further explain it, if, for example, the

17 'ault,- extremity had -- at Diablo Canyon had been either
1g

I

~ 19,

north or south of the site, then I would have felt more

inclined to consider stations that were to the north or to

20 'he south of the fault extent such as was included by

Dr . Blume.

23

24

So I was trying to set up stations that I thought

were meaningful for a comparison of Diablo Canyon.

DR. JOHNSON: Dr. Young, am I correct in my

25 bel'ief that you plotted on this graph and displayed on
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Table 1 the uncorrected peak acceleration values?

WITNESS YOUNG: That is correct, sir. Well, on

this figure I am assuming that these are the uncorrected

accelerations.
'R. JOHNSON: Well, you have in your Table 1

values plotted—
7

8

9

10

correct?

WITNESS YOUNG: That are uncorrected.

DR. JOHNSON: They are uncorrected, is that

WITNESS YOUNG: That is correct.

DR. JOHNSON: And you plotted in Figure 1 of

12

'3,'

15
I

16:

figure?

WITNESS YOUNG: On this figure, sir, or in my

DR. JOHNSON: Your Figure l.
WITNESS YOUNG: My Figure 1 is the uncorrected

your direct testimony uncorrected, is that correct?

17 data.

DR. JOHNSON: Was the corrected data available

19:

20
'1

to you?

sir.
WITNESS YOUNG: At the time that I did that, yes,

DR. JOHNSON: What is your opinion as to what

is normally done with regard to corrected and uncorrected

data in terms of these regression analyses?

WITNESS YOUNG: Ordinarily in making a regression

Ai ~EBSCN ?~=CRi.NQ C i'?ANY. liNC.
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analysis for peak acceleration I would be inclined, and

I think most people would use the uncorrected accelerations

if available.

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you, sir.

Pl
cic

I

cv

cv

7

8.

9(

Excuse me, Mr. Norton. That is quite all right.
BY MR. NORTON:

Q Dr. Young, I am curious, why didn't you plot
or why didn't you select Meloland'P Under your criteria it
fits, as I understand your definition that you just gave.

10. ' There was one other thing that I generally do in

a case like this when you are trying to use earthquake

records from a very recent earthquake. I am very reluctant

13 ,'o use records that are not being collected and processed

by an agency that: I feel has a consistent way of doing them.

ccrc

Cr

15
'6

'Q

I

19;.

20
'1

?2

I think you will find that I used only USGS,

records, and I think the one you a'e referring to is
probably a California Division of Mining and'eology record.

There were several of those available. However, I did not

have good information on them.

You will find also in one of my original calcula-

tions which I do not think I have used, I excluded the

El Centro Station 9 at one time because the open file report

23

24

25

I had from USGS,did not have that record completely processed

I did talk to Dr. Brady. He informed me there, was nothing

wrong with it. I was afraid there was at that time, so

A~~ERSCN RK ORi.NQ C i4!PANY. INC .
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later on I did include it..

Q So you believe in this sort of thing you use

C',

C'l

i

3

5

6

7

8.

9

10

12

13
I

1$ ;

15 .

16

17

'0

'1

23

24

the official sources only.

A I try to do that, yes, sir, in the beginning.

Later when more information is available and I find that

the profession is accepting the other records, then I have

no objection to them.

Q Then I take it you would agree that this is an

MI of 6.6 being the official
A No, I would not want to speculate on what the

magnitudes are of this earthauake since I am not a seismolo

gist. I have generally used a value like 6.5 merely to

indicate that. that is within a half magnitude of what peopl

are using because the exact magnitude will'be argued for

many months and perhaps even years, and I do not eel I
am involved in that argument.

Q All right. So you did not use the three i~ielo-

land records, you did not use the Imperial County Center

free field record, is that correct?

A No, sir, I did not.

Q How would that affect your curves?

A I am not familiar with the 14Ieloland record. I
would feel that the records at the Imperial County Service

Building, if those were t:o be added', they would'have very

little effect on it.
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Q The free field, Imperial County free field?
A . Right. Considering there are already 30 other

records, if you'are going to add only two or three more,

that will not have a big statistical effect.
Q You only used 15 records.

~ A I used 30 records, sir, 30 components.

7

8

9

Q Sure. So if we added four more that would not have

a significant effect on it.
A Meloland has three units', so that is six.

10 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: One moment, please. iir. Lanpher

12

13
I

has an objection.

MR. LANPHER: Mr. Norton is testifying again. He

is stating that Meloland has three records. If he wants to

15;

16 ~

17

'sk
a question, that is fine.

CHAIRMAN SALZIGQT: I took his statement in the

form of is that correct. Meloland has three, is that correct.

I think that is what he was saying. I think the witness

19,

20

'nderstood it that way, because that is the way he began

to respond.

WITNESS YOUNG: No, sir. I did not understand it
21 that way.

24

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Ask him if he agrees.
\

R. NORTON: That is what I am trying to do.M
/

II'Y

MR. 'NORTON:
I

Dr. Young, aren't you aware that Meloland had

ALQEB8CN R~OFi.NQ CciilPANY. INC. ~
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three stations which would give you six more components?"

A Yes, I am aware of that. At, this time I am aware

3 of it. However, your question I thought was referenced to

adding the Imperial County Service Building records.

7

8

9

Building
'give you

records'p

That also.. Now, the Imperial County Services
I

and the .Imperial County free field, wouldn' that
four more records?

If you added'll of them, that would give you ten
Ir

that is correct.

10

12.,

13 i
I

I

16 '

17

1Q

19;

20

21

Q And you do not consider that. If you only have

30, you don't consider 10 more significant at all?
A It could have some effect. I would not be able

to speculate on the effec't until I saw the data plotted

and actually tried to analyze it.
i

MR. NORTON: I would like to mark,.'and if Mr.

Furbish could -hand me that, I would mark it as Applicant's

exhibit and then have .someone make copies of it.
CHAIRMAN SAL'ZMAN: This would be Applicant's

Exhibit R-8 for identification. Are you aware or do you

recall, Mr. Norton, that Governor' Exhibit R-12 for
identification on which this is'ased has not been offered

F

into evidence?

24

25

That is correct, isn' it, Mr. Lanpher?

MR. LANPHER: That is right.
MR. NORTON: I understand that, but this definitel
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has to be marked.

vt
Pt
CIi

I

Vt

Cl

ev

~ ~

CP

7

8

9

10 .

12

13 i

15
'6

'7

lg

19

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The Reporter will mark

Applicant's exhibit —this exhibit as Applicant's R-8 for
identification when you receive the appropriate number of

copies. Please tell me when that is done.
A

Thank you..

BY MR. NORTON:

Q I would like you to refer to your testimony,

please. In your Figure l which is at page 3 of your

testimony-
i

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Just one moment.

WITNESS YOUNG: Yes, sir. I have it.
BY MR. NORTON:

Q Looking at the two lower diagrams which are Fig'ures

47 and 48, respectively, from USGS 795 you have used a

'ho value -- those are plotted as a rho value of 2,000 feet
C

per second, correct? Rho Vs, excuse me. Two thousand feet

per second.

A I have taken those curves from—

20:

21

Q I understand.

A Yes, sir; I have. That is correct.

Q All right. And yet you know, do you not, that

i23

24

25

rho Vs is not what the Imperial Valley values are.

A I think the text explains my reason for taking

the curves I have had. The answer is yes, I am'ware that

ALQEBSCN RK~ORi ~ NQ CCMPANY. INC.
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rho Vs of Imperial Valley has been estimated to be different.
Q All right. And in fact that you have no reason

ice

Cl
chic

I

ice
ice

3 whatsoever to disagree with Dr. John Blume' rho Vs value

of 1,070 for Imperial Valley, do you not?

A No. I would have no reason to disagree with that.
However, I have not done any recomputing since corrections

chic

cc

eJ

7

8.

9

10 .

were made to, I believe, the b term and the.rho. term, but

I would accept what he has given.

I did verify the rho Vs of 1040. I mean, I did

recompute that curve, and I did plot it to find out where

it would fall, and it was essentially as you have located

12

13;
I

14,';

15 I

I (

16

17

20

'3

24

Q All right. So if you are using the SAM V curve

which has —and you want to draw a curve, you should put

into, it the data of the earthquake you are trying to fit,
correct, such as the proper rho Vs.

No, sir, not in this case. Ny text explains that

I was trying to keep from reproducing other figures which

the Board had asked us to compare with, and therefore,

I took the rho Vs curve values that were in the Appendix DLL

llB of Amendment 50 which was referred to. Zn. other words,

the .question was to compare with those curves.

Q Dr. Young, I understand that. What I am asking

you now —I understand what you did. What I am asking

25 you now, if you want to see if the curve does fit the data,
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you are far better off using the proper values to derive

the curve, are 'you not'?

A Yes, sir, with one exception. If you will
~ 4 compute the SAM V for the different conditions that you are

referrina to, I think you will find it agrees almost complete

7

8

9

10

ly with the M equals 7 rho Vs equals 2000. I did compute

this one. I also computed the one at 1040. I think you

will find they are in very close agreement.

Q Dr. Young, Dr. Blume, Dr. John Blume in his

testimony took the proper values for the Imperial Valley

geologic conditions and make a SAM curve, correct?

12 A That is correct.

Q All right. And it fits the Imperial Valley data,

doesn't it?

C'l

I

15

16
'7

19

21

22

23

24

A't fits the Imperial Valley data that he plotted,

yes, sir.
Q Which is all of the Imperial Valley data.

A To my knowledge it may be. He indicates it is.
However, I did not count it out and determine exactly every

station, but I would accept that it is.
I, would like to make an additional comment. I

would say that, referring to Figure I-l, you plot M equals

7 rather than the MS value he has, and you say rho Vs of

2000, you will find that curve is within three hundredths of

a g mean curve that he has plotted for the IV '79 data.

ALQUSCN RVQRi.NC CciVIPANY. iNC
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Q But the rho Vs value for Imperial Valley is not

2,000 feet per second.

A That I acknowledge, sir.

5

6

7

8

9

Q All right. So you then, I take it,'would agree

that you did not mean at the'ottom of page 5 of your

testimony, I take it you did not,mean that the SAN curves

as plotted by Dr. Blume and as you now state properly

plotted for the Imperial Valley data are low, is that

correct? You did not mean to imply that.

10, A I would qualify it to this extent. It is low,

'hey are low relative to the data that I plotted.

12 Q Okay. Now, I would like to refer you to page 6

13 ',
of your testimony.

A Yes, sir.
15

'6

17:

Q Now, you start there talking about tectonic stress

drop, and you proceed for the next few oages talking about

a formula using str ess drop, and then you come to Figure 8

excuse me, page 8, Figure 2, where you talk about stress

drop

20

21

A That is correct.

Q Then you have graphs, correct?

A That is correct.

23

24

Q What kind of stress drop are you using here?

Can you give it a definition? I mean, what is it called?

Blank stress dxop, if you will. What is the blank?
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A I don't quite understand your question, but what

2 is being plotted here is the data that have been published

by Dr. Trifunac which Dr. Ts'ao had listed in his table.

7

8

9

10

Q What I am, trying to find out from you, you have

used .these formulas in your'estimony. What I am trying to

find out from you is what kind of stress drop is that? Is

that a dynamic stress drop? Is that a kinetic stress drop?

Is that an equivalent stress drop? Is that a static stress
I

drop? Or is it a red, white and blue stress drop? What

kind of stress drop is it:?

A I am not familiar with the data, and I could not

answer that. It is the data that is consistent with the

regression equation that Dr. Ts'ao developed.

Q Now, you are using formulas, correct, and you are

15

16

17

.'9,.

20

21

23

24

25

deriving numbers?

A That is correct.

Q And you cannot tell me what one of'hose parameter

of that formula is.
A I am not appearing here as an authority in

seismology and stress drop relationships. The report that
is prepared was reviewed by people within the company."-..at

that time I was with that company -- that are competent in
that area. It has since been reviewed by Dr. Brune. He

has no objections to it; And I would say I feel that you

are'etting into an area in which I do not profess to be
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an expert.
'I feel that I am capable of taking data that has

been published and used in regression analysis and plotted
to see whether it is magnitude dependent. In this case I
did not have to do that because Dr. Ts'ao had already done

that.

7

8

9

Q Well, Dr. Young, you and I are going to have some

real problems with questions and answers because I have a

lot of questions to ask you about stress drop values for
the Imperial Valley earthquake and other earthquakes that

you have talked about in here.

12

13
I

15',

16
'7

'Q

I

19;

20
'1

23

24

25

A Well, I—
MR. LANPHER: I object. I don't believe that

was a question, so

MR. NORTON: That is right. I will change it
into a motion to strike, if you will give me a moment.

(Pause. )

MR. NORTON: Mr. Salzman, at this time I would

like to make my motion.

CHAIRMAN S ALZMAN: Make your motion and give

yaur reasons, please.

MR. NORTON: I would like to move to strike the

written testimony of this witness from page 6 following
I

where it says "D. 'Peak ground accelerations are magnitude

dependent in the near field, " to the start of the next.
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7

8

9

10

12

13;

15:,

16

17:

19

20
'1

paragraph, from there through page 12, which is the-
immediately —the point immediately preceding question 7.

That entire section is based on stress drop. If
you start reading "I would like to further state that in-
terpreting the IV '79 data, I do not agree with the general

interpretation given in testimony by Newmark relative to

stress drop relationships," and it goes on and talks about

that.
He goes over and he gives formulas using stress

drop. He then gives tables using stress drop, page 9. He

talks about stress drop of 350 bars, 200 bars, 100 bars.

Page 10 is a table, 350 —200 bars. Page 10, I don'

care. Page 11 is Figure 4 which is a figure of the planned

view o the earthquake fault. I don't think it has anything

to do with stress drop,. and I have no objection to that

being in there.

But concluding at the top of page 12 he again

talks about stress drop. It is interesting where he says

he directed the study by Ts'ao but does not know anything

about stress drop which the study is based on.

We move to strike .that entire testimony because

'obviously I cannot cross examine the gentleman if he

23

24

doesn't know anything about stress drop and has'.said ne

doesn'.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Just. one moment. Did you say
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you are not moving to strike a portion of it'P

MR. NOFTON: Page 11 is a planned view of the

Imperial fault, and I have no objection 'to it whatsoever.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher, it is your witness

end 6

Vt

Pl
CV

I

IA

i'o

7

8.

9

Would you please respond?

MR. LANPHER: I would like to have an opportunity

to review these pages again just briefly.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Please do so.

10 .

C
i
CJ

Cfl
12

'3',

15:,

17:

C~

Vl

p\
C

Pl

i

19,

20:

21

22

25
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arker 7

4~p r&t
dsp7-1

(Pause)

CHAIRMAN SALZlIAN: Mr.Lanpher, please respond.

MR. LANPHER: Not surprisingly, we oppose the

motion, Mr. Salzman. I have several points I would like
Vt

Cf
P4

I

Vl
Vt

to make.

First, Dr. Young in proposing or setting forth

CJ

C' 10

and describing the Ts'ao equation is not proposing that
~

a

we use any particular stress drops for the Hosgri fault
or for ZV'79.

He is relating that Mr. Trifunac and Mr. Ts'ao

I
CS

H

a

I

O

13
I

14.

'5;

17*

'r.
Ts'ao was relying on Dr. Trifunac, deriving an

.equation which demonstrates through use of stress drop

and fault dimension'hat. magnitude is dependent as you go

to higher magnitudes or peak ground acceleration is
independent —excuse me —dependent as you to to higher
magnitudes.

Second, to the extent that there are auestions

l~ ..19;

20

'egarding the. stress drop relationship, I would note that
Dr. Trifunac is present and is available to answer any.

questions relating to particular stress, drops.
I

C'l

l
?2

Finally, as is made clear,,when" the testimony

continues at page 12, Dr. Young is not'ecommending that
this equation be used in the Hosgri re-analysis because

we are unable at this time to accurately'predict stress

drops. We just don.'t have enough data.=
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5

6-

7

8

9

And so he is making it as an example, and as

such I think it should be allowed to stand.

CHAXRMAN SALZMAN: I would like the reporter
,please to read back to the board and to everyone the answer

to a question that Mr. Norton posed to the witness

concerning what kind of stress drops you are discussing,
and then I particularly wish you to read back the

witness 's answer.

MR. NORTON: There were several questions and

10 . several answers, I believe. You should go back to the

CA

11

12

13',

first one and get two or three.

CHAZRMAN SALZMAN: I accept that. Please,

Mr. Reporter, do that. Begin with the series of questions

beginning with

nowhere

Mr. Norton turned to the subject of
15 'tress drop.

16 (The reporter read the record as requested.)

17
'g

I

19,.

20

C'l

I

21

23

24
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parker 8

dsp r&t
1

2

(Board conferring)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, Mr. Lanpher,

dsp8-1

vt
5

I

47
VI

'

the board has agreed that the motion to strike to the

evidence is grat:ned. We agree that this 'is an area which

calls for testimony and the gentleman, Dr. Young, says

he is not an expert in this area.

CV
CZi'
cv

CV

'C
|
V

n

Vl

Ca

t»

c

C'l,

i

7

8.

9

10:

11

12

13
I

15

17

I

19;

20
'1

?2

Obviously, he cannot. be cross examined as an

expert in the area. He cannot crit:icize other'eople. It
is unfair to do that.

And the material will be stricken without

physically removing it from the record, beginning with the

line on page 6 of the —Dr. Young's prefiled testimony

that starts, "I would like to further state in interpreting
IV '79 data I do not agree with the general interpretation,"
and so forth.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, blr. Salzman, in light
of the board's ruling, I don't think what I am going to

say is goig to present much of a problem. But I st:opped

too short. If you read just: the next few lines of where

I told you to stop, it is the same thing .

I did not realize it was.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Which? I am sorry.
MR. NORTON: That would be at page 12 where I

said to stop at the beginning of question 7. If you read

25 that question and the next answer, you will see that indeed

Aa KBBQN ? %~OR i.NQ cciVIPAiNY. INC
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dsp8-2 he talks: sbout predicting the appropriate values for stress

drop-

CHAIRKQI SALZMAN: One moment, Mr. Norton. We

will take it one step at a time. We have granted your motio

cv

J'v

cv

5

6

7

8

9

10

through the beginning of auestion 7 on page l2 with the

exception of page 11.

Now, how much further do you think you have

the same objection to, sir?
MR. NORTON: I would recommend it down to

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: We recpxest, not recommend.

MR. NORTON: I request that the board continue

to strike through. —well, if you start where Q 7 is.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I am sorry, I did not hear

you.

a

l
O

l

Vl

c

C'

15
t

16

17:

19;

20
'1

23

24

MR. NORTON: I am trying to count, if you will
give me just a moment.

I would recommend the additional, from g 7, one,

two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine lines, the

next nine lines be struck because that indeed is the

same continuation.

Then he starts talking about Schnab'el, and Seed

relationships and other matters, but. he certain is
continuing the stress drop discussion for the next nine

lines.
MR. KETCHZN: Mr. Chairman, may I interject.
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dsp8-3 1

2

DR. BUCK: You are including the lines, question

7 and the first five lines of the answer. Is that
correct?

MR. NORTON: Yes. And I also, if you want to
Vt

Pf
sV
I

IA
Vt

Cva

cv

cv

7

S.

9

mark that, I have an additional -spot later in the testimony

where he gets into stress drop again at length. That is
page 13, the very bottom, the last three lines in'he
paragraph; page 14, which is a figure with nothing but

stress drop, through question eight, which is on page 15.

10 MR. LANPHER: Through question 8?

MR. NORTON: Up to —I am sorry —excuse me.

12

13
(

I misspoke.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher, have you had

the opportunity to read those pages"; assuming we would

give the same ruling? ~

MR. LANPHER: Without acceding to the ruling,

Ol

Vl

l
pa

Pl

7Q:,

~ 19;

20 '.

21

I

23

24

it seems to me if we take these in order on page 12 the

question 7 and the anwer, it starts, we need to keep some

sort of context with the previous material struck. I
think there are no substantive conclusions in this portion.
But in order to have a context, you ought to just leave

them.

I do not think this helps or hurts anybody. It
seems to me that this is just an introduction. He is sayin

I don't think we should he using that previous equation.

4'i'~EBsoN ~~~QRi RQ CciVlP4NY li'4C.
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dsp8-4
'4

Then he goes on to his next point. If you strike that,
I think the context of his next answer is completely

lost.
I think we ought to leave that on page 12.

sss

s

~ss
4ss

5

6 I think.
DR. BUCK: Ne have to leave the question, too,

ns
C
s4s

s4s

bg

7

8.

9

10

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Ne have to .leave the question

as well.
MR. LANPHER: That is right. I mean —the

question is not evidence.

{ 4

11

12

13;

DR. BUCK: If the question is eliminated,
whatdo the lines below the fifth line of the answer refer

', to?

MR. LANPHER: That is my feeling. I think we

4

1

s

15,

16

17'

1$

t

19

20
'1

ought to just leave it.
MR. NORTON: I have no strong objection to

leaving that portion in. I really don'.
4

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Leavi'rig" page 12 in'?

MR. NORTON: Yes, from Q 7 down through part of

the A 7 answer; I have no strong objection except the

reader is going to immediately wonder what is equation

one and go on because he does recommend its usage and that

Pi 24

is the part he has. no expertise to recommend its usage or

not. He clearly stated that.
And perhaps we could just strike the first

sst ~~iSON RK~ORs.NG C~sVIPAi4tY. iNC
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1

2

sentence of the answer'n A 7 and perhaps that would—
there he has recommended the equation to be used, and

perhaps that would take away my problem.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: You want to strike the

first sentence of the answer A 7? "Yes" through "fault
dimension terms "?

7'.

9

10

MR. NORTON: Yes.

MR. LANPHER: I can agree to that.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher agrees we should

strike the first sentence. I am sorry —is that you,

11

12

13;

Mr. Ketchen?

MR. KETCHEN: Mr. Chairman, just to save some

time, I would like to make a motion, myself and it is
in conjunction wi;th. Mr. Norton's motion. I would like to

15

'7:

16

1$

19;

20

'trike
the lines down through '"relationship," the reason

being, I thi:nk. the same problem exists in those words

as well and in the rereading of the testimony I heard it
said'that Dr. Young did not —was not appearing here as

a 'seismologist either, and I view those words as making

r'ecommendations in the area of seismology or drawing

Za

22

conclusions.

So, therefore, with that modification I would

23

24

join in the motion to strike those sentences down through

the word "relationship. "

25 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN; I think we understand the
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1

2

problem.

MR. LANPHER: That will remove th context, and

it is not well taken.

7

8.

9

10

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I understand the problem;

I think Mr. Young's statement is quite clear. Unless

my colleagues have any reason to —we will just strike
the first sentence.

The record will make it quite clear what, the

problem is; otherwise, sir, you will have some problem

leading up to things. And I would just as soon leave it
in.

12

13 i
I

14
'5

The reporter will strike, please, the first
sentence on page 12, where Dr. Young has given .the

answer to question 7. But he will not strike question 7

itself.
The sentence to be stricken is the one, "If

17: we could predict appropriate values to stress drop and

fault dimension terms."

MR. NORTON; And of, course you are striking
20

'1

23

24

25

no, excuse me, you are not.

,We now.'ave a motion on page 13, I believe,

which starts at the bottom paragraph, page 13, and

the figure on page 14, which is, figure five through —up

to the beginning of question 8.

MR. LANPHER: Considering the board's earlier
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dsp8-7

CI

CJ

a

1

2

5

6.

10

12

ruling, I agree that, page 14, to be consistent, should be

struck. I also agree that the last three lines on page

13 also should be and, the first part of the first line
on page 15 up t the period.

However, starting with "I would recommend

equation two," and thereafter should remain. They have
i

nothing to, do with stress drop.

MR. NORTON: I would agree with Mr. Lanpher
I

at this point. I don't know; we have'not gone into
equation two yet, but at this point I would agree with

Mr. Lanpher.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: All right.

VI

I

CI
J

Vl

Ca
J~ ~

Ce

Vl

I

C
PI

I

13,'

14.

'5,

16
'7

I

19,:

20
'1

1g

23

24

25

Mr. Ketchen, did you have- any comment on that?

MR. KETCHEN: No comment.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will strike
the testimony of Dr. Young beginning with the last full
paragraph "on page 13, starting "I have," page 14 in its
entirety and the ending, the incomplete sentence 'at the

beginning of page 15, ending with '200 bars."

MR. NORTON: I, frankly forgot. when we last had

a break, but because of this striking, I need a couple

of minutes to reorganize. I had a lot of questions that

just got taken out, so I need a few minutes —
,

- not a

few minutes —just a short time to rearrange, and it might
i

he 'appropriate to take a break.
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I

2

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: We will take five minutes, if
there is no objection.

(Recess)

7

8

9

10

13 I

16
'7

'9

i

20
'1

".2

23

24
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton.

MR. NORTON: As I am one of the. offenders, was

vf
Pl

I

vl

'4
the "Thank you, Mr. Norton" for stepping outside when I
smoked or to proceed?

CHAIRMAN SALZKQ4: Mr. Norton, please proceed.

MR. NORTON: All right.
BY MR. NORTON:

8.

9

10

CJ

12.

13.,'

15;

I= 16
'7

'9;

20

Q Dr. Young, excuse me. I was having trouble

finding in my copy of your testimony where that figure
came from, and. the reason I could not is because I had

taken it out and given it to the person to make the trans-

parency, but I understand it is on page 21 of your
l

testimony which I am missing. I hope that is the page I
am missing.

A This the page.

Q It is what is up on the screen.

A Yes.

Q Fine. In your testimony I believe you stated

that for the, I will call it the top curve that you have

derived, you get a mean peak acceleration of 1. 77 g, is

21 that correct?

A I think the 1.77—

'r.

cr-~ 24

'5

Q Excuse me.'t would be the one where E equals

0. 545.

A 'hat is correct.

A~EBsoi4 RK~QRi".NQ COMPANY. (NC
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Q '.2 g where E equals 1, is that correct;?

A That is correct.

Q All right. Now, do I understand you to mean by

that that a response spectra would therefore be, if you

7

8

9

10:

11

12

13
I

i

15::

16

17

Ig
I

19,

20

21

'72

23

24

used E equals 1, you would put your response spectra at

anchor 2.2 g'?

A That is correct.

Q And your anchor point for the second one would

be at 1.77 g.

A That would be correct for a free field spectrum,

yes, 'sir.
Q 're you recommending that a building design

response spectra be anchored at those points'?

A 1 would make that my fr'ee field response spectra,

and then I would, determine what the response of the
C

structure or the application of the'structure would be with

the soil structure interaction analysis in this case. And

if the structure were embedded, it could be reduced by the

soil structure interaction analysis.

Q So if you had a 20 percent reduction by soil
structure interaction analysis, what would you reduce your

response spectra to?
E

A Well, in this case it would be roughly 1.4 g

using the lower number of 1.7.

Q 1.4 g, you would anchor your response spectra to'?
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A Well, that is no longer a free field spectrum.

Q . Right. Excuse me. It would be a response spectra

3 at this point in time..

A Right. At this point in time.

Pl
cv
I

vc

chic

C
chic

chic

7

S.

9

10

12

Q Design —please list for me all the buildings

in the world that have been designed with a design response

spectra anchored. at 1.4 g or higher?

A I know of —excuse me. I know of very, very

few buildings, if any, that have been designed with a

response spectra other than nuclear facilities, and I know

of no nuclear facilities that have been located so near

a fault or designed for such a high acceleration.

13,'$

I

15

Q Could you answer my question, please, now?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The witness'nswer is un-

responsive. Pleas'e answer Mr. Norton's question„ sir.,
WITNESS YOUNG: I thought I had.

17

Ig

19,

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: No, you had not, sir.
MR. LANPHER: Excuse me, Mr. Salzman. I believe

the last part of his answer was he knows of no nuclear

C'

21

plant that has that response spectrum, and he said that

he knows of no other ones.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher, the witness was

asked a straightforward question, and I did, not hear

the answer. I did not unde stand it, so I asked him,to be

25 respons ive.
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WITNESS YOUNG:: l will try to rephrase what
V

apparently seems to be missing.

CHAXRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, repeat the question

please.
vc

n
I

Vl

cc

cv
C

CJ

CL

5

6

7

8.

9

10,.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q My question was I asked you to list any building

or any structure built in'he world to date where the design

response spectra was anchored at a level of 1.4 g or higher.

A I know of none, 'no, sir.
Q All right. Tell me, if you will, the highest

anchor point for a design response spectra for any building

in the world that you are aware of that is the highest,

c0
13.I the highest one that you personally are aware of.

A That is a very difficult question because when you

Vl

t~

Vl

c
c

n
i

15;

16

17

fg
I

19,

20

'ay
acceleration anchored we immediately get into talking

about different accelerations. Many people anchor their
response spectra to a mean acceleration. Some anchor it to

an effective accleration, so it is very difficult for me

to answer that question in the sense that it would

comparable to the accelerations that I am giving.

Q Well, why don't you give me the highest mean
C

anchor- point design spectra in the world that, you are aware

of, and you can give me the highest effective one you are

aware of and give me the name of the structure.

(iP ause. )
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A The highest one that I know that has been

described at the moment is the .75 g for the Diablo Canyon.
t

Q All right. Let's if you will now, I would like

to go to how you derived these two curves. And correct

me if I am wrong, but I believe in your testimony you talk

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 j

i

15 I

16

17

t

19,

20
'1

about equation 2,which you start really talking about on

page 13 or actually on page 12 and get into it on page 13,

correct?

A In the first place I did not derive the equations.

These equations have been taken from a report by Werner,

Ts'ao,. and Rothman which I have cited.

Q I did not mean to —if I said derive the equation

I am talking about deriving the response spectra that you

placed on this Figure 7.

A Yes, sir. What page are you referring to now?

' .Page 13. Did you derive. those response spectra

from these formulas?

A Yes. The equation, equation 2 on page 13 is the

equation I did use, yes.

Q Okay.'o in order for me to understand how you

arrived at these response spectra I would have to understan

this formula as to what its derivation is, correct?

23

24

A 'hat is correct.

Q All right. So -.—

DR. JOHNSON: May I ask a question here and clear

ALQEBsci4 RK+CRT4Q CciVIPANY. INC.
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something up for me, because I understand equation 2 to

be an equation for peak acceleration rather than—
WITNESS YOUNG: I am sorry. I am sorry.

DR. JOHNSON: I think you answered the question

5

6.

that was asked, but the response spectra did not come from
/

that, equation.

7

8

9

10 .

ll
12

13 i

WITNESS YOUNG: No, sir. The response spectra,

you are correct. The response spectra is from an equation

that is in the report by Werner-, Ts'ao, and Rothman.. That

is correct.
DR. JOHNSON: Thank you.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q It is not in your testimony.

A No, sir, it is not. It is referred to, I think.

15 Q Okay. The values, however, that go into whatever

it was that cranked out the response spectra come from

17:

19

20
'l

23

24

25

formula —equation 2, however, is that correct?

A That is not correct. This will compute for you

only the mean peak acceleration, which would be called

your so called zero period acceleration.

Q Well, would you give us then -- is there no

connection between equation 2 and Figure 7, none at: all?

A The only point that would appear on that spectrum

from that equation would be the 1.7 and the 2.25.

Q Oh, so the anchor point is derived from equation
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2 ~

A'o. There is no anchor point in the equation

that is set forth in the statistical analysis by Werner,

Ts'ao, and Rothman.

vt
pl
CV
I

Q But that is what gives you the number 1.77 g.

A It would also give you that number, but let me

Cii

Cii

CV

C ~

C
1
CD

Vl

CCI

1

Vl

C

7

8

9

10

12

13 i

t

16

17

20

21

23

24

1$

19,

".2

may I explain the response spectra equation, what is
involved there? I thought I had it in the text of my

report.

~
On page 16 the equation I use is explained there.

A separate regression analysis was made by these three

gentlemen for 32 different individual frequencies using

all of the acceleration records. that were available to

them from roughly. 189 stations, as' recall., So it is a

rather unique procedure in that it has a regression equatio

for each frequency, and it has —considers magnitude,

distance and site conditions.

And the coefficients you have to substitute into

that in order to solve it is a full page of coefficients,
and they are given on page 516, V-16 of the NUREG/CR-1175.

If~ you would like, I have that page'ere, if you would

like to, see it.
Q Perhaps we will. Let me back up, though. Where

does 1.77 g and 2.2 g, where do those numbers come from?

A They actually in this case came from the equation
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that is in this report here for the regression equation,

and the reason I have to say it that way-is that I do not

give you with equation 2 what the standard deviation is,
and you could, however, select the standard deviation from

5

6

the Werner, Ts'ao, and Jackson -- excuse me " —Werner, Ts'a

and Rothman report. „You could select the standard deviatio
i

term from the Werner, Ts'ao, and Rothman correlation

8

9

study for peak acceleration., You could take that standard
1

deviation and add it to equation and compute the standard

10 deviation acceleration, the mean plus standard deviation

acceleration.

12

13 '.

15 (

16

17,

'l Q:
)

19,

Q Well, I am not, a benchmark by any means, but I
i

still am confused as to the purpose of equation 2, I
guess. What do you use equation 2 for?

A " Equation 2 was used to provide the answer of what

mean peak acceleration would I recommend for that site-,
I

and I used that equation to compute the 1 g value that

is given on page 15, answer 8.

I used that particular equation there to compute

20 the mean peak horizontal ground acceleration of 1 g. It
21 comes out to be about .99 or .98. I was just trying to

round it off to an even number.

23

24

25

Q That is inconsistent with what you plot on

'igure7.

A No, sir, 3.t is not. What is inconsistent is othe

Ai EBSCN RK<CR i.NC CCi'ilPAiNY. liNC
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parts of my testimony that were'truck yesterday, this
particular equation, and I will not get into that testimony.

This particular response -spectra has no anchor point. It
is not related to any mean acceleration or mean peak

acceleration or mean plus sigma acceleration.

7

8.

9

Q Okay. But earlier I asked you how you,would

delve an anchor point and you said well, if it was 1.77 g,

that would be the anchor point. You said however", you would

have to do an SS I to lower it, and I said okay, let '

10 .

11

12

13 I

15 I

16
'7

'ssume
you have 20 percent reduction by your SSI, and you

agreed that the anchor point would be 1.4 g.

A Nay I respond to that'?

Q Is that correct or not?

A Yes, sir. But I think at that point was when

I tried to make my point that we would immediately get into

trouble with anchor points because for most spectra I
referred to a mean acceleration or a mean plus sigma

1Q
'

19:

20
'1

?g

acceleration as an anchor point for scaling. This particular
spectra I gave you does not involve an anchor point. It
does not'.involve peak ground acceleration scaling. In

fact, the spectrum is computed in terms of response
I

velocity, and. response velocity. is plotted,'in the figure,

23

24

25

not response acceleration."

Q All right. Well," let's go to equation 2. I want

to ask you" some questions. You have the last function
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of that formula, as I see it. It, is a capital E.

A Yes, sir. That is correct.

vl
Pt
«V

«

««l
vl

«
«ii

«ri

«ri

«

«
CJ

Vl

«4

«2

tll

fa

V1

7'

9

10

13

,'5::

16
'7

19,

20

Q Shall we just call that E, or does that E stand

for a word that would be less confusing?

A It was just a number which they used -- I mean

just a letter that they used or a symbol in their computer

program that permitted them to run separate regression

equations —one with only San Fernando data, one with all
other data. except it, and third, to consider all of them

collectively.
Q All right. Now, as I understand it, if you use

the number one you get the highest value.

A Well, let me—
MR. LANPHER: Could you please define what you

mean as the highest value?

MR. NORTON: Highest peak acceleration.

BY MR. NORTON:
I

Q If you use the number one in the formula you

would get a higher number than if you use .545 or 0'

That is correct.

Q There'.is a linear relationship between 0 and 1,

is that correct?

23
L

24

A No, sir, that is not true.

Q Okay. What is the relationship?

A Well, if you use one in this equation, the

Af ~KBsoN R~QRi.NC CCMP4«NY. liQC
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coefficients have been derived such that when you compute

the acceleration, your equation will really be correlating

7

8

9

10

12

13
I

14 .'

15,'6

17
'g

I

19:,
t

20
.'1

'72

23
I

24

25

with the 1971 San Fernando data only. Ef you use E equal

to 0 then some of'he terms drop out, and you are correlat-

ing with the data from all earthquakes that was in their

sample prior to the 1971 San Fernando earthquake.

Q Okay.

A And then if you make it .545, that adjusts

the coefficient so you are now correlating with all 57

earthquakes.

Q All right. So if I understand correctly, the

number 1, which gives you the highest peak acceleration whe

used in the formula, is used for the San Fernando earthquak

A That is correct

Q All right. .Was that using a 1.5, 1.2 g? Was
II

that the data point that went into that?

.NR. LANPHER: I do not understand the question.

i'. NORTON: All right. Let me rephrase it.
BY iNR. NORTON:

Q Was the record from the station, the Pacoima

Dam station, which had a 1.15 or 1.2 g, was that record

used in deriving from the values, or was the corrected,

as we have heard, testimony in this hearing of Pacoima

Dam being corrected down to 'approximately .8, was the

. corrected record used?
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A The-
Q If you know.

A Yes, sir, I do know.. The 1.17 and 1.07 g's were
t

used in that correlation.

7

8.

9

10

Q All right. Now, was the —what were the other

fifty-six earthquakes? I will be very honest with you, Dr.

Young. I will tell you where I am going. I am confused

how you can take one earthquake and give that a value of

1, take 56 other earthquakes, give them a value of 0, and

then say okay, for the Hosgri we will~ pick a point in the

middle.

12

13

.'5

'7

'$

I

19;

20:

21

That is where- I am driving. I am having a proble

statistically understanding how you can weight one earth-

quake 50 percent, in fact more than 50 percent, 54 1/2

percent and 56 other earthquakes 45 1/2 percent.

MR. LANPHER: Just a second. I would like to
'bject.I don't believe a question was asked. He made

a statement. He told us where he was going. But I would

prefer if he could ask a question.

MR..NORTON: I think the last one is I don'

understand, and obviously, explain it to me.

CHAIRMAN SALZi~: Would you let us make* sure

that the witness is answering the correct auestion, Mr.

24

25

Norton. Please ask him simply what you want him to explain

now, sir.

AL~ERSON RK~ORi".Aa Cai4tPAiRY. liXC
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MR. NORTON: It is not easy to ask.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Just ask him, sir.
BY MR. NORTON:

Vt

Pt
<Ii
I

IA
Vt

i't

iii

i%i

5

-6

7

8

9

Q Give your scientific justification, if you will,
for assiging a value of .545 for E when looking at the

Hosgri when that number is derived by taking one earthquake

giving it a value of 1, 56 other earthquakes'nd giving

them a value of 0 in light of the fact the San Fernando

earthquake was a thrust fault.

CA

l

g

10

12

13
I

15
'6

17

i

19,

20 '.

A This is not going to be simple, so I assume it
is permissible for me to try to expand on this, because I
do not believe you understand the equations that are being

used.

Perhaps the best place to start is to note that

of the earthquake records that were available to these

investigators, approximately one-half of them were from

the San Fernando earthquake of 1971.

Now, there is great concern among investigators

as to how you should treat the San Fernando data. As you

are aware, Dr. Blume has testified that. he did not consider

21

22

23

24

it at all. Other people want to consider it alone, and

so I feel these three investigators did a very honest

job. They evaluated the data with it, without it, and

combined, and I have curves that are plotted and they have

curves that are plotted that show what the range in

AL~KBSOi4 R~CRi.4Q C MP4NY. INC ~
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acceleration, peak velocity, and response spectra will be

with the three different assumptions.

Now, that leaves you then able to use some

judgment as to how much influence you are going to let the

5

6'

8

9

ao

San Fernando earthquake have in applying this equation.

If, for example, I 'were to apply this equation to a site
in the Transverse Ranges province in southern California,
I simply could not ignore the impact of the San Fernando

earthquake of 1971. I would nave to use, in my judgment,

E equal to 1..

On the other hand, if I am applying this in some

other region such as the Hosgri fault, then I have to

13
I

'14;

15
'6

use some judgment as to what is the proper weight here if
I am going to try to do scaling based on the existing

records we have.

Now, the decision you have to make is are you

going to use, let's say, E equal to .545 which is an

1$

19

20
'1

'7g

23

24

25

average of this, or are you going to use something less

or something greater? If you are going to use something

less or something greater, it is not a matter of scaling

E directly. You are going to have to plot the spectra

and make some judgment decision.,at what level you want-
you think these accelerations should be, and then adjust

the E term to give you a numerical coefficient there that

will fit that curve. So there is some judgment involved in

AL ~KRHCN ~~~CRT"4Q CCMP4 NY lNC.
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7

8.

9

10:

12

13
I

16:

17

'ow

you select that value for E.

What I did was —I apparently did a very poor

job -- tried to use the best judgment that I could in

trying to select my E, and I did three things in particular
that I can recall at the moment. One of which, not being

an expert in stress drop, I felt we had to at least try
to correlate with it in some way, so I used Dr. Ts'ao's

report and asked him to correlate it, and you will find

in that report'that he does compare his equations with

this particular equation 2.

The idea is if we can correlate equation 2, then

the response spectra curves will also correlate.

Q Excuse me, again. I don't have any problem with

your answer up to that point, but you are not a seismologis

A No, but

Q Talking about the correlations, I think we

have an objection to that, Mr. Salzman.
' That is the end of that list, sir.

MR. LANPHER: I would like him to be able to

n
I

(~)

20

21

24

complete his answer, Mr. Salzman. Mr. Norton asked a

very broad question. He is trying to relate what reason-

ing he went through.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: All right.
WITNESS YOUNG: The major problem we have here

is not only trying to decide how to use the past data, but
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4

7

8.

9

we have to extrapolate this into the near field, and we

have practically no data that we can apply in the near fiel
We must keep aware that IV '79 raises a lot of good ideas,

but it is not the kind of a site that we have at Diablo

Canyon.

One of the n'ext things I did was in late 1978

Dr. McGuire of the USGS published a correlation which, as

far as I am concerned, is probably the best statistically '

selected set of records that we have. He was very careful

10 . to take only a limited number from:each station.
MR. NORTON: Excuse me. He is not a seismologist.

12 He has said he is not, and he should not be testifying

13 ' about what some other seismologist has done and whether

it is good or bad.

15 'HAIRMANSALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher.

16 MR. LANPHER: If Mr. Norton objects to the answer,

17 he can wait until the answer is completed and then make

his objection.

CHAIRP&N SALZMAN: He asked the gentleman a

Zp very broad question and invited the answer. I think Mr.

21 Lanpher's objection is well taken.

23

24

Please let the witness finish and then object.

WITNESS YOUNG: I have plotted here —I plotted

it at home, but I did not have it with me, and'ery quickly

I have plotted it here.. I correlated the Werner equation
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with E equals .545 or rather I compared it with the

'McGuire equation, and I also plotted on this figure what

you get for peak acceleration for E equal to l.' also

have'lotted on there what you get for, E equals 0. And as

cct

Pt
chic

I

cv

chic

chic

cv

ci 10 ~

a matter of interest, you get roughly nine-tenths of a

g for a 6 1/2 magnitude, which is where we have data for
E equals l.

You, get only 38 hundredths of a g very near field
for E equals 0. And McGuire did have a correlation for
both rock and soil sites. I have a little concern for
his rock site, but anyway with E equals .545, that equation

13 i

correlates quite well with the McGuire equation, and

it falls roughly in between the other two limits for
E equals 0 and E equals l.

16
'7

'Q

I

19

20 '.

21

23

24

A second comparison that has been made by Werner

and Ts'ao that I- was aware of was -- and it is to some
I

extent. evident in t'heir report —.they come out with some

very high amplification factors for the San Fernando data.

They got the- best agreement with Reg Guide 1.60 with E

equal to .545, so that was another reason why I thought

that was a reasonable value to select.

Still a third comparison that I made, and I
think that this is a legitimate comparison, yesterday

I

reference was made'o a report „by Sekins and Hanks, and in
I

that particular figure'hey make a comparison between stress
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drop —excuse me, not stress drop —between peak ground

accelerations that are the same ones that are in the Hanks

and the Johnson paper that has already been introduced.

Pt
CV
I

vl

CV

no

CL

l
CD

Cil

7

8

9

10'.

They have that same figure, but on that figure they have

plotted Donovan's curve. They have plotted Dr. Seed's

relationship. There is also Dr. Trifunac' relationship.
I

And so I constructed on that curve for my own benefit,
and I do have it if it i's wanted. I constructed on'there

what the peak accelerations, would be as a function of

magnitude using E equal to .545.

I also did plot one other in';which I had it equal

to one. I thought it was way too high. And by comparing

it to all of these= equations that were compared there,

I felt that it was a reasonable selection. And the importa

J;

l
CD

Cil

l

C'7

'

19:

ZO
'1

thing was this, that if I let the. magnitude equal 6.5 „—
and maybe this would clear 'up much of the problem, and

I

I'm not going to argue whether it is 6.4 or 6.6. I don',t

think that is essential. These;are just numbers anyway

in the equation when we get through.

But if I let H equal 6.5 and apply it to the

equation that I am using —in other words, E, equals .545.

at 6.5 I get less than about seven-tenths of 'a g, 7'or

23

Pi 24

7500, somewhere in there of' g mean peak acceleration,

which is the value that you'folks have assigned or Dr.

Newmark ha's assigned to the reduction of the Pac'oima Dam
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11

12

13

15

16

17

record to a. design spectrum. In other words, .75 has

been used there, and I get .75 for a magnitude 6.5, E eaual

.545.

Now, with all of those comparisons I felt that
that was reasonable for me to plot that scatter band of

spectra, and I would not use any one of those spectra. I
mean either one of those spectra that are plotted in the

Figure 19 -- excuse me, on page 21. „ I would draw a spectr

much like Dr. Newmark has, and it would have to fall—
in other words, 'it would have a series of straight lines.
It would have to fall somewhere in that scatter band.

And I would be willing for it to be at the bottom

of it because I feel that is what we should be looking at.
The main thing is I did not want to just give you liSkhed

, data. I say there it. is. If you don't like the way I
have treated San Fernando, if you want to treat it stronger

than you can increase it. I would not go below, however,

.545.

end 9
Vl

I
c

Pl

I

19;

20'.

21

23

24

the curve.

So that I hope is an explanation of how I did

25
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Q , Dr. Young, how long have these formulas been

around, the equation 2, and the equation to arrive at Figure

7?

i
i ~
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10.

12

16

13,

15;

17

A They were published in late 1979.

Q Do they have near field data in them'?

A No, sir. I might add that I know of no equations

that have near field data in them.

Q If you recommended in your answer to Question 8

on page 15 —You said, equation 2 would give a mean peak

horizontal ground acceleration of 1 G for these conditions.

Of course, Question 8 gave you, presumably, the Hosgri

earthquake of 7. 5 magnitude, epicentral distance of six

kilometers, focal depth of 10 kilometers, and using E equals

0.545.

What is your standard deviation for 1 G'? In othe
i

words, what would the mean plus one be?

1$
I

r~. 19.

m 20'

21

'2
i

24

A In this particular case, in Gs it is about .77,

very close to what Dr. Blume had for his SAM-V curve.

Q Mean plus one standard deviation?

A The standard deviation is .77.

Q The standard deviation .is almost eight-tenths of

a G'? In other words, a means plus one. would be 1.8 G, and

a means minus one would be .2 G.

25 A That is correct. The standard deviation here is
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of acceleration data. as has been brought out with Dr.

Blume's testimony, and it is about .8. I think their
correlation gives about .77 G.

Wait a minute. What is important is that I am

relating this to one G. The percentage factor is 77 percen

Q I will say it one more time to make sure that I
7

8

9

10

understand. it.
You are telling us in answer 8 that the mean peak

horizontal ground acceleration you would expect to see't
Diablo Canyon is 1.0 G. Is that right?

A Yes, sir.
12 MR. LANPHER: I object. These questions have

13
I

14 I

15:;

17

been asked and answered very clearly.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I am interested. Let him

continue, please.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q You are telling me, then, that a mean plus one

of'ne G would be equal to 1.77 G?

20

21

A Yes, sir. May I expand on that for you?

Q No, not until I am finished.
A Okay.

Q A mean minus one standard deviation--
23

24

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think the witness said that
he. wanted to expand on the answer. Let him finish it.

MR. NORTON: I am sorry. He asked me if he could

ALQKRHOi9 RK~QRT'.NQ C i41P.4 AY. iNC
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finish it, and I said no.

3

MR. LANPHER: Mr. Salzman, in the interest of
the full record, which you have required—

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr., Lanpher, one moment.

I think that we have a situation where Mr. Norton

7

8

9

10

has one question, and then there will be an opportunity to

let the witness explain., I don't want the record to have

an incomplete answer in it.
Mr.. Norton.

BY MR. NORTON:

13 I

15
'6

'7

'

A mean minus one standard deviation, then, would

give you 'a value of approximately . 23 G; correct?

A This standard deviation is expressed aa a

logarithm which I would want to evaluate. Ordinar'ily, if
it were a log normal distribut'ion, that would be correct,
but I would have to evaluate the equation to confirm that.

Q Going upward, then, would a mean plus two

standard deviation equal—

20
'1

A It gets to be quite high, yes, sir.
Q Orders of magnitude above what—
A No, sir.

23

24

Q If you go up like three standard deviation,

would that be order of magnitude above what has ever been

measured?

25 A I could not answer that." I would say that it is

Am~ERSON?c~QRi. lC C iVIPANY. (AC
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probably 1.7 cubed. I think that is the best way to

express it.
Q Two sigmas would be three G.,". right?
A Two sigma would be two G; no, sir, I don't get

~ 5

6. Q Three G, or'ery close thereto.

7

8.

9

10

13 I

I

15
'6

17 '

I think the two sigma is a value of 2.25, or
H

something like that times, the mean; isn't that correct?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Have you completed your answer

Dr. Young?

WITNESS YOUNG: That question, yes, sir.
DR. JOHNSON: May I ask a question, I am lost

a bit here.

MR. NORTON: Certainly.
DR. JOHNSON: Where are these values of standard

deviation that you are quoting'? What is their derivation;
are they in 1135'?

WITNESS YOUNG: Yes, sir, they are. Ican cite

19:

20
'1

you the page if you will give me a moment.

DR. JOHNSON: Let me cite you a page.

WITNESS YOUNG: Page 3-14'.

DR..JOHNSON: Thank you.

WITNESS YOUNG: I am not certain that they

24 evaluated the two sigma, three sigma values here. They

are expressed as a logarithm in that table, sir.

A4 EBBCN RK+CRT'..La C MPAiAY. li'4C,
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DR. JOHNSON: I think I asked you for 1135. It
is NUREG CR-1175.

WITNESS YOUNG: Yes, it is NUREG CR-1175, . I am

vt
Pl
cv
I

vl

C%

na

ee

~ \

7

8

9

10

sorry, si r.
If you have a copy o f that, on page 315 the

standard deviation values are plotte'd there.

DR. JOHNSON: When the authors of this report

plot response spectra. such are displayed in Chapter 5, do

these response spectra reflect a standard deviation as

large as 80 percent?

WITNESS YOUNG: Their standard deviation varies

by frequency, and expressed as a logarithm'they are given

on page 518 of that report. I would say at the peak

acceleration in the band —Excuse me, the hi.gh frequency

into the band, they would be comparable, and should be on

16 'he same order.

17 'R. JOHNSON: When I refer you to Figure 5-25B

Vl

Ca
I

Vl

P

Pl

1Q

19;-

20
'1

'7Q

of that, report on page 5-43, which is a response spect.ra

drawn for a magnitude 6.5 event, it says the type 6.5,

when it really means type 3, which is an E equal 545. I
refer to the values of acceleration in the high frequency

end.

Is it your opinion that this display -represents

a standard deviation plus or minus 80 percent?

WITNESS YOUNG: I would think that that would be

A~KRsoiN 2K+QRi.NQ c~iVlP4 AY. Ii4c
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I
Q

Ol

7

8.

9

10

11

12

13 I

14
'5

I

I

16 .

17

'rue,

yes, sir.
The important thing is that what I did was just

introduce the standard deviation logarithm into my equation

when I solved it, and I did note that it came out about

75 percent for one G. I'am aware that other correlators
have approximately the same value.

Dr. Blume has .8 for his SAM-V correlation study.

Maguire has something very close to what Werner and Eall
have, and I would venture that. Dr. Trifunac's correlations
have a comparable standard deviation.

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you, sir.
Mr. Norton, back over to you. I have no further

questions.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q Dr. Young, have your opinions about peak 'ground..

acceleration, or mean peak ground acceleration changed

significantly in the last four or five years?

1Q

19,

20
'1

A I would say, not significantly.
Q Has Imperial Valley '79 had a significant impact

on what your feelings are about mean peak ground 'accelera-
Ntion?

C
C'

24. A.

Yes,, I would say it has.

In what way?

I had great trouble accepting some of Dr. Seed's

beliefs that deep soil sites give' lower peak acceleration
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than rock sites. I would say, I believed intuitively that
he is correct, but the statistical data does not show it.
Of course, it does not show it because we don't have close-

in data which might have the higher frequency motion in
it.

7

8'

10

I would say, the fact that very high acceleration

were recorded at Bond's Corner, and other points on the.,

array, it certainly has influenced Dr. Seed's thinking. He

has raised his values 30 percent. As I have explained to
)him recently, we are getting closer all the time.

I would say, in that sense, it has not resolved

12 the problem completely, but it makes me certain that we are
I

going to experience'ery accelerations, higher than most
I

people wish to consider in the near field.
15

17

I am not sure ye t that there is a difference,, but
i

I am about ready to accept now that there is some difference

between peak accelerations on deep soil sites and rock

sites.

19;

20
'1

Q But your basic -- You have not changed in the

last five years as a new of looking at things. You are a

man of many years of experience.

A I would say that,"no, I don'0 believe it has. I
23

24

would say that; it gives us a lot of very good information',

and a lot of very important information, but we are still
at this point: six months to two years away from being able
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to properly interpret it. I think that this is one of the

problems here. We are tryirig to take too much from IV-79

too soon.

Q Okay'. Zn fact, at page 26 of your testimony you

state, and I quote: "Zt would appear that sub-surface

conditions modify the frequencies of ground motion that
are amplified, but cause 3.itt3.e change in the peak ground

acceleration." You sti13. believe that, don't 'you?

A I believe 'that, 3.et us say, at distances of 15

10 . to 20 kilometers. Zf it happens closer than that, I still
do not know. As I said, there is much that we do not know

about near field accelerations.

13 I

15
'6

17
'

Let me ask you, if we change the parameters ofI

Question 8 a little bit, what peak horizontal ground
4

acceleration would you predict at the Diablo Canyon site
4

for a magnitude 7.5 earthquake located on the Hosgri

fault?
Ig

19;

20;

21

Let's change the parameters in that question,

and let's take another fault, or another site, or both I
don'. really care, and move it from two to four kilometers

from the site. What. would you answer be then; would it
be higher than one G.

2324'R. LANPHER: Excuse me, but do you want him to

answer in terms of, two kilometers, or four'?

25 MR. NORTON: Two to four.
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MR. LANPHER: The range.

MR. NORTON: Two to four, excuse me.

BY MR. NORTON:

Pl
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VS

no

i'I

~

7

8.

9

Q In other words, would you have higher than one

G if you moved it closer two to four kilometers?

A . I would first assume that. we are going to keep

the focal depth about the same.

Q Ne would keep the parameters the same.

A Actually these curves plot very flat once you

10 get inside 70 kilometers.

C)

Vl

C/l

t

Pl

I

12

13
'g:

I

15

16
'7

lg
I

19;

20

21

'7Q

Q So you wouldn'.t get much increase?

A No, I 'would not expect much.

Q How about if you moved the focal depth up or

down a little bit, how does that affect it?
A If you move. the focal depth up, you should get

higher accelerations near field.
Q Epicentral distance, however, isn't that

sensitive once you move beyond seven or eight in your

equation?

A In my equation, I am using the slant distance to

the center'of energy release. If there is a fault short

enough, I would be using the epicentral distance. If it
23

P+'4
25

is a very long fault, then we,get into the problem that

we have seen here, and that, is where do you scale'o. I
would be inclined to scale to the closest point on the
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7
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9.

10 .

12.

13
I

fault, assuming the energy was released at a depth about

equal to. the focal depth.

Q Dr. Young, could you explain to me how you

authored or primarily authored a paper in 1977 predicting
peak mean acceleration for. a distance of two to four
kilometers from a 7.5 magnitude earthquake at Point

Conception, and stated that the peak mean acceleration

would be between .5 and .6 G?

MR. LANPHER: Just a moment, I obj ect. Could

he please identify the'paper, and distribute copies if he

is going to be asking questions about it?
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, why don't you

ask the gentlemen did he author such a report.

16

BY MR. NORTON:

Q Did'ou author such a report?

A No, sir, I did not.
17 '.

C
) ~ 19;

20
'21

C''

23

24

Q It does not say that you are .the primary author?

MR. LANPHER: Just a moment.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: You have lost me. I would
U

like you to identify the report, please'

MR. NORTON: I certainly will. It is a document

entitled "Evaluation of Seismic Criteria and Design ~

Concepts for, Point Conception LNG Import Terminal,

Environmental Impact'eport, dated December 7, 1977,

prepared for Arthur D. Little, Inc., by Agbabian Associates
4

rV~ERSCN ?6+ORi.NQ C~ir1PANY. INC.
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Segundo, California," prefaced by the statement, "Program

Manager, and author of the report for Agbabian Associates was

George A. Young. "

BY MR. NORTON:

Q Is that a different George A. Young?

A No, sir, but you have all your facts mixed. Either

you may read that particular section where you say it says

that, or you may ask me, whichever you please.
I

Q I am asking you. Did you not state a peak mean

acceleration of .5 to .6?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Could we show a copy of the

report to the gentleman and counsel.

MR. NORTON: I don't have multitudinous copies of
his report. I have one copy.

h

CHAIRMAN SALZMRN: Zs his report referenced

i~

1

'+> +~r

17

1$
I

19.:,

20
'1

23

24

anywhere in the testimony?

MR. NORTON: Of course not.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: In that case, can counsel and

the witness look at it together?

MR. NORTON: Zf you will give me a moment to take

some of my notes. off the pages, which are in pencil, then

I will be happy to.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Let's take one minute and do

that.
Mr. Lanpher, are you ready, sir.

Ai ~ERSCN RK>OR i.~10 CCiVIPAiNY. liAC
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MR. NORTON: The problem is, how do we all handle

2 the report; at the same moment. - I am willing to go up there

3 also, if it is permissible.

MR. LANPHER: I thought Mr. Norton was going to
5 show us the report, md let us';look at it for a moment.

7

8

9

10

12

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Is that what you want to do,

Mr. Norton?

MR. NORTON: This is a rather lengthy report. If
1

he has written it, I assume he knows what it says.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: When did you say he wrote it?
MR. NORTON: In December of 1977.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Does the witness need some time

13 j to familiarize himself with his report?

Do you need any time to look over the report, Dr.

15 'oung?
16

'7

'ITNESS YOUNG: Yes, I would like to review it for
a few minutes.

~ 19

20

'?2

24

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: All right, we will recess for
five minut:es and let him review it.

(Recess. )

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: We will go back on the record.

MR. NORTON: I am going to read the, paragraph that

Dr. Young has. already read. I will give it back to him to

verify that I read it accurat:ely.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Is there going to be any dispute

At KBSQN RK>OR i.NQ CCVIPAi4Y. INC.
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here of who is going to be the author of the report, and

whose report. it is?

3

5

6

MR. LANPHER: Dr. Young has a clarification on

that.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN:, If there is going to be any

dispute, I will ask Mr. Norton to do it by the numbers. Is

7'.

9

10

there any question?

MR. NORTON: I will ask a couple of questions.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q Does it not say in the preface, and I quote:

"Program manager and author of the report for Agbabian

12 Associates was George A. Young. "?

A Yes, sir., it does. I thought I had answered that
already.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: We are short of time, and we
i

have a'lot of issue's. We wish to,move on.

BY MR. NORTON:

19

Q I will read the paragraph in its entirety, so that
there is no claim that anything is taken out of context.

20 'gain, I am sorry, I have to ask a couple of

21 questions. It refers to an SSE in this paragraph; which I
assume is a safe. shut-down earthquake?

23

24

A That is correct.

Q . That is a 7.5 earthquake, is,it not, if',it does

~ not say that in this paragraph, indeed it says, it else~here.

«i« ~ i f*
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indeed that is the case, is. it not?

A Yes, sir, but not as close as you indicated it
was.

end 10
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6

7

8.

9

What distance'?

Between 20 and 40 kilometers. There is a table
in there with a clip on it which you may look at.

What page?

There is a clip on it, and you may look at it.

12

13 ',

I

15 .:

16'7

'0

'1

12
I

25
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Q I find it. I did. not find the clip at first.
I't says 19 kilometers for the Santa Inez River fault; is
that correct?

A That is correct.

Q Is that a thrust fault?
A I do not believe it is.
Q How about the central Santa Mari basin, which

is 37 kilometers?
A' think. that that is also a strike slip fault.

And incidentally, let me add I do not profess to do a

geology

M

0 ~ ~

13;

14 ';

15
'6

17

19;

20
'1

Q All right. In any event, one of the 7.5

magnitudes is 19 kilometers; is that correct?

A That- is correct.

Q All right. Now now so that would be one of the

SSE earthquakes or even less than the SSE earthquake?

A Would you repeat that?

Q And SSE earthquake is the largest or the most

influential at the site, controlling at the site?

A That is correct.

Q So this would be equal to or less than;

23

24

certainly not greater.

A Right, that is correct.

Q Okay.'et's read the paragraph: "More

comprehensive through onshore and offshore investigation
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2.

and documentation is required by the applicant to reliably
define the seismic hazard associated with the proposed

Point Conception LNG site; since the investigation has

7

8.

9

10

not proceeded to a final stage and the historical seismicit
has not been clearly determined to be associated with a

specific fault system, it is. recommended that the level
of seismic risk. for the environmental impact report
be based on a conservative statistical assessment"

I repeat —"on a conservative statistical assessment

which considers the recurrence period of historical

12

13 ,'

17
'g

I

19
,'0

'1

23

24

25

earthquakes and the fact that these earthquakes have

not been clearly associated with a specif ic fault system.

"It is anticipated that the peak ground

acceleration at the site generated. by an SSE would lie
between 0.5 and 0.6g an'd for an OBE between .3 and" .4 g.

Until an analysis has been provided, it is recommended

that 0he upper bound values be used; an SSE with a peak

'ground acceleration of 0,6 g ard an OBE with a peak

ground acceleration of 0.4 g have been used as the basis

for the remainder of the discussion in this report.
"However these are not recommended final design

values. Additional study by the applicant may justify
lower values."

II

Did I accurately quote that paragraph, to your

knowledge'P
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dspll-3 I

2

A Yes, sir.
l believe you did.

Vt

Pt
cv
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ee

7

8

9

10

Q All right. And that indeed was your opinion

in December of 1977, was it not?

A That is correct.

Q Given the numbers from the Santa Inez River faul
I

in this table of 19 kilometers as to epicentral distance

. at a focal depth of 10 kilometers —and do you have

any reason to believe the Santa Znez River focal depth

would be any different than what you used in the Hosgri?

A No, sir. I would not be able to predict the

n focal depth. of any earthquake before it happens any closer
13 ',

15 I

16

than to 10 kilometers.

Q All right.
A En Southern

Q All right.
California.
So using equation two, what g would

t

17 .

lg
I

19:

you get?

A I would have to use —I would have to evaluate

the equation, but I am certain it will fall within those

limits.
21 Within .5 to .6?

'l~

P

Q

Yes, sir. Z am certain. it will.
And what would its standard deviation be?

Whatever is in the equation.

80 % 'pproximately'
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1

2

7

8.

9

10 .

A Yes, it comes out to be the logarithm of .577.

I could evaluate the equation if you like.
. Q Incidentally, you did say someplace later in

that report that that method comported with Reg Guide 1.60.

MR. LANPHER: I object. Could he give us a

specific reference and show us again if he is going t:o

he using this report.
MR. NORTON: I do not have a specific reference.

BY MR. NORTON:

You did say that that comported?

MR. LANPHER: I would like a ruling on the

13

'6

19;

20
'1

24,

25

1Q i

I

15 I

17

objection, please.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I am sorry. I was distracted
for a moment. Let's start again.

BY MR.~NORTON:

Q Was 'theprocedure you used to derive the

.5 or .6 in conformance or consistent wit:h Reg Guide 1.60?

A Are you going to object, or am I to answer?

MR'. LANPHER: Go ahead.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I don't see any objection.

WITNESS YOUNG: The answer is no, it does not

conform to the procedures that are authorized in regulatory

procedures.
I

BY MR. NORTON:

Let me rephrase the question: weren't the

A~~EBsoN ?~~ati.NQ c~iVIPANY. INC
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procedures used in deriving .5, .6 consistent with Reg

Guide 1.60 procedures?

3 A No, sir.

7

8.

9

10

Q All right. Turn to page xi of the report. I
will bring it up to you. Let me first read it to you,

and I will bring it up and ask you indeed if that is what

it says.

MR. LANPHER: Could I interpose an objection.
If he is going to be relying on this report a great deal,

I 'request that copies be made available'.

12

13 ',

report.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: This is your witness's

MR. LANPHER: My witness did not reference

15

'7'

16

21

'3

24

lg
I

j.9

20

'his
report, Mr. Salzman, in his testimony.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That may well be, but this
l

is material that your witness has at hand and he is
aware of, and he does not have copies available of the

report.
To request this, which seems to be very

oertinent evidence at this stage of the hearing will
delay it and force us to put it: over a long time. The

objection is overruled. Ve will have to make due the

best we can today, sir.
BY MR. NORTON:

25 Q Does it not say on xi of the report —and I
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will bring it up and let you review it after I read it —.

"These procedures are consistent with the RG 1.60

procedures"?

V1
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I

19,
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?2

23

24

(Counsel handing document to witness)

Could you answer the question: doesn't it
indeed say where I showed you—

MR. LANPHER: I asked Dr. Young to review

the context of the statement.

MR. NORTON: Fine.

(Witness reviewing
document)'ITNESS

YOUNG: I do not feel you —well,
the statement—

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The auestion, Dr. Young, was

first, does it say what Mr.. Norton read into the record?

WITNESS YOUNG: Zt says what Mr. Norton has

read into the record; that is correct.
CHAZRMAN SALZMAN: All right.
WETNESS YOUNG: May Z add, however, he

has not interpreted it, correct.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: No doubt someone will 'explain

thm further on, but let Mr. Nortcn continue his cross

examination, sir .

BY;.MR. NORTON:

Could you describe —no, strike that.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: One moment, please. I am
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7

8.

9

10

very sorry, b'ut I have been asked that no one be permitted

to smoke in the room. Would the gentleman at the rear

end with the pipe either step outside, sir, or put out

the pipe.

Thank you.

BY NR. NORTON:

I would like to ask a question about the

long paragraph I quoted to you at the beginning. You

say it is anticipated that the peak ground acceleration
\

would lie between .5 and .6. That is not a mean peak;
C
C+
CD

o
C4

Ql

2~ ~

I
V)

12.

13 ',

15::

16
'7

'9;

20

'2

23

24

that is the peak?

A No, sir, that is a mean peak in that particular
case, yes, sir.

Q Why does it not say that?

A I tought it was'understo'od in this case.

Q Where in this report does it say that that
is mean peak>

A I would, have to read the report to find out,
but I am sure it is stated somewhere.

Q Well, it also says "based on a conservative

assessment," correct?

A That is correct.

Q So you would feel the real mean peak would
be'omewhatlower?

25 A No, sir.
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No, sir. I say the mean peak would be between

7

9

10

12

13;

15
'6

17
'Q

19,

20
'1

.5 and ..6 g.

Q .~ Well, then why is that a conservative assessment

A Because the epicenter of this earthquake was

quite some distance away, and I think you will find that
if you scale it properly, that the accelerations that
are given there are reasonable.

Q = I am sorry. I thought a definition of

conservative for the last two years in these hearings-
and I may be wrong —is that mean—

MR. LANPHER; I would like to object. I
believe we are getting far afield on this line of

questioning. What, is conservative or not conservative
N

in the LNG hearing is really not what is really not

relevant to what is conservative in a nuclear licensing

proceeding.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN; Mr.Lanpher, what is
conservative has a general meaning, usually, and I am

prepared to allow him to cross examine the witness on

his own report, sir.
The witness used the word "conservative," and

23

24

I think Mr. Norton is entitled to inquire into it.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: I would like to object

because Mr. Norton is testifying as to what is conservative
r

.for the last three years of this hearing. I have been
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for three years.

I don't think there has been any agreement as

to what has been conservative.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Norton, I think you

should confine yourself to asking this witness what

he believes is conservative...,

MR. NORTON: That is what I am trying to do.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q We have- heard an awful lot about mean

peak acceleration from a lot of people. I heard various

people say this is a conservative method at arriving at
a mean peak or an upper bound or a peak or whatever it
is they are talking about.

I have- always assumed —and I am goiag to tell
you what I have assumed that, meant and then I am going

to ask you to tell me how. your understanding of the

word conservative is different.
I have always assumed that when they say

that this is a conservative method of arriving at a

number that in fact that number is probably a little
higher.

If it is a mean peak acceleration, they say

thi:s is a conservative method of arrivinq at it. ' have

always assume'd that in fact they really b'elieved that it
is'he real number that would be a little bit lower, but
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dspll-10 to be conservative, they put it a little bit higher.
~ Now, is your definition of conservative in

this context different. than that'?

A I feel as I use the term that the . 5 and . 6

Pt
cv
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ccl '

CCl

7

8.

9

10,

12

13:

values were considerably more than the .4 g recommended

by the applicant, and therefore I considered them

conservative.

Q I am sorry. Repeat that, please.

A- I considered the acceleration that I
recommended of .5 to..6 g were more than the .4 g

recommended, by the applicant, and I therefore 'considered

them to be conservative.

Q They were conservative because they were higher

than what somebody else arrived at?

A That is correct.

Q So, by definition, if a person A, comes up

with a number higher than person B, then

Ol

ccl

19 .

21

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr.Norton, you asked this
witness what he meant. He told you what he meant. Don'

argue with him, sir.
MR. NORTON: I am not arguing, Mr. Salzman. I

23

24

am going to —I. will try to rephrase the question.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q If I und'erstand correctly, what you are saying

i.s if two people figure something out, 'the higher of the
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MR. LANPHER: I object. Dr. Young made it
clear that his

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Objection, sustained. Dr.
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12

Young has told you what he meant. by it. You may argue

from that, sir.
I

BY i~. NORTON:

Q Let me see if I understand something that
is in several parts of your testimony. You said that

there was very little effect, I believe, on calculating g

from about eight kilometers in; is that correct, using

this equation?

MR. LANPHER: Which equation, equation two?

MR. NORTON: Yes ..

WITNESS YOUNG: 's I have used it in this.
i

report, as a function of hypocentral distance, if you
I

plot the results on a graph 'which shows horizontal

distance to the fault, based on solving the equation with

the hypocentral distance, you will find the curves are

much like those of Dr..Seed. They will be very nearly

horizontal for seven to eight kilometers away from the

BY MR. NORTON:

From there in , correct?

24
Yes,'ir.
Then what—
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DR. JOHNSON: Just one minute,, Mr. Norton. I
am confused. You said "this equation." Are you referring
to equation two?

MR. NORTON: Yes.

WITNESS YOUNG: Yes, sir.,
DR. JOHNSON: You say "in this report." Is

this the only calculation that we know of using

calculation two, the calculation which resulted at a

value of 1 g at. the site; is that not,correct?
WITNESS YOUNG: That is correct, yes.

DR. JOHNSON: You have done no calculation

using equation two that appear in your testimony in which

the distance to the fault is a variable. Is that
correct?

WITNESS YOUNG: I cannot answer that, sir,
but'aybe

to clear up some of the confusion, that equation was

not used in the report which Mr. Norton is now reading

from.

DR. JOHNSON: My question was -- and I think

you should be able to answer it —in your prepared testimony

you did not make any calculation 'of acceleration as a
d

function of distance using equation two rather than
to'omputethe value 1 g?

~ d

WITNESS YOUNG: I did not at magnitude 7'.5.

DR. JOHNSON: That is correct.
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dspll-12 WITNESS YOUNG.: I was making comparisons which

have now been struck from my testimony. I made

comparisons at a magnitude 6.5.
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12

DR. JOHNSON: Yes.

WITNESS YOUNG: But I made no other computations

in the report for other distances for a magnitude of

7.5.
i

DR. JOHNSON! Thank you, sir. I misunderstood

somet:hing you said in your answer.

BY HR. NORTON:

Q Dr. Young, in response to question 8 when you

came up with a hypocentral distance, obviously, which

13 would be R in equation two
I

01

Ce
C~ ~

Vl

lg '

15

16

17 .'

19 .

20
'1

A That is correct.

Q —what was t:hat hypocentral distance?

I assumed a value of 10 kilometers.

Is that what the real hypocentral distance

would be if you had a focal depth of 10 kilometers and

an hypocentral distance of 6?
1

A I am sorry. I misunderstood you. X. used a

focal depth of 10 kilometers.

I

24

What was your hypocent:ral figure, then?

NR. LANPHER: If you know.

WITNESS YOUNG: I don': have it, but it was

computed assuming a horizontal distance of 6 kilometers.
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BY MR. NORTON:

So you triangulated?

I triangulated, that is correct.
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr.Norton, let me ask how

much longer you intend to pursue this line of questioning,
sir?

iK. NORTON: Are you referring to this specific
line about this equation?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN:,Yes, to start with, yes.

MR. NORTON: VLot too much longer.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: How much longer do you

expect to cross examine Dr. Young on questions one through

four?

MR. VL ORTON: Not terribly much longer.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: How long is "terribly"?

MR. NORTON: That could be very long.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Do you think you will be

complete in 15 minutes?

MR. NORTON: I could possibly be.

CHAIBMAN SALZMAN: Please continue.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q Perhaps you could help me,'r. Young. I am

trying to find the place in your testimony where you say

that Dr. Trifuna'c's curves are too high for the

Imperial Valley data. I think that is more back toward

the beginning. Yes, it is. It is page 5, the very last
thing.

You say the Trifunac curves are too high.
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dsp12-2 Correct?

A That is correct. I do state that.
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Q However, the curves you provided in your
supplemental testimony are higher than the Trifunac curves,
are they not?

MR. LANPHER: Excuse me, would you please
refer him to which curves.

BY MR. NORTON:
l

Q The curves you presented in your rebuttal
testimony yesterday that you drew representing the Imperial
Valley.

MR. LANPHER: Are you talking about the curves
on Exhibit R-12 for the Governor?

15

16

17

MR. NORTON: Yes, I am.

MR. LANPHER: Thank you.

WITNESS YOUNG: No, I do not believe they are

higher than what Dr. Trifunac-has.

BY MR. NORTON:

19

ca - 20

21

Q All right. Now, let me ask you about the data

base for NUREG-.1175 which your equations are based on.

Does that have any data in the data base after 1971,

San Fernando?

A No, sir, it does not, as far as I recall.
Q It has no data that has been gathered in the

last nine years; is that correct?
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think that is correct. But I. cannot state that positively.
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This study was not done under my supervision, and I think
that it did not include any since then.

Q Now, you do have a sentence on page'8', the

last sentence of the middle paragraph, "This indicates that
the Newmark Diablo Canyon response spectrum is not

conservative since it has essentially been equaled on a

deep soil site for magnitude 6.5 earthquake in the

frequency range determined by acceleration."
You are referring there of course to a free

field response spectra'?

A That is right.
I

MR. LANPHER: Excuse me, Mr. Norton; I believe

15
'6

.':

17

'I
Q

I

19;

20
'1

23r~
P>,24

you misquoted his testimony. There was a correction in
that, line, the last line of that paragraph. It is not

determined by peak ground acceleration, but controlled by

peak ground acceleration.
MR. NORTON: I am sorry; I do not have that

correction on the copy I. am reading from. The word

"determined" is "controlled" ?

MR. LANPHER: Yes. The last line of that
i

paragraph., "Zn the frequency range controlled by ground

acceleration."

25

AL~FÃscN P.~>QRi.NC Cci4lPAiNY. liXC.
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BY MR. NORTON:

Q Again, that does not change the answer to my

question, that what you are talking about is a free
field spectra; correct?
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A That is correct, yes, sir.
Q All right.

Excuse me. Earlier you said that you and

Dr. Seed are getting closer and closer together about

something. I refer you to page 25 of your testimony. You

say there —and I assume you are talking about soil and

rock because that is what the question is above —"the

results of my previous studies which have, been published

in Department of Energy topical reports are essentially
the same as the statements in USGS Circular 795." Is
that what you said?

A Yes,. sir.
Q All right. And are you referring to the statemen

in USGS 795 that talks about soil and rock having no
1

19

~™ 20
'1

23

24

25

difference in acceleration?

A That is correct.

Q All right. Now, you say NUREG-1175 is the most

extensive statistical analysis of earthquake stiong motion

data that you know of at the top of page 26,.continuing.
Yes, sir .

And yet it has no data in it from any earthquake
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1

2

since 1971?

A, I do not believe there were very many events

3 'vailable to them at the time they started this study since

1971 that were, let's say, processed in a manner that they

could use them.

We have had several earthquakes in the last
7

8

9

10

two or three years, but this study was started about a year

and a .half before it was completed, and they did select

the .data base that was available at- that time.

Q I am not criticizing what they did. I am after
ll whatyou said, which is it is the most extensive statistical

13

'5

'6

17 .

analysis of earthquake strong motion'ata that. you know

of. It is more extensive than Exhibit 1 to the testimony

of Applicant's?

MR. LANPHER: I object to that question. At

the time this was written, Dr. Young had no idea that the

TERA report was available, so he should put his question

in context.

20

'R. NORTON: If Mr. Lanpher is
question that the TERA analysis is—

answering the

21 CHAERMAN SALESMAN: One moment. We have had

23

24

an objection. What is your response?

MR. NORTON: The question is: is it more

extensive than the TERA report, Exhibit 1 to the prefiled
25 testimony.

A~ERsoi~l RK>oRT'.NQ C MPANY. INC.
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1

2

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Your objection is —all
right, let's stop, then. That is not quite the question

you asked before. If that is what you want to know, please

ask that question exactly. That will be fine.

5

6.

MR. NORTON: Obviously, Mr. Salzman, he had

not read the report when he wrote his testimony.

7

8;

9

10

13 i

15'

16
I'

17

1Q

19:,

20
'1

'BY MR. NORTON:

Q I am asking you now if indeed the TERA analysis i
a more extensive statistical analysis of earthquake

strong motion data?

A No, it is not as extensive as their analysis

because they provide attenuation relationships for peak

ground acceleration, peak gr'ound velocity, peak ground.

displacement, and response spectra for all,expressed

as a function of magnitude, distance, and site conditions.

Q But you are talking, here in terms of .peak

ground acceleration. So let's talk about, peak ground

acceleration. And I will change my question to whether

or not the TERA report put in here as Exhibit 1 is not

a more expansive statistical analysis of earthquake

strong motion data regarding peak ground acceleration?

A No, sir, I would not agree that it is.
23

24

Q All right. And how many pieces of data are

contained in each of the reports?
I

Is there some place in there where you can get

Af ~ERSON R~~ORT'.NQ'oiVIPANY. INC
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A They are almost comparable, sir, but I could

not give you the exact number. But they are almost

comparable.

Q Doesn't the report, the TEPA report contain

Imperial Valley data?

A Yes, it does.

Q All right., And isn't that the only real near

field data, a comprehensive set of near field data that

10 exists?
C
C

n 12

13 i

15
'

Yes, that is correct.

Q All right.. So —all right. The two reports

do agree, however, that peak ground acceleration -is

independent of site subsurface conditions, does it not?

A That, is, correct.

Vl

4

Vl

I

C''6

'7

'9;

I

20

'3

24

Q They agree in that respect?

A Well, as far as I can determine, there is very

little given in the report other than some curves that
are applied to different magnitudes.

So I cannot vouch for that completely because

that kind of information is really not available to me.

I do not know. how to substitute different types of site
conditions into the relationships, for example.

~ ~

NR. LANPHER: You referred to a report without
N

identifying it. ' assume you were referring to the TERA
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr.Lanpher, the witness has

been discussing the TERA report against the NUREG. I think
he understands.
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MR.LANPHER: I just wanted his previous answer

to he clear., that that sentence was with reference to the

TERA report.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Dr. Young, would you tell us

"~if your previous answer was in reference to the TERA

report, sir?

WITNESS YOUNG: Yes, sir, it was.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN Thank you. I think we

understood it.
BY MR. NORTON:

A

c

I

15:,'.

16

17

1Q

19;

20
'1

23

24

25

Q Let me, ask'.the cpxestion a sligMy, different
way. You have no reason to dispute that, the authors of
those reports -- you have no reason to dispute the fact
that they agree that —with that conclusion that
regression equations that they have done show that
peak acce3a'ation proved to be independent of site sub-

surface conditions?

There is nothing in that report that would

contradict.that in your mind, is there?

A No, sir. I would not believe that that would

he true, no, sir.

At ERSCN RK QRi.. tC cci41PANY. li'tc
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Maybe I did not make it clear. I do not

know of any reason why your statement is not correct.
All right. I would like to go back to page 13,

equation two, and ask you to explain to the board how

that function was derived.
'A This was a statistical correlation that was=

performed, based on a statistical correlation performed

by Mr. Werner and Ts'ao and Rothman, and the details of

, it are given in the report.

Q Excue me. I think it will go a lot quicker if
we go —you list the things, okay?

A The terms?

Q The terms. Let's talk about the first one.

Would you tell us how the natural logarithmic of the

peak horizontal ground acceleration in inches per second

squared was derived?

A " How the equation was derived or how—
Q , Let me try that a different way. I guess what

I am trying to do is to have you,explain each of the
1

portions of the equation as to how and why they were

derived, the relationship.
MR. LANPHER: Excuse me. You want both how and

why or just how?

BY,MR. NORTON:

Q How?
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DR. JOHNSON: Mr. Norton, I think you are going

to,have to amplify that question a little bit. As a technica

person myself I would not have the vaguest idea how to say

4- how each term in an equation was derived. An equation
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can be derived, but the terms in it express parameters. I
think you have to clarify the question.

You wou3dhave to if it were for me.

MR. NORTON: All right. Let me try again.

CHAIRMAN. SALZMAN: Mr.Norton, how much longer are

you.going to be?

MR. NORTON: I think just a little bit.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: A little bit. I will give

you five minutes.

MR. NORTON: Okay, fine.
BY MR. NORTON:

~ ~
C)

17

Q Now," magnitude, for example, you have 1 over

M, correct?

C

I

19;.

21

23

24

A That is correct.

Q I guess the question is why 1 over M? Why not

2 over M or .5 over M or 20 over M? That is the why I
am trying to get at.

A All right.
The regression equation including the term for

magni tude, di'stance, site conditions, three different

types of site conditions, were included in their regression'
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equation. And then they applied statistical procedures

and found the best fit to the data and evaluated those

terms.

5

6

7

8.

The reason that the magnitude is in the
h

denominator, which may be of interest to some people,
f

is that they were aware that magnitude becomes less

significant as it increases and so —that is discussed

in the report.

10

Their conclusion was that they should place it
inthe denominator rather than the numerator because it

I
Q

CA
12

13 j

15 I

16

would become less effective as it becomes larger. So that
is something rather unique.

Q Why wouldn't that be —why it is expressed

1 over M as opposed to an exponential -M or just M?

A Well, the n'umerical quantity there is required

in order for this to fit the data for different

C:
C'

,j,
!~i~~

17 '

19;

20
'1

.".2

23

24

25

magnitudes-.

En other words, the number 32.85 was derived

statistically as one of the coefficients required to make

this equation fit the data.

DR. JOHNSON; Dr. Young, X. do not understand

your answer. The term with. M in the denominator has a

negative sign in front of it, so that term would cause

acceleration to increase as the magnitude increased.

WITNESS YOUNG: Would cause it to increase as
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the magnitude increases; that is correct, it would.

DR. JOHNSON: I thought your explanation of
having M in the denominator was that that was a recognition
of the fact that there was decreasing acceleration as

magnitude increased.

WITNESS YOUNG: No, sir. I probably did not

state it correctly. Ordinarily, this term appears in the

equation as a plus constant times M, and as written here

as the magnitude increases, the quantity becomes —the

magnitude becomes less effective in the answer.

In other words, the percentage increase in
going from a magnitude 6.5 to 7.5 in this equation is
somewhat less.

15,.:

16:

17

Vl

I

Ca'T

i
p

C'f

I

1Q

19 .

21

1g

20

23

9< 24

DR. JOHNSON: I understand what you said now.

Thank you.

MR. NORTON: Perhaps this would be a good

place to break for lunch because I am, frankly, mired

down in this equation. If I can 'spend a couple of
minutes, then I can perhaps get out of the quahmire I am

in and move on.

MR. LANPHER: I thought we were going to try
to finish Dr. Young before lunch so that Mr. Norton could

prepare on further cross examination for Mr.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: He will have the'ame

opportunity to prepare his further examination. I think

0'a ~EBsci4 RK~QRi.NQ CciVIPANY. INC.
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5

6.

7

8.

9

10

perhaps Dr. Young would like some lunch, and he will need

a few minutes to recover as well.
Ne will recess for lunch until 2:15 sharp.

(Thereupon, at 1:00 p.m., the hearing in the

above-entitled matter was recessed to reconvene at 2:15

p.m. that same day.)

12

7 A

15:

16
'7:

20

'2
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AFTERNOON SESS ZON

2:20 p.m.

CHAZRMAN SALZMAN: On the record.

Mr. Norton, you may continue your cross-examination

7

8.

9

10

of Dr. Young.

Whereupon,

GEORGE A ~ YOUNG

the witness on the stand at time of recess, resumed the

stand and testified further as follows:
CROSS-EXANZNATZON

BY MR ~ NORTON:

12

13 I

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

Q Dr. Young, I am a going to ta lk a very brie f time,
'and ask you a very short series of question on equation 2

and then we will be done with that.
On page 1 3 of your testimony, you indicated that

magnitude was Richter magnitude?

A 'es ~

Q However, Dr. Luco and Mr . Devine have both indica-
ted magnitudes 7 ~ 5 MS for the. Eosgri —Dr. le uco

in his testimony, as you heard yesterday when we were

cross-examining Dr . Brune, and as Mr . Devine stated this
morning, how does Richter magnitude as you use it in your

testimony relate to MS?
»

A Unfortunately, the engineering profession is
guilty of having used the magnitude rather indiscriminately,

A~~UHOo t RK+ORT.NQ C~i4lPANY, INC
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1 the magnitude scale, and I'have used it with the interpreta-
2 tion that .it was a local magnitude. However, I need to
3 point out that Dr. Trifunac and Dr. Seed all have included

4 the Curran County Earthquake, which has a magnitude of '7.6

to 7.7, in most of their calculations. (Ue have been treating
I

it the same way.

7

8.

9

So if you now reduce those to magnitude 7.2 and

call them local magnitudes, it is going to take a little bit
of thought as to what that implies. In other words, do all

10

11

13;
I

correlations that indicate 7.6 become 7.2 curves, o'r does

that mean we start all over.

So I have to be very frank with you and say, this
is a magic question, and it will'take some reflection on

what it means.

16
'7

'

How was magnitude defined for the'57 earthquake

in ll75? I don't think that you will find it in 1175?
4

A I know. Let me check one earthquake. I think I
"3 can tell you.

19,

20 '

Go ahead.

A I cannot state positively, but I am rather certain

21 that it was, shall we say, treated indiscriminately, and

23

24

25

Curran County was treated as a 7.7 magnitude MS in their
calculations of the magnitude,7.7 earthquake.

Q 'ight:, and that is just one answer.

A Right.
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Q Would you agree that the earthquakes are a mixed

bag of MSs and MLs in 1175, and they have used ML values

and MS values?
I

A I think that is true.

7

8

9

Q You also say on pages 12 and 13 of your testimony

that you modified the author's distance from epicentral to
hypercentral. Is that correct?

A That is correct, sir.
Q ~ On page 12 of your testimony you indicate that: the

10 regressions in 1175 used epicentral distance. Where was

the bulk of the data in terms of distance?

12

13,'

!

15 I

16

A Used in 1175?

Q Yes.

A It is the same general data base that everyone

used. I would say that'ractically all of it would be in
excess of an epicentral distance of 20 kilometers.

17: Q All right.
1Q

i

19:

20 '

And most of it in excess of 30 kilometers.

Q So you are clearly extrapolating the author'

equation in your Diablo Canyon predictions, are you not?

23

24

A That is correct, and it is so stated in my report.

Q Would you tell us if you can, I know you are not

a seismologist, and if you can't tell us that rather than

explain it. Let me put it this way, if you don'. believe,
you are qualified to answer this question, please state so.

A~ERsci~h R~ CRT'.NQ c™iVIPAiRY.linc
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On what basis do you believe epicentral distance

can be used to predict PGA'ithin 10 kilometers.'of a fault?
A Z don't believe that Z could answer that. Z would

say that Z have used the term rather indiscriminately like
most other engineers. That is really a question for the

r

seismological fraternity.
MR. NORTON: Mr. Salzman, we have marked the

report that was referred to repeatedly this morning,

prepared and authored by Dr. Young on the date of December

7, 1977, as Applicant's Exhibit R-9. Zt will take several

i
C5

CO

J~
fe

M7

Pa

i
C'l

12

13;

15

16

17

tg

19 .

20

21

23

24

25

hours to make enough copies of this to supply for the record.
0

We were not, of course, able to do that over the lunch hour.

But Z have marked it, and we will do as we did with
Applicant's Exhibit R-S, and we will present it to all the

parties, and the court reporter later this afternoon.

CHAZRMAN SALZMAN: Read the title of the document

in the record at this point, so we will be clear what it is.
MR. NORTON: Evaluation of Seismic Criteria and

Design Concepts for Point Conception LNG Zmport Terminal-
Environmental Zmpact Report.

CHAZRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will mark the

document for identification, when you are supplied with the

requisite number of copies, and other parties as well.
BY MR. NORTON:

Q Dr. Young, Z have put on a viewgraph, page 45 of
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our Exhibit R-9, which is entitled "Location of Earthquake

Epicenters Relative to Known Faults —Proposed Point

Conception LNQ Site." Zt is apparently taken 12 D&M 77A,

Danes and Moore.

7

8

9

10

The viewgraph is not particularly clear, but this
is the south branch of the. Santa Xnez fault, where I am

point with my arrow.

A That is correct.

Q Xt is labeled much more clearly, but the viewgraph

is distorting the print a little bit.

12

13 i

15
'6

17 .

Indeed, that fault continues on out here, does

it not, into the ocean.

A That is correct.

Q As a matter of fact, if you scale that off from

the circle where the site is, .that is within three miles of

that site, is it not'2

A That is correct.
1Q

19

20

21

. 23

24

25

MR. NORTON: Mr. Salzman, at this time I would like
to move Exhibit R-9 into evidence. This is Dr.: Young's

report, and. it is the- one that we have just had marked.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher, do you have

something to say'P

MR. LANPHER: I would like to defer ruling on that

until copies have been supplied, and we have had the

opportunity Co review it in its entirety.

A~EBsoil R~~CRi.NQ CciVIPAigY. iiNC.
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: For what purpose are'bayou going

to offer the exhibit? For what purpose do you wish us to
look at. it'?

MR. NORTON: Do you want me to make an argument?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: What do you want to use it for?
MR. NORTON: Just as evidence.

7

8

9

10

13;

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: For us just to be able to refer
to it in light of your cross-examination?

MR. NORTON: I am going to have a little more

cross-examination on this document. He authored it. It has

to do';with the subject matter of this hearing, involving
PGAs. It involves predictions of PGA. I cannot imagine

how i.t is not relevant.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher can tell us,

16

17
'g

19

20

21

perhaps.
I

You just want to look at the document?

MR. LANPHER: I want to look at it. I am not sure

that an LNG report is relevant to this proceeding. It does

not have the same tie as, for instance, the TERA Delta

report for San Onofre where the same model was being used.

I think that it is a completely different case, but I would

like to review it first before we finally rule on it.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: One moment.

24 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: You 'are referring to the TERA

report on San Onofre?
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MR. LANPHER: Yes.

(The Board conferred.)

CHAXKGQT SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead,

MR. OLMSTHAD: Mr. Chairman, 1 would like to point
out that the staff 's position on this would be similar to
the position that we took on the San Onofre report.

~+I

C2
Cii

<v

7

8.

9

10,

the case.

CHAXRMAN SALZMAN: I assumed that that would be

May I see the document, please?

Mr.Lanpher, how much time will you,need to look

CJ

Vl

{0

I

C7

Vl

Vl

I

C'l

I

12,

13 '

15 ';

I

16

17

1Q

I

19;

20

'.2

over the report?

MR. LANPHER: I suggest that the best way to do

it is overnight, so that we don't have to delay the

proceeding.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: This is your witness's report.
Naturally, we would have assumed that you would have dis-
cussed with your witness this sort, of report, and if he had

C

done anything of this sort before, and made any reports.
Those of us who write for a living must always remember that
we are going to be questioned about what we wrote.

That being so, E am not terribly sympathetic to

the request that you need it overnight. Zs there no way

that you can glance at it.
24 Mr. Norton, do you wish all 100-odd pages of this

25 report to be received in evidence?



0
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'R.

NORTON: Yes. Unfortunately you can', and
i

Dr. Young pointed this out in cross-examination, this is
the sort of a report where we could cross-examine sentence

4 by sentence if one is to get the flavor as to conservatism,
Vt

CV
I

IA
VS

cv

cv
1

C'II

CL

7

8.

9.

10

methods used, and everything.

CHAIRMAN'ALZNAN- It does seem to be relevant to

show that the witness has said something different in the

prior report.

I think that you are entitled to a few minutes

to look, it over before you say anything. We will give you,

a

I

C)

12

13
I

15

,'7

'0

minures to look over the document with your witness,

please.

(Pause. )

CHAIRMAN SALZYAN: Let's continue.

Mr. Lanpher?
I

MR. LANPHER:. Let me address Mr.Norton's motion.

I continue to oppose the motion. This is not. relevant. Xt

is M LNG case. It is not under the Atomic Energy Act. The

criteria are different. Xt was under the Public Ut:ility

C
C

I

21

code of the State. of California. The relevance is far
afield, so I don't t:hink that we ought to have it in
evidence.

CHAIRMAN'SALZMAN: The Board will accept the

document. Xt is admitted in evidence as Exhibit R-9.

What. use you make of it is quite different. 'hether we
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agree with the conclusions or not, I think that it is
sufficiently relevant information for the board to have.

The report will be admitted, and the reporter will receive

it in evidence.
icc-

Pl

I

vc

C
chic

chic

4
Q

7

9

10

(The above entitled document was

marked for identification as

Applicant's Exhibit R-9g and

was received in evidence.)

MR. NORTON: May I have the. document.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That is conditioned, however,

upon MR. Norton returning the requisite number of copies and

cN

Ccl

t~

ccl

c

12

13 i

I

15
I

16:

17"

lg
1

19;

20
'1

22

providing it to everyone.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q (cDid you not conclude in t:his report, Dr. Young,

that the same level of 'conservatism in design for the SSE

of the LNG plant should be practiced as is required for
nuclear power plants?

A As E understood the level of risk, that was my

recommendation, yes, sir.
Q Did you not conclude —could we turn that view-

graph back on please —in that report. that both the

northern and south branches of the Santa Znez, the south

'r~ ~ c
23

24

25

branch being the one that goes within three miles o.f the

site, were capable of maximum credible earthquakes between

7 and 7.6 magnitude?

Aa KBsci9 ?K-CRT.AG C icl?Ai4Y. liXC
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A I don't recall exactly that I assigned that to
both of them. I do recall making the decision in my own

Vl

Pt
CV

I

VS

mind that both of those needed to be considered capable.

The important point that I would like to note is that this
report. was written prior to the geologist having written his
report for the State of California for the Public Utility

n

Fe

cv

ci 10

Commission, and was based entirely on my interpretation of
the report submitted by the applicant.

Q All right, let me read to you:, then, to refresh
your memory from page 38. I will read the full paragraph

(4

a

12

13;

so as not to take anything out. of context.
"Based on the information submitted in these

reports, the southern and northern branches of the Santa

Inez were assessed by the applicant as representing a major

seismic hazard to the LNG site. Both branches of the fault

Q

g 17

~. 19;

20

21

23

24

25

were considered to have moderate to high rupture potential
and maximum credible earthquake magnitudes of 7.0 to 7.6

were assigned to both fault systems.. Danes and Moore 1974

also notes that major offshore faults are capable of a

maximum credible earthquake of magnitude 7.5. The Santa

Inez fault was identified as the major onshore fault in the.

area with the southern branch having the greatest potential
for generating earthquakes." That indeed is the branch that
goes within three kilometers. Is that right, Dr. Young'
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A I would like to note that what you have read

indicates that the Applicant has assigned those magnitudes

Cl
CV
I

VS

r+

C1

7

8.

9

10

12

to the fault.
Q All right. Now, are you now maintaining that

those magnitudes are —you do not agree with those assign-

ments?'

I do,not recall having assigned any magnitude

to any earthquake fault.
Q Do you have any reason to disagree with the numbers

I just read?

A I was reviewing a geological report of another

firm, and that was my interpretation, of what they had said,
I

and I think that is what I had —an'd'so my conclusion was

that the faults were capable faults. I am not certain that

C

I

15
'6

17:

1$
I

19:

20:

21

23

24

25

a magnitude had been assigned, and magnitudes were not
I

assigned until much later after my report was written by

Dr. Slosen, I believe, had the geological engineering

responsibility on that.
You did. not use the data I just read that you

wiote?

I used the data that the Applicant submitted.

F, ine.

I am quoting the Applicant there.

I understand that.
Now, I reviewed page 46 where I will read your
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evaluation, and again, I apologize for having to read the

whole paragraph, but we do not want it out of context.

"Based on our review of the information provided

by the Applicant, we conclude that the geological and

seismological investigation and documentation proposed,

Point Concepcion LNG site has proceeded only to a preliminary

7

8

9

10

12.

16'9-

20

21

23

24

13
~

I

I

15

.'7

-'tage.

Conflicting conclusions have been provided as to

the potential sources of the seismic hazard for the site

in the —for the site in the Dames and Moore (1974, 1976,

and 1977) reports. The most recent populations, Dames and

Moore (1977A), are based on limited field investigations

that have neither proved nor disproved the continuity and

capability of important fault systems. Reliance has

frequently been placed on an inferred California Division of

Mines and Geology fault zoning process, and the Alquist-

Priolo Special Studies Zones Act to assess faults to be

inactive (i.e , not capable) because of lack of evidence of

Holocene activity.
"When the field'investigation is limited, and the

results'do not indicate whether or not there has been

Holocene activity, we would recommend that these faults

all be considered capable until there is conclusive evidence
I

to show that they are not capable."

Indeed, Dr. Young, you did consider the south

branch of the Santa Inc@ fault, which comes within three

At ~EBSCN RK+QRT!'NQ CciilPANY. tNC.
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miles of that site capable of up to a 7.6 magnitude earth«
I

quake in doing this report, did you not?

3
A No, sir, I did not. I concluded that they were

capable, period.

Q I thought you just got done'aying you relied on

the information supplied by the Applicant which I auoted to

7

8

9

10 .

12

13

'5

'6

17

lg

19
'0

21

you as giving a range of from 7.0 to 7.6 magnitude.

A I think the word "relied" is incorrect. I think
I was highly critical of the information provided by the

Applicant.

MR. NORTON: Your Honor, we would ask —I am not

going to take the time it would take to read this report,
but I would stat:e'that I consider it very important that
this Board read this report.

MR. LANPHER: I object.
I'HAZR1$ANSKLZMAN: There is no need to go on.

Mr. Norton, the Board will r ead all the relevant
evidence brought to our attention by t:he parties in their
submissions.

MR. LANPHER: I would like to note one thing.
When I was reviewing that report, there are handwritten

notes at various. places. I assume those are not part of the

exhibit which was admitted.
I

MR. NORTON: Yes, I will clear that up. Thank you
" for bringing it up. I did make some pencil .notes in the
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margins. We will first attempt to erase those pencil notes.

There may be one or two notes made in ink in the margin,
I

again, in which case they will be whited out in the copy-'.in

process so that nothing but the report.—

I
~

ICC

rc
CIC

I

ICC

CIC

C%

Cii

J
C?

7

8

9

10

CHAIRl4P27 SALZMAN: We understand. The report
will'only be the printed material, Mr. Lanpher and Mr.

Norton.

MR. BROWN: i<w. Chairman, since there are some

"laws collateral to the Nuclear Regulatory 'Commission's laws

and re'gulations involved, we would ask that this Board'ake

official notice of the California statute of the Public

C0

C

p

~A

M

f~
CI

m

I

'C

I

12

13;
I

15;

16
'7:

20

23

24

25

1$

19 '.

21

')2

Utilities Commission, the regulations of that, and also the

act that Mr. Norton mentioned, the Alquist-Priolo Act, I
believe.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Well, I don't know we have to

do that at this point. I think you can direct us to statutes
I

in your briefs and arguments, and we will certainly look

at them. Surely I don't think you have to ask us to take

official notice of acts of the state legislature. I am weakeg

on my ruling if they are- not state acts.

Mr. Olmstead, I have forgotten, but if there is

no objection, I don't think we are going to require anybody

to prove it in the absence of some complaint.

MR. OLMSTEMO: I think that is correct. There is

no problem in'aking official notice of state acts. However ~-
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: These are all California laws.

You are not talking about county statutes. Then there is
no problem at all, Mr. Brown.

Vl

Pf
CV
I

4l
Vt

i'el
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V7

7

8

9

10

12

13;

1g
'5:

16 .

17
'Q

I

19 .

20

'r.
Norton.

BY MR. NORTON:

~ Q This may be covering ground, and if it is, I want

to apologize, but 1 want to make sure —I gather from the

whole of your testimony that what you are recommending is
first the mean peak ground acceleration for Diablo Canyon

should be taken as 1.0 g, is that correct?

A Yes, sir, that is correct.

Q All right. And that the design spectra should

be developed, anchored at the mean plus one standard devia-

tion which you state is 1.77 g, and then reduced for whatever

soil structure interaction benefits there may be, is that
l

correct?

A I would say that is correct except I am a little
. bit bothered by the word "anchored." There is nothing that

anchors that response spectra. Each frequency is computed

individually.

C'
21 Q

correct?,

But at zero period it would be 1.77 g, is that
l

That is my estimate, yes, sir.

~™2<
25

then. for
All right. And if there was' 20 percent reduction

soil structure interaction hypothetically you would
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anchor at zero period your response spectra at about 1.4 .g,
1

is'hat correct?

MR. LANPHER: Wait a second. Again, Dr. Young

has stated that he does not anchor his response spectrum.
4

MR. NORTON: Excuse me.

7

8.

9

10

11

12

13 '

BY MR. NORTON:

Q You certainly do anchor the peak acceleration at,
zero period.

A No, sir. 'I thought the use of the word "anchor"

bothers me because each frequency of the response is computed

separately.

Q All right. But the zero period —I will drop the

word "anchor" if it helps. The zero period of your response

spectra would be a 1.77 g-going back. I think you agree'd

with that.

16
A That is correct.

Q All right. And if you took a 20 percent hypo-

thetical reduction for tau, then I assume that zero period

19;

20
'1

would be 1.4 g approximately.

A Earlier you asked me this question relative to

soil structure interaction. I have trouble accepting the

tau validity, and so if I answer that, it is with the

understanding that it is purely hypothetical and that I

24

25

do not accept

Q All
the existence of a tau condition.

right. So you then would not anchor at

ALQERHCN 'RK~QRT'.NQ CCMP4iRY. (NC
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certainly anything —you would not change your 'value for zer
i

period, certainly anything below 1.4 g in this case.

3

'4

MR. LANPHER: I think we have been over this before

haven't we?

CHAIR'ZAN SALZMAN: Just let him answer the last
i

question..

7

8.

9

10'1

12

13

,'ITNESS
YOUNG: I would reduce it as indicated

by a very good soil structure interaction analysis.

BY MR. NORTON:

Q Do you have confidence that Dr. Harry Seed knows
I

how to do soil structure interaction analysis?
C

A I do.

MR. NORTON: I have nothing further.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Perhaps Mr. Olmstead or Mr.

15 .

16
'7

'$

I

19;
I

20
'1

".2

23

24

Ketchen have a few questions. I cannot think of much that

is left uncovered.

BY MR. KETCHEN:

Q Dr. Young, I have one question. I believe in respo

to Mr. Norton's questions you had indicated earlier that

you did not use the Meloland record in plotting data for
Governor Brown's Exhibit R-12 because it was not a USGS

record, is that correct'?

A It was not listed in the information I had

available at that time. When. I repli'ed to him I assumed

se

that that was.a California Division of Mining and Geology
25
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record. If it is not then I need to be, corrected: I am

not acquainted withthat record incidentally.
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16
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C''72
I

23

24

MR. KETCHEN: Fine. Thank you, Dr. Young.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, did you have

a question?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I have no questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Dr. Johnson, do you have.,a

question?

DR. JOHNSON: Yes, I have a couple.

Dr. Young, you have used the NUREG-1175 document.

You referred to it a number of times in your testimony.

Does the peak acceleration formula in that document give

results which are comparable. to those expressed in your

equation number 2 or the equation number 2 in your testimony?

WITNESS YOUNG: If I understand your question,

correctly, you are asking me if equation 2 would predict

the same peak acceleration in the higher frequencies as the

response spectra equation for the same probability level.

DR. JOHNSON: That is correct.

WITNESS YOUNG': The answer is yes, they do. I
did check that in this case, and they do give the same

answer.

DR. JOHNSON: In your testimony at page 6 you
N

indicate that your belief = that the Trifunac curves for

peak acceleration are too high. Do you recall that statement
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WITNESS YOUNG: Yes, sir. I would certainly like
to expand on that, but whether this is the proper time I

3 am not certain. But you must keep in mind that at the time

Vt

Ct
CV
I

le

5

6-

this was,written, all I had available to me was the work

I did here plus the records, and I plotted the records to

conform to the request of the Board. And when I say it is
CV
C2
CV

Cii

7

8

9

too high, I am referring to that particular figure and the

fact that the data I have plotted are much lower than that

equation.

10 I am aware now that Dr. Trifunac has been studying

12

15

16

17

I

19

CD

Vl

13

the data. He has a new idea —he has his idea of how to

plot it, and I in no way would want to pass judgment on

that because I think that, is —it will take another year

for the scientists to determine how best to represent the

attenuation characteristics of that earthquake, and I at

this point have an open mind on how best to do it for that

particular earthquake.

DR., JOHNSON: All right, sir.
Could you turn to Figure III-36. The document

20 you refer to in that is ÃJREG-ll75.

21 WITNESS YOUNG: Excuse me. Three dash what?

23

24 sir.

DR. JOHNSON: Figure III-36 at page 350.

WITNESS YOUNG: Oh, I am on the wrong page. Yes,

DR. JOHNSON: Am I correct in interpreting the



0
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dark line plotted on that figure labeled "this study" as
1

the prediction for peak acceleration generated by the

- authors of this document?

Pl
cv
I

V1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

WITNESS YOUNG: That is correct, sir. However,

the equation that I used in my report is an adjusted equation

from what they used in plotting that curve.
P

DR. JOHNSON: You just told me, sir, that equation
II

2 and the correlation in this report were the same, didn'

you?

WITNESS YOUNG: They are, but I misunderstood you.

I thought you meant it was spectra curve consistent with

12

13',

my peak acceleration curve.
I

DR. JOHNSON: My question to.you earlier was

did equation 2 that was presented in your testimony, would

C'l

15 E

16:

17
.'$

19

21

that give the same results as the results of this study for
r

peak acceleration in the high frequency, range, and I thought

you said yes, they were the same.
I

WITNESS YOUNG: What confuses me there is that

high frequency. That made me think you were talking about

spectra.

DR. JOHNSON: Go ahead.

WITNESS YOUNG: Let me explain what I think is

23

24

the problem. In this report —in 1175 the authors

correlated their data with respect to epicentral distance

which was perfectly valid because practi'cally all of their

ALQEBSCN HVARi.'NQ CciVIPANY. NC.
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2

data was for distances beyond 20 kilometers. There were

a few that were shorter. All right. Their equation then

should not be extended closer than about 20 kilometers. I
would say 25 would be a better limit. So in order to extend

that -equation, I did several studies which I referred to

this morning to justify the fact that I could use hypocentral

7

8.

9

10

12

13 i

14,!

L5 I

17

16

1Q

'9;

21

20

'istance

rather than epicentral distance in the near field,
and the'reason is because of the curve you are pointing out

to me on Figure III-36.
If you extrapolate their equation on into the

epicenter as a function of epicentral distance, it gives
I

the accelerations and response that are far too high, and
I

so what is wrong there 'is you are now getting in close

enough to the fault that the difference between the epicentra

distance and the hypocentral difference is very significant. "

So what I have done is to substitute hypocentral

distance in my equation.

DR. JOHNSON: Could you estimate for me what the

value of peak acceleration on that curve which is labeled

"this study" is for their distance, 5 kilometers?

(Pause. )

".2

24

07ITNESS YOUNG: It is
to me it is something less than

than 1 g at a distance of about

something —it would appear

1 g at —something greater'
~

5 kilometers,.

DR. JOHNSON: Greater by a lot?
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WITNESS YOUNG: It could be greater by a factor

of two. I think I have a more careful plot of that if you

3 will let me refer to it. I have a plot for,E equal to 1 or
' a 6. 5 magnitude for that equation expressed as a function

of epicentral distance which at an epicentral distance of

5 kilometers would give what I would estimate to be. about

cv
Ct
cv

CV

n

7

8

9

10

12

1.7 to 1.8 g. And that would be a mean peak acceleration.

DR. JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you, sir.
I just have one.:more question. At page 15 of

your testimony, the bottom of the page, can you turn to that?

WITNESS YOUNG: Yes, sir. I have that.

DR. JOHNSON: Would you read'he sentence starting

13, about five lines from, the bottom of that page starting
I

14.'ith the word "however?"

15'

~ 16
'7

'ITNESS YOUNG'. It states, "However" -- do you want

me to read it out loud, sir?
I

DR. JOHNSON: Excuse me?

M

t~

Vl

C'l

~ 19;

20
'1

I

23

24

WITNESS YOUNG: Do you wish me.to read that into

the record out loud?

DR. JOHNSON: Yes.

WITNESS YOUNG: The sentence says: "However, grea

care- has to be exercised when drawing conclusions for the

. Diablo Canyon. site based on data from only the IV '79 event,

regardless, of'ow the smooth spectra is computed, since the

Diablo Canyon site is not a deep soil site, and a larger
'I
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magnitude earthquake has been postulated for the Hosgri

fault than associated with the IV '79 event."

DR. JOHNSON: Thank you, sir. Ny interpretation
of that is that you believe that since Diablo Canyon is

ev

~
%ep

cv

ee

5

6

7

8.

9

10

a rock site and the Imperial Valley data is taken on a

soil site, that you would expect the Diablo Canjon accelera-

tions to .be greater.
; ~ Is that a proper interpretation?
!

WITNESS YOUNG: No, sir. I had concern that the--
any attempt to scale spectra of such a small number all per-

taining to an earthquake, that there would be significant

end 14

"12

13,'

f
g

14;

15.

16

17
'Q

I

19,

'20
'1

'C'

long period motions that would be greater than one would

experience at Diablo.

I also think that the frequencies that are amplifie

between say 2 and 10 hertz would be different from the two
'I

sites, and the question of which site has the peak accelera-

tion I think is an indetermined factor at this time for

very close-in sites.
And I know there is the feeling that soil sites

give smaller peak'round acceleration.' think that may

be true,'ut'I have not personally been able to demonstrate

that by correlatio'n of data.

23

24

AL EHscN RK~QRT!NQ CcMPAiRY. !NC
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Most of the general shape of the spectrum is what

2 I was referring to, sir.
DR. JOHNSON: I have no further auestions of Dr.

5

6.

Young.

DR. BUCK: I have no questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think, ladies and gentlemen,

C'

7

8.

9

10

12

13,'4,'5

I

16

17

t

19;

20
'1

23

24

that we can excuse Dr. Young at this point.
MR. LANPHER: I have some redirect; if I may.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: We have five and six also. I
am sorry. I take it this was just cross examination on

the first part.
MR. LBu4PHER: This is just response to some of

the questions that were raised by Mr. Norton this morning.

MR. NORTON: I have no objection.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Do you have much?
I

MR. LANPHER: No.

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Chairman, I thought our

agreement was. we would go into five and six and that they

were doing all their tidying up at the end of that.
MR. LANPHER: I can wait.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think it would be wise. to

stay with the agreement of this morning.

MR. LANPHER: If that was the agreement,- fine.
4

(Board conferring.)
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: All right. Then we will move
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to the next question. Do you have any direct on the next

2 set?

MR. LANPHER: No.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Zn that case, I believe Mr.

Pl

I

li!
VS

CII

cd

7

8.

9

10

'2:

13. j
f

16

'orton,

it is back to you, sir.
MR. NORTON: I take it, and for clarification, Mr.

Lanpher, that the t:estimony we are talking about now starts
on page 29 of Dr. Young's testimony and goes through the

conclusion.

MR. LANPHER: That is correct.

MR. NORTON: Okay..

BY MR. NORTON:

Q I don't have. terribly much, Dr. Young.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I heard that word before, sir..

(Laughter.)

MR. NORTON: I guess it always depends on the

!
VlC'7

'9

.

20:

21

answers.:

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That, is true, sir.
BY MR.. NORTON:

Q Page 40, the last sentence of the first. full
paragraph on page 40 you talk about an., assumption, and

you say that this assumption was apparently used in the

initial design analysis for Diablo Canyon.
» r.5'~ '24 Do you see where I am referring to?

A Yes.
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Q It is not your assumption, is it, that that

2 assumption was used in the Hosgri reanalysis, is it?
A It is my assumption that there was no soil

structure interaction analysis reduction applied. It is my

interpretation that the only reduction was that proposed

by Dr. Newmark which he characterized as a tau effect.

7

8

9

10

Q That is your understanding?

A That is my understanding.

Q .. All right. Turn to page 41, if you will, starting
the full paragraph, the second sentence. "Since the

foundation material is rock with a shear wave velocity of

12 5,000 feet per second" -- where did you get that figure--
13 LANPHER: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. This

has been amended, Mr. Norton.

15 MR. NORTON: I am sorry. -I don't have that
correction. What is the new= number?

17:

1$

19,

20

21

MR. LANPHER: Shear wave velocity of 3600 to

5900 feet per second.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That is correct. I should have

caught that.'R.
NORTON: My apology.

BY MR. NORTON:

23

24

25

Q "Since the foundation material is rock with a

shear wave velocity of 3600 to 5900 feet per second, I
would not expect significant soil structure interaction





l092

effects."

2 ,All right. Let me first ask you, would that

3 statement be true if you. used the number 3600 feet per

second?

A Let me give you my reason for stating both. E

have looked at the profile

7'.

9

'0

CHAERMAN SALZMAN: E did not hear you. Did you
I

say let me give you my reason for stating no?

WETNESS YOUNG: No. E did have in mind that you

did use 3600 feet per second at the. surface increasing to

5900 with depth.

12 BY MR- NORTON-

Q My question to you is what depth is 5900?

15
'

E was referring here to the soil structure inter-
action analysis performed by Dr. Seed and Lysmer. There is
a rock profile in that report. That is what E was

17 Q You have then reviewed that resort?

A Yes. E have.

19

20

21

'2

0 And what percent reduction did thev cret for
soil structure interaction?

A There is, as far as E can determine, it would

appear to be about 20 percent.

Q All right. Es it your .testimony that 20 percent

is not significant or what?

A Well, E think that when Dr. Seed testifies, we will

AL KBSCN ?~~ORi.NQ CciVIPc49Y. li4C
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have questions on how he did his analysis, and I feyl that
I cannot make that decision until we know more about the

model.

Q I will ask you again in a different way. Do you

feel that 20 percent reduction is or is not significant?
A Oh. I think it is significant.

7

8

9

10:

Q Okay.

A Let me also go further than that in that I would

accept whatever a good .soil structure interaction analysis

demonstrates.

MR. LANPHER: Excuse me. Could I interrupt for

12

13;

14
'5:

16

17

19

20

just a moment? Could you show me where in that soil structur
interaction reoort he concludes that there would be a 20

percent reduction?

MR. NORTON: That, is what. the witness said.. Are

you asking the other witness?

MR. LANPHER: I am asking vou because I believe

vou were

CHAIRMAN SALZKQl: I believe you stated it, Mr.

Norton, if I recall the question. I'hink Mr. Lanpher is
right.. You said that Dr. Seed said.

MR". NORTON: I asked him if he had reviewed the

23

24

25

report. He said yes. I said does it state in there that
there was "a 20 percent reduction, and he said yes. No.

i
i

In fact I asked him what reduction, and he said 20=percent.

A~EBscN ?K>cR i.'NG c MP4i'4Y. linc
i
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MR. LANPHER: I believe the witness may have'een

confused and was referring to Dr. Seed's testimony.

7

8.

9

10

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Let's stop. Do you want us to

read the question and the answer he gave, Mr., Lanpher?

Will that solve your problem?

MR. LANPHER: Why, don't we go ahead;P.
i

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The record will show the answer.

Please go ahead, Mr. Norton.'.
t

BY MR. NORTON:

Q On page 34 of your testimony do you adopt Scanlon's

definition of tau?

A You are referring to the theoretical paper and

13 (

15
.'6

'7

1Q

t

19;

20
'1

the concept, that he has set forth.
Q Yes. You say, if X can quote correctly, "I do not

accept the tau. factor explanation because the,Scanlon '76

derivation is based on the time travel of surface waves

across the width of the structure, but the response at the

site," and so on and so forth.
My question is do you adopt that author's definiti n

of tau as your definition of tau?

Yes, sir. I will accept that.
You stated you. had a chance to review Exhibit 1,

23

24

25

the TERA report. Did you have a.chance to review the

section on paired recordings of that report?
'I

L

A Yes, I did.
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Ul

Pl r

I

V7
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ee
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cv

4

Vl

5

6-

7

8.

9

10,

11

12

13,'

15

16

17

19

20

21

'?2
I

23

24

25,

Q Do you find in that a statistical evidence for tau?

A Not that I can identify.
Q All right. Have you reviewed that exhibit's sec4io

on building effects?

A Give me one moment to look at the report because

MR. LANPHER: Which section of that report is the

building effects?

MR. NORTON: I don't have it open in front of me.

Zt is the section on building effects.
MR. LANPHER: I think he is referring to Section

IIZ-8, Dr. Young.

WITNESS YOUNG: Three what?

MR. LANPHER: Page IIZ-S.

(Pause. )
I I

WITNESS YOUNG: Yes. What is the question, sir?
BY MR; NORTON:

Q Did you review it?
A Yes, I have.

Q Okay. Do you believe that the results published

in that section, TERA's results, are biased by building,

size?

A My concern's -- there is orobablv two or three

reasons. First, they have not separated soil structure

interaction effects. wave interference effects. md tau

A~EBBCN RK>ORE.NQ C M?ANY. li"ic
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effects. In other words, their examples very definitely
show a reduction in acceleration.

But the question is what caused it, and it is not3

an indication to me that it is due to tau. In other words,
I4t

I

VI

cv
C

it could very easily be due to the deep foundation effects
.or to the soil structure interaction.

Second, comparisons of this type should not be

on the basis of, peak acceleration. You should be comparing

9 response spectra as Dr. Newmark did, because I think you

10 will find that some of those stations, the response spectras

C
C

V

~n

C4

C,

F

13 ';

14

'5.:

will cross each other, at least the ones I believe at
Ventura Boulevard will.

The- vertical acceleration dces not show the tau

effect that is there or the reduction, so my point. is the--
there are reasons',why there are reductions, and there are

16; many reasons, and I do not feel the report separates them.

Vl

2 ~
Le

I
Vl

Cp\

C'

17

Tg:
I

19;

20

'4

In other words, yes, I will agree that there are lower

recordings in buildings than on the free field, but what

are the causes I don't believe that is determined in this
report.

Dr; Young, are you a registered structural engineer

No@ sir ~

Are you a licensed structural engineer?

I am a licensed civil engineer.

MR. NORTON: I have no further questions.
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Ketchen.

MR. KETCHEN: No.

CHAIRMAN SAL'ZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker.

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: I have a few questions.
Vt

Pt
CV
I

Vi
Vl

iV
C
cv

cv

C4

5

6

7

8

9

10

BY MR. FLEISCHAKER:

Q Dr.. Young, was it your testimony that you had th~

opportunity to review the Seed and Lysmer report which had

been previously entered into evidence and, marked as Joint
Zntervenors'xhibit No. 58?

A Yes, sir, I have reviewed it.
Q Did you also review the testimony in the transcript

bv Dr. Seed the last day of the proceeding, that there

13 i
was approximately a 20 percent reduction as a result of—
that he found from that report?

15,; A Yes, I did. -Z heard that, ye's.
iQ, Did you check 'the results of that report and

M

P~ ~

CO

Ii'\
C
C
Pl

i

17

20

21

1$

'9:

23

24

independently verify from the data presented there that
one can conclude that there was a 20 percent reduction in
soil structure interaction or a 20 percent reduction in

the response of the structure due to soil structure inter-
action?

A I have compared the response sasctza; and it
would appear that that. level of reduction in important fre-
quencies is indicated. There are severa1 things, however,

that prevent me from concluding that I can agree with it,
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and mostly it is because I do not know exactly what they did.
To give you an excellent example—

Q Wait a minute. Before you go on I would like to

ul
tt'v

I

ccl
ici

chic

chic

cv
C2

cv

C
CD

CCl

7

8

9

10,

12

13
I

15:

17

determine —we will get, back to the reasons.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I have a copy of that report

which I would like to have marked for purposes of this
proceeding only for identification because the document has

previously been entered into evidence as Joint
Intervenors'xhibit

No. 58.

MR. NORTON.: Excuse me. Mr. Salzman, I really
do not have. any objection going into this report because of

anything the report says, but that report was litigated at

the 1ast proceeding. If it is being introduced to impeach

anything Dr. Seed might say at this proceeding, I can

understand why it would be relevant to put.it in. But to

go in and relitigate that report is not, I don' think, the

purpose of this proceeding.

Soil, stxucture interaction is indeed a topic. I

c
c
pc

i

~r. p'f

19

20
'1

don'0 see why we want to relitigate that report. Again,

I would have no objection if Dr. Seed has said something

inconsistent. in his testimony in this hearing, I would have

no objection to the report being used to show that incon-

sistency. But what we are doing here is relitigating it
with another witness, and I do not think that is, the purpose

of this hearing at all.
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CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I don't think we know for what

purpose Mr. Fleischaker wants it other than to have it
marked. Ne have no objection — we have no objection to

him telling us.

V~

CV
I

Vl

cv

01
'le

cv
C?

cv

8.

9

Mr. Fleischaker, would you tell us what you had

planned to use the report for?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: First of all, that report —not

the report but a figure from that report was a part of

Dr. Seed's testimony in response to question 5, and we have

previously'permitted witnesses to testify and respond to

Q

n

~ ~

13 ',

'16

17:

testimony that has been addressed" or testimony that has

been prefiled. And to that extent I think it is permissible

to question this witness on the merits of that report, be-

cause it has been offered —a figure from that report has

been offered into evidence, and the report was quoted in

Dr. Seed's testimony.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: How is it relevant to the tau

effect or the matters that the Board is interested in?

19:
MR. FLEISCHAKER: It is soil structure interaction.

20
'his witness presented testimony on tau and soil structure

interaction.

?2
DR. BUCK: I am confused at the moment. I thought

you-'identiFied it as Taint Exhibit 58.

24 hearing.'HAIRMAN
SALZMAN: That is below in the earlier

g,~~gpaog a<>CRT:NQ CCMPANY. talc.
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DR. BUCK: Now I don't understand why you are

2 referencing to it as an exhibit in this hearing when you

3 referred to it previously.

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Right. I understand.. Let me

get a figure. The Seed and Lysmer report was introduced

into the hearing as Joint Intervenors'xhibit No. 58. How-

7

8.

9

ever, in this proceeding Dr. Seed has attached to his prefile
testimony a figure from that same -report..

DR. BUCK: You are concerned. only about the figure?

10 MR. FLEISCHAKER: And he also quotes to that

11 report.and cites that. report to support his conclusions

12.

13;

15;

16
'7

'.

set forth in question 6, I believe. We can examine the

testimony. I think it will show that that is the case.

Let me direct the Board's attention to the respons

to question &.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me. If I might be heard for

just a moment.

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: Can I finish, please?

s

19 'R. NORTON: Sure.

MR. FLEZSCHAKER: The figure to which I am

21 'eferring is listed as Figure 13, and that figure is taken

from the Seed and Lysmer report which was introduced into

23

24

the previous h'earing as Joint Intervenors'o. 58.

DR. BUCK: Now, what do you want to do?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: In addition, Dr. Seed referred

ALQEBBQiX RK>ORT'.NQ CciitPAiRY. liNC.
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to that report in his testimony at page VI-3. He says

the following: "Typical results of the Diablo Canyon study

7

8.

9

10

12

13
(

16
'7

'9

20
'1

are shown on the attached Figure VI-1,'igure 13 from

their original report, and show that soil structure inter-
action would reduce the spectral accelerations for the base

slab motions by about 20 percent below those of the free

field motion for frequencies above 4 or 5 hertz."

DR., BUt K- That refers completely to the drawing,

to the figure.
MR. FEEISCHAKER: Well, Dr. Buck, the very first

sentence of that paragraph stat4s as Fnllows: "The inputs

of soil structure interaction at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear

Power Plant were studied by Professors Seed and Lysmer

who concluded that the effects would be small. Typical

results"
MR. NORTON: Excuse me. Mr. Fleischaker, read

the entire sentence.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: "Small for nuclear power plants.

Typical results of the Diablo Canyon study are shown on

the attached Figure VI-.l, Figure 13 from their original
report. "

That original report happens to be Joint Inter-
venors'xhibit No. 58, the Seed and Lysmer report which

was dated, I think, June or 'July 1978. So the fact is Dr.

Seed has presented to.this Board conclusions that are based

Ai FBSQN RK~ORi.4Q CCMPAi4Y. INC
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upon that study.

Now, it has been our practice in this proceeding

3 to allow witnesses to comment on the prefiled testimony, and

so I think the cross examination I am going to pursue here
vt
Pl
CV

I

Ml

C2ill

i'

'6

7

8.

9

10 .

is in keeping~iwith that practice.
MR. NORTON: Excuse me. I guess my problem is

that the stipulation we had this morning at a bench confer-

ence was that this gentleman would be cross examined by us,

and if he had anything additional to his written testimony,

he would do that before we cross examined him., I cross

n

CO

C7

13

'5

'6

17
'Q

I

19 .

examined him, and now Mr. Fleischaker is going into somethin

, totally new which is in the form of rebuttal testimony.

That is where I am having a problem.

I thought I was supposed to get the last shot at
him, and that that was cross examination of his rebuttal
of anything that had been submitted if he had any. He

didn't have any. He did not say anything.

MR. LANPHER: I think Mr. Norton assumes that
Dr. Young is Mr. Fleischaker's witness, which is entirely

'20 erroneous.

21 MR. FLEISCHAKER: There is another point which

?2

~ '~, 24

25

is simply that in his last
one of his last questions,

9eed and Lysmer report, or
I

aware that Dr. Seed can do

question on cross examination or

Mr. Norton brought up the .

he asked Dr. Young if he 'was

'oilstructure interaction;
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Be that as it may. Mr. Norton vill have an

opportunity to rebut this testimony because Dr. Seed does

not take the stand until later in this proceeding.

CHAXEQ1AN SALZNAN: Mr. Olmstead.

end 15 icc
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1

2

MR. OLMSTEAD: I have to agree with it, my

statement this morning. Cross is limited to the scope

af direct. One cannot now expand the scope of cross

to include —well, I think the last objection of

Mr. Norton's was correct.

However, „when Mr. Fleischer started off, I think

11

12

CA

C

C)

13;

1g
'5

'7:

16

7
Cii

8.

cv 9C'e
are making a big mountain out of a mole hill out of

an exhibit that is already in evidence when there has
I

been testomny about that very exhibit just a few minutes

ago.

So, I would think if it beyond the scope of

the Tau effects, then, yes, an objection is in order.

But at this point I do not understand—
MR. NORTON: Mr. Salzman, I will withdraw

my objection. 'gain, ' start out by, saying that I do

not want to relitigate that rather complex report.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN.: Let's continue.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: He is already going to

relitigate it.

C'I

20

'4

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That is something I do not,

like; I am sorry. In the future I do not wish to insist
to be a school teacher.

I
The objection is withdrawn. Mr. Fleischaker

I

may identify the report. If you have a specific objection,

25 please make it.
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2

What is the. number, Mr. Flei;schaker?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I
will try to determine that.

vt
Pt
CV

I

Vl

~ ~

C
os

8.

9

,MR. LANPHER: While he is seeking to do this,
Mr. Salzman, I would like to clarify one thing that
Mr. Olmstead said. He implied that this witness was

testifying only on Tau effects.
However, his prefiled testimony is on both Tau

and soil structure.
10, CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think we understand

Iit is on both.

12

13,:

,,15
'

16

17

!

19;-

20

MR. LANPHER: That is what I thought, but he-

mentioned only Tau.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I have done that myself. We

appreciate both. points.
Mr. Reporter do you have it?
Mr. Fleischaker, would you be kind enough to

identify the exhibit for the reporter and the record?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I-

have marked as Joint Intervenors'xhibit R-18, a

C'1 document entitled "Analysis for Soil-Structure Interaction
Effects During Earthquakes for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear

Power Station" by H.. Holton Seed and John Lysmer. It
is dated July 1978.

It has been marked as Joint Intervenors'xhibit

Aa KRSQN REER ~ .NQ C MPANY. INC.
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1

2.

No. 58 in the previous proceeding, and was admitted into
evidence..

'4
It is marked here only for purposes of

identification to facilitate the cross examination.

7

8-

9

10:

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I understand. Please

begin your —wait one moment. We lost Mr. Norton.

MR. FURBISE: We can proceed.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Very well.
(The above-mentioned document

was marked Joint Intervenors

Exhibit R-18 for identificat ~
ion.,

12 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Please go ahead,

13 i Mr. Fleischaker.

i

15

16

17

'YMR. FLEISCHAKER:

Do you have a copy, Dr. Young; of the
applicant'estimony

before you, Dr. Seed's testimony? If you do
*

not, I can provide you one.

I have one, sir.
J~

Vt

C:

Pl

I

19,.

20
'1

Q Sir, I would like to direct your attention to

figure 13 in Dr. Seed's testimony. This is actually
identified as Seed figure VI-1.

And could you show me, sir —that is figure
13 in the Exhibit marked Joint Intervenors'xhibit R-l8;

24* is that correct?

A Just one moment.

AL~EBsQN RK~QRi.NC C MP4i4Y. INC
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(Pause)

A . Yes, sir, that is correct.

7'

9.

10

Q Now, was that the basis for your independent

verification that the soil structure interaction for this
model predicted a reduction in response to foundation of

approximately 20 percent?

Yes, sir.
Excuse me. At the Diablo Canyon site?

Yes, sir.
But I did qualify that answer: that I would

like. to know some more about the model before I could

C'

12

13 I

15
'6

17

20
'1

23

24

25

agree to that.

Q How did you measure the 20 percent reduction?

A Well, I principally referred to the figure
in the center of the page, to the lefthand side and

frequencies between four and 20 hertz, if you scale those,

there is approximately a 20 percent reduction.

Q And was that the basis for —is that how

you independently verified the 20 percent reduction?

A Yes, sir.
However, my concern is there is no damping

stated on any figure in the report, and I do not know

that either of those curves, whether they have the same

damping; one could be 2 percent and the other could be 7.

Q And you had indicated earlier that you could
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not agree with the conclusions, and you started to list
the reasons.

7

8

9

10

Could you please give me those reasons?

Well, one of the reasons is
MR. NORTON: Excuse me. I am going to object.

I

He did not state that he could not agree with the

conclusions. That is Mr. Fleischaker's testimony, not

his witness's.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I will strike the question.

BYMR. FLEISCHAKER:

12

13 I

Sir, can you agree with the conclusions in
this report?

A Not until I know more about the model and,

the results.

16

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: That is what he said before,

Mr. Fleischaker.

17 BY MR. FLEISCHAKER:

19

What would you need to know about the model?

Nell, I would like to know the damping that

20; applies to.each of the response spectra. I have

21 co'nsierable concern that one of the models or one. of the

?2

23

24

figures —I wi;11 try to find it and identify it for
you —figure I —which is page 15 in the report in
the order that they are given in the report here —

.

properties are given for the foundation; that is, the

AL~EBsoN RK~QR>.NQ C~iVPQiQY. iNC
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dspl6-6 1

2.

concrete foundation, which would indicate that the concrete

has an elastic. modulus of about 5 million psi.
However, in the text of the report this is

Uc

Pl
cv
I

vc

chic

C!
cv

CV

cv

10

referred to as a rigid base, and when you attach a so-

called stick model to a foundation of this type at one

load point, you have to do 'something in your modeling

technique in order to transfer that load.

And how thatmodeling technique —what that
modeling technique migh't be would affect'he answers you

might get.

c4

12

15 I

16

One could —just to give some examples, one

could multiply the modulus of the foundation by, say,
I

a factor of 1000 merely to stiffen it up. One could apply

rigid beams across the foundation which would make it act

as a rigid element, and I might also point out that the

load does not come to the —there is a shell load.

ccc

f~

Vl

c
Pl

I

17"

1Q

19 ..

20
'1

23

24

Exterior shell is really applied at the outer

perimeter of the structure. And although this's a model

thatis conventionally used and we are trying to use it
for the purpose it has been used here, I think how

the interia load is transferred to the foundation becomes

quite significant.
You see, one other factor that concerned me

more than anything else, however, it is indicated here

25 that this foundation is 23 feet thick and that it is a

AL ERSON RKWRi.NQ C~iVIPANY. INC
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2

7

8

9

10

flat Base'and it is deeply embedded in the rock.

That may be true. I do not know. But the cross

sections 6rthe power plant itself —excuse me —the

containment structure showed this foundation to be resting
on top of the rock and that the reactor pit itself is
all that is embedded, in the rock.

And of course my concern is that it is not a

flat foundation. It is a very regular foundation. And I
would say that I would have, I think, a different
attenuation effect if I had my structure sitting on the

12

13;

top of the rock rather than being deeply embedded in it
and also if it were an elastic foundation mat rather
than a rigid mat.

15;

17

Ig
I

19,

20
'1

So, I would have to know a lot more about the

model before I could c'onfirm that there is 20 percent

reduction in the response.

I do not in any way want to imply that
ther e is not. I simply do not know.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Thank you. I have no

further. questions.
~

'R.LANPHER: I have some. Could I confer

with Mr. Ketchen for just a minute. tVe have a number of
exhibits to--

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: 'I would like to take a five
25 min'ute recess right

now.'c

i @/soil ~~~QRc.NQ cci4IPANY. li4C
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5

6

7

8.

9,

10.

MR. NORTON: Is it new ones right now to mark'?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Why don't we all look at,

these things in the. five minute recess, please.

(.Recess)

12

13',

15

16

17

'9

20

21'3

24

25
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'inson/1
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: We will reconvene.

. MR. LANPHER: I would like to move in evidence .

Governor's Exhibits R-12, 13, 14, and 15. I have spoken

4 with other counsel, and I believe there are no objections?
vt

CV
I

'c
chic

c
na

cv

5

6.

7

8.

9

'CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Are there any objections,

gentlemen, to the motions we have just heard?
V

(No response.)
1

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Hearing none, Governor '

Exhibits R-12, 13, 14, and 15 are received in evidence. The

10 reporter will please note. Thank you.

(The documents heretofore marked

INDEX

12

13 i

for identi fication as Governor

'xhibitsR 1 'g R 13 i R 14 i and

15

16

17

R-15 were received in evidence.)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Zs there anything else; Mr.

Lanpher?

'R. LANPHER: I have certain redirect questions
1Q

I

19;

20

'n Dr. Young's testimony on items 1 through 4 which I would

like to ask, but perhaps the Board has questions first.
N

DR. JOHNSON: I think I have one or two.

c
Pl '

21 Dr. Young, you referred. to the record made in
/

two addresses. in the San Fernando 1971 earthquake, 1900 and

23

,24

1901.

WITNESS YOUNG: That'is correct.

DR. JOHNSON: Your Figure 9 displays response

Aa ~~RBCN aK~QRi.NQ C MPAi'4Y. INC.
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1
- sprectra. Can you describe those buildings at. all?

,
WITNESS YOUNG: I can give you something on them,

I

I think.,

~A

CIi
I

VC

C
ev

CII
C

7

8.

9

10

Let me explain them in general, and'f you want

more detail I will try to provide it. I cannot give you

the exact storey height, but they are both in excess of 20

storeys, as I recall.
The major difference as far as the accelerometers

are'concerned, they lare both in the basement, but one of

them is, on the basement floor, and the other one is at a

16

12

13 j
i

I

15

'7

'igher
elevation. I am not sure which record is which.

The main thing is that one of them was at least 35 feet

below the ground. So I would characterize both of them as

being probably lower than the field motion would be at

that. sit:e.

DR. JOHNSON: Are the building 'foundations

identical; are they comparable buildings, or are they

V1

f
C'

Cil

„l

I

1$

19;
I

20
'1

23

24

25

buildings built,by different organizations at different
times?

WITNESS YOUNG: I cannot tell you exactly when

they were builds. One is ~ across the street from the other,
I

and there is a street separating them. I have been in both

of them. As I recall they are reinforced concrete. I
think they are reinforced concrete buildings.

DR. JOHNSON: There is nothing that says that they

AL KBSON RK+QRi.NC C III1PANY. (NC
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are identical?
~ WITNESS YOUNG: No, they are not. They are not

exactly identical as far as I know.

XXX

Vt

Pf
CV

I

IJ1
VI

CV

cv
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7

8

9

10

12

DR. BUCK: They were both built in the late
1960s, is that correct?

WITNESS YOUNG: That is correct.
I have them down as one being 27 storeys high, and

the other is 19.

DR. JOHNSON: Those were my only questions.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Dr. Buck has no questions.
Mr. Lanpher, redirect.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

CN

C

vi

i
fa

i
Vl

i

C
C'l

I

13
I

15
'6

17
'g

19;

20

23

24

BY MR. LANPHER:

Q Dr. Young, referring to Figure 1, page 3 of your

prefiled testimony, would you please explain why you

plotted the SAM curve with RoVs equal to 2000.

A The statement of the issue here asks that the

comparison be made with the four figures that are on this
page that have been extracted from USGS Circular 795, and

that they also be compared with Amendment 50, Appendix DLL,

11(b) figures 2 and 3, and 4.

The first two figures had so many curve s drawn

on them that I simply could not tell which curve I was

looking at. To consolidate the answers, so that one could

compare all of it, I merely took the two curves that I
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thought the Board was interested in,and transferred them to
these two figures.

5

6

I used the RoVs of 2000 M equals 6.5 because those

were the values that were the on the figures that they asked

to be compared.

I would also comment that if you SAM-V curves
I

for the conditions that are listed on I-1 of Dr. Blume's

8.

9

10 .

written testimony, the difference between those curves is
insignificant as far as I am concerned.

Q Dr. Young, there was cross-examination earlier
with respect to PG&E Exhibit. R-9, which was the LNG report.

12 In the design of Point Conception facility, did you recom-

mend the use o f 0 . 5 to 0 ~ 6 G mean peak ground acceleration

15 I

for design purposes?

A No, sir. I am probably the only one that
16 participated in this that has made no recommendation for
17

'Q

I

19;

20
'1

23

24

a- peak acceleration for design. The acceleration which

is listed, which was quoted this morning, was a recommended

acceleration range based on a greb'abiistic approach. In

other words, treating the data probabilistically because

the paragraph said, that the earthquakes of record, it'as
'I

not evident, that they were associated with any particular
faults.

Since I was really having great difficulty
P

evaluating the applicant's geology and recommendations, I

Aa ~ERSQN RA~CRT!NQ C iVIPANY. INC
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at that point stated that I would recommend that we use for
the grdce of evaluating an environmental impact report
between five-tenths and six-tenths, and I recommended the

larger.
The question of capability of faults is important,

7

8

9

10

12

13

'5

16

17
'Q

i

19

21

')2

24

because I really truthfully could not tell from reading the

report whether the faults were capability, and whether they

were not. Zn a case like that, l went the conservative

way, and sazd, we have to assume them to be capable.

But I at no time personally assigned a magnitude to those

two faults.
Q There wexe 'also some questions regarding a

statement in that report concerning Reg Guide 1.60.

would like to get that statement.

The statement is off being Xeroxed. lt will be
i

in evidence, and we will be able to refer to it.
Would you please describe the purpose for which

Reg Guide 1.60 was used'P

A At that .point, in that report, a Reg Guide

spectrum was recommended because the applicant had one that
had much lower application factors. I commented in that
paragraph that this was a rock site or shallow soil, one

or the other, depending on how they excavated to install
.their facility, and what they do when the landscape„ the

facility during construction.
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13",

So that paragraph states, or at least my inter-
pretation of what it is states that E felt that Reg Guide

1. 60 spectra was appropriate inso far as shape. Now there
is no peak ground acceleration inferred to be multiplied
by that. However, at that stage, since I was recommending

five-tenth or six-tenths G, I did recommend they use that
spectrum scale to six-tenth G for the sake of the evaluation
of 'the environmental impact report.

Later in the hearing the question of the spectra
'ame up again, and there is written testimony submitted at

that hearing by me which recommended that the high frequnecy

end of the spectrum should be increased.

Q There were also questions earlier regarding the

response spectra which are included in your pre-filed

ccc

4

ccc

I
c

Pl

I

15

16

17

I

19,

20

21

23

24

testimony in this proceeding. You believe you stated thati

you had tested the NUREG 1175 spectra for 6.5 magnitude

earthquakes against the Newmark Hosgri -response spectra.
Could you please describe what you did'?

A Yes, I applied first, before I went to magnitude
I

7.5, the 1175 with equations adjusted to R equal distance,

applied them to a 6.5 magnitude earthquake because the

Pocoima Dam was for a 6.5 magnitude plus or minus one or
two tenths.

That spectrum, in'he frequencies above two Hertz,
for equal to equal '~545 very narrow, I mean just above and

~
'I
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6

7

8

9

just below, it very narrowly brackets the Newmark Hosgri

spectrum, and also the Pocoima Dam spectrum.

I cannot recall exactly what".accelerations I had

as a mean acceleration, but I believe they were something

in the order of six-'.tenths of a G for the equal .545, and

probably eight-tenths —these are just estimates for the

mean acceleration for the E equal one.

The mean plus sigma accelerations that. come out

of that equation, I should comment that those mean accelera

C
CJ

C4

C)

01

Vl

10

12

13 i

1$
'5

I

16

17

'9,

20

'ions

I just gave you are computed from the equation 52 in
my report, and the mean plus sigma acceleration on the

spectrum, as I recall, were about nine-tenths of a G for
E equal .545 and about 1.18 to 1.2 G for E equal one. In

other words, they were very close in agreement with the

'Poicoma. Dam spectrum for E equal which it should be because

the equation is correlated with only that data where E is
equal to one.

Q Dr. Young, you are indicated in your response to

earlier questions, and in your prepared testimony that you

disagree with the Newmark Hosgri response spectrum. Would

C'
21 'ou please describe the disagreements that you have?

MR.,NORTON: Excuse me, Mr. Salzman, but that

23

24

sound like rebuttal testimony. I did not get into that. I
did not ask him for the reasons for his disagreement with

the Newmark spectrum an cross.
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5

6

The stipulation that allowed this out-of-order
procedure to gon, Mr. Lanpher stipulated that he was not

going to have Dr. Young do any rebuttal testimony.

MR. LANPHER: The stipulation that you are

referring to, Mr. Norton," has to do with his testimony on

items 5 and 6. This is related to his testimony on item
7

8.

9

10

2.

cross'R.
NORTON: But redirect must be limited to

MR. LANPHER: I believe that this has been the

12

13 i

14,
'5

16
'7

1

19

sub ject- of cross-examination.

CHAZRMAN SALZMAN: Do you recall someone crossing

on this point.
MR. LANPHER: l recall Mr. Norton cross-examining

about the response spectrum which Dr. Young was recommendin„

to be used in this proceeding. Dr. Young has recommended

that it be used because of his disagreement, with the Newmar

spectrum.

MR. NORTON:, He had some new exhibits, and I aske

21

him where they came to at zero period. Ne asked him nothin

about why Dr.'ewmark's spectrum is not conservative

enough', or anything along those lines.
CHAXRMAN SALZMAN: Zt is my recollection also.

Let me interrupt and ask tM. Olmstead whose

memory is almost infallible on such matters.
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7

8

9.

10

12

13 >

15 i

16
'7

's
that, your recollection, Mr. Olmstead?

MR. OLMSTEAD: Yes, it is my recollection, plus

I would point out that the disagreements are in his
direct testimony, so it is repetitive.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I think that we will not
allow it at this point. I think the points have been

made.

We are pressed for time, sir. It is now five
after four, md it is Friday.

MR. LANPHER: I have no further question.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Do you have anything further,
Mr . Norton.

MR. NORTON: I have nothing further.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Ketchen?

MR. KETCHEN: No.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No further questions, Mr.

Chairman.

20
'1

'3

24

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Dr. Young, I want to thank

you for your patience, and I appreciate that you made your

best efforts to answer a great many questions, some of
which were very difficult, under particularly trying
circumstances. Thank you very much for your cooperation

S3.r

I think that we are ready for Drs. Trifunac and
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Luco.

~ MR. FLEISCHAKER: Mr. Chairman, I have a matter
which I talked to you about before. I would like to raise
it, if it is an appropriate time.

ns

C%

ea

5

6

7

8

record?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Is this something on the

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Could Dr. Trifunac and Dr.

Luco take the stand,. Mr. Fleischaker.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Perhaps I could go ahead, all

CPJ

12

13

'5

16

17:

counsel are here. What I have is a motion to reconsider.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: To reconsider what'?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: To reconsider the admissibility
of certain statements that Dr. Brune made in his testimony.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Sir, would you be a little
more specific? Are these statements or exhibits that were

excluded?

4
C~

Vl

CZ

Fl

I

21

MR. FLEISCHAKER: These are statements.

Let me proceed with the motion. I would like
the Appeal Board to reconsier its order yesterday striking
the testimony of Dr. Brune starting at page 614 line 9, and

continuing on to page 616 line 22; for the reason that t:he

motion, to,strike was over-broad.

25

We agree that some portions:of the testimony—
MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mr. Salzman, but I

~l r SPSC> >~~@Bi.Nv~ CCMPANY. liNC
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remember that that is a fair amount of testimony. If .we

are going to go through it all sentence by sentence, we

will take a long time. It would be helpful if Mr.

Fleischaker could give it to us to look at over the evening,

rather than spend an hour or two arguing about this.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr.'leischaker, is there any

7

8

9

10 .

12

13;

14;

15

possibility of agreement among counsel that only certain

things come in and come out.,I am, looking for expedition.

If it is likely that a reasonable agreement can be reached

among you, gentlemen, then we will not have to go through

this.
MR. FLEISCHAKER: I would like to explore it now,

because I would like to pursue it and get it out of the

way. I have::the parts in the transcript outlined, which

I think are admissible, and I can show them to counsel.

16
'7

'HAIRMANSALZMAN: Just a moment

Mr. Norton.

19;

20
'1

23

24

25

MR. NORTON: Mr. Salzman, we agreed this morning

that Drs. Luco and Trifunac would go on the stand today.

It works out very well for everybody's benefit because then

we have'time to prepare our rebuttal testimony. If they

don', go on the stand until tomorrow, then we are going to

be. here until Sunday, because we are going to need some

time to prepare our rebuttal testimony.

Mr. Fleischaker can make this motion just as well
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tomorrow as he can today.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Ne have not agreed to that

procedure entirely for other reasons.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I am sorry, but we did not

7

8.
N

9

10 .

agree to what procedure?

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Ne left for additional consi-

deration the question of whether or not Drs. Trifunac and
i

Luco should go on prior to the Applicant's testimony on

items 5 and 6. Dr. Johnson recommended that as one possibl

procedure. However, counsel for the Governor and I have

discussed that, and it is our view that we would like to
stick to the procedure that was set forth in the Board's

13; order.
1

15:

16

17:

The reason is really quite plain. Our cross-

examination of the Applicant's panel on questions 5 and 6

will be ishort, but we would like the opportunity to flesh

them out on some of those issues because the only people

Vl

Le
i~ ~

Ca

1$

19:

21

23

24

be heard?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr.'lmstead, did you wish to

in this room who have the expertise to respond to their
testimony are. Drs. Luco and Trifunac.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Did you wish to be heard, Mr..

Lanpher.

MR. EdQIPHER: I think Mr. Fleischaker has expresse

my view as well.

ALQKBsci4 RK>OR i.NQ ccMPAi4Y. NC
/
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MR. OLMSTEAD: I don't like to discuss what we

discussed in a bench conference back on the record after
we have had the bench conference, but we seem to be doing

5

6.

7

8

9

10

My understanding of the agreement this morning

was that we were accommodating a need of the Governor and

his witness, and in the process of doing that accommodating

Drs. Trifunac and Luco. I don't understand why now that
I

we have got the first part of the agreement worked out, we

are trying alter what we had agreed to.

12 record.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Ne should have agreed on the

13', Mr. Norton.

15

16

17
'Q

)

19;

20
'1

MR. NORTON: My memory was that it was agreed

that Drs. Trifunac and Luco would go on the stand this
afternoon, and do their direct and rebuttal testimony to
what they have heard to date. There was left open the

question as to whether or not they would do the rebuttal
testimony as to issues 5 and 6.

Ms. Nordlinger has suggested that they're
prepared to talk Rout 5 and 6, which would'bviously

23

24

25

necessitate them talking about it prior to our panel going

on.

It was reserved by Mr. Fleischaker and MR. Brown

that they did not necessarily agree with that procedure,
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and it was, indeed, left open.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: That is my recollectinn lalso,
I agree.

MR. LANPHER: I have no objection to either
procedure.

MS. NORDLINGER: Drs. Trifunac and Luco would

7

8

9

prefer to adhere to the original procedure.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN- Ms. Nordlinger, I would like
to talk to the Board now.

10 (The Board conferred.)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Let me understand what you

12

13 ',

meant.

You want Drs. Luco and Trifunac to go on on

16

17

'tems 1 through 4 and 7. Then the staff and the applicant
will put. their panel on 5 and 6, and then Drs. Luco and

Trifunac.

„MR. FLEISCHAKER: On items 5 and 6.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Drs. Luco and Trifunac are

20

Board witnesses and I would like to hear Ms. Nordlinger

on it.
MS. NORDLINGER: They are prepared, to go under

the procedure Mr. Fleischaker is recommending, the original

25

procedurev

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: They, understand that this
may require them to stay an additional day.
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MS. NORDLINGER: It is their decision, and they

decided it that way.

MR. NORTON: Mr. Salzman, I want to be sure that

we are not getting into a situation where ye are precluded

5

„6

7

8

9

10

12

13

J.5::

16

17
'Q

!

19

20

'from

staying Sunday if it is necessitated.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: We will remain Sunday if need

be.

Mr; Fleischaker, you had something to say'P

MR. FLEISCHAKER: No, s ir;
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: 'n light of the objection, we

will change the order that we had previously established

where we would have accommodated Drs. Luco and Trifunac

because I understood that they wanted to get away. If we

change it, I will not be able to guarantee that they will
be able to get away. 'ith that being understood, we will

I

proceed on the regular order, which I believe calls for
Drs. Luco and Trifunac on Questions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 at

this time.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: Mr. Chairman, with the Board'

permission, I have this motion- for reconsideration, and I

C'

21

?2

23

24

25

will make that tomorrow morning; if the Board so wishes,

at whatever time you would like.
MR. NORTON: Would it be possible for Mr.

Fleischaker to supply us with the page and line numbers

as'o what he wants.
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ice
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cv
I

7

8

9

10

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: If the order has been too

broad and mistaken, counsel have been fairly good at
accommodating one another. I think if we wait until the

morning, perhaps you can tell us what you have agreed upon.

Under those circumstances, let's hold your motion until
the morning, and we'will turn to Dr. Trifunac and Dr. Luco.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I have another matter that
perhaps we could handle expeditiously.

We have: been putting off for some time the

admission of Joint Intervenor's Exhibit R-6, R-7, R-S, and

ccc

Ce

c

PI

I

12

13
I

15,'6

'7

'0

'1

24

R-9. We would like to offer those in evidence. We have

individual copies of all pages that have been referred to
in the transcript, and we have marked them for identifica-
tion.

„CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Do I understand now that
you're

only offering pages from the reports'?

MR.. FLEZSCHAKER: I thought. that this was what

the Board wanted. We would prefer to offer the entire
report.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I would like to know what ~

you would prefer. Don't try to accommodate us. We want

you to have what you would liRe.

MR. FLEISCHAKER: I would like to offer in
evidence the whole of Joint Intervenor's Exhibits R-6,

R-7, R-S, and R-9. R-6 being the final report of the

Aa ~SBSCN R~=QRi.NG CCM?AiVY. INC,
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Pl'v

I

VS
vl

cv
Ct'v

Fv

eo

c

C'
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g
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P~
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7

8.

9

10 .

13;
t

16

1$

19,

1g.
'5

17':

simulation of earthquake ground movement for San Onofre, an

R-7, R-8, .and R-9 being supplements one, two and three.
CHAIEDiAN'ALZMAN: I would take it —We under-

stand why. you want it. We want to hear from Mr. Norton

and Mr. Olmstead.

MR. NORTON: We would join in the movement of
that exhibit into evidence.

CHA'IRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead.
I

MR., OLMSTEAD: It has been the staff all along

who has objected to the receipt of these documents in
evidence.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I know,and so has Mr. Norton.

MR. OLMSTEAD: Mr. Norton has never objected.

I don,'t believe that he has.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: What is your objection to
them for the record?

MR. OLMSTEAD: My objection is that I don'

consider them a reliable source of information on behalf

of my client, because my client has not'eviewed them.

20 They are in the process of reviewing them. They have no

way of ascertaining at this time their reliability, or

25

their probitiveness for San Onofre, much less for Diablo

Canyon.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: But they do, do they not,

discuss, certainly Supplement 3 does, modeling for the study

A~ERSON 2K+QRi.NQ C MPANY. lNC
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of evidence on the ZV-79. l'sn't this the same sort of
thing we had in connection with the admission for the

applicant of Exhibit R-9.

MR. OLiGTEAD: The witnesses who have testified
here have testified to a limited number of pages out of
those exhibits. We have not tested the methodology. The

C'

7

8

9

10

'12

13 i

14

'5r.I

17

1$
I

19,

20

21

23

24

report has not been subject to cross-examination. Xt
has- a lot of detail in it. There are a lot of factors
that are undergoing on-going review. We have any number

of consultants generating reports on that material. I
just don't think that it belongs in this record as

evidence.

I don't mind it, being here as an exhibit, but

those documents have not been used to impeach anybody'

credibility. They have not been used to argue that the
I

conclusions in there are right or wrong. They have not

been used to argue that Diablo Canyon is safe or unsafe.

Esaentially what they have been used for is to
show- that Dr. Frazier, who was testifying about them, did
a modeling study and he used some assumptions that were

either the same or different from the exhibit 1 to the

Applicant ' testimony.

l do not believe that they are reliable evidence
il

in this proceeding.
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parker 18

esp r&t
dsp18-1

2'.

DR. JOHNSON: Mr. Olmstead, did not Dr. Frazier

use the model which is discussed in all four of those

reports, and in effect develop in all four of those reports

W

Pl
cv
I

Vl
VS

C
N

7

8,

9

10

try to carry out calculations which are part of his direct
testimony in this proceeding?

And do they not then form the foundation for
that. t'estimony? If we are going to place any probitive
weight on that testimony, it would seem to me that
we need the foundation document and certainly supplement

III in which the technique is applied to the well instrument

0

M

La

Vl

12

13
(

1$ .

15

17:

20
'1

22

IV '79 earthquake seems to be dixectly on line with the

basis for these reopened hearings, and'hat, is testing
techniques against an earthquake in which there is a

great deal of evidence generated, experiemnt evidence?

0MR.OLiSTEAD. As I said, if one is going t
rely on documents and data like that, I think that on

behalf of the staff I would want the opportunity to

cross examine extensively on the basis of all of those

documents which we are not prepared to do.

That has not been the basis in the undexlying

proceeding on which this plant has been .evaluated and

analyzed. The appeal here was directed to nine specific
questions which went to the methodologies that we

used'n

the application as reviewed by the staff for this
facility.

P~~~QN .. Q~NC C iVPANY. INCs
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1

2

Now, I do not mean to say„ by that that we

would not find ultimately that it was good, bad, or

indifferent; we just do not know. As to your point,
isn't this something that Dr. Frazier used to the extent

that you need the record to show that, an exhibit does

that.
7

8

9.

10

But yourn't move all of the treatises and

background material that the witness may or may not
!

use into the record as evidence. That is one of the

things, that has troubled me by everybody wanting to

move exhibits into evidence.

12 You don't have to have the exhibit in evidence

15
'6

17:

lg
!

19;

20
'1

"2

23

24

in order for the witness to testify about, it and

accept=, his testimony as based on that exhibit and go

back to the exhibit to see what there is about it that
forms the basis for his testimony.

It is quite a different thing to bring an

entire document,a set of documents into the record

which have not been reviewed and tested by all of the

parties and then have it available for people to eely

on and even for this board to make a decision on which woul

affect ongoing reviews in other dockets.

That is what we object to.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Olmstead —I am sorry.

25 Mr.'orton. It is getting late.
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1

2

MR. NORTON: Mr. Salzman, in a way I share some

of Mr. Olmstead's concern —feelings about you certainly
do not need all of these documents in evidence. But I

4 . think very clearly they are relevant to the issues —to

the issues in the indirect way that Dr. Frazier submitted

testimony on modeling. These are very similar to:the

T

8,'

10,

report that was written by Dr. Young and that. we moved

into evidence.

Zt is= a prior application of hi's work; I, pity
the poor board having to read all of that evidence, but

on the other hand I think it is obviously relevant to

12

13'','

15

'hese proceedings. i

Mr. Olmstead's arguments really go to probitive
weight. to be given to that evidence, not to the relevancy

of the evidence.

16 DR. BUCK: Mr. Fleischaker and Mr. Olmstead, I
17 .

1Q

19,

20

'ave a problem in using all four of these documents:

supplements I and ZI in my mind have no real relevance

to what we are doing here. They don't have anything

about Diablo Canyon or ZV '79.

C'll

i

21.

24

The main report and supplement ZII I do believe

give something of the modeling that was. used and so on,

and supplement ZZZ concerns basically the'IV '79
1

earthquake model.

MR. OLMSTEAD: May I correct one thing?
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7

8

9

10

12

13 i

It was supplement ZI that was the basis of
the model that was used in Diablo Canyon.

MR. NORTON: You are informed wrong.

DR. BUCK: Supplement ZZ appears to be the

Long Beach earthquake and the San Fernando earthquake.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Dr. Buck. Mr. Olmstead,

you'are in part, right. I is the theory and ZZ is the

precision of the model that indeed was used for modeling

Diablo Canyon. ZII deals with Imperial Valley, of

course.

So they all are relevant. Zf one is, certainly
the other three are.

MR.FLEZSCHAKER: Dr. Buck, there is one other

15

16
'7

'$

I

19;

problem that we have here.

CHAIRS SALZMAN: Mr. Fleischaker, let's let
the board confer right now.

(Board conferring}

MR. FLEISCHAKER: May I Reheard'?

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: No, Mr. Fleischaker, you may

C'l

I

20
'1

12

23

24

not be heard, please.

The board's ruling is that Joint
Intervenors'xhibit

R-6 for identification, R-7 for identification,
F

R-8 for identification, and R-9 for identification will
i

Ge accepted into evidence at this point.

25 )The reporter will please note that for the
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INDEX ict
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record.

(The documents previously

marked Joint
Intervenors'xhibits

R-6, R-7, R-S, and

R-9 for identification were

received in evidence.)

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Now, let us,proceed.

c»

cv

CL

C

c»

c»

8.

9

10

11

12

13 I
I

Drs. Trifunac and Luco on questions one through four and
i

question seven.

Gentlemen, I think you have been expected. Now,

Mrs. Nordlinger, will you go ahead.

Thereupon,

MIHAZLO D. TRZFUNAC

and

INDEX

r~ ~,p.

17

7Q

19;.

20

21

23

-24

J. ENRZQUE LUCO

were called as witness, and after having been duly sworn,

were examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MRS. NORDLINGER:

Q I. have before me the prefiled testimony of
Dr. Luco and Dr. Trifunac. I am going to ask the same

questions of each of you.

I will ask the question once and then refer
1

to each of you.

Was it prepared by you, Dr. Luco, your testimony?
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A (Wetness Luco) Yes.

Q And Dr. Trifunac?

A (Witness Trifunac) Yes.

Q And do you have any corrections at this time

to that testimony, Dr. Luco?

6 A 'Witness Luco) Yes, I do.

7

8

9

10

12

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: One moment: please. Dr. Luco,

you said yes? C'n you bring the microphone close and

make sure it is turned on, sir .

BY.'MRS . NORDLINGER:

Q Would you please make those corrections at
this time, Dr. Luco, for the record?

13 j
A Yes.

CHAIRMAN SALZMBuV: One moment. I have not found,

15
'6

it'. yet. »

»

All right.
17

1Q

»

19;

20
'1

WITNESS LUCO: The first correct:ion is on page

I-17, second line from the bottom of the page where I
refer to Trifunac

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: One moment, sir. Page I-17?

WITNESS LUCO: Second line from the bottom of

the page; the reference to Trifunac in parentheses, 1969,

should be changed to 1976.

24

25

CHAIEKAN SALZMAvV: I am sorry. I am having

difficulty understanding you. There is a resonance in the

AL~EBSOa4 P.K~CR».4Q C»VIPANY. INC
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2,

5

6

7

8

9

10

room which makes it hard for some people to be understood.

I regret that you and Mr. Brown, to my ears, are in the

same category.

Could, you repeat that for me. I just did not

catch it..
WITNESS LUCO: Second line from the bottom where

I have a reference to Trifunac, in parentheses I have a

date, 1969 . It should be 1976 .

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you.

WITNESS LUCO: The second correction is on

11 page I-15.

12 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I-15?

13 i
I

1$ . I

15 i

16

WITNESS LUCO: I-15. On the center of the.

'age, table I'-1, first column of that page, I have a

reference to Seed, et al.
I

The date indicated in parentheses should be

17: changed to 1976.

1C3

19,.

Page V-12

DR. JOHNSON: Dr. Luco, you may be going to

20 include this, but there is confusion between pages 11 and

21 12.

WITNESS LUCO: Yes, yes. The page number in

23

24

page V-12 should be changed to V-11. Now, on page V-ll, the

page number should be changed to V-12.

25 CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Thank you. rRj verse the pages.

ALQERsca~( a%~CRT.'NQ CciVIP4 NY. li'4C
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WITNESS LUCO: I have an additional correction
on page II-3. On the second paragraph from the bottom

3 . of the page, the paragraph starting with "I have

assumed that."

Pl
cv
I

Vl
vl

Ce

Fo

I

Ql

7

9*

10

11

12

13 i

I would like to add a phrase between the words

"assumed" and 'that. "

The revised paragraph should read, "I have

assumed for the purpose of performing the calculations

suggested in the footnote to board's question number two

that- .75 g is an appropriate value for the mean expected

acceleration."
'Jhe rest of the paragraph remains the same.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: I have that.
MR. NORTON: Could it be'epeated, please.

C''

16

17,

19

20,'1

24

I got most of it.
CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr. Reporter, would you repeat

it. I think'it would be easier.
('he reporter read the record as requested.)

BY MS. NORDLINGER:

Q Have you any other corrections, Dr. Luco?

A Yes. On page III-5, figure III-2 should be

replaced by a revised figure which will be handed out.

MS. NORDLINGER: We distributed those earlier
I

to the board and to counsel and the reporter now has

25 sufficient. copies for the record.

AL ERSO'il RK+OFi. lC Cci41PAiQY. li4C.
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BY MS. NORDLINGER:

7

8

9

10

12,

13
I

15
'6

17 '. ~

Q Dr. Trifunac, do you have any corrections'

A (Witness Trifunac) No corrections.

Q Subject to those corrections, is this your

testimony on the prefiled testimony submitted by other

witnesses in this hearing, and is it true and accurate

to your knowledge and belief, Dr. Luco'?

A (Witness Luco) Yes, it is.
And Dr. Trifunac?

(Witness Trifunac) Yes.

MS. NORDLINGER: Then I move it be bound into
the record as if read.

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Any objections, Mr. Olmstead?

, MR. OLMSTEAD: No .

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr., Fleischaker'?

MR. FLESICHAKER: No.

CHAIZKK SALZMAN: Mr. Lanpher?

MR. LANPHER: No .

)

19 .

20
'1

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: Mr . Norton'

MR. NORTON: No .

CHAIRMAN SALZMAN: The reporter will bind the

prefiled testimony of Dr. Trifunac and Dr. Luco into the

record at this point. as if read.

(The above-mentioned document follows . )

ALDERsoa~l RVORi.NG CCMPAi4Y. l)XC
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I. The October 15,'. 1979, Imperial Valley Earth-

quake (IV-79, ML=6.4-6.9) provided an extensive set of
strong motion records in the near field of a rather'evere.

earthquake. ~33 The parties should, compare the horizontal.

peak acceleration values recorded for various instrument
I

positions with earlier predictions and compilations of such

motion, ~e.
h

Report (FSAR)

Amendment 50,

those contained in the Final Safety Analysis

on the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,

Appendix D LL 11B, Figures 2, 3 and 4; and the

United States Geological Survey (USGS) Circular 795, Figures

4, 24, 47, and 48. Those comparisons should (if possible)

address whether there is magnitude independence .or a

saturation effect for ground motion intensity in the near

field of earthquakes. ~34; 0,

33/ Preliminary Summary of the U. S.,
S trong-bio tion . Records from the
Imperial Valley Earthquake by R.L.
Nathiesen (October 1979), included
cation, December 17, 1979.

34/ See, for. instance, TR. 8597; 10,105;

Geological Survey
October 15, 1979
Porcella and R.B.
in Board Notifi-

5889-90.
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, Thc accuracy of source parameters computed by fitting thc spectra (1) and (2) to the
observed Fourier amplitude spectra mainly depends on the proper choice of Q, the length
of the time window chosen for thc analysis (Figure 2 a through j), and, to a lesser extent.
on the assumption that e ~ 1. Recorded spectra, of course, contain the effects of the

transfer function properties of the medium between the source and station. This intro-
duces amplification of some frequencies and attenuation of others. For the simplified
approach in this paper, based on spectra (l) and (2), it is assumed that these effec do
not alter thc average overall spectral trends, the only imporunt feature used in the fitting.

I'REOUENCY ~ RAOI ANS / SECONO ale
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cCP+ "

>g<~~xx~>l
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FIO. s. Response enveiooe spectrum (Trifunac. 197laI for Ei CAIIIro event 9. 4S eompoIIeaI. ice
actual amplitudes in cm:sec-'an be obtained by muitipiyiIISIhe nornaiised amoiiiudes IO Io l'> by I:.:S.
Amval rimes oi four Love (full lines) aIId our RayleISh modes Idashed lines). and:he frequency-<ice
wiIIdow used in this study lheavy recfanaiei are also shown.

Thc effect of the finite time windosv i Figure 2 a through j) is to eliminate inforination
conuincd in the frequencies below ";.:7„, where T is the window length in se"onds.

(Figure 4). On one hand. vvhen the corner frequency is small this limitation may seriously
aff'ect the accuracy of calculating the moment,.lf,'rom iS). because the time window
acts as a high-pass filter, and. eiiminates periods longer than T„, On the-other hand.
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looking at the data from the point of view of multiple filter anaiysis (Trifunac, 1971a),
the finite length of the time window automaticaliy eliminates the contribution of the
early surface-wave arrivals, particularly oi. fundamental, modes. This etiect is shown in
Figure 4, where the. information in the frequency-ume domain extracted by the time win-
dow is enclosed by a heavy rectangle between 5.5 and,10.5 sec and.for frequencies greater ~
than 1.3 rad/sec. natural separation of body- and surface-wave arrivals at the El Centro
site is very good, and the choice of time windows is straightforward. In more ambiguous
cases, multiple filter analysis of a record will help to develop the optimum time window
for purposes of each particular analysis. Although some smail contributions of the
higher surface-wave modes cannot always be completely eliminated (Figure 4). the
appropriate choice, of the time window weights can reduce their amplitudes to minimum.

To reduce the leakage etfect in. the Fourier Transform calculations. P- and S-wave
spectral amplitudes were smoothed by a Hanning window. This procedure, used for the
routine prying of all.accelerograms (Hudson er al., 1972), is equivalent to a. data
window having the form ofa cosine

bell."'he

eQ'ect ofattenuation constant Q on the accuracy of source parameters is small for
small distances but becomes important for distances greater than about 30 km.

The accuracy of source parameters finally depends on the signal-to-noise ratio.
Whereas the background noise is negiigibly small for typical strong-motion recordings,
coda waves of previous events and oscillations of the whole Imperial Valley, here con-
sidered to be a part of the noise record. are quite large relative to the signal amplitudes
of some small and/or'istant events. For example. events 3 (Figure 2b), 7 (Figure 2f),
and 8 (Figure 2g) fall in this category. Conseouently the moments,lf„determined from
the long-period spectral level are most probably overestimated. This. is also evident from
the shape of recorded spectra for events 7 and 8 (Figure 3) showing poor or no agr..ment
with the fitted theoretical spectra. Therefore. source parameters for these two events~
should be taken with reservauon. Events 7 and 8 are, nevertheless. included in the list ot~
all events for completeness in presentation. They do not contribute significantly eithe.
to the total seismic moment or to the total displacements (Figure 6).

The, moment-magnitude rehtionship (Tables 1 and ) for all events is summarized in
Figure 5. The trend of present data is quite similar to the average moment-ma>tnitude
relationship for shocks along the San Andreas Fault (Wyss and Brune, 1968), but indicates
somewhat smaller slope ot the regression line.

The estimates of the lower bound of >r~, the stress before the earthquake (Trifunac.
1972), together with.the estimates of!he >I, (see equation (15)j and;,„, are >isted in
Table 3. For >r< ~ a„7 defined by; ~ <r„>r0 (Savage and Wood. 1971) is related;o
>I through

I ->I
1

(17)

(Trifunac. 197 ). The estimates ot';„are approximate be"ause oi unc rtainties in
energy computation.'hich can oe as much as a factor of 5 or more. They ar. usefui .'Or

comparison with laboratorv experiments usuaily i'ie!ding; near O.S <C. Schoiz. personal
communication).

The requirement that the ratio R,'r (distance divided by source dimension) should oe
greater than about 10 is satisned for ail events but lA. However. the spectrum fo'r this
event indeed shows greater content of long-period waves than other well-recorded spectra
(Figure 3), excluding events 7 and 8. Although this could be interpreted as the near.-field
contribution. it will be neglec'.ed in this analysis. because in this paper we are;esting the
accuracy of a rough firstwrder theory tnat is based on many simplifying assumotions.
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TABLE 3

;vIAx!MAof SK~(c EFFlclENCY ANO MINIMAoF THE IN(TI*cSTREss

Even( Ao
(bits) (bat 4e I y~g tb4t5l

IA
IB
IC

3

4
5

6
I

9
IO

II

l77
I83
I@3

:49
63
16

IZ
l03

7

57
:0

3I7

76
54

31

56

I6
A

3

I"
5

8

3

O.S6

0 cc

0.43
0.3Z
0.5 I

0.50
0.50
0.2
0.43
0 (A

0.2
0. 0
0."6

0.075
0.:9
0.'40

0.5I
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.63
0.&
0.2
0.56
0.67
0.59

l9I
345

~9
7I S

93
"4
Ig

"75
3S

IO

I 30
90

584

; ~ e, «Fo ITrifunac. I97 ).

CostPARIso.t oF SEIsstlc iiND FIELD OBsERVATIQYs

To examine the reliability ot the approximate source parameters derived trom Iar-tieid
body-wave records. one can cotnpare them with neld observations. Such a comparison
for the imperial Vailey earthquake ot I940 is summarized in Figure 6. The uppe. part oi
that ftgure shows the ampiitude of surtace faulting plotted versus distance along the

Imperial Fault. The distance is arbitrariiy measured lrom the northwestern end oi 'he
observed fault-trace (Figure I). For better correlation with Figure I ..-.lative locations of
three towns and two canals are also indicated. The dots repr:sent observations ot:he
surtace dispiaccment a few days alter the earthquake. A wide range oi surface. disoiace-
ments was observed at several localities. This is indicated in Figure 6 oy vertical bars.
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Tentative: distribution ot events IA through l l along the Imperia fault is shown in the
lower portion of Figurc 6. Tne ndii ol circles show the approximate source sizw de:er-
mined trom the corner frequency of S-wave spectn. The rchtive position of these c:rcies
is only tentauve inasmuch as the depth of events cannot be determined from the record
at only oae station. Decay ol surface deformation along a linc perpendicular to the iauit
surface indicates the depth of faulting to be about 7 km (Trifunac and Brune, l970).
Hence, in Figurc 6, the l3 events arc tentatively centered between 0- and 7 km

depth.'verage

dislocation amplitudes (over the areas enclosed by circles in Figure 6) derived
from thc S-wave spectra (Table 2) are plotted in the top part of Figure 6. For simplicity
and to avoid overlapping, individual contributions to the overall displacernents are
superimposed. This should not be interpreted to Incan that the Anal envelope of inierred
displacements is as indicated. The actual envelope is somewhat smaller unless there is

appreciable overhpping ofevents.
Depending on the depth ol faulting and the «fiangcs ot dislocation with depth.:he

avenge dislocation amplitudes tor suriace faults may be between one-haif and three-
quarters ol the observed surtace dispiacements. With such scaling in mind.;he agrcctnent
between thc Acid and seismic observations oi fault displacemeat (Figure 6) is remarkable.
As already mentioned. dispiaccments northwest oi event (vere probably associated with
later activity and in particular vvith the Brawley event ITriiunac and Brune. l970).

The comparison of fieid and seismic data shows that the average displacement estimate.
for events IA and 2 may be too large by a tactor of about 'ssuming that:he moment
estimates for these events are accurate.. this might indicate that the dislocation are s

associated with these events have be n underestimated by a factor of about '. This is
quite possible because. we are approxim ting a dislocation suriace with an -equivalent"5
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15, 1979 earthquake might be longer than implied by the observed surface

offsets, that (2) the major dislocation amplitudes may have occurred at

considerable depth, any place between the focus and the northern most

end of the Imperial fault, and/or (3) that the overall width (depth) of

faulting during 1979 event may have been greater than those for 1940

earthquake.

In as much as we can only speculate now on these and many other po-

ssible interpretations the. point of this discussion is merely to point

out that with what is known so far, it is not possible to conclude unequivocally

.that the focus of the major strong-motion energy release during the October 15,

1979 earthquake was shallow and centered along that portion of the Imperial

fault which experienced faulting, presumably during and certainly imme-

diately following this earthquake (see, for example, Figure 9 in Appendix

I.D illustrating how fault displacements may occur or continue to grow

after an earthquake). Thus in interpreting the strong-motion data recor-

ded on October 15, 1979, one should keep in mind that all analyses emplo-

ying some sort of source to station distances will depend on what is im-

plicitly or explicitly assumed to be the "center of earthquake energy release".

Figure I.l, for example, shows four distances Rl through R4, which ,

could be employed in relating some measured quantity at station ;—".13 with

earthquake energy release at the fauIt. It is seen that depending on ~here

the recording station is Rl through Q4 can be quite different.

In the development af empirical scaling functions for estimation of

the amplitudes of strong shaking it is important to (1) clearly specify

»hat distance is used for the analysis and {2) after the empirical scaling

function is developed, to consistently use that, distance definition



for 'which it has been derived. For example, it is not correct to use

'the scaling equations of Trifunac (Appendix I.E), which have been deve-

loped for epicentral distances (R3 in Figure I.l), in analyses using dis-

tance normal to fault (Rl, see for instance Blume testimony, pages I.l
through I.10 and in particular, Blume figure I.2). It is also not pos-

sible in general to use equations of Seed et al (1976) (see Seed testimony

pages I.'l through I.3 and in particular Seed's figure I.2) in correlating

peak accelerations versus distance normal to fault (Rl) when the regressions

have been presented in terms of distance ",rom zone of energy release",(R2).

Unless it can be shown that the major energy releases contributing to dif-
ferent recorded peak accelerations 'did take place at ground surface where

faulting was observed- and for each accelerograph 'station at fault segment

closest to each station, the interpretation presented for Figure I.2 of Seed

testimony may be highly speculative.

Figures I.2, I.3 and I.4 illustrate some of the points mentioned above.

In these figures uncorrected peak accelerations (measured as fractions of

G = 9.81 m/sec ) as reported in Table I on pages 38-40 of EERI {1980) are
2

plotted versus epicentral distance. Figure I.2 compares the data with em-

pi'rical equations of Trifunac {1976) (Appendix I.E) in which p represents

the probability that a given peak amplitude will not be exceeded. p = 0.5

approximates the average peak amplitudes. The. amplitude range between p =

0.1 and p =. 0.9 represents the 80 per cent confidence interval for peak

accelerations. It is seen that the agreement between equations in Appen-

dix I.E and the data is good.

Figure I.3 compares the same peak accelerations with the scaling equa-

tions of Blume called SAM IY and SAM Y {Blume 1977}. These equations have
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been developed for use with hypocentral distance, which unless the earth-

quake focus is at ground surface (Figure I.l) should be greater than epi-

central distances used in Figure I.3. In Blume testimony, however, re-

corded data are plotted versus distance normal to the Imperial fault. It
is not explained there how the hypocentral distances used in the develop-

ment of SAM IV and SAM V equations can be reconciled with distances normal

to the fault and what is the justification and a physical basis for this

change. Comparison of the curve for M = 6.6 (SAN V) with the data shows

that this equation underestimates the observed data.

Figure I.4 compares the mean ~2 standard deviations frog Seed

et al (1976) with the peak accelerations recorded during the October 15,

1979, plotted versus epicentral distance. Seed et al (1976) present their

results for peak accelerations plotted versus "distance from zone of energy

release". This would probably correspond to R2 as shown in Figure I.l.
As may be seen from this figure for the Imperial Valley earthquake, most

tt
likely Rl ~ R2 s R3 — R4. Thus the proper distances for plotting peak

accelerations would seem to be greater than those used in Figure I.2 of

Seed's testimony and smaller than epicentral distances in Figure I.4 of

this testimony.

The aim of the above discussion has not been to suggest that the epi-

central distance should be used exclusively in empirical estimation of peak

strong-'otion acceleration but to (1) illustrate the consequences of loose

interpretations of the existing scaling relations and (2) to show the un-

certainties resulting from the lack of proper understanding of the details

of the source mechanism of October 15, 1979 earthquake. The use of distance

normal to the surface fault or its projection, for plotting recorded peak



accelerations has the effect of biasing inferences on strong-motion

amplitudes downwards.

It is interesting to note the comments regarding some of the largest

ground, accelerations recorded so far. Pacoima Oam accelerogram "is not

true ground motion but the amplified response of a ridge" (81ume testimony,

page I.6, lines 20 to 23). "The Pacoima Oam record of the San Fernando

earthquake was specifically excluded from the analysis for two reasons.

First, the site experienced extreme topographic, amplification ...........
Second, the large graduation in wave propagation velocities near the surface

combined with low damping ......creates a condition of high frequency re-

sonance, thus placing the site in a very suspect category" (Exhibit I, TERA

Corp. Report, page 2-4). Regarding the El Centro Array ;"'.6 station "because

of the pecul'iar geological environment at that station" .....it's spectrum

is considered nonrepresentative of the IV-79 data in general" (Kuo testimo-

ny page 6).

It seems likely that a detailed study of many stations where strong

earthquake shaking has been recorded, might uncover some "unusual" and

"peculiar" site conditions thus placing some or all characteristics of ihe

motions recorded there into a "suspect category". One would expec that at

such stations peak accelerations would fall into a broad amplitude rango

with some peaks exceeding and some peaks being smaller than the average

overall peak amplitudes, of course assuming that the peak acceleration is

not used in the 'process of defining "unusual" or "peculiar" site conditions.

Such detailed site studies are not available and thus all data bases used

in estimating various characteristics of strong earthquake ground motion

are "contaminated" and suspect to some degree. tlost probably this conta-



mination" onIy increases the uncertainties of the estimates based on this-

data by increasing the variances of the residuals and probably does not

affect the overall amplitude trends significantly. In the light of this

discussion it seems peculiar then that the stations singled out as having

"unusual" site characteristics (e.g. Blume testimony, TERA Report, Kuo

testimony) coincide with those that recorded the largest. accelerations

so far.
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II. Response spectra'ave been developed from the

near.-field. (1 to 11 km) ground motion records produced by

IV-79. The records contain horizontal peak acceleration

values in. the range of 0.81g to about 0.2g. The applicant
calculated a mean peak acceleration of 0.36g for IV-79 at

the 5.8 km site-to-fault distance that characterizes the

Diablo Canyon site (Applicant's Brief). Despite the fact
that the IV-79 peak acceleration values are generally lower

than the 1. 15g . peak acceleration or .0. 75g zero-period

acceleration .used as the design basis for the Diablo Canyon

plant (resulting from a postulated 7.5N event on the Hosgri

fault), there are instances (although only- those from the

El Centro Arrays are- significant) for which the IV-79

horizontal responses exceed the Newmark Design Response

Spectrum for Diablo Canyon. (See staff brief at page 9;

Brune Affidavit, Attachments A and B. ) In view of this, the
V

parties= should discuss whether the Newmark Spectrum is an

appropriate and„.sufficiently conservative representaton of
the 7.5''event at Hosgri. ~35

35/ In =- other words, if the various IV-79 near-field
response spectra we'e used '"o generate a smoothed,
average response spectrum or a zero-period accele"a-
tion appropriate co that event (in accordanc with
techniques explained in Blume's testimony fol..Tr. 6099
at page,6 and pages 39 and 40), and if this spectrum
were scaled to a 0.75g zero-period acceleration, would
the result'ng response ,spectrum be bounded by the
Newmark Spectrum for Diablo Canyon'



COMMENTS ANO OISCUSSION IN RESPONSE TO QUESTION II

It is difficult to determine whether any Design Spectrum is "suffi-

ciently conservative" unless one is given some quantitative guidelines

which state explicitly what is the requi~ed degree of confidence ( < I) in

the result. In the report entitled "Uniform Risk Absolute Acceleration

Spectra for the Diablo Canyon site, California" written by J.G. Anderson

and M.D. Trifunac and submitted on 30 December, 1976 to the ACRS, we exa-

mined the distributions of absolute acceleration spectrum amplitudes of

ground motions that could be recorded at the Diablo Canyon nuclear power

plant site during the next 50 years. By analyzing different seismicity

scenarios we found that the probability that the Newmar k spectrum (with

the high frequency amplitude equal to 0.75 g) will be exceeded during the

next 50 years is in the range from several to several tens of percents.

On the other hand, if one follows a deterministic approach in selec-

ting the earthquake magnitude and the deterministic or probabilistic ap-

proach to estimate the spectrum amplitudes of the resulting ground motion,

Newmark and Blume spectra with amplitudes of 0.75 g at the short period

end, will most likely be exceeded during an M = 7.5 earthquake on any

fault and at corresponding distances and site conditions. If some recorded

accelerations during the Imperial Valley, October 15, 1979 earthquake, with
I

M = 6.4 lead to spectra which exceeds the Newmark spectra proposed for the

Diablo site, it is logical that the chances for exceeding these spectra

during an M = 7.5 earthquake, under similar conditions will increase (see

Appendices TI.A and II.B for details on this scaling).

However, I believe that if one follows a simplified, deterministic,



one earthquake representation for the SSE at the Oiablo nuclear power

plant site, it woul'd be best to consider "an earthquake with H ~ 6.5"

only. This ~ud ament is based on my studies of source mechanism of

several earthquakes: (e.g. see Appendices I.A, I.B, IeC and I.O) and the

expectation that at. high frequencies only the adjacent fault motions

will contribute significantly to the overall spectrum amplitudes. In
s

this respect I believe that the Hewmark spectrum, with zero period amp-

'itudesconverging to 0.75 6, is an acceptable rep'resentatian of .the

H ~ 6.5 event on Hosgri fault. I am not'n the position to comment on

whether it is "sufficiently conservative".



III. We are told that IV-79 data are not relevant

to the Diablo Canyon seismic analysis because that plant is
a "rock" site, whereas the Imperial Valley data were obtained

on soil sites. (Rothman - Kuo Affidavit at, page 3; Blume

Affidavit,"Paragraph 8.) What is the significance of this
difference in view of the conclusion o the authors of USGS

Circular 795 (based, on an analysis of data provided xn that
document) that, for comparable earthquake magnitude and

distance, there are no significant differences between peak

horizontal accelerations measured on soil or rock? (USGS

Circular 795 at pages 1, 17, and 26.) This question should

be considered in light of statements by applicant's witness

Blume to the effect that acceleration, rather than velocity
or displacement, is the critical parameter in the design of

4

Diablo Canyon (Blume Affidavit, Paragraph 9; Testimony fol.
Tr. 6099, p. 33 ) .



COMMENTS AND OISCUSSION IN RESPONSE TO QUESTION III

Almost all recorded data is relevant directly or indirectly for tes-

ting and improving the empirical scaling relationships employed in earth-

quake engineering. By knowing the range;of expected differences between

the motions recorded at "alluvium" and "rock" sites the data from the Im-

perial Yalley earthquake of 1979 can be used in evaluation of numerous

characteristics of strong ground motion elsewhere. Since the; peak acce-

lerations are important for scaling high frequency amplitudes of response

spectra, the .differences between the, peak accelerations recorded on allu-

vium and rock also become important.

Figure, 10- in Appendix III.A shows that the expected values of peak

accelerations recorded at rock sites tend to be larger, by a factor less

tharr about 2., than the peaks recorded on alluvium. La'rge standard devia-

tions of the peak accelerations analyzed, however, suggest that'hese dif-.'
t4

ferences may not be significant. Related studies of how the Response

Spectrum amplitudes depend on local site conditions show similar trends

(Appendices II.A and II.B) where the average spectral amplitudes for high

frequencies (f > 3 Hz) tend to be larger at rock sites. .The degree to which
At

I

these differences are seen in the light of different regression analyses

depends on the details of the empirical scaling'functions and their sen-
t

sitivity to all tren'ds present in the recorded data. Empirical scaling

equations in Appendix I.E, for example, suggest slightly larger expected

peak accelerations on alluvium sites relative to the accelerations,recor-

ded on the rock sites. Though statiscally not, significant this trend re-

sults fr ;,. the tendency of peak accele~ atinns to sample progressively
t



inconsistency and explain it, if possible. Should there be

substantive and relevant analyses suggesting that vertical
motion records do not reflect the true vertical motion,

these should be provided. ~41

~36 Blume Affidavit, Table 1, Figures 1 and 2.

~37

~38

39/

~40

41/

Rothman - Kuo Affidavit, Figures.
I

T.bi'd.
I

Ne note that elsewhere in the Regulatory Guide
frequencies're presented with accompar ying units of
cycles per second (cps), and assume that these'nits
are inadvertently omitted in the portion we ha:e
quoted.

SER Supplement 7, pages 3-18; Knight Testimony, page
13, fol. Tr. 8697, Ghio Test., page 1, fol. Tr. 6993.
Blume Testimony, page 41, fol. Tr. 6099.

See, for example, Newmark 'Testimony, fol. Tr. 8552,
Ref rence B at pages 4, 5; Tr. 9349. ~ ~



COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION IN RESPONSE TO,QUESTION IV

When differences. of horizontal and vertical accelerations are studied

,from the Fourier amplitude viewpoint it is found that the average ampli-

tudes of Fourier Spectra. of vertical accelerations are equal to or slightly

larger than the same for the horizontal accelerations. This can be, seen

from functions e(T) in Figures 1 and 10 and Tables I and II in Appendix

IY.A. Since these findings are based on the analyses: of data available

prior to the October 15, 1979 earthquake in Imperial Valley the accelera-

tions recorded during this earthquake are merely reinforcing our earlier

estimates.

Analyses of differences in amplitudes of vertical and horizontal res-

ponse spectra (e.g. functions e(T) in Figures, 6 and 34 and Tables Y and

YII.in Appendix II.A and Figures 1 and 25 and Tables I and III in Appen-

dix II.B) show that for high frequencies average vertical spectra approach

from below the average horizontal spectra, but the 95K confidence interval

for functions e(T) is consistent with some members of the entire population

of vertical response spectra exceeding the amplitudes of the corresponding

.hor izontal spectra. Detailed analysis further shows that the ratios of

horizontal to vertical spectra is equal to 10 and this depends one(T)

frequencies (f = 1/T) and on damping. For small damping the average of this

ratio is 1.1 to 1.2 which is smaller than 3/2 but for larger damping this

ratio may exceed 3/2.

The above discussion is based on the regression analyses of recorded

accelerations and their spectra at epicentral distances typically greater

than ~ 20 km, wnere the high frequency vertical accelerations may be at-
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tenuated faster than other recorded acceleration components. Since most

of the amplitude attenuation models do not distinguish between the ver-

tical and horizontal accelerations it is difficult to evaluate the relia-

bility of extrapolating from empirical regression equations to small dis-

tances into the range of about 6 km from the source. Thus it is prudent
I ~

to adopt the vertical design spectrum amplitudes equal to the horizontal

spectrum amplitudes for high frequency response calculations as set in NRC

Reg. Guide 1.60.



V. -Peak horizontal acceleration values measured

at the base of the Imperial Valley Services Building during

IV-79 exceed those measured in the free field 103 meters

away from the building. The motion records aze described as

showing similar amplitudes but greater low frequency motion

in the building than'n the free field. <2/ No response

spectra for the two recording locations have been provided.
'

The acc'eleration data, however, may be taken to indicate
that no reduction in building motion due to the tau effect
was realized in this instance.

Based on these observations, intervenors question

the validity of the tau concept as well as its use to reduce

the higher frequency portions of the Diablo Canyon Design

Spectrum. The staff and the applicant answer that, because

the Imperial County Services Building was supported on piles
in a deep soil structure, these observations are irrelevant
to the use of a tau effect in the seismic reanalysis of
Diablo, Canyon, which is built, on a rock site. ~43 Staff
witness Newmark, however, used recorded earthquake motions

at the Hollywood Storage Building to demonstrate the use of
a tau effect analysis. ~44 The Hollywood Storage Build'ng

itself is built on piles in soil. Thus, the "built-on-
piles" rationale appears insu.ficient to explain why no tau

effect was evident at the Imperial Valley Services Building.

One feature distinguishing the two buildings that
no party commented upon is that the Hollywood Stoz-ge



broader {and lower frequency) frequency bands with increasing epicentral

distance. Other related empirical scaling functions less dependent on

sampling with distance (e.g. Appendices II.A, II.B, III.A and IV.A) con-

sistently suggest larger amplitudes of high frequency strong shaking on

rock sites relative to the sites on sediments. Relative to the amplitudes

of standard deviation of spectral amplitudes (Appendices II.A and II.B)

these differences are small.
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IV. The magnitudes of vertical and horizontal
acceleration values measured at EV-79 are generally

comparable. (Mean values calculated at a distance of 5.8 km

from the fault are virtually identical.) ~36 The response.

spectra developed for vertical'otion within 11 km of the

Emperial Fault during EV-79 appear to show generally

equivalent values of vertical and horizontal response for
periods less than about 0.2 seconds {i.e., frequencies in.

excess of 5 cps). 37/ Finally, in some instances the higher

frequency portions of the IV-79 response spectra for
vertical motion exceed comparable portions of the Diablo

Canyon Design Response Spectrum. 38/

Observations made. of the IV-79 data and response
I

spectra appear. to be consistent with 0he criteria set forth
tI

in,NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60. These require that vertical
accelerations in the higher zequency range be equal to

horizontal accelerations. As. the guide states:
It 'should be noted that the vertical
Design Response Spectra are 2/3 those o
the horizontal Design Response Spectra
for'requencies less than 0.25; for
frequencies higher. than 3.5 they are .the
same, while the ratio varies between 2/3
and' for frequencies between 0.25 and
3. S. ~39

The references to vertical motion made in .the Diablo Canyon

record, however; indicate that a 2/3. ratio between vertical
and horizontal motion was apparently utilized at all
frequenc'es. <0/ The parties should, address this apparent



'

Building has a basement and the Services Building does not.

Intervenors'itness, Dr. K,uco, used this fact to explain in
part why he believes the Hollywood building should have a

large tau value. 45/ Rojahn and Ragsdale's discussion

implies that to some extent ground level instrumental

responses within the Imperial Valley Services Building may

have been influenced by the response (and failure) of the

building itself. ~46

In any event, given the apoarent similarities
between the st'ructural foundations of the two buildings, the

explanations provided thus far for a seeming lack of a tau

effect at the Imperial Valley Services Building are inade-

quate. The parties should provide additional information on

this point and relate their analyses to both geologic and

structural conditions prevailing at the Diablo Canyon site.

~42 See "A Preliminary Report on Strong-Notion Records from
the Imperial county Services Building by Christoohe
Rojahn, U. S. Geological Survey and J.D. Ragsdale,
California Division of Mines and Geology (undated but
issued early January 1980), pages 7 and 8.

+43 Blume Affidavit, Paragraph 10; Rodunan - Kuo Affidavit,
page 7.

~44 SER Supplement 5, Aooendix C.

45/ Tr. 8949.

~46 Rojahn and Ragsdale, pages 7 and 8. That report also
reflects information regarding the Services Building
asymetric structure (at pages 2 and 3) which may
expla'n why is was suscepzib to damage (see Newmark
Testimony fol. Tr. 8552, At"achment B, pages 1'nd
15) .



COMMENTS AND OISCUSSION IN RESPONSE TO QUESTION V

In the development of the so called "v effect" for reduction of high-

frequency response spectrum amplitudes relative to the Reg. Guide 1.60

spectrum shapes (or any "standard" free fieId spectrum shapes) two phy-

sical mechanisms for this reduction have been discussed (Blume, Seed,

Smith, Nevnnark, Kuo and Young testimonies}. Those are illustrated in

Figures V.l and V.2.

~ Figure V.l shows a wave u(x,t) = Ae 0 with amplitude A pro-

pagating- in the positive x direction. Mutatis Mutandis u can represent

surface motion. induced by any of the plane body waves with arbitrary angle

of incidence, C can vary from the smallest shear wave velocity at the

site to infinity (for vertically incident body waves}. The apparent wave

length X along x is then X = CT where. T is the period of wave motion,x X 'I

T = 2m/~. For an embedded foundation analogous picture could be drawn

with the wave length X = C T where C represents the apparent wave velo-
z z z

iJcity in vertical direction.

Figure V.2 illustrates a portion of ground surface (z = 0} and the

wave motion u(x,y,t) which is incoherent in x and y presumably as a con-

sequence of wave scattering, diffraction and focusing by inhomogeneities

beneath the surface. In this case there is no simple relationship bet-

ween the "representative wave length" h* and the material velocities near

surface, so that one may have to deal with statistical characterization

of this motion.

physical intuition and the analysis show that placement of an object

(e.g. building foundation) on or near ground surface will modify the "free
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V.3

field" 'motions on ground surface..he degree to which this change will

take place will depend most on the ratio d/X (when A, stands for A„, X

or X" in Figures V.l and V.2), on the relative rigidity of the foundation,

on the overall width (dI, dII in Figure V.l and d in Figure V.2) of the

foundation and on its embedment. It is seen that as d/X ~ o the presence

of the foundation will not change the amplitudes of'ncident waves through

geometrical rigidity constraints but may influence the motion through the

inertial forces. On the other hand as. d/X becomes large and if the founda-

tion if rigid it will tend to average the incident motion over its foun-

dation area and will in this fashion reduce amplitudes A for those waves =

for which C —" < d. Plotted along frequency, this reduction will have an

appearance of a low-pass filter.
The existance of this reduction,and its interpretation were first

studie'd for the Hollywood Storage Building in Los Angeles (Duke et al 1970).

The important assumption in this and essentially all subsequent analyses (also

Blume, Hewmark testimonies and Exhibit :-"1 by TERA) has been that the high

frequency reductions ("v effect") can be shown by comparing spectra of

motions recorded on building fooundation (or basement) relative to the motions

recorded outside at some distance and under presumably "free field" con-

ditions. However,. some detailed studies (e.g. Trifunac 1972) show that

(depending on the location of the "free field" station, direction of wave

arrival and the degree to wnich the waves scattered from the foundation
f

are also recor'ded at the "free field" station) this relative comparison

of spectra recorded inside and outside of the building cannot produce r-
liable estimates. For example, it is possible that the free field station

r

is in or near a shadow zone of strong ground;".oiion. If this shadow zone

is more prominent than the high-frequency amplitude reduction caused by



the relatively rigid foundation, and/or by other changes of spectrum

amplitudes resulting from soil-structure interaction, the spectral ratios

of motion recorded inside and outside the building may suggest that the

building motions are amplified when in fact they have been reduced with

respect to the incident motionsl

Considering only the wave-length requirement for the existance of

"v effect" it's useful to compare the HoIIywood Storage Building (!<SB),

ImperiaI County Services Building (ICSB) and. the Containment Structure

at the Oiablo Canyon Site (O.C)

TABLE V,I

Building d(feet} Shear Have Velocity
beneath foundation

Y (f/sec)

Fundamental Period Corresponding
of vibration wave length

, T(sec} --, A, (feet)

HSB

ICSB

O.C.

51 - 218

85 - 137

150

600 - 1200

500 - 700

3500 - 4000

.5 - .8

.5 - .6

<.2

300 - 1000

250 - 450

700 - 800
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~ ~

In this table, for the computation of the wave lengths A one should

employ the horizontal phase velocity C (Figure Y.l) which is almost al-

ways considerably greater than the near surface shear wave velocity v .

Therefore the computed. wave, lengths X, in this table,, represent lower

bounds, and during actual strong ground motion one could expect the cor-

responding wave lengths to be considerably longer.

It is seen from this table that A/d ratios for HSB, ECSB and O.C.

structures are of the same order suggesting that if present the "i-effect"

should appear to a similar degree for all these three structures. So

far it seems that it may have been present at HSB, but it appears com-

piet'ely absent from the recordings in ICSB.

It seems inappropriate to justify or to rule out the "-, effect"

reduction on the basis of severa1 buildings studied in detail. Uncertain-.

ties, in every analysis and,numerous factors beyond our understanding that

act during each recording make it unwise to disregard any recorded data.

Thus until it can be demonstrated that this effect is present in. a signi-.

ficant manner in all recordings in building foundations, the "v effect"

reduction should not be used in any design calculations. By "significant

manne'r" I 'mean spectrum amplitude variations which are significantly above

the overall "fluctuations" in recorded amplitudes.

Oetailed study of many building sites may show that it is very

difficult to record "free field" motions in the urban environment since
I

there is usually another structure nearbj contributing,to the ",ree field"

motion (e.g. Mong and Trifunac T975}. Therefore, it is necessary to ex-

plore other methods of analysis which are less dependent on the detailed

'knowledge of ground motion outside building foundations.
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Appendix Y.A presents one such attempt. The analysis there is based

on the following assumptions.

1; Average motion of a foundation may be reduced, relative to the

amplitudes of incident waves, by (1} scattering of waves from

the foundation or by ave. aging over incoherent free field motions
~

~

and by (2) soil structure interaction.

2. Average reduction of foundation motion relative to the amplitude

of incident waves, or of incoherent waves becomes negligible for

X/d ~ ~ and for the data available so far for the periods of

ground motion longer than ~ 1 second.

3. Average reduction of foundation motion should increase with the

size of the foundation.

The conclusion of the analysis presented in Appendix V.A is that for the

frequencies up to 25 Hz, if present, the high frequency reductions are

indistinguisable from the inherent fluctuations in the recorded data.

This is perhaps best illustratedJIby Figure 6 in Appendix V.A which shows

normalized Fourier amplitude spectra (so that average of all spectral amp-

litudes between 0.8 and 3.0 seconds is equal to one} of strong motion

recorded in 57 buildings at four selected periods T = 0.08, Q.l, 0.15 and

0.2 seconds, plotted versus foundation width. It is seen that there is

no significant decrease of normal;zed spectral amplitudes for increasing

foundation width in this analysis.

Analytical es imates of, "v" reductions, assuming rigid embedded and

rigid surface foundation (Figures 9, 10 and 1'1 in Appendix V.A), are subs-

tantial and increase with "a" the radius of hemispherical or circular foun-

dations. Comparisons of these results with the trends of spectra of recor-
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ded foundation motion thus suggests that the real full scale structures

have foundations which for the purposes of estimating "<" reductions

cannot be assumed to be rigid. Sore full scale foundations of buildings

used in this. study are obviously more rigid than others, but the lack

of significant systematic reduction of recorded motions there indicates

that it may be premature to use this effect in design consideration

at this time.

Other analyses were also carried out by the authors of Appendix V.A

to examine whether there is some trend of reducing the high frequency

spectral amplitudes with respect to the embedment depth., Analyses car-

ried out so far have detected no significant dependence of the normalized

Fourier amplitude spectra- on the'epth of the embedment for the struc.ures

listed in Table IL of Appendix V.A.

It is not a simple matter'o develop a dependence of peak accelerations

on the, size of'uilding foundations and then to infer how this might influ-
1

ence the response spectrum shapes. Peak accelerations or peaks of any

broad band continuous and bounded function can be related to Fourier on

Power Spectrum amplitudes of that function through the root mean square of

all peaks,'hich, through the Parseral's theorem, can be expressed as the

integral of the spectral amplitudes squared. If one knows the changes in

spectral ampli,tudes it may be relatively easy to predict the changes of

the expected peak values. The opposite, however, is difficult and cons-
I

~ titutes,an inverse problem. In this respect it is possible'nd consisstent

with the above mentioned relationships that some peaks of recorded motions

may show slight dependence on the size of building foundation, while the

spectra in some or all frequency bands do not show a significant difference.e e
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Figure 5 of Appendix V.A shows for example thai between periods of 0.15

and 0.5 seconds there is a slight yet statistically not significant dec-

rease of normalized spectrum amplitudes for increasing dimensions of buil-

ding foundations. The integrated effect of these minor trends over all

T may lead to some small yet significant trends in peak amplitudes. In

conclusion it seems that it is not prudent to try to infer the amount of

reductions accompanying the so called,"v effect" on the basis of some

trends observed for peak accelerations. One should preferably work with

Fourier spectrum amplitudes and broad frequency intervals to study this

problem.

Table 3-5 and the discussion on pages 3-8 through 3-10 of TERA re-

port to P.G.E. (Exhibit 81} may be confusing in this respect, since un-

related vibration phenomena seem to have been allowed to contribute to

. the analysis on reduction of peak accelerations with embedment. In this

table data have been selectively chosen for five building groups where

recordings were made in basements and at ground floor levels of buildings.

All examples shown suggest on the average, smaller peak acceleration as

instrument location is moved deeper relative to ground surface. It is

interesting, however, that some other groups of records obtained during

the same earthquake in other building groups have been omitted. Table

V.II shows three such groups which contradict the trends shown in Table

3-5 (TERA report}. The principal difficulty, however, with table 3-5

is thai the peak accelerations recorded at various levels o buildings

also depend on the soil-structure intera'ction as illustrated in Figure

V.3. In this figure point A could be thought of as a location of strong-

motion instrument at ground floor (see Table 3-5A of TERA report) or at
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TABLE'.II*

Recorded peak accelerations in g's

Avenue of Stars, 1900 L.A. Basement Up .05 S46E .06 5445 .10
Group I

Avenue of Stars, 1901 L.A. Sub-Base- Bown .07 946M .12 S44M .17,
ment

Group II
222 S. Figueroa, L.A.

234 S. Figueroa, L.A.

445 S. Figueroa, L.A,

1st Floor Up

Basement Up

Sub-'Base- Down
ment

.04 N53W .15 S37W .12

,06 553E 17 N37W .20

.06 N52W .14 S38M .13

III Mater and Power, L.A.
Group III

800 W. First St. L.A.

Basement Down .08 N5QM .14 S40W .20

1st Floor Vp. .06 N53W .15 N37E .09

* O.E. Hudson (editor) (1971). Strong Notion Instrumental Data on the

San Fernando Earthquake of February 9, 1971, EERL, California Inst.

of Tech. and Seism. Field Survey N.O.A.A.
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the 1st floor (see Table V.II). Point B in the same figure illustrates

a possible location of an accelerograph in the "Basement" (see Table 3-5A

of TERA report, and Table V;II). .A "sub-basement" location (C in Figure

V.3, Table Y. ll) is also sn'own in Figure V.3.

As' structure vibrates during an earthquake, local soil around the

foundation deforms and departs from the so called "free field motion",

which would. have taken place near free ground surface in the absence of

building there. Oisplacements M and &.and the rotation 4 illustrate-.

the major elements of this local (relative to "free field"} movement. Mo-

tions M, ~w and 4.--all may have different phase shifts but in general 0<

and j are expected to be of the same sign during most excitations. This

means that on the basis of soil structure'interaction response alone one

can expect motions at A to be greater than the-motions at 8 and/or C. One

would also expect that the "free field" motions would be better approxi-

mated by motions at B or C rather .than at A. Consequently what Table 3-5

of TERA report labels by "Reduction" from surface ground motion to motion

in the basement might be better described by "amplification" from- basement

(sub-basement} motions. to ground (or first) floor motions. Then, also,

the word "embedment" would be better represented by "soil-structure inter-

action"..
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VE. Throughout the licensing Board hearings,

parties stressed the. role of soil-structure interactions

as a mechanism that would reduce. the magnitude of structure

motion relative to ground motion (~e. .', Tr. 8878; 8947-46).

Staff and applicant's arguments (in response to
intervenors'uggestion

of the apparent lack of tau effect during EV-79)

point to soil structure interactions as the reason for
building motion exceeding that of the ground (Blume

Affidavit, Paragraph 10; Rothman — Kuo Affidavit, page 7).
'(a) Describe and explain the circumstances in which soil-

'I

structure interactions produce enhanced or reduced structural
response. (b) Discuss the re'levance and applicability for
such interactions to the seismic response assumed for Diablo

Canyon.



COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION. IH RESPONSE TO QUESTION VI

When the foundation rock or soil material is s",iff relative to the

building foundation, inertial forces in the structure contribute little
to local deformations of rock or soil materials. In such cases soil

structure interaction is neglected and in the dynamic response analysis

of the, building the building foundation is assumed to move as a point

on the ground surface would move in the absence of the foundation. This

motion in general leads to six degrees of freedom (three translations

and three rotations), but in a typical earthquake response analysis only

one horizontal acceleration a or a is usually considered (Figure VI.lax y
and b). In the response analysis of more important structures all three

translational accelerations are often used (Figure YI.la}.

When the foundation soil is soft relative to the building foundation,

building motion will contribute to soil deformation which in turn will

further modify the building response. In these cases soil-structure in-

teraction is not negligible and should be considered in the dynamic res-

ponse analysis. How this is done will depend on the capabilities of the

model used in the computations and on the experience of the analyst in

'rescribing the details of input ground motion. For high frequency s iff
structures especially if embedment is considerable, one should consider

all six components of excitation. Appendix VI.A shows how tnese motions de-

pend on wave incidence angles and illustrates the effects of embedment.

Figures 7 through 15 in this appendix show for example how for a heavy

foundation (NO/HS = 2 or 4) foundation motion may become larger than the.

input free f'.eld motion. It is seen (Figures 9, 12 and 13) that in the
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same frequency range rocking excitation > (Fig. VI.3) and torsional
Y

excitation > (Fig. VI.2) may also become important.z

It is difficult to state in general when three-dimensional soil-

structure interaction may lead to certain vibration amplitudes which

are substantially different from those portrayed by some simplified
'I

response analyses. Some of the three-dimensional analyses techniques

now available for use in routine calculations, have only recently been

developed so that the data base on practical calculations is too small

to generalize or to present examples relevant to this question.

Physical considerations alone seem to be sufficient to make a case

for truly three-dimensional soil-to-multiple-structure (Containment buil-

ding, Turbine building, Control 8uilding etc) interaction analysis. This

results. in several important advantages over approximate two-dimensional
4g

analysis or no soil-structure interaction analysis at all. First, al-

most all phenomena accompanying and influencing the soil-structure inter-

action are considered and through proper modeling. can contribute in a cor-

rect way to the final response. Second, it is not necessary to go through

eIaborate analyses and justification of the methods already starting with
t

approximate representations {e.g. the proposed "v" effect). Finally, there

is no danger in considering some vibration phenomena and neglecting'others.

This might be best illustrated by the following example.

In Figure VI.2 a wave with the horizontal wave length X is propaga-

ting in the x direction. As it propagates its amplitudes are modified by

soil structure interaction and it excites the structure into torsion and

translation in y direction resulting in torsional, rocking and transla-

tion response in the y direction. For short X and stiff foundation some
x
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VI.5

energy may be scattered by the foundation back into the half space thus

contributing to radiation damping. In Figure YI.3 either for a harmonic

component of a coherent wave, or for incoherent horizontal and vertical

ground motion, the averaging of wave motion by a stiff foundation might

reduce the average motion of the foundation but will simultaneously lead

to rocking excitation > . Thus it is seen that if one wishes to take an

advantage of radiation damping and reduced average motion of a stiff foun-

dation resulting from wave scattering by the foundation ("v effect") one

should also consider excitations > and > as in the Figures VI.2 and YI.3.
z

While the scattering of incident energy by a stiff foundation should dec-

rease the energy fed into the structure, excitations > and 4 in general

will increase response amplitudes. Thus, if one wishes to take advantage

of the so called "-. effect" reduction one should not neglect 4 and >

contribution to the total response since those act simultaneously with "v"

effect reductions. Depending on the structural element and its'location in

the system, the response may be quite different from that derived from ana-

lysis without soil-structure interaction.

One often hears that the past experience can guide in choosing the pro-

per method of analysis to evaluate the effects of soil structure inter-

action on response of different structures. However, since modern analysis

techniques have been developed only recently this body of experience has

not yet been formed and thus it is wise to perform those calculations as

best as it is feasible now in three-dimensions, and considering all six

components of incident wave motion,.

In the reevaluation of the structures at the Diablo Canyon site in

so-e cases I believe that too large values of damping for structural res-

ponse calculations may have been proposed (e.g. 7~ for the containment



- structure) for the fixed-base response;analysis. In such computations it
is assumed that al1 of 7"» of damping is realized in the structural systems.

and its components and no sources of energy losses contributing to the

total of 7» have been associated with other damping mechanisms (such as

radiation damping and foundation soil damping). This 7"; figure in the Reg.

Guide 1.61 appears to be influenced by some experiments on full scale

structures which typically anaIyze only the total damping of the entire

system response and usually do not separate the contributions from different

damping sources. Here, again, the three-dimensional soil-structure response

.analysis with smaller than 7X damping in structure alone would better describe

the overall response
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TECTONIC STRESS AND THE SOURCE MECHANISiM OF THE
IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, EARTHQUAKE OF 1940

BV M. D. TRmSACo

The Imperial Valley earthquake was a multiple sequence (Trifunac and Brune,
1970) with at least four events occurring during the main cue~ release. These
fear eveats, recorded on the strong~ation seismograph in-.El Centro, located
about 10 hn NW from the instrumentally determined epicenter, and aine after-
shocks recorded in the next 5 min are examined in this paper to test an approxi-
mate source theory (Brtme, 1970). This theor'y predicts the shape of the body-wave
spectra in terms of the seismic moment and stress drop. By Qtthg theoretical
spectra to the spectra-.calculated from the strongmotion, accelerogram, moment
and stress drop can, be estimated 1'or each oi the multiple events. Inasmuch as the
average displacements at the fault and the source dimensions can be derived from
the known moment and stress drop, the pattern of average displacements along
the fault was computed f'rom the lastrutaental records. A, test of the theory, then,
consists of comparing the fault disphcements derived from seismograms with the
fault displacements observed at the surface (Buwalda, unpublished Qeld notes).
For the Imperial Valley earthquake, ~cement between these two independent
inethods of measurement is good, suggesting that the above theory is an adequate
Qrst approximation for the spectra of body waves. The stress drop variations along
the fault, inferred also from the above theory, iadicate two areas of major stress
concentration located aear the northwestern and southeastern ends of the disloca-
tion. The stress drops for various events varied from about ten to several
hundred bars.

IATRODUCT(Oil

The earthquake dislocation theory (Maruyama. 1963: Haskeil, 1964: Aki, 1966:
Archambeau, 1968; Brune, 1970) has become a valuable tool in source mechanism
studies. lt is frequently used to interpret teieseismic (e.g.. Hanks and eVyss, 1972) and
near-Qeld spectra of seismic waves (Trifunac. 1972), and to study ground motions close

to a tault (Aki, 1968( Haskell. 1969) and permanent deformations after the earthquakes
(Savage and Hastie, 1966: Chinnery, 1961).

The development of methods for approximating body-wave spectra from simple dis-
location models (e.g., Haskelh 1964: Aki. 1967: Brune. 1970: Trifunac, 1972) orTers great
possibilities for interpreting recorded ground motion. Before such simpliiied theories
can be used. however. it is neccseary to test them by studying at least several weil-
documented earthquakes for which the parameters estimated from theory'can oe deriied
from other independent source. The tests of a particular approximate theory become

especially important when several methods ot'heoretical analysis (Archambeau.
1968.'l'i.

1967: Brune. 1970) may lead to controversial resuits.
Brune (1970) introduced a model directly based on the crTective stress acting along!he

fault plane in which he implicitly assumed a spontaneous stress drop over the whole
fault plane. Ida and Aki (1972) demonstrated that this mode! is adequate for supersonic
rupture propagation iithe erfective stress is multiplied by a correction factor i 1 —Ps c- i:.

'Present .address: Earthquake Engine=..'ng Research Latoratory, California (nsniure of Techno(oa>.
Pasadena, California 9 i (09.

i S3
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where c is the rupture velocity and P is the shear-wave velocity. For subsonic fracture"
propagation, they showed that the stress drop becomes a function of the shape of the
whole crack. Although thc mechanism of earthquakes is expected to be governed by a

subsonic rupture growth, spontaneous faulting that propagates at supersonic velocities
is also possible (Weertman. 1969).

ln routine analysis of telescismic (Hanks and Wyss, 1972) and near-fieid-records
(Trifunac, 1972), a simplifying assumption is often made to allow for thc spontaneous
stress drop over the whole fault plane. This assumption is, ofcourse, crude and willhave
to be abandoned when refinements in theory and measurements become possible. How-
ever. it seems that on the average the velocity of fracture propagation does not aEect
results much morc than other errors inherent in the data processing. This has been
demonstrated by Hanks and Wyss (1972). In comparing the source parameters deter-
mined from the teleseismic body waves with those measured in the field, they found good
agreement. In this paper, a similar comparison is made, based on the strong-motion
accelerograph records.

For engineering seismology, it is particularly useful to derive simple, first-order
approximations for the spectra of P and S waves. Such results can be used to improve
the. methods of response spectrum prediction far beyond the capabilities of the empirical
approach now in use. In this paper, we will, therefore, use the simplest body-wave theory
(Brune, 1970), and test this method's accuracy by comparing the theoretical results with
the known field measut'ements. A unique opportunity for such a comparison is available
for the Imperial Valley, California, earthquake of 1940 for which detailed information
about the 1'ault off'set exists (Buwalda. unpublished tieid notes: Richter, 1958). The
pattern ofenergy rcieasc (Trifunac and Brune. 1970) and the nature ot the ground motion
(Trifunac, 1971a) have already been studied in detail.

iVotc, however, that Brune's (1970) near-neld theory, recently used in our study of ihe
Pacoima Dam acceierogram recorded during the 1971 San Fernando earthquake
(Trifunac, 1972), cannot be applied to all strong-motion accelerograms. For example,
the record of the 1966 Parkfield earthquake from station 2 (Housner and Trifunac. 1967)

showed a large impulsive disphcement wave form perpendicular to the fault strike.
Because Brune (1970) assumes plane S waves propagating perpendicuhr to the fault strike
in thc near-fieid. his model predicts no perpendicular displacement near the t'ault. The
classic dislocation model, however, can explain. at least qualitatively. the observed per-
pendicular motions (Aki, 1968: Haskell. 1969).

SUMMARY QF FIELD OBsERvATIQNs AND PREvioUs STUDIEs

The Imperial fault is a northwest-trending fracture of the San Andreas tault system in
Southern California. It was first recognized and named at the time of the (9&earthquake
(Buwalda and Richter. 1941), although thc existence of a major structural break along
this line is also indicated by geophysical evidence ( Biehle.. 1964L

The earthquake ot vlay 18. 1940. was accoinpanied oy right-laterai strike. slip faulting
that could be traced tor about 60 km. The iault trac: is nearly straight t Figure 1) except
close to the northern end. where the t'ault curves and branches and has a small component
of dip slip. Although some cre p did occur during the period of a tew days when right-
lateral motion after the earthquake was recorded in the rie.d (Richter, 19 8, pp. 74- ),

it contributed little motion to the total.
'he epicenter oi the main shock (Figure 1) could not be determined very accurately

(Richter, 1958), because all close stations were on one side oi the earthquake. Iis approxi-
mat» location is about 10 km southeast ot'l Ccntro. prooably near or on the fault '.race.
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Strong ground motion during the main energy release and the first nine aftershocks

were recorded on the accelerograph located in El Centro. This accelerogram proved to be

the most valuable source of intormation for engineering and source mechanism studies

of this earthquake. From an engineering point ot view. it is the strongest = rthauai'e
ground motion. both in duration and in ampiitude. yet recorded by a strong-motion
instrument. In a study of the pattern ot the energy release during this earthquake lTHfunac

and Brune. I970), the El Centto accelerogram was used to show the multiplicity ol the

main sequence and to locate approximately the lirst nine aftershocks.

The Quarreriy Bullerin ofLocal Sirocks ofrlre Seismological Laooraroryforire California
lnsrirure of Technology lists N aftershocks for the period between May l9. l940. »'.:6
IQ..'vI.T.), and the end ot 1940. Following these aftershocks, the seismicity of Imperial
Valley was very low until l950, when activity resumed with a swarm including two snocks

of magnitude 5.4 ( Richter. 1998). Another swarm originated close to the:own ol Brawley
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on December-16 and 17, 1955, and caused some minor damage. During.this swann. the
El Centro accelerograph recorded three shocks with magnitudes 4.3, 3.9, and 5.4.

The tentauve locations of the four main events designated IA, IB, IC, and 2 in this
paper, of the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake sequence, and the-distribution of nine
aftershocks along the 20- to 25-km section of the fault (Trifunac. and Brune, 1970;
Figure 6) are in agreement with the observed surface displacements. The observed fault
offset northwest of the epicenter (Figures I and 6) was most probably associated with a
shock that occurred close to Brawley (Figure I) I hr and 17 min after. the main event
(Richter; 1958).

Repeated surveying of the Imperial Fault since 1940 indicates that there has been cr~
along the northwestern part of the fault trace, but no evidence of rec=nt fault slippage at
either the locality of the All American Canal (Figure I) or in the vicinity of Cocopah-
couid be tound as. of January, 1969 (Trifunac and Brune, 1970). This may be related to

, the fact that, during the Imperial Valley earthquake, the southeastern section of the Iault.
20 to 25 km long, released most of the stored energy, whereas the northwestern part of
the break, which did not slip as much (Figure 6) but was rather fractured by the later.
aftershock activity, fault creep, or both, remained in a higher state ofstrain.

SovRcE PARAMETERs ACRID THE BoDY WAVE SPEcTRA

The analysis leading to the functional relationship between the experimental body-
wave spectra and the selected source parameters will not be given here. The details can
be found in many papers dealing with this subject (Haskell. 1964; Aki, 1966: 1967:
Brune, 1970). For completeness only, final results used in this and a previous study
(Trifunac; 1972) ofstrong-motion accelerograms, are brietly summarized.

The tar-field P- and S-wave spectra ofground displacement may be approximated by

Q,(ce) ~ ——~ F(e}
r aP R'»

(I)
R p cu-'-'. c-

<5)

I r eP Rf»
Q,(ce) ~ ———~ F(e) I2)y6Rptu ~o

(Brune. 1970: Trifunac. 1972). In these expressions. Quito) and Q (u) represent the
Fourier amplitude spectra of S- and P-wave motions, e is the frequency, r is the radius
ot the equivalent circular dislocation. and R is the source to station distance. The stress
0' dp cat called the effective stress ( Brune. 1970), represents the difference ot'he
stress eo before the earthquake and the frictional stress e< opposing the dislocation. For
simplicity. it is assumed here that the etTective stress e equals the stress drop, i.e.. that
r ~ I (Brune. I970). P and p are the shear-wave velociry and rigidity in the sourc: region,
whereas R;» and R$» represent the radiation patterns ot S and P waves.,respectivel.
The salient properiy of the spectra ( I ) and (2) is reoresented by the corner freouencies

x ss ~ t3)

These frequencies. representing the transition betwe:n ihe tlat and sloping parts ot the

spectrum. are used to determine source dimension Irom the r. orded body-wave spectra.
Finally, F(e), given by

F(c) ~
[
I-(I-e) e '""

t
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(Brune, 1970), is introduced to model partial stress drop. Ifthe average stress levels oF
ac e„ t, time units after the fracture has started, g is given by

<O 4't
g m (6)

0'c cfy

It will be assumed that the P- and S-wave signals recorded at distances R > 10r may
bc approximated with the far-field spectra (1) and (2). This requirement can be satisficd
for essentially all events studied in this paper.

The seismic moment iV,(Maruyama, 1963; Aki, 1966), a quantity that can be estimated
from field observations ofsurface faulting, is defined by

iM', ~ p,uA (7)

where u is the average displacement and 2 is the area of dislocation. The relationship
between Q,(0), the amplitude of the long-period asymptote of the S-wave spectrum (1),
and thc seismic moment.V, is

Qs(0) Rei,V, (4ttpRP)

(Keilis-Borok, 1960), with a similar expression for P waves. In the following, we will
outline all essential results for S waves only..lluraris murandfs these results are, ofcourse,
immediatelv applicable to P waves. Assuming circular dislocation with 8 ~ .".r"'nd
combining (7) and (S), body-wave spectra can be used to infer the average dislocation.
It becomes

Q,(0) 4RP
g (9)

R;~

By comparing this result with field observations, a critical estimate of the accuracy of
the source parameter determinations from the body-wave spectra can be made.

The seismic energy contained in the far-field S-wave spec:ra can be approximated by

E I RI y 1 Q(0)F(gl 2

0

(10)

where I, ~ 4n(15 results from the integration of the S-wave radiation pattern about the
source (Wu, 1966) and Q,(0) is assumed to be corrected for R',~. Integration ot t IO) gives

8, = I, R~ - Q,-(0) xs - [g-+2(l -g) (I -(1 -~r,)e '"]J.

where 8 4(a'0'+c',),. ( l l) and
<rr 16

g
p 7e ~

given by Keilis-Borok (1959), onc can delve thc tollowing relationship oetwe=n the
Qo'nd 0'7,

~ )~
q8 - —, ,'g--.'(l-g) (l-(t-xr,)e *"J)o; (14)

This result is essentially the same as the approximate derivation ofHanks and Wyss t 1972).

From the definition of thc apparent stress (Wyss and Brune, 19681
k

P~x
i]0'51„
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Inasmuch as, for s ~ I,

Wyss (1970), (14) and (15) imply that

II g —[as+2(I -e) (I-(I -age"*"]J.(7ir)>

20
(16)

The existence of a relation of the form of (14) was Grst noted by Hanks and Thatcher
(1972).

Although the expressions (11) and (14) may be used directly to determine the energy E,
and the apparent stress ger, in our opinion, it is preferable to integrate directly the
measured Fourier amplitude spectra. This has the advantage that the errors in estimating
Q,(0) and e do not systematically propagate. Results such as (14) and (16) can be used
to better understand Brune's (1970) model and for comparison with independent esu-
mates based on direct energy integration.

SOURCE PARAMETERS FOR THE IMPEMAL +ALLEYSEQUENCE

Figure 2 a through j, gives the ploned acceierogtams for the four main events IA, I B,
IC and 2 and the nine aftershocks (Trifunac and Brune. 1970). The beginning of the
original accelerogram was unusually diIIicultto read because ihe high acceleration peaks
resulted in a considerable amount of trace overiap. The final digitization of the four main
events (Figure 2a) used in this study resulted from a detailed comparison of several
digitizations by three independent invesugators (Hudson er al., 1969). The aftershocks
were digitized from retracai acceierograms, because the original record had poor quality ~
in some places and the signals were often not larger than several trace widths. The latter ~
fact leads te poor accuracy of many digitized P-wave signals. and, to that extent, the
quality of the calculated P-wave spectra is marginaL Therefore. although the P-wave
data were processed with S-wave data in parallel and lead to source parameters that are
consistent with the S-wave data. all calculations and conclusions in this paper are based
on S-wave data only.

Tne time windows used in the spectral analysis ofP and S waves are shown in Figure 2
a through j. Identification of P waves during the first U sec of recording {Figure m) is

uncertain because of hrge amplitudes. high-frequency oscillations. 'and overlap ot
several events. For this reason. spec:ral analysis of P waves I'r events lA. 1B, IC and

'annotbe performed.
It is not possible to locate ail events using P and S arrival times at the El Centro strong-

mouon stations. However, assuming that they occurred along the observed fault south-
east of El Centro, it is possible to distribute approximately these events along the surface
trace of the Iault {Trifunac and Brune. 1970). Although this procedure cannot be stric Jy
justified, the de'rived aftershock locations seem to be in good agreement with:he trends
of surface faulting. In fact. all events tall along the fauit segment '0 to U km long that is
associated with large average disphcements oi' 7 m {Figure.6). Surface expression of
faulting diminished to the northwest and southeast of this segment, indicating that,
during the Imperial Valley earthquake. the main parr of the energy was most probaoiy
reieased only along this section of the fault.

Epicentral distances R and local Richter magnitudes .Vt, are listed in Table!. From
S-P times and unknown depth. only a range ot epic ntral distances can be determined
(Trifunac and Brune. l970). Combining this nnge with surface. wave arrivals {Trifunac,
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TABLE I
Evans RzcoRoao wr THE B. CatTRO SITE DORtHG THE

IMF!RIAL VALLEY> CwUFQR t!A, EARTHQI>AKE oF (940

Event

IA
IB
IC

3

4
5

6

8

9
IO

II

At>oftvtllnete
Otttenee

tktn)

l4
IS
l6
35

l8
IZ
39
30

l6
11

33

5.9-6.I
6.0-6.e
5.7-S.S
6.4-6.6
4.8-5.I
4.3-4.5

4,4
5.3-5.5
4.6-5.0
4.34.6
5.)-S.Z
4.6-4.7
5.8-5.9

0'ata

from Trifunac antI Brune ( l970).

1971a), the possible range of R can be further reduced. Tabie 1 lists the approximate
distances R se/ected in this.way.

Procedures for calculating and fitting the spectra are the same as 'hose described in:he
previous paper (Trifunac. 197 ) and tvill not be repeated here. To correct for attenuation

along the propagation path and the!ree surface 8'ect. S- and P-tvave spectra tvere

multipiied by 0 exp (Rout Q/J) and 4 exp (Rtul k 3Qij). respectively. The Q vaiue .vas

chosen to be 200. Finally, it was assumed that E(e) ~ 1: i.e.. that z ~ 1
—see equations

(I), (2). and (5).
The theoretical spectra (1) and (2) multiplied by cua and fined to the measured spectra

are shown in Figure 3. The hignest frequencies in the measured spectra were 1 1 cps.

This frequency approximately corresponds to the natural lrequency of the strong-motion

itlstrument at El Centro (Hudson Fr ai., 1969). The source parameters Ztr(o' Zo'hen
1, and Atr pro-trt), r..tf, and u (Table 2) are derived from nned spectra (1) and (2)

bv using (3), ('), (3). and (9). The energy was calculated by direct integration of Fourier
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amplitude spectrum of recorded ground velocity, rather than by (10) (Table "). On the
average, the energy earned'by S waves is of order of magnitude higher than the energy
in P waves. The apparent stress qtr, calculated (rom (l2) for 8, and .4l, estimatedrom
the S-wave spectra only, and p ~ l.25x l0" dyne;cmz is given in th» last column of
Table? The smail value ofp ~ l.'5 x l0" dvne,:cm- (g ~ ~.~ x l0" dyre.cma was used

by Trifunac and Brune (l9"0)] models the uoper 6 km oi:he soft alluvial deposits in
imperial Valley.
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circle. For a rectangular fault and for the fixed corner frequency, the dislocauon area
can easily increase by a factor of2 (Hanks and Wyss, 1972). That the dislocauon surfaces
associated with the events IA, IB, IC, and 2 should. have been more extended in the
direction parallel to the fault is also suggested by the interpretation that IA, I B, IC, and
2 represent a rupture propagating toward the southeast. Although these qualitative
arguments cleariy indicate a possibility for further improvement of the seismically
derived displacement pattern, the overall a~racy of the underlving. theory does not
justify such attempts.

The accuracy of determined source dimensions of 13 events (Table 2. Figure 6), of
course, cannot be checked individually in this study. However, the fact that the size of
the cluster of 13 events in Figure 6 fits into a rectangle 25 km!ong and about 7 km deep,
inferred from field observauons,(Trifunac and Brune, 1970), is reassuring. Although the
sizes of individual events may deviate from their simple circular substitutes. the whole
cluster probably approximates the size of the dislocation surfac: quite well.

The reliability of seismic'moments computed from the'tong-period end of. the spectra
in Figure 3 may be examined by comparing the sum of moments of 13 events with the
estimate of the moment from field observations. For average dislocation u ~ ~ 7 m.
rigidity It ~ I25x 10" dyne/cm, length of faulting of U km. and depth of 7 km
(Figure 6). one obtains the-field estimate of the moment M~.„~ @Ax 10-'yne/cm.
Adding 13 seismic moments. computed from the S-wave spectra (Table 2), one obtains
iV, ~ 2.9x10ts. For shallow or surface faulting, it may be expected that the moment
estimated from field evidence should bewomewhat larger than that derivei from seismic
results, because the field observations include fault slippage-and creep occurring after
the first 6 min represented by the 13 events studied in this paper. However, iflarge dis-
placements occurred at depth and the surface motions caught up, later with creep, the
moment estimated from field evidence could be smaller than the seismic moment. This
was the case for the Parkfield and the southern half of the Borrego earthquake (Hanks
and Wyss, 1972).

As already mentioned, the small rigidity p ~ I.Ãx 10" dyneicm-'as selected for
the present study to suggest a possibility that the faulting may have occurred predomi-
nantly in the soft alluvial layers. In our,previous work (Trifunac and Brune. 1970), we
examined the other extreme by using p ~ 3.3 x 10" dyne/cm. which was representative
of deepest alluvium and the underlying bedrock. Although the moment estimates from
two distant stations about 500 km to the NW (Trifunac and Brune. 1970), giving the
moment of about IO~~ dyne/cm, are in better agreement with higher values of p. the
differences are not significant to permit any definite conclusions.

The stress changes along the Imperial Fault during the hrst 6 min oi energy release

are shown in Figure 7, where stress drop (Table 2) is plotted versus distance along the
fault; The pattern of stress drops suggests two areas oi stress conc=ntration located near
the northwestern and southeastern ends or dislocation. a pattern simiiar to aftershock
distributions for many large earthquakes.

I CONCt.USIONS

ln this paper, an approximate theory predicting the far-field body-wave spectra
(Brune. 1970) was examined in some detail. Although quite use:ul for studies ot source
mechanism, this theory is based on simplined assumptions that must be tested before the
theoretical results can be used in routine experimental work. The most critical assump-
uon is that the sourc= fractures spontaneously over the whole fault plane. i.e.. an innnite
rupture velocity is assumed. Although it can be shown (Ida and Aki. 1972) that Brune's
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theory may be modined to account ior rupture veiocity c greater than the shear-u ave
velocity, it seems that it cannot be reconciled for the subsonic iracture propagation.
However, the source parameters so far determined from teleseismic records are not in
contradicuon with tield observations IHanks and IIVyss. l97'2), which suggests that
Brune's method can be used as a nrst-order approximation until a better theory is

developed.
Perhaps the most reliable test of any theoretical spectrum is to compare it wiih ihe

spectra of strong-motion records taken at distances less than about l00 km and ior
earthquakes with well<ocumented held observations oi'taulting. Because high-frequenc,
waves are attenuated most rapidly with distanc:. strong-motion recorcis contain more
intormation than teleseismic seismograms. and the corrections for attenuation with
distance become less critical.

The Ei Centro accelerogram recorded during the imperial Valley. Caiitornia. earth-
quake oi t940 was used in this study 'o test critically the approximate far-rieid spectra.
The test consisted ol corn'paring the pattern oi Iault dispi cements obse.'.ei in '.he;-.etd

and the seismic moment inferr d irom Iield observations with the corresponding quan-
tities derived irom the El Centro strong-motion acceterogram. The agreement between
these two independent methods of measurement is good I Figure 6). Atth'ough one case
studv does not allow any generalizations. the results suggest thai Brune's iheorv r,".ay

inde:d represent a good first-order
approximation.'he

Imperial Vallev earthquake was a multiple-even( earthquake with at least .'u..
separate events I lA. l B, lC. and in Figure m) recorded at Ei Centro in the nrst " sec.

followed by nine aitershocks in the next: min. The main energy release represented
'

'hetour main events can be associated with a ZS-km sec:ion ot the lmperi i Fault. tn" i
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an average displacement of 2.7 m. Distribution of the stress drop along this section

during the first 5 min as inferred from the S-wave spectra, indicates stress concentrations
near both ends ofthe main dislocation (Figure 7). The estimated stress drops were between

10 and 300 bars.
The fact that simple theoretical body-wave spectra, such as the spectra used in this

work, can adequately approximate the corresponding spectra derived from the strong-
motion acceierograms is of great importance for earthquake engineering studies dealing
with the generation of artificial accelerograms ITrifunac, l97lb) and prediction of the

response spectra for designing earthquake-resistant structures. Modeling through the
~ theoretical spectra offers a better and more rational basis for future predicuons of strong

ground motion, far more realisuc than presently used methods. which are mainly based

on the statistics of the magnitude scale.

This study and the analysis of the Pacoima Dam accelerogram ITrifunac, 1972) repre-

sent the first steps in our attempt to improve the time and space resolution in source

mechanism studies. These two examples already show the great potential value of strong-
motion accelerograms and call for better and more abundant deployment of strong-
mouon networks in seismic regions. It is only through detailed and more systematic

studies of the source mechanism that it will be possible to improve our understanding of
the physics of this problem and to develop new techniques for prediction of strong
ground motion for earthquake-resistant design purposes.
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STRESS ESTIMATES FOR THE SAVi FERiVAiVDO, CALIFORNIA,
EARTHQUAKE OF FEBRUARY 9, 1971:

iiAIN EVEViT AiVD THIRTEEiV AFTERSHOCKS

BY i%I. D. TRIRPi4AC

ABSTRACT

The strong earthquake ~aud motion recorded ln the center of and above the
faalt plaae is combined with, Beld evidence of faulthg and instrumental studies of
aftershocks to deduce stresses during and after the San Fernando earthquake of
February 9, 1971. Stress computations based on Brune's, near-Beld, shear-wave
spectra, peak velocity of ~and, motion, energy calculated from the strong-
motion recorde aid a model of furcular dislocation give mutually coasistent stress
esdmates. which suggest that the effective stress operating during the earthquake
was approximately 100 bars, while during the earthquake it dropped several tens
ofbars. The cue~ of the main event is estimated to be 10te dyne cm.

Thirteen aftershocks, recorded during the first 6 min, were associated with
stress drops ranging from 10 to 9$ bars, these events clustering along the north-
eastern end of the dlslocadon surface.

The strong-motion accelerograms,provide invaluable data for detailed investiga-
tions of the pattern of earthquake energy release duriag and immediately after an
earthquake. Used for the Brst time in this study, strong-motion accelerograms

've

an excellent picture of stress history and migration of seismic activity during
the Brst 6 min.

INTRo0 UcTIoa<

Dislocation models have frequently be=n used in studies of'ong-period waves and
permanent deformations caused by earthquakes (KnopotT. 19 8: tv(aruyama. 1963:
Bumdge and KnopoB; 1964: Haskell. 1964; Haskell, 1969: Press, 1965: Savage and
Hastie, 1966: Aki, 1966; Berckhemer and Jacob, 1968 Archambeau. 1968: Bumdge,
1969). Aki (1968) and Haskell (1969) successively applied this dislocation model theory
to study the near-ncld ground displacements recorded close to thc causative t'ault
(Housner and Trifunac, 1967).

Brune (1970) pointed out that most dislocation models employ somewhat arbitrary
time dependence for dislocation motion, and he suagested a physically more realistic
time function directly related to erTective stress. In Brune's model the etrective stress tr is
represented by the diftercnce tro-er<, where tro is the initial stress and e< is a triction stress
which acts to resist fault slippa'ge. Although assumptions like spontaneous stress drop
over the whole fault olane (Brune. 1970) may oniv lead to rough nrstwrder approxima-
tions. it aopears that this simple iheory may realistically portray the demiis ot'ource
mechanism (Trifunac. 1972). Although the mechanism of earthquakes is expec:ed to be
governed by a subsonic rupture growth. spontaneous faulting propaaating at supersonic
velocities.is also possibie (~Veertman. 1969).

ln this paper, Brune's model is applied to interpret the Pacoima Dam strong-motion
acceierogram (Trifunac and Hudson, 1971). which recorded ground motion centered
above the fault fracture. The results suagest that strong-motion accelerograpn records
have great potential value for detailed analysis ot the earthquake source mechanism
and strong'-motion seismology in general.

'1
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SUMMARY OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS AND PRELIMINARYAFTERSHOCK STUDIES

The geometry of faul'ting during the San Fernando earthquake was more complicated
than for many other Southern California shocks. and. thus, it will take some time to
understand ail of the details of the source mechanism. The studies of Whitcomb (1971).
Kamb er al. (1971), and Wyss (1971) suggest a tentative faultMislocation surface striking
24 72'W and dipping about 45'oward the north. The extent of this dislocation is outlined
by the horizontal projection of the aftershocks shown in Figure 1 (Allen er al., 1971).

Analysis ofselected aftershocks by Whitcomb (1971) and Hanks er al. (1971) indicates
that the upper crustal block was most probably breaking up and to the south~est along
the main dislocation surface. The fault-plane solutions of Whitcomb (1971) indicate a

predominantly left-lateral motion along the southwestern aftershock zone (Figure 1).

This pattern of motion is in agreement with the observed.surtace faulting in the Sylmar-
San Fernando-Tujunga area studied by Burford er al. (1971), Kamb ~r al. (1971), Lahr
and Wyss (1971), and iVason (1971). The results of their analysis show that overall fault
motions were. thrusting of the north side approximately southwestward with nearly equal
vertical uplift and left-lateral slip. resulting. in an overall surfac- displacement ot
about 2 m.

A reasonable model of faulting is represented by an initial break near the instrumentally
determined epicenter at a depth ofabout 13 kmi The fracture then presumably propagated

up and to the southwest under the-Pacoima Dam accelerograph site (Figure 1), inter-
secting the surface in the San Fernando area.

A SIMPLE ib(ODEL FOR'ROUND-ivIOTION SPECTRA

S-ate spectra. To model a near-Iield ground motion, Brune (1970) considered a

tangential-stress pulse applied to an interior dislocation surface. and assumed that during
faulting a fractured surface does not transmit shear waves. He further assumed that this

pulse, is instantaneously applied over a fault surface. and he neglected the fault-
propagation eRects. This stress pulse then sends a shear wave in a direction perpendicular
to the fault surface. lf T represents the perpendicular distance from the fault plane

(Figure 2) and H(r) is the Heaviside unit-step Iunction. the initial time and space depen-

dence of this pulse is given by

a(.T, r) ~ a H(r-.v,'P)
I

where a ~ cr0-a> is the erTective stress and p is the shear-wave velocity.
Ground displacement close to the center ot the fault and in a direction parallel to the

fault motion may be obtained by integrating'the one-dimensional wave equation. The

boundary condition at.r ~ 0 (Figure ') is given by

cu
p I 'l)

Q.Y

where p is the Lame constant. If it is assumed that u 0 for t < 0 at .v ~ 0. one gets

aPu~ —I I")

where u is ground displacement. As pointed out bv Brune (1970). equation I3) aoproxi-
mats the Rrst motions near the Iault surface until the efects oI:he boundaries ot dis-
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location reach the point of observation. When this happens, particie veiocity begins to
decrease and gradually approaches zero. Brune (1970) approximately modeled this erTect

by introducing an exponential decay factor as follows

ti(x ~ 0. t) ~ —e

and

oft
u(x ~ 0, t) ~ —(1 -.e u')

where r is of the order of r,'P.
The Fourier amplitude spectrum, A,(cu), of the near-fiel S-type motion (5) is given by

trP 1

A,(cu) ~ —. (6)-p 'u(tu-' r- )z

where tu is circular frequency.
To derive an average far-iield spectrum. Brune (l970) modeled distant shear-wave

motion with

ll ~ ~.~ pie Rtt+
tt

R p
(7)

and arrived at the following Fourier transform of(7)

r trP R'n
Q,(cu) ~ —. —.— (8)

R p tua-'. c-

Here r is the radius of the circular dislocation. R is the source to station distanc=. R„~ is
the radiation pattern of the'S waves and a is the corner frequency given by ~

p
(9)4 r

The aoove model is based on the simplest possibte stress behavior in time. natnely, a
Heaviside-type step from the initial stress oo to the frictional stresstrf. This instantaneous
stress jump is certainly not intended to model actual stress variations in time. but repre-
sents a first approximation to the complex problem.

Another possible stress-time history was proposed by Housner (1995) and is shoiyn in
Figure 3. He assumed that slipping starts at!he center of dislocation and propagates to

b
1

,'(o -o )
II Housner a t

~o I

t

4
Itrmin i~atvni o.

I

TlME,'t

Fto. 3. Approximate time dependence oi avcmSc stress on dislocation. e~ is:hc stress 'ceiore and o,
the stress aitcr:hc:arthquakc.
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the perimeter, with relative motion of the dislocation faces coming to rest progressively
from the perimeter toward the center. During this process, stress may drop to tr;„
(Figure 3), and, as the lwo fault f'aces are brought to rest, it may build up to its final
value trt.

Similar stress variation in time may be obtained by assuming that a state of vibration
reduces friction over the fault faces. For esample. frictional stress may be a function of
the velocity of a particle rehtive to the frictional surface. The main leature of such
frictional stress is that it decreases suddenly as the velocity deviates from zero and brings
the system into a condition of dynamic instability during an earthquake. As a result, the
initial stress pro may drop to tr,„(Figure 3) during the shock. before it levels off at the
stress trt.

The average effective-stress. behavior characterized by tr;„< trt can also occur ifa
stress release is not uniform and coherent over a fault plane, ifa rupture propagates as a
series of multiple events, or ifa fault plane locks itself after a rupture has passed. Brune
(1970) modeled these effects by applying a reverse stress tr(l —e) after a short time t,
(Figure=3). the eff'ect of which requires that the Fourier transform (S) be multiplied by
the i'unction F( e) ( Brune. 1970)

F(s) ~
(
I-(I-e)e ' (. (10)

From equation (3) we have

umoa ~ oP
(11)

Ifa high-l'requency. strong-motion recording is available from a site near the dislocation
surface, one of the first peaks of ground velocity may be used in (11) to determine
tFo-cr,„ instead ot a ~ pro-tr<. This can. of course, be accomplished only if the fre-

. quency resolution of the recording instrument is significantly higher than I',. Once
tr ~ pro-tr< and Dtr ~ tro-trt are known. we can calculate c from

pro -trt
C iN~.

4'o 0'I
(12)

P-ware specfra. To derive the P- wave spectra analogous to {8), we consider an eiement
on the line CB in Figure 4 perpendicular to the a~is x'. neglecting the efects of the finite-

.r
4

fto. -'. Oislocation model for P;vaves. e ~ erTective stress: A ~ dislocation surface.
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ness of the length CB. We assume that the uniform stress ei g'T is applied at.z' 0 and
that it generates the one<imensionai compressionai pulse

e(z', I) ~ =,H r-
g? V~

(13)

propagating with a velocity V, in a positive z'irection. In (13) H( ) is the heaviside
unit-step function and a is the eR'ective stress u ~ ere -o'<. Since e; ~ (i + 2@) (Jr!8x')
at.z' 0, assuming i. ~ p. we have

ePI'~ I
v 6II

where c, the only nonzero motion. is in the.z'irection. From (8), muraris murandfs, we
postulate the P-wave spectrum Q~{cu) as follows

I "r <zP Rf~
Q (ra)

g'6 R JL CJ~+ 0

R,'~ is the radiation pattern of the P-waves. The corner frequency 6 is defined as

kV,
r) ~

r (16)

The constant k can be determined from the following, limitingcondition. When ui —0,
the Q (0) must satisfy the far-field P-wave radiation I'or a doubl~ouple (Keiiis-Harold,
1960), given by

Qz{0) ~ R<+ M (~rtpR ai (17)

From (19) and (17), the corner frequency parameter k then becomes k,~ (7r.,'4v )>. ln
the case of the partial stress drop {c < I), (15) has to be multiplied by F(c), given by(10).

lt should be noted here that (S) and {15) represent only the rough, first-order aporoxi-
mation to the far-fiel body-wave spectra in an infinite, homogeneous, elasuc medium.
Because of the uncertainties associated with transfer-function properties of the real
Earth, especially for the high frequencies (10 cps and higher), further improvements ot
the basic theory might not always be justified. For the purpose ot'his study, we will
adopt {8)and (15) as adequate representations.

The straight-line asymptotic amplitudes Ior the far-field P- and S- wave spectra in (3)
and {15) are plotted in Figure 5. Both spectra are normalize relative to the long-period
S-wave spectrum. From (17) and the analogous expression for the Q,{0). assuming that

u. it follows that

Q,(u)
lim —'i, 3
,, gQ~{co)

( IS)

I Keilis-Borok. 19'9). Thus. the constant long-period level ot the P-wav'e spectrum is in
this case 3i 3 times smaller than the S-wave soectrum. ln the other limitinz case. when
gp «~ weget

I I9)
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of spactrd asymptotas 1'or far-iield P and S-wave displacement spactm.

i.e., the high-trequency level of the P-wave spectrum (Figure ) is y'6 times smaller than
the S-wave spectrum. The dimensionless corner frequencies

(20)

and

(21)

are then determined by the intersection of the constant and sloping asymptotes (Figure 5).

Spectral analysis of teleseismic P- and S-waves (Hanks and Wyss. 1972) is in good agree-

ment with the dimensionless corner frequencies in (20) and (21).

SoURcE P*RAMETERS: Mht'.4 EvP4T

From the point of view of strong-motion seismology, the accelerogram recorded at

the Pacoima Dam is the most signiiicant one ever recorded. This is because the AR-24)
instrument was located in the center ol and above the earthquake dislocation surface as

shown in Figure I. During the earthquake the acceIerograph was tilted,at a small angie.

about O.P ITrifunac and Hudson. 1971). This tilt closed the starter penduium gao and

the instrument continued to run lor more:han 6 min until it ran out oi paper. Tne

detaiis of the accelerograph site and the acceleration data processing are descrioed oy
Trifunac and Hudson (1971). Tests oi the AR-240 accelerograph showed that the natural

frequency of all three transducers is about 19 cps and that the damping is about 60 per
cent ot critical.

The first 15 sec of the recorded ground acceleration are shown in Figure 6. For a typical
component. S 16 E, ground acceleration, velocity and dispiacement are plotted in

Figure 7. This component indicated a velocity peak ol 115 cm:sec. the highest ever

recorded by a strong-motion acc ierograph.
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Fto. 6. Accelerograms recorded'at the Pacoima Dam site during the main energy release of the
San Fernando earthquake oi February 9, l971. 06:00 (PST).
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Fto. 7. Acceleration. veiocity and displacement in the Sl6'E direc:ion during the main event ot the

San Fernando earthquake of February 9, l97L 06:00 (PST).
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Although the. near-hetd S-wave speetrnm A,(m) applies only yor the shear waves ~
recorded at the fault, and the Pacoima Dam accelerograph.site. is at least several kilo-
meters above the fault. we will nevertheless use this theory to approximately determine

the effecuve stress operating during this earthquake. Transfer function properties of the

medium between the fault and the recording site and etTects of the irregular surface topo-

graphy on recorded acceleration willbe neglected. The free-surface amplification is taken

to be 2. It is thus assumed that the recorded acceleration approximates ground mouon

at the fault surface, several kilometers below. In subsequent calculations, we shall use'he

shear-wave velocity P ~ 3.5 kmtsec and the rigidity p ~ 3x 10" dyne/cm as repre-

sentative of the volume, above the fault dislocation.
First, equation (11) is used to estimate gro-o';„(Figure 3). With u „~ 115 cmisec

(Figure 7) the result is

+rrtaaP gro-grm„- 50 bars.
P

. (22)

'g4ext, the theoretical shear-wave spectrum (6) is fitted to the Fourier amplitude spectra

(Figure S) computed fot'he first 15 sec of the accelerograms. In general. before this'is

done; the spectra shouid be corrected for the accelerograph transfer function H(to)

given by

H(ggp) ~ I- — + 2- ( (23)

The-tenn ( }
'- corresponds to a singiede~f-freedom system. viscously damped.

with a natural frequency p and the fraction of critical damping,. In the present case.

p ~ 19 cps and j ~ 0.6: i.eve the instrument transter function H(gu) is essentially con- ~
stant from 0 to 20 cps (0 to 125 rad:"sec). Inasmuch as we are using acceleration spectra W
up to 20 cps only, correction (23) is not required in this study.

By taking the logarithm of(6) we have

gr'P I
Ioggo lA (egg)j loggo —-'. Iogpo ~( —:<: )

(24)

The hst term in equation(24) is plotted in Figure9 tor -. ~ lil0. I and This term gives

the shape of Brune's near-field shear-wave spectrum. The Ioggp [3 (tgp)), where A,(cu) is

the Fourier amplitude spectrum o( recorded ground displacement. is plotted in Figure S

for all three components recorded at the Pacoima Dam site. By fitting the spectral curves

from Figure 9 to the spectra for the S 74'W and S 16gE components in Figure S. we

estimate the log«(grPlp) to be about 2. This gives

dg —0'y ~ S5 bars.

The values ot r were 0. to 0.3 tor S 74'W component and 0.'o 1.0 for S 16 E component.

Energy radiated during an earthquake is approximately given bv

Eq ~ Pig7(( 3 (26)

where pl is the seismicerricien'cy(pl < I).<r ~ (gro-.'gr,) 2 is theaverage stress operating on

the dislocation, gg is the average displacement and .4 is the dislocation area. The
seismic'oment.>f,(Maruyama.1963: Aki. 1966: Brune. 1968) is derined by

.)f„~ u ir .d. (2/I
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Fto. 9. Near-Held S-wave spectral density cuivcs laher Brune, l970).

Then from (26) and (27),

pE,
'

ll(F~~'23)
,) I„

We can calcuhte ga from (ZS), since E, may be determined Irom distant seismograms or~
strong-motion acceierograms and .lf., may be computed from i7 and .d. estimated in the ~
Iield or from teleseismic data. To compute E, from the strong-motion acceferogram in
Figure 6, we assume that the seismic energy E, is unitormly radiated over the dislocation
surt'ace 2, one-half in the positive direction ot'he normal to the dislocation surt'ace and ~

one-half in the negative dire sion. We also assume that the surfac ot the half-space
amplines the S-wave motion twice and that there is no attenuation ot wave amplitudes
over a distance of several kilometers. If Fico) is the Fourier amplitude spectrum of
recorded mound acceleration we get

n

(lcd.

0

( 9)

From the distribution of the al'tershocks. horizontal projection of the tentative dis.
location surtace is approximateiy IS by IS km. For a dip of about 4S=. we ge. the area oi
dislocation to be.{ ~ 3.' IOts cm-'. and equation I 9) then gives E, = 0.4x II) di'ne
cm for the S 74'W component and E, = I.: x IO - dyne cm t'or the S !6'E component.
Bv adding these two estimates the tinal energy estimate becomes E, - I.7 x 10 - dyne'cm.

It mav be ot interest to compare this energy with that determined from the Gutenberg-
Richter energy-magnitude relationship (Richter. I9SS)

tog E, ~ "9.9-'.9 .)1„-.0.024,.lft . ( .0)

With )It ~ 6.6 Ior the San Fernando earthquake. ('0) gives E ~ Sx IO-'ine cm.
which is. about S times smaller than the estimate based on the strong-motion acceiero-
gram at the Pacoima Dam.
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The surface displacements in the Sylmar-San Fernando-Tujunga area showed an

overall fault dislocation of about 2 m, while the average dislocation i7 over the whole

fault plane may have been close to 1.5 m (Kamb. personal communication). The amount
given by (27) is then M. ~ 1.5 x 10'~ dyne cm and from (28) we obtain

g8 = 34 bars. (31)

From Aki(1966) and Keilis-Borok (1959) we have for

Mp 7T>
e

r 16
(32)

where M is the stress drop. r is the radius of circular dislocation and u and p are as

defined above. For r = 10 km. corresponding to the area ot 320 km-, equation (32) gives

b.o' 60 bars. (33)

The above calculations are based on the simplest theories available and so, at best,

represent only ftrst-order approximations to exact results. Nevertheless, these results

[(22), (25), (31) and (33)] appear to be consistent. The stresses oa-c,„~ 50 bars from

(22) and e0-o> ~ 85 bars from (25) when considered together with ga ~ 34 bars from

(31) and ee-e, ~ 60 bars from (33) suggest the following speculative interpretation.

The average initial stress oe prior to the earthquake was between:0 and 100 bars. As the

fracture propagated to the south and up. the stress fell to a level of several tens of bars.

Throughout the above calculations. source propagation was neglected. For the fracture

starting near the instrumentally determined epicenter (Figure 1) and then propagating
12 to 15 km to the southwest. the rupture velocity would be about kmjsec. This may be

computed trom the duration of strong shaking, which lasted about 7 sec, and trom the

central location of the Pacoima Dam accelerogram.

Possible multiplicity of the main sequence (Figure 6) was also neglected in the above

computations. its eH'ect would be to increase the high-frequency spectral amplitudes ot

A,(cu), but it would not aR'ect the moment computations, because for multiple events

(Wyss and Brune. 1968; Trifunac and Brune. 1970) the total moment .ll," is the sum of
all moments kt, for single events

!fr gM
I

(34)

The high-frequency end of the spectrum. increased proportionally to the number of
events, would then yield overestimates of stress levels. again proportional to the number

ofevems.

AFTERS HocKs

.ql'tershoc/.s reconiecl ar slee Pacoima Dam sire. After the main energy re!ease. the

AR- 40 acceierograph remained tilted in a v i'' direction at a small angle of about 0."
(Trifunac and Hudson. 1971). This angle was surTicient to activate the starting pendulum
and the instrument continued to record for another 383 sec. until it ran out of oaper.

During this time, numerous aftershocks were recorded. lVhile small events with P and

S phases too small to be identined are not listed, 35 attershocks thai could be identined

are given in Table l. Table 1 also gives the sequential numbers assigned to each after-

shock. relativ~ arrival times for P and S waves as measured from the instant the accelero-

gruph was triggered, approximate distances computed t'or the average V, ~ 5.'m sec

and V, ~ 3.2 km)sec. peak accelerations. and tor a number ot aftershocks. the computed
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TABLE I

Ev&65 Racoaoso ATTHE PAco!MA DAM Srm

E)coc

Peak AceHendon (g)
I) l) r) l) m a)

tace) ()co) taco) (km) s74 w Down 5 t 4 E .'Itc.

Main
Event

I
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

IS
16

17

IS
19
"0

23
14

26

2$
29
30
31
31

33
34
35

29.0
52.9
59.6
701
733
78A
82 c(1)

104.9
IOS.S

L09.5(?)
I2«3.7

130.5
139.S

143.7
150 1

163.2
169.6(?)
185.1(".)
"06.S
219.7(?)
~14 1

M1" .I
37«
24~(?)
244.5
249.5
«288A
"93.3
301.1
310.0
317.6
331.3
338A
342.1
368.1

31.3
54.8
61.1
7'LI
7S"
79.$
84.1

107.3
110.0
111.0
125c.2

132.3
141.2
144.9
151.7
164.1
I'71.1

186.6
208'.I
11]

2134 (1)
237.9
243.1
145 1

25 IA
289.5
294.3
303.0
312.3
319.5
33 7

339.6
'43.S
'69.3

1.9
1.6
1.9
1.7

IA
1.6

ld
1.6
I.S
IA
I 1

1.5

0.9
1.5

IJ
1.6
'1 0
0.7
1.6

0.7
0.8
0.7
1.9

L. I

1.0

1.9
1 1

1.9

IA
I.2
1.7

1.3

5-10
18

15

12
IS
13

11

12
IS
9

12
12

14

ll
9

12

7

ll
ll
11

15

5

IZ
5

6
c

15

8

8
14

17

14

ll
9

13

9

IU
0.09
0.04
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.09
0. 12

0.01
(0.01

0.01
(0.01

0.06
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03

,
<0.01

0.02
<0.01

0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01

0.72
0.08
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.02

,0.01
0.01

<0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03

< 0.01
<0.01
< 0.01
<0.01

0.02
< 0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
(0.01

0.03
< 0.01
< 0.01

0.02
<0.01
< 0.01
<0.01
<0.01

0.01
0.01
0.01

(0.01
<0.01
(0.01

IU«

0.12
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.04
0.09
0.13
0.01

(0.01
(O.OL

<0.01
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03

<0.01
0.01

(0.01
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.01

< 0.01
(0.01
< 0.01

6.6
Sd

43
4.9
4.6
4.4

4.8
SA

4A
4.3

;. e

4.6
4.3

')-t) ~ a(Ir" P')- I Ir)) ~ a(l'3--115.5) ~ 0.13k.

local Richter magnitude .)It,. This latter ~as obtained by computing )he response ot a

standard Wood-Anderson seismometer which has a period ot 0.8 scc. magniltcation of
2.300, and damping SO per cent ot'critical. The local Richter magnitude .Ilt ~ 6.6 for
the main energy release, computed in the same way (Tabie I), is thc same as that caicuia-

tcd from the Southern California Local Stations (Division or Geological and Planetary

Scienca, California Institute ofTechnology, 1971).

Se!ected ot'tersltocks. From the list in Table I, 13 well-recorded altershocks (events I,
3. 4. '. 6. 9, 10. 11. 16. 17. '0 and 31) were seiected I'or Iurther study. The main
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objective of this work was to learn as much about the nature of the tectonic stress in the
time period immediately after the main energy release as could be sampled by several
well-recorded aftershocks.

Figure 10, a through h, gives the plotted accelerograms for these evems as digitized
from the Pacoima Dam accelerogram. The relative time in these 6gures is measured from
the instant the AR-240 accelerograph was triggered, perhaps several seconds after the
main energy release began. Several events (e.g., event 2 in Figure 10b, event 7 in Figure
10c, events 8 and 10 in Figure 10d, evertt 17 in Figure 10f and events 24 and 25 in Figure

iI!
] p ~

I «Ij
'«pre@. ~44

EO

I
30 eo

I

lI
j I

35

SECONOS

FIG. IOa. Pacoima Dam acce»erogram of evertt I.
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I rji~~P',+4''~ iHVh(W,
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i I
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10g) either had poorly recorded P waves or their P and S phases were not suiilciently
separated for subsequent spectral analysis. With the exception of those in event l0. these
phases were not further studied. Figure l0, a to h. shows the-windows selected in the
Fourier spectrum analysis ofthe well-recorded P and S waves.

The 13 aftershocks studied here (Figurc l0. a to h) cannot be located accurately by the
standard seismological recordinas in Southern California. They occurred too early to be
easily separated, from the ground motions followingthe main earthquake, which saturated
most instruments. Although these events were too small to produce good signals on all
strong-motion stations in the greater Los Angeles area, they werc adequately recorded at
several sites and, those records could be used to locate most of the selected aftershocks.
Table 2 lists the addresses. locations and the permatient station numbers (Dielman and

TABLE 2

STATIoNs Usao I'4 LocATI'Kl EvsNTs

51stion Scs1ion
Qo ~

Kvcn1s Laca1cn

I ' < 5 6 9 IO t I IT ~ !0 5I

Paeotma Dam
3407 Sixth St.. l.os Angeles. Bsmt.
Water and Power Bldg., Los

Angeles, Bsmt.
Water and Power Bldg., Los

Angeles. 7th fi.
$08 S. Olive St.. Los Angeles. 'th fL
Castafc, Old Ridge Route
3710 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles.

10th fl.
4867 Sunset Blvd.. Lo» Angeles.

Bsmt.
4867 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeies.
9'L

UCLA Reactor Lab.. Los Angeles
945 Tiverton Ave., Los Angeles.

14th IL
Hollywood Storage, Los Angeies.

P.E. Lot
Jet Propuhion Laboratory.

Pasadena, Bsmt.
1625 Olympic Blvd.. Los Angeles.

Ground fL
Oso Pumping Plant. Gorman
"~0 E. First St., Los Angeles. 8th fl.
4680 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles.

6th fl.
3710 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeies.

10th fl.
445 Figueroa St.. Los Angefes.

Sub*bsmt.,
14~1„4 Ventura Blvd., Los Angeies.

6th fl.
4 0 S. Grand Ave.. Los Angeles.

d IL
Millikan Library, Cal tech.

Pasadena. Bsmt.
3838 Lankershim Blvd..

Los Ange!es. Sub-bsmt.

379
199

138

176

110

'19

x

179 x x x x x x

135

469
5'7

151

x
'i

1%4

157 x

154

64 x

"0

x x x x x x x x x x x x

Diefman. R. J. and R. P. ~faley il97lk
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Maley, 1971) of the stations used. The stations used to locate particular aftershocks are

also indicated. Of the stations listed, 15 werc equipped with AR-240 accelerogzaphs. 4

with RFT-2 0 accelerographs. 2 with USGS standard instruments, one with MO-2 and

one with SMA-1 instruments. It is interesting to note herc that on several occasions the

signal at the basement of a building, equipped with two or three accelcrometcrs, was too
weak to read the amvais ofP or S waves, while the signai at an intermediate or top fioor,
amplified by the building response, could be used.

To compute thc distances from the S and P times, the approximate value of
1/V,—1/V, m 0.13 was adopted for all stations. Locations of 12 aftershocks (event 16

could not be located) are shown in Figure 1 l. On the basis of the location of event 1 for
which 18 stations could be used, we estimate the accuracy of these locations to be

about 3 km.

34'30'oam

34'Z5'4eZO

Event 3,he E-8am (3)
Event 3l, h e4 krn (3)

2 mll 4, I 8 Im (8(

ikmll22,II 4(m(4 "' (S

Event 8, hIT (3)

~Q+: ~ ~Event 30 h2IEkm(3)

A r,—Event 5, he8km(5)

C

~
Eoicenter
of the main Qoe Event lo,h~lokm(8)

\

r 0
Irocoimo Oam Event S,h>8 km (5)

Strong Motion acceierogroon

t II24 kk (3(

34el5'a(rit Traces

II8~ 3O'I8m'M'I8'Zo'l8m(5'ro.

I I. Approximate depths and source dimensions for l~ aitershocks oi the San Fernando earth-
rtuake recorded during the first 6 min. 4 4umbers in brackets give the number ot'tations used to locate
these events. The dasired linc outlines the tentative boundary oi the dislocation surface of the main
energy release.

Source parameters. Source parameters for the above !3 artershocks were determined

by ntting the t'ar-Iield body-wave spectra. given by (8) and (15), to the Fourier amplitude
spectra (Figure 12), calculated )rom the accelerograms in Figure 10. a to h. To do this.

two simplifications are required. First. since the fault-plane solutions for the 13 after-

shocks are not known, it is not possible to usc the actual radiation patterns R',e and R„'o

in equations (8) and (15). Instead, we assume that thc threemdimensional inhomogeneities

at the source, along the-ray propagation. and at the recording site contribute to the

-mixing" of rays so that the average radiation patterns R*,~ and R„"~ may be used. Since

thc average radiation patterns for P, SH and SV waves arc Z,.-., we use this value for ail
individual components. Second, we assume that 8 m i: i.e.. F(el m 1 t'sec equation I 10)].
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Fto. t~ Fourier amplitude Spectra of ground acceleration at the Pacoima Dam site ior t3 aitershocks.
The 5/ors are the catcu tat cd and corrected average spcct~w. Full linfs are the thcorcticat 5 peer Ta.

because the corrections oi the calculated spectra cannot be pertormed with suntcient
accuracy to justify a reliable estimate ot c. t nese corrections are tor attenuation along
the propagation path and scattering efects from the irregular surface topography oi the
recording site. To'approximately correct for these cÃects, the calculated Fourier ampli-
tude spectra were multiplied by 4 exp (cuR/ZQp). where '. models the tre= suriace ettect.
and exp (cuR/2Qp) approximately corrects tor attenuation and scatteringt. Q ~ l'0 was
used tor S-waves and Q ~ 200 was used tor P-waves. As seen trom (8) and (l ), the
Fourier amplitude spectrum of ground acceleration becomes constant for'frequencies
higher than the corner trequency when the spectra are multiplied by Co-. The Q values ot
l'0 for S waves and 200 tor P waves were chosen by trial procedure to approximately
danen the high-frequency part ot the spectrum. These rouan but reasonable corr .tions
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will,no doubt. besubject to change when we learn more about the details oflocal geology
and the effects of surtace topography. However, for the present study, we shall assume
that these corrections are adequate.

The average S-wave acceleration spectra in Figure 12 are obtained by vectorially
combining the spectra for two horizontal components (Figure 10, a to h) and neglecting
the contribution of the vertical component.'The corresponding, average P-wave spectra
are obtained from the vertical component only, but are multiplied by v'2 to model the
average contribution from the two horizontal components. These spectra, calculated by
the Cooly-Tukey fast Fourier algorithm, and the theoretical spectra (8) and (15), multi-
plied by cpa and fined to the measured spectra, are shown in Figure 12.

From the fitted theoretical spectra and from the corner frequency (equations (9)
and (16)] one can determine the source size r. Then from (8) and (15), assuming that
e ~ 1, thestress drop der ~ tro-et can be calculated; the low-frequency end of the fitted
theoretical spectra gives the motnent [equation (17) for P waves and the analogous
equation for S waves]. Knowing the moment M, and the radius r of the equivalent
circular dislocation, the average dislocation u can be determined from

u M„'p;. Pa. (35)

Table 3 gives the results for P and S ~aves separately. Except for aftershock 1, the source
parameters determined from the P and S waves are in fair agreement. Possible reasons

for discrepancy ot the results for aftershock 1 are (al the high -noise" level following the

TABLE 3

SOURCE I ARASIETERS OF 13 *FTERSHOCXS OF THE SAil FERNANDO EARTHQUAtsse

P Wave S Wave

V
V
C

e
Ii

J

vei
a» ie»e s

I
3

5

6
9

10

11

16

17

31.0
16.0
6.4

21.0

I.S

9.0
4.1

I~.p:0: 62
31 t 13.0

16 0.46 297
3 0.71 41

5 0.37 113

5 0.65 73

0.33 52
4 0.22 157

19 0."" 711

0 C2

Ip 03S "S
P.c4 36

4 0.56 70

67.0
44

13.S

14.6

1.5

I.S

59.0
0.7

CP

6.2

7S0.O 107

ILO 4
"4.0 20
13.0 S

1~0 4
vs 6

93.0 IS
67.0 34
'6.0

9.
-'0.0 I I
:.7.0 S

36.0

O.SS 502
0.56 30
0.36 "e7
0.42 7

0.56 9
0 "e 111

0.74 98
0.45 307
0.73
p cii
0.63,69
0.69 41
0.93 '0

1460.0 56
1.$

60 75
10.0 24

I.S 4
~I

650 20
:S2.0 167

45 c

1.4 5

5 I"
19.1 16

Me, seismic momertt; ii, average dislocation: r. source dimettsiott: Ao. stress drop;
E,', seismic energy in P wave: E'. seismic ettergy itt $ wave; yd, apparent stress.

main earthquake may be superimposed on the P-wave signal (Figure IOa), (b) the surface
waves may contribute to the S-wave spectrum. and I c) the P wave may be near the node
in the radiation pattern R;,.
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To show the relative size of the above aftershocks, the source dimensions r are plotted
in Figure 11. The full circles are determined from the S-wave spectra, while the dashed

circles come l'rom the P-wave spectra. The dashed line in Figure 11 'approximates the

edge of the tentative dislocation surface striking N 72'W and dipping about 45'o the

north. To the south this dislocation surface is bounded by observed surface faulting. „

Figure 13 gives the rehtionship between the local magnitude ML(Table 1), computed

from the two horizontal components of the accelerograms in Figure 10, a to h, and the

28

26

6
25

C
Pa

o 24

23

MAIN EYENT,

WYSS ANO BIIUNE tl968)
leg~Ne~I.TMa~l5'll 3 Md6

~ I

tl~
sip „iso

tee za ~
Sl ~ 45 ~
Ir~

2I

20
3 4 5 6 7

MAGNITtIDE Mu

Fto. 13. Matnent versus tnagnitude re!ationship for I3 aftershaeks of the San Fernando earthquake.

5

logarithm of the seismic moment M„computed from the S-wave spectra (Table 3). Tne
data are in agreement with the moment-magnitude reiationship

logto M ~ 1.7 ML—:1:.1

for the western United States (Wyss and Brune, 1968').

The seismic eneray contained in the far-fteld S waves can be computed from

(36)

and for P waves from

Ra p V, —'lctI
0

(3 ()

t 38)

where F,(tu) and F,(tv) are the spectra computed trom the accelerograms and corrected

for the free-surlace rTect, attenuation and scattering (Figure I"), R is the source.to-

station distance. p is density, and Y, and Y, are S- and P-wave velocities. Tne numerical
values ot E,'nd E~ are listed in Table 3. As may be seen from this:abie. the «nergy
contained in the S waves is about one order of magnitude larger than the energy con-
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tained in thc P waves. We can. therefore, neglect the energy contained in the P waves and
compute the apparent stress (Wyss and Molnar. 1972) from

!f!F ~ f4';jM,. (39)

For the moments (M, estimated from thc S-wave spectrum. the values of Ifcr are listed
in Table 3.

As pointed out by Wyss (1970)

Iro: (FI (FO <Ir
Iftr ~If ) If ) If

2 2
(40)

If~a. (41)

Equations (40) and (41) hold ifpro and IFI are ot the same sign; i.e., when there is no
overshooting of the ground displacement. The only documented case of overshooting
known to the author is by Fitch and Scholz (1971) Ior thc underthrusting in southwestern
Japan. lfwe assume that (41) holds. then the maximum value ot the ratio 2 Iftr(htr f'r
the S-wave data can be calculated from Table 3. Results of this calculation, listed in
Table 4, suggest relativeiy high efficiency forall events considered here.

TABI.E 4

MAxIMAof THE Sets!Htc EFFICIENCY AHO iVIIHIMAoF THE
IH!TIA! STItm ea

avant 4(( «(aa( f Y(a(a 1 "«((a
I - ".~a

Ibarsl Ibarsl 4(( I - feaa

Main
Event

I

3

4
5

6
9

IP
II
l6
17
1 i

)0
3l

60
apf

30
117

71

9
I I I

98
307

29
213

69

'0

56
4

75

4
11 ~

1P

l67
5

5
i

l6

I.PQ

P ff
0.27
0.66
0.67
0.2
040
0.4I
I.PQ
0.34
0.43
0.35
0.66
0.30

0.00
0.64
0.57
0.20
0."0
0.56
0.43
0.42
0.00
0.49
0.40
0.48
0. 0
0.54

60
l390

~ I
'86
90
66

l94
168

307
57
38

I33
60

For an elliptical tault. Savage and Wood (1971) derived a relationship betwe=n the
seismic erTiciency lf and the stresses Iro. (F<, crl. ln a special case. when o a (r,. their
result reduces to

I

If ~ 1-2—(
1-7 I42)
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where
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o'i
y a —.

<o
(43)

Using, equatIon (42) and the values ofil, listed„in Table 4. one cart compute the esti-

mates ofy,„ from

I-q
I +rl

(44)

Laboratory experiments suggest that y is rehtively insensitive to changes of eo. Typical
measured values ofy are near O.S (Scholz, personal communication). In spite of the poor
accuracy in calculating rI „duc to the fact that, the energy estimates could be uncertain

;,by a factor of 5 or more. most estimates ofq, in Table 4 are not inconsistent with a
i value of0.8.

For a model in which o'I ~ cr„ the following useful result follows from (42)

rog —,kamsa '. (45)

For completeness, values of oo,„are listed in Table 4. However, because it may bc
expected that future improvements in measurement and analysis of data will enable us

to estimate pro „with better accuracy, the estimates in Table 4 are only first~rder
approximations.

To determine the stress variations along thc tentative dislocation edge, we project<
the epiccnters of all events in Figurc 1 l onto the boundary indicated by the dashed line-

and plotted. the data from Table 4 in Figure 14. For ease of comparison. four charac-
teristic points. A. B, C and 0 are shown in Figures 1 I and 14. The stress drop, M, corn- ~
puted from;the S-wave spectra is indicated, by arrows pointing down, the. length ol these ~
arrows giving thc stress drop. /
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Fio. I4. Approximate stress sariation along ihe dislocation edge Letween A and D (see Figure I I).
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Several interesting features arc displayed in Figure 14, in spite of poor accuracy in
determining M. There are three charactcrisuc aftershock groups, the first group consist-

ing ofaftershocks 4 and 11 and characterized by a high stress drop. Aftershocks 4 and 11

are in the vicinity of the epicenter of the main event, the region where the main energy
reicasc originated, and then propagated to the southwest (Trifunac and Hudson, 1971).

Two equally likely interpretations for these high stresses are possible. Thc first is that the

high stress for events 4 and 11 refiects the high level of stress concentrauon which led to
the fracture initiation in the area. The second is that these stresses rcfiect thc high stress

concentrations caused by a significant energy release nearby.
Thc second group ofaftershocks consists of events 3, 31. 6 and 22. It is to the west of

thc first group and is characterized by relatively small stress drops ofabout 10 to 100 bars.

The third group of aftershocks is to the southeast of the first group and consists of
events 5,30, 10,9, I and 17(Figures 11 and 14). Compared to thc

first

an second groups,
these aftershocks had intermediately high stress drops, ranging from several tens of bars

to 500 bars.
These 13 aftershocks display a phenomenon possibly characteristic of many other

aftershock sequ=nces. Itseems that aftershocks originate in areas ofhigh stress concentra-
tion and that a fracture propagates, in an unstable manner, until thc stress drops to

approximately thc level of the environmental stress. Thus, an aftershock originating
in a.region with a high stress concentration will. on the average, lead to a greater stres;

drop (e.g., event I), whereas an aftershock originating in a region of reiatively low stress

concentration (e.g., event 17) willhave a small stress drop. The source dimension r gives

a measure of the area over which a stress level is higher than an environmentai stress.

For example, events 9 and 10 had about the same ao,.„and stress drops, but their areas

differed by onc order ofmagnitude.
Factors that determine the size of the area and the level of stress concentration have

yet to bc studied. However, it se ms reasonable to assume that the principal governing
factors arc thc "sizes" of various geological formations. "differenc" in elastic pro-
perties of these formauons. and sizes and shapes ot existing faults along which a seismic

slip can occur..

MtGRATIDNoF AFTERsHocK AcTlvlTY, FEBRUARY 9, 1971-To MARcH I, t971

To study thc changes in aftershock activity during the days immediately following the

February 9, 1971 San Fernando earthquake, the aftershocks studied in this paper are

combined with those from Allen et al. (1971). All aftershocks located by Allen er al.
(1971) are divided into 6 groups. with 20 events in each group. and are pioned in Figure
15 as solid dots. Seouential numbers were assigned to these aftershocks according to their
place in the original list: Time intervals corresponding to each group ot 20 aitershocks
are indicated in.Figure 1 . In addition to the first group of 0.:he 12 events located in
this study are pioncd as open circies. They are inaicated by the numbers assigned to them

in this paper. The dashed line in Figure l5 outlines the tentative dislocation boundary
tor the main event. and su'riace fault traces in the Sylmar-San Fernando-Tujanga area

are also shown.
During the first 6 min, aftershock activity was concentrated near the northern and

northeastern ends of the dislocation as may be seen rrom Figure 15. During the next 2 hr
it migrated toward the southwest. with attershocks occurring over the whole area. ~Vc

interpret this to indicate that during these 2 hr the upper block was still moving to the

southwest: i.e.. moving in the same general sense as during the main earthquake. while
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/

stresses weri: building up along the southwestern «nd of the dislocation surfac [called
the Chatsworth segment by Hanks er al. (1971)j. During the period beginning 16:20

(G.M.T.) February 9, 1971, and ending 19:00 (G.M.T.) February 10, 1971. a different
aftershock activity developed along the Chatsworth segment. firs, along its centraI region
and later in its northern region. This main activity was accompanied by smaller activity
along the southeastern and central regions of the dislocation surface. The fault-plane
solutions of Whitcomb (1971) show that most events occurring along this segment could
be associated with the left-lateral motion of the lower underthrusting block reiauve to
the northern block.

Toward 19:00 (G.M.T.) of February 10, 1971, it seems that most of the strain accumu-

lated along the Chatsworth segment was released. and until 24:00 (G.M.T.) of February

13, 1971, the aftershock activity was again spread over the entire area. During the, period
between 00:00 (G.M.T.) of February 14, 1971. and 4:30 (G.M.T.) lviarch I, 1971, the

activity was again concentrated along the western end of the tentative dislocation surface,

suggesting a periodicity in the strain adjustment (groups I and 4, 2 and 5. and 3 and 6 in
Figure 15).

It may be noted here that there are some well<ocumented cases (e.g.. Sykes, 1971)

showing that some hrge earthquakes occur. either in the gaps joining long linear struc-

tures or at the ends ofprevious fractures. with a new break extending an old one (Richter,
1958). Aftershocks ZS to 31, and 36 to 39, all in the second group in Figure 15: 4I to 43

in the third group: and the sequences 101 to 107, 108 to 110. and I I I to 114. ail from the

sixth group (Figure 15), suggest that a similar phenomenon may occur on a much smaller

scale.

CoHcLUslovs

The approximate near-fieid model for shear-wave spectra recently proposed by Brune

was used to estimate tectonic stress during the San Fernando earthquake of February 9,
1971. This model gives results compatible with other computations oi'verage stress

determined from seismic energy and from a circular dislocation model combined with
field studies of faulting. The results are also in agreement with the source parameters

inferred from teleseismic body waves.

The average initial stress rz prior to the San Fernando earthquake is estimated to have

been about 100 bars. The effective stress calculated from the near-held displacement

spectra is about 85 bars. The apparent stress q(oo-'cr, > 2. determined lrom the seismic

energy computed from the Pacoima Dam acceierogram. is about 34 bars. The stress drop
calculated for the circular dislocation with the radius or 10 km and for the average dis-

placement ol 1.5 m is 60 bars. These estimates thus suggest that the average initial stress

ao may have been close to 100 bars. dropping several tens of bars during the earthquake.

The study ol I: aftershocks that occurred during the o min. immediately r'oilowing the-
main energy reiease. gave an exceptionally dettaiied picture of the pattern ol'tress con-

centrations near the northern and eastern ends oi the tentative dislocation edge. The

source parameters determined by fitting the approximate theoretical body-wave spectra

to the Fourier spectra of recorded accelerograms. of course. represent only first approxi-
mations. Nevertheless. present results suggest that exceptionally valuable information
I'or source mechanism studies can be extracted lrom stron -motion acceierographs.

Estimates ol the minimum initial stress r~,„and the stress drop for 13 aftershocks

range from about 10 to l.'00 bars. For the lirst group ol 4 aftershocks in the area nor:h-
west of the eoicenter'l the main event. the r~„,„stresses and stress drops ivere between
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10 and 100 bars. For thc second group, alottg the eastern end of the tentative dislocauon
surface, these stresses were between 10 and 1,500 bars.

It has been estimated that the average strength of thc crust is of the order of several
tens ofbars (Chinnery, 1964). This is in agreement with our present study. However, the
localized stress concentrations, as indicated by this case study, may be an order ofmagni
tude higher than the average. Because high-frequency peaks of ground acceleration are
predominantly determined by erTectivc stress level, this case study suggests that peak
acceleration may bc locally on the order of 10 g. Thirteen aftershocks of the San Fernando
earthquake suggest that such stress concentrations are associated with regions smaller
than 1 km and thus would produce only very short, impulsive ground motions. Earth-
quake;engineers need not be concerned with these isolated, hIgh-frequency peaks of ~

ground acceleration which only occur adjacent to the dislocation surfaces. There are two
reasons for that. First, such mo tions are likely to take place only at a greater depth, where
such stress concentrations are likely to occur, and because of the high frequency content
of the resulting mouons, the amplitude decay with distance is very high. Second, serious
damage to structures comes predominantly from long shaking and not from one or two
high-frequency, high-acceleration pulses which, because ol their short duration, mav
represent only small, impulsive excitation.
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A THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISLOCATION MODEL FOR THE
SAN FERNAiNDO, CALIFORNIA, EARTHQUAKE

OF FEBRUARY 9. 1971

By M. D. TRIFUvAC

The data from five stroa~otioa accelerograph stations centered above and

surrounding the faalt are used to, develop an approximate thr~easioaai
,dislocation model for the-Saa Fernando earthquake. In the resulting model, the

dislocation origiaates near the instrumentally determined epiceater at a depth of
9 " km aad then propagates southward aad upward with a velocity of 2 kmisec.

Calcnlated dislocation amplitudes of about 10 m in the hypocentral re@'oa have

been found to decay to about I m toward the ceater of the fault and then build up

again to about 6 m just before the fault intersects the ~uad surface ia the San

Feraaado Valley. The assumed fault aria of 130 km-'nd the assumed rigidity

p ~ 3x10" dyneicms y've a moment Dfo ~ 183x 10 dya~. This smdy

indicates that, with several strong-motioa accelerographs suitably located in the

epicentral re'on, it is possible to fin a kinematic faulting process associated

with the periods of ~and motion which are longer than about I
sec."''PRODUCTION

One of the fundamental problems in strong-motion seismoloay is the determination of
the spatial and temporal characteristics of seismic energy release from several measure-

ments of ground motion close to the source. This is clearly a difilcult inverse problem

since. knowing the output of the system, one is faced with the task of finding the input.
The description of the black box, which models the erTects of the transmission path, is at

best only approximately known (Hudson. 1972). Despite these diITicuities. however, the

inverse probiem in strong-motion seismology will remain the focal point or research tor
many years, since it is only through a thorough analysis invoiving high-Irequency
measurements that it wiil be possible to understand the physical nature ot the processes

going on at the source of energy release.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the extent to which an earthquake source can be

modeled by a simple dislocation model (Haskell. 1969) and to determine the Irequency

(or wave/ength) bandwidth up to which an adequate representation by such a simpie

model is possible. To do this, we chose the San Fernando. California. earthquake ot

February 9, 1971. since it is one of the most completeiy recorded and documented earth-

quakes to date (e.g., Trifunac and Hudson. 1971: Jennings. 1971; USGS Profess. Paper

733. 1971).

SU~IMARY QF'IELD OBSERvAT104s. AFTERSHocK STUDIEs. A40
PREvIQUs SDURcE %(EcHA.'4ISM WoRK

lt has alreadv been pointed out (e... Trifunac, 1972b) that the geometry of (au(ting

during the San Fernando earthquake was more complicated than that;or many other
shocks in Southern California. Preiiminary studies by Whitcomo (1971) and Wesson

er al. (1971) indicated a tentative fault surface striking NW'W-N7"W and dipping
about 0'oward the north. The extent of this dislocation was outlined by the aitershocks

I '9
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recorded in the first month following the main shock (Allen er al., 1971) and could b

represented by an area ofabout IS by IS km. Kamb er al. (1971) indicated very shallow~
(20'-2S') thrusting of the fault plane where it breaks the surface. along the Tujunga,and
Sylmar segments with more steeply dipping, about 6S', en eche(on faulting to the north
of the main breaks. The analysis of selected aftcrshocks (Whitcomb, 1971; Hanks er al.,
1971) indicated that following the main shock the upper crustal block was sull breaking
upward and southwestward along the main dislocation surfac=. On the other hand, lefr.-
Iaternl motion was predominantly indicated along the southwestern aftershock zone
{Figure I). This general pattern of motion agre+i with the preliminary reports on the
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observed surface, faulting lBuriord ef al.. t971: Kamb ef al.. 19< 1: I.ahr ef ai.. i."-I)
which indicated that the overall fault motions were thrusting of the north side approxi-
mately to the southwest with nearly eoual vertical uplift and left-lateral slip. The neid
observations indicateri a total displacement ot about Z m along the observed surface-
fault breaks in the San Fernando and Tujunga regions l Figure 2).

The strong-motion acc lerograms recorded at the Pacoima Dam site (Figure,i:
Trifunac and Hudson. 1971) provided. for the first time. unique data that couid be use

for the near-field source-mechanism studies l Triiunac. 1972b). (During the course of this ~

study it was learned that the horizontal omponent directions for th» Pacoima Dam
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accelerogram reported by the SFS of LLIOAAto be S16'E and S74'W arc incorrect. The
correct directions are S15'W and 875'W, respectively. This correction should be intro-
duced into the paper by Trifunac and Hudson (1971) and the standard data report
EERL,71-20 issued by the Earthquake Engineering Research Laboratory of California
Institute of Technology.) By fitting the approximate near-fie/d spectra. proposed bv
Brune (1970), to the displacement spectra calculated from the Pacoima Dam acceiero
gram, it was possible to estimate the average e)Tective stress (the differcncc between the
stress before thc earthquake and the frictional stress which acts to resist the fault slippage)
to be about S5 bars. Other source parameters (Trifunac. 1972b) werc found to be: (I)
stress drop M = 60 bars, (2) apparent stress i)8 = 34 bars, (3) seismic moment
.V~ ~ 1.5x IO dyn~, and (4) the seismic energy 5, I.jx 10 dynam. These
results favorably agreed with several other independent estimates summarized in Table I.
With the exception of Mikumo's results (1973) and our present study, all of the results in
Table I are of a static. nature since they are based on the asymptotic low- and high-
frequency spectral amplitudes giving the esumatcs ot moment and stress drop.

The changes in thc horizontal and. vertical position of the geodetic stations in thc area
affected by the San Fernando earthquake were measured and interpreted by Savage
er al. (1972). They found that the measurements are roughly consistent with a simple
dislocation model which can be described as follows: fault length along strike. 15 km:
fault width. 8 km; depth to top of fault. 0.75 km: dip, 45 . ( IO E: reverse slip. ': and
left slip, m. Thc difficulty, that this simple fault model vields too narrow a fault width,
has been interpreted by Savage er al. (1972) to mean that perhaps the slip decreases
downward along the fault surface. approaching zero near the hypocenter.

Aiewine and Jordan (l972) applied a generalized inversion scheme to the postearth-
quake-static displacement fields. Their thre"dimensional model. including. the splay
faults near the surtace and the San Gabriel Fault, about 7.5 km north )rom the main
surface rupture, leads to dislocation amplitudes that rise )rom about ' near the.~
surface rupture to about 4 m at a depth of 1.5 km. then decrease to about I m at a depth ~
of 5 km and build up again to about 4 m near the hypocenter at a depth of about 10 km.
The twodimensional finite element model oi Jungels(1973), based on the same displace-
ment data. leads to dislocation amplitudes similar to those of Alewine and Jordan
(1972) with large displac:ment down to a depth oi IO km and then linearly going to
zero at a depth of 14 km.

Following the San Fernando earthquake, numerous questions were raised about the
validitv of the high-frequency amplitudes ot the recorded ground acceleration near
Pacoima Dam. Since this record plays the prominent role in the present work. it may be
noted here. that several simplified analyses (Trifunac. 1973: Boore. I97: Rcimer er ai..
1972) have indicated that the amplitudes oi the intcrmediatc frequency waves iapproxi-
mately f) I Hz) mav have been altered by the irregular suriacc topoyaphy. perhaps
bv about '0 to 0 per cent. whereas the high-irequency waves iapproximately f> IO Hz)
mav have been ariected by as much as 100 cer cent. As will be seen in the subsequent
sec:ions oi this paper. our model of the San Fernando earthquake will oe restricted to the
long-period waves only if< I Hzi so that the cff'ects oi surface sopography on tne intc.-
pretation ot the recorded ground motions may be ne~Jectcd.

A simple thre=<imensionai dynamic dislocation model for the San Fernando earth-
quake w'as alreadv considered by ) likumo i 19/3), Although his method is similar to the
approach taken in this paper. we believe that a more detailed analysis is now justified
since Mikumo based his work essentially only on the Pacoima Dam acce!crogram. In
this paper. five stations are used in a search for the -best" dislocation model.
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A SIMPLE Dtst.octo.t Moom.

Solutions to the dynamic~ck problems are.complicated by the nature of the mixed
boundary-value problems and the necessity to deal with two types of motions coupled

by a suess-free surface. Consequently. the number of known soluuons is very small.

(e.g., Kostrov, 1970; Burridge and Nillis. 1969: Richards. 1973). Also. the geologicai

complexity of the Earth's crust. in which shallow destructive earthquakes occur, limits
our ability to resolve accurately the waves emitted by a seismic sourc=. This is because

the waves, which are shorter or comparable to the size of the surrounding geological

formations, have their amplitudes significantiy modified by scattering and diffraction.
In the light of these" difiiculties and the fact that still very little is known about the

mechanisms that lead to the energy release, we choose to study the near-field ground
motions recorded during the San Fernando earthquake only in the framework of the

simple dislocation model developed by Haskeii I 1969). In spite of its simplicity, this
model should give us an insight into the physical nature of the problem and. at the same

time, may serve as a starting platform ior more accurate and complete models in the

future.
A form of the eiastodynamic representation theorem Ide Hoop, 195S) appropriate

for the representation of faulting in an innnite homogeneous medium has been given by
Haskell (1964. 1969) as follows

Mg(x, r) —I,fp(cr-- 2p ) g.lf„„[ II-: pP (n,.M'<) ~[DJ] —: it„~l<,,[,D,dS ( 1)

where

S ~ fault plane

u ~ (ut, uz, uz) ~ cartesian components ot disphc=ment

x ~ (xte xzq xz) ~ cartesian coordinates ot the point at which u is to be evaluated

I ~ olne

p ~ density

x ~ P-wave velocity

P ~ S-wave velocity

n ~ In„nz, n,) ~ unit normal on S

D ~ (D„Dz, D,) ~ displacement discontinuity on S

.'ll',>,, ~ an operator given by Haskell I 1969) [p. S06, equation I")t.

For shear faults, D lies in the fault plane and n>DJ ~ 0. Cnoosing (x<, x.) to be the

fault plane In, ~ o<z, Dz 0), u may be separated into the two linearly independent

parts u ~ u"'-.'Iz'where ut" results from D, and u' results from Dz. Assuming that the

dislocation starts at the same time at all points alone the x. axis (Fisure 3) and propa-

gates with unit'orm velocity r in the positive x, direction. vve can ivrite

.0
I

——'s0

Dl(i<ii' <) ~ ( I Dion T)I<

D(, r-->T>L

c
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Herc; ~ (j„q„=,)are the cartesian coordinates of the point of integration. 7 is the

rise time of the dislocation at a point;, and D„are the final (constant) dislocauon

amplitudes.
A model of a rectangular shear fault of length L and width H then can be represented

as in Figure 3. The fault lies in a plane striking E O'S and dipping iP'N O'E. The direction

xi of the progressing plane dislocation front, traveling at the velocity c, is given by e
while the final slip direction depends on the amplitudes D, and D,.

To calculate the three displacement histories u at any point x. equation (I) has to be

integrated numerically, once over the entire surface S for every displacement component
and at a given Qxed time. To do this, Haskeii (1969) used the Gauss'ethod ofnumerical

integration but encountered a serious -numerical noise" problem. In this work. we found

z,UP

X3
v1

Xi

y,NORTH

h

Xa
x, EAST

Fio. 3. Geometrical seuiag oi eis elemeiisary fault model.

that this noise can be eliminated by integrating over a grid of unequally spaced points
that are evenly distributed between the jumps oi the integrand ofequation { i ) and along
the xi axis. The integration scheme adopted consists of appiving the Simpson's l:3
rule (e.g., Salvadori and Baron. l96I) to X 2 H-wide strips along the x, axis and then

again to 3', 5H.'3-wide, strips along the.Y, axis. Ifthe result of integrating with DH-wide

strips is designated by 3, and that of integrating over DHI3-wide strips is designated by

rf 3 then using the Richardson's (GH)-extrapolation scheme, the improved result .<I

becomes

~<, 3
-O.l'eAi-'l.l":As l3)

]Saivadori and Baron. i96l). Equation l3) svas used in ail computations presented in '.his

paper.
It is noted here that the representation { i) is the exact solution tor a homogeneous

infinite medium oniy, and that it, theretore. cannot be compared exacdy with grout.d
motions recorded in a semi-innnite inhomogeneous medium. ~Ye may assume. however.

that the wave amplitudes are approximately doubled bv the tree-surface erfect. Furthe.-
more. the undispersed Rayleigh waves supported by the semi-intinite space do not exist

in the absence of the tree surface. Theretore, the representation (i) can be used to node!
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approximateiy the recorded near field motions and the body-wave motions only.
Although it appears that the above assumptions are crude and that the surfac= waves

perhaps, should not be ne~jected in the modeling of the recorded strong ground motion
at or near the source. the prominence of the surfac waves at great distances comes from
their I/y r amplitude decay as compared to the I'i decay for body waves and not
necessarily from their amplitudes being larger than body-wave amplitudes to begin with.
In the near-field, ground-motion terms decaying like Ijr, II'r-. and i. r and having the
relative amplitudes at the source proportional to 30, I" and 'espectively, are expected
to dominate in the observed motions.

In the case of a vertical surface fault with strike-slip motion, the stress-free boundarv
conditions at the free surface„are approximately satisfied when the infinite space model
with double fault width is used. For a thrust fault, however. the thrusting block ot the
mirror-image fault above the half-space boundary would crush down against the
thrusting block below the'same boundary. The single thrust fault model in the infinite
space used in this. study with the doubled amplitudes to account (or the fre surface
eQect, also violates the iree surface boundary conditions. In spite of these dimculties. we
feel that it is appropriate to examine the extent to which these approximations might be
used for interpretation of the recorded ground motions.

STRONG-MGTtoN AccamoGRAPH DATA

The "~0 accelerograms recorded cfuring the San Fernando. California. earthquake of
February 9, l971, represent the largest collection ot strong-motion data ever compiled
from a single earthquake. These data contain- more than !75 records from the Los
Angeles area. 20 to SO km (rom the ep!center. and include i7 high-rise building sites with
each site consisting of 2 or 3 stations (one instrument in the basement. roof. and a
intermediate fioor)

To find the details of the source mechanism, it is necessary to have the strong ground
accelerograph stations close to and surrounding the fault. By analyzing these motions
near the iault. it is then possible to minimize the unwanted erects of the transmission
path. Bv having the stations that surround the fault. better control oi the interred
directions of the slip vector and the dislocation spreading is (easible.

The five stations selected for the least-square fitting o( the dislocation amplitudes are
listed in Table 2 together with the accelerograph types and the characteristics ot each
:ransduc r. Typically. the strong-motion recorder is an acceierograph ivith an opticai
recording transducer which can be represented by a viscously damped single-degree-oi-
freedom svstem. Since the natural frequency oi such an instrument is usually between
IS and 5 Hz (Table ), its analog output approximates the absolute acceler"tion or the
instrument base in the frequency range between 0 and about IO Hz. Prior to analysis. such
an analog signal has to be converted to the digital form. but. beiore one an „"rot d
with the analysis. it is also necessary to determine the irequenc: band in i~hlch (he
available data represent the actual grounu motion accurate!y. The detaiied anaiysis oi
digitization processes ( TriYunac er ul.. I973a) and the methods for instrument ~ Triiunac.
l97~w) and base-line corrections (Trirunac. I97ia) indicate that typical acce!e.ograms
represent the absolute ground motion accurately in the irequency band between 0.07
Hz and '~ Hz. While the high-trequency limitof '> Hz does not seem to impose serious
restrictions for most analyses, the present low-frequency limit of about 0.07 Hz impost
some limitations on the near-(ieid sourc mechanism studies since it rules out the ~

measurement ot permanent displacements.
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TABLE
'~uMsNrTvpss ~~a CauucTausrtcs

Station
5 Time isec)

Oampine Instrttmcnt
Component Irrfscc) (',) Critical Type

8244 Orion Blvd„ 1st Boor, 3.0

Castaic Old Ridge Route, 0

i475'W
Facoima Dam, "

1 S15'W
Down
. forth
West
Down
S 8'W

Jet Propulsion Laboratory bnsetaeat, 3.0 SS E
Down
S60'E
S 0tW
Down
t421'E
%69tW
Down

0.0f3 f6.8
0.051 54.4 AR-M)
0.0f2 5 S.S

0.054 57.S

0.0f3 58.$ AR- 40
00f3 cS 6

0.047 60.1
0.046 57." RFT-'c0
0.046

61.'.047

50.8
0.048 63.2 RFT- '0
0.049 61.8

0.053
59.'.0f1

63.6 AR-'A
005 '7 7

FtNDtNo THE "SEST" DtsLochTto~ lioDEL

To find the dislocation model that fits the observed ground motions at the five strong-
motion accderograph stations surrounding the San Fernando earthquake (Figure I),
we perform the following steps:

I. Choose the hypocenter where the dislocation will bc initiated. This point (or a

short tine. Figure I) might be located in thc vicinity of the instrumentally deter-

mined focus.
'. „Assume the shape and the position of the final fault phne and approximate it by a

finite number (t(; I, "..... K) of rectangular -elementary faults" (Figure ').

Although it is not necessary. it may be convenient to orient the rectangular
elementary faults so that the xt~oordinate axis is parallel to the direction in svnich

the plane dislocation [e.g., equauon (")]propagates. For simplicity. in this analysis.
we shall work with plane dislocation fronts only and shall assume that at any point
on the fault surface the dislocation amplitude changes in time according to equation
(2). While these assumptions reduce the number of parameters that describe:ne
dislocation growth in time, they are «learly not essential to the basic nature ot the
analytical approach.

3. Assume that each elementary fault has the dislocation hmplitude D,p m I and

D,o ~ 0 {see equauons (I) and (')I and calcuhte. using the representation (I).
the complete time histories u,, „, 1'or f' I. '..... K and 1m I. '.:..... 1,

(L m r, 3f) for three (i m I. '.:) mutuaily perpendicular components ot .ound
motion at all (j m I. '. 3.....J) points svhere strong-motion data are avaiiaoie.

Here r, is the total time interval to be considered and Dr is the spacing bertveen the

two consecuuve time coordinates. Of course, the directions for tvhich grouna
motions are calculated ar. every observation point j shou!a coincde with the

direction ot actual lncasurement.'The next step is to repeat the tvhole procedure
for Dtp ~ 0 and D o ~ I to gct ut l „r tor a ~ K. I, K, ~ ., K.

4. To find the optimum dislocation amplitudes aa, k cc I. '..... 'K. use the least-

sauares criterion which leads to the foilosving 'K!inear equations.
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U<.;„ is the measured ground motion in the ith direction. at the jth station, and at
time r ~ (n-l)M.

In spite of the fact that the above outlined scheme gives a way of finding the best set

of a, s. it does not reoresent a complete inverse problem approach, since the Anal fault
shape. the dislocation velocity c, its direction. and the dislocation rise time Thave to be

guessed. For most earthquakes. however. classical methods of teieseismic seismoloay
give the approximate and overall estimates for the slip direction and the orientation of the
fault plane. while the recent theory ot Brune (l970) based on the spectra of the far-Acid
body-wave motions appears to give an estimate of the Anal source dimensions (Triiunac.
197'2b. c). When this information is combined with the data on the surface-fault expres-
sions (e.g., Kamb er al.. I971) and the detailed distribution of aftershocks following the
main energy release (e.a. Allen 4r al., l971: Hanks er al.. I97l). the search for the best
dislocation model is signiAcantly simpliAed. since the intervals of possible parameter
variations are substanually reduce. The method tor rinding the -best" dislocation model
as presented in this paper is self contained in that. when no other independent source
parameter determinations are available. more deuiled and extensive search should
always give the -best" dislocation modeL This is, ot course. based on the working
assumption that one is willing to accept that the dislocation model'xpressed by the-

representation ( I) is capable ot explaining the basic physics ot the faulting process. The
future research wiii. no doubt. give an improved represenution that will satisty the half-
space boundary conditions exactly and will eventually be able to incorporate the con-
tributions from surface waves and the erI'ects of varying geological strata along the trans-
mission path.

The represenution ( I), described by Haskell (I969) and used in that same form in his
work. gives displacements versus time tor the postulated dislocation on the t'ault. By;he
straightforward difFerentiation of ( I), it is possible to work with the velocities or accelera-
tions as weil. In this study. however. we choose to use the ground dispiacements. Some
of the underlying reasons for this decision can be summarized as toilows. The waves
emitted I'rom the source are scattered and diAracted by numerous geological discon-
tinuities and surface topography irregularities. and the extent to which these waves are
modiAed is governed by the ratio of the size of the irregularity to the wavelength. Studies
ofsome ot these erTects show (e.g., Trifunac. I97(b: Trifunac. I 97~: Boore I97') thar. the
waves long compared to the characteristic dimensions ot the discontinuities are less
aff'ected. Sine the mode/ing of the irregular geological formations between the sourc= and
the receiver is beyond the scope of this study. it becomes essential. then. to devise'a
scheme ivhich will depend primarily on tne long-period waves. Since each integration
acts like a I-co Alter, the ground dispiacements are better suited for our present analysis
than ground velocity or acceleration measurements.

Another important consideration is related to the se!ected rid size on the fault and the
teasible variation ot'he deuils oi what went on at the tault. I.ndoubtedly. the degree or
complexity of the faulting process that we can de:ipher wiil essentially depend on how
broad-band a measurement one can make and on the spacing oi tne re;oraing stations.
We t'eel that a signidcantiy reater number of fuuit elements (Le.. signiricantly 'reater
deuil of the dislocation amplitudes) than the number used in this work ( Figure 0] mi ht
not be justiAed with the presentiv aiaiiable dau and theory and because virtuaily nothing
is known about the oroper choic. ot';(;,.; .. r) ivhich is. at best. modeled only rougnly
by ("). Since the Atting ot the calculated dispiacements to the measured ground displace-
ments iviiI tend to empnasize the nnal dislocation amplitudes and wiII be less sensitive
to the rise time i(see equation (')) and the shape ot the assumed Dt,.;.. rL:t was
decided to work with displacements. It is ceruinly imporunt t'or a better undersunding
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of the fracturing process to determine a more realistic shape of D(,",,;t, r) than given by
(2). This is. however, beyond the scope ot this preliminary investigation where we focus

on the gross features of faulting as portrayed through the final dislocation amplitudes.

It seems intuitively clear that the rise time T is related to the effective stress as denned

by Brune (l970) and the final dislocation amplitude. Ho~ever, to apply the fitting pro-
cedure outlined above. it is necessary to choose T for each tault segment before computing
the "best" amplitudes a,. This results in the variation ot the slope of D,(,",.;.. r) which

becomes (af-;a «)'z>'T and is different for each / th fault element. The rise time used

for the final dislocation model in this study is 0.7 sec. but, since the rise time is only a

minor parameter for the theoretical wave forms, any value between about 0.5 and I sec

would also fit the data.
It was already pointed out that the accuracy of the instrument and base-line corrected

strong-motion accelerograms is good only in the frequency band between 0.07 Hz and

H Hz. For specialized research applications. these limits may be altered on the basis of
the required. accuracy, the particular nature oi the recording instrument. and the desired
de~~ of conservatism. Thus. it( spite of the tact that the quality of the original acce!ero-

gram used in this study ranks among the best eier recorded. we decided to use the data

only between O.l I and 2$ Hz in order to maximize the dependability ot the selected

dislocation model. In particular. the Ormsby rilter was selected. with f~ ~ O. IO Hz and

f, ~ O.IZ Hz (Tritunac. I97ia), and the calculated displacement curves (Trifunac er al..
1973b. c: Brady er al.. (973) were high-pass filtered before the least-squares nning was

performed. To allow for a phvsicallv meaningful least-squares proc dure. the calculated
displacements u, >,, were also. high-pass filtered with the identical Ormsby ritter betore
the coetiicients .4„g „, and b were calculated. Once the -best" a„amplitudes are

found, it is possible to add the contributions trom the unfiltered ui'>.<.< displacements and.
thus, calculate the theoretically predicted ground motions that include the D.C. com-

ponents ofdisplac:ment as iveil.
The=total of 4l different fault shapes werc-tested betore the -best" model shown in

Figure.4 could be found. Ifdifferent trials within each assumed fault snape are also

included in the total number of models tested. including the trials t'or the best origin
time and 'the dislocation velocities. the total number ot models tested is weil over 60.

Although the basic feature of the least-squares approach is to minimize the rnean-

squared deviations between the measured and the tilter quantities. it is clearly not possible

to fir. all measured points exactly. Furthermore. it is seen t'rom the equations ill that for
every set ot computed displacements u, > i, there willbe a set or a,. amplitudes. Thus. the

question arises as to what is the basic criterion to be used in selecting the -best" model

from a finite number ot those tested. It appears that a rather sensitive criterion that can

be used tor this purpose is the general consistency ot the average dislocation vectors for
each of the fault elements ( Figure 4). For a given model to be acceptable. we thus require
that these average vectors be roughly parallel. As may be seen in Figure <. whicn shows

the -best" dislocation modei that couid be:ound in this study. with essentially only one

exception. all dislocation iectors are rou 'hly:onsistent.
One dimculty in using the strong-motion acce!ero rams t'or the source mechanism

studies is that each instrument is triggered independently and does not re".ster 'he

absolute or common time in any form so that the re!ative positioning in time or'everal
acceierograms. recorded during the same earthquake. does present a, problem. Hogtie~ er,

it should be mentioned here that this deticiency developed as a result of the extended

use of these instruments in the source mechanism studies tor which application those

acceierographs were originally not intended. At the time ot'heir development. the

primary use for these instruments was;o record the strong motion in struc:ures and
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various geological conditions. thus providing the basic data for eny'neering assessment of
severe earthquake motions. The relative positioning of measured ground motions and
those computed tor each model was based on the interpretation of the S-wave arrival.
Table 2 gives the estimated relative S times measured from the instant each instrument
triggered. The first second of calculated displacements at the Castaic Old Ridge Route
site (Trifunac er al., 1973c) was not used in this work since, at 0.97 sec after triggerings
the drive mechanism malfunctioned briefly and the film was stationary for a short length
of time. In this study, we assume that the S-wave arrives at 0.0 sec of the adjusted
displacement record.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of displacements calculated for the "best" dislocation
mode1 (Figure 4) and the displacements derived from the recorded accelerograms. This
figure also presents all points (42 in each component. one every 0.5 sec) used in the least-
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squares fitting (equation (4)). To what extent the recorded motions (Figure 5) contain
the contributions from surface waves is difficult to estimate since the geometry of the
geological setting of the San Fernando earthquake is quite complicated. In this prelimi-
nary work, we make a simplifying assumption'that the surface-wave contributions are
negligible during the first 10 to 12 sec of strong motion. More detailed studies using the
th~mensional finite element approach should eventually resolve this question.
Figurc 6 shows that at some stations (S244 Orion Blvd.) surface-wave mouons or the
breakout phases (Hanks, 1973) may have been significant after 10 to 12 sec.

How well the recorded and calculated ground motions agree is, of course. a subjective
matter ofjudgment, but we suggest that the agreement. for the Pacoima Darn site is very
good and fair for aQ other stations. Some discrepancies between the recorded and .

calculated displacements at the S244 Orion Blvd. site might be explained by the etTects

of the soft alluvial deposits underlying this station. thus. leading to the wave-incidence
angle significantly different from the one that would be predicted by the simple infinite
space modeL This tentative explanation emerges from the perusal of the measured and
calculated motions in Figure 5, suggesting that a better fit could be obtained by taking a
linear combination ofall computed motions to fiteach of the measured components.
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Thc S 82'E component of ground motion recorded in the basement of the Jet Pro-

pulsion Laboratory could not be fitted with the chosen dislocation model. Although the

first 5 sec of measured and calculated motions agre:, the long-period swing starting at
about 5 sec is not present in thc computed displacements. This disagreement is especially

dilncult to interpret since the measured S 08'W and DOWN componeats at the same

station agree well with those calculated from thc model. The base of the building which

houses this station is 220'y 40', and the S 82'E component is in the longitudinal
direction of the buildiaIL Whether this discrepancy would be explained by the soil-

structure interaction calls for a detailed analysis tvhich is beyond the scope of the present

paper.

CQMPARIsoN oF THE DYNAL5ttc DtsLocATIDN MDDEL wITH oTHER STUDIEs

The dynamic dislocation model employed in this analysis has three weak characterisucs.

First. like any other approach to the sourc~mechanism analysis based on surface

observations only, it results ia a nonunique inverse problem solution. Second. it is based

on the approximate representation I i) which violates the half-space boundary conditions

and nenjects the contribution from surface waves, the elTect of the geological discon-

tinuities. and surface topography. Third, it uses the band-limited record ot'round
motion. O. l I Hz to 25 Hz. In the light of these limitations. it is, therefore. oi particular
interest to compare the results obtained from the above described dynamic dislocation

modeiing with the results from other static and dynamic analyses.

To this date.,several static dislocation studies were carried out for the San Feraando

earthquake. Savage er al. l1972) calculated the changes in length between l6 stauoas

foiiowiag the earthquake. Figure 7 summarizes the position of their network relative to

n
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the horizontal projection of the -best" dislocation model employed in this study. ~Ye

calculated. the permanent displacement for the same set of points. and the displacements
are shown by arrows in the same figure. As pointed out by Savage er al. ( l972), comparison
of the pre- and post~rthquake geodetic surveys yields only the relative displacements oi
the stations. while any rigid body motion may be applied to the net as a whole without
changing the relative displaccments. For this reason, the particular choice of the rigid-
body motion selected by Savage er al. (l972) agrees oaiy roughly with the permanent
displacements calculated from the dynamic dislocation model and the quantitative fit is

not good. Furthermore, the approximate nature-of our model violating the surface
boundary conditions, especially near the surface faulting, does not justify the direct
comparison for points such as PLI, for example. that lie on the fault. The points close to
the fault surface rupture must be significantly atTected by the irregular surface breaks

TABLE 3

CGMPhatsote GP MEREL'RED w(D CMcLLATEO CHANGEs tN LENGTH

Station I ~ Station 'hange in Length t(nt

Vteaaure'alculation
Stauon t Station Change ia Lcngul l(nt

Slealuree Catcutanon

P

'E'ER

PEZ

PE'ER

PE'Ee

PER
PER

PLI
PLI
PLI
PLI
PLI
PLI
PLI
SFS
SFS
SFS
SFS
SFS

5'p
Btutf
East
May
Mavs

'issiott

P-
Reservolr
Sll';

Il0
l(1ay

Mays
Nlesa
pe

PER
SFS
5I(110

Blutr
.viay
.'«lays ~

.'«Iesa

Mission

0.13
0.3"
0.'9

-0.37
-0.3S

0.4I
-0.'I

0.3S
-0.(9

0.14
—1.3

I.ZS
—I.U
-0.10- '.06- I.cS

1.67
-0.11
-P. I
-0.15
-0.60
-O.QZ

I.:0
O.I I

-0.03
-0.71
-0.76

0.07
-0.09
-0. '9
-0.'9

0.47
—1.89
—1.75

Q

0.35
-0.79
-O.ps
-0.'S
-0.13

0.19
0.01

SFS
SFS
SFS
SFS
TL'J. RM I
Tl.'J. RMI
TL'J. RMI
TUJ. R~II
TUJ. RMI
TIJJ. RMI
6PIO
6PIO
oPIO
oPIO
6P IO

P'ER

Reservoir
Sll"
May
Mesa
pe

SFS
Sister Etsie
5((IIO
P
P'L'I

Sister Elsie
TL(J.

RADII

5; I IO

-0. ".

0.03
0.04
p ~I

Q.33
O.at
p <5

QA0
0.1

-0.49
-0.03

I.S9
P. I I

-0.97
P.OI

-0.55
p

—IA9
0.02

0.0'0.'4

—I. I I

0. 9
0.08

::*'

0. 0
0.01

. —I.I I

0.07

'From Savage gr al. I 1972).

(Figure 2) and the subsidiary fault ISharp. i97 ) so that their final uispiacemeats cannot
oe modeied bv a singie dislocation olane used in this study. However.:he comparison

ot'he

tneasured and «aiculated changes in (eagth betwe n:he seiected points iF! ure I

should be in qualitative agre. ment it our dislocation model is to be accepted, and. as

Table 3 indicates. t'or about one halt the points compared.;he measured and calculated
changes in horizontal distance are tvithin a tactor ot'bout two. Considenng:he accuracy
ot'he methods employed and. in particular. the aoproximate nature ot the t'ault geometry
consisting ot'he rectangular elements. tvith each element contributing oy,a consiant
dislocation ampiitude. ive t'eel that the agreement between the calculated and measured

changes ot length is t'air.
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Figurc 8 compares the observed vertical displacemcnts, (Alewine and Jordan. 1972)
with the vertical displacements calculated f'r our best dislocation model at ail points
shown in Figure 7. Although thc l points do aot depict the derails of vertical disphce-
ment resulting from the theoretical model. the overall agreement with measured vertical
displacemcnts appears to be good.

Thc fault-plane solutions derived from the body-wave data (Table I) sampling the
fault geometry during the first few seconds indicate a fault plane dipping at aa angle of
52'. On the other hand, the surface and near-surface fault espression (e.g., Kamb
er al., 1971; Proctor er att., 1972) suggest a shallow dipping fault l20'o 25=). Combined
with the distribution of aftershocks, this evidence suggests that the dislocation surtace
was curved. As suggested by Hanks ()973), this interpretation would lead to the shallow
section of thc fault dipping about 30'o 35'or about lO km which, at th» depth ofabout,
5 km, steepens to about 52'nd extends for another 3!an down to the hypocenter at the
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depth of l2 km. Thc smtic dislocation models of Jungeis l l973) and Alew ine and Jordan
(l972), developed around the curved lauit-plane, assumption. reinr'orce this interpretation
by showing that such a r'ault model does lead to a good litof the observed static displace-
raents on. the tree surface. In studying the dynamic dislocation model based on rhe record-

, ed strong-motion acceierograms. We feei rhat the resolution provided by the tive strong-
motion stations might not be adequate to distinguish between a phne and;he curved
rauit surface. and we assume a ".lane rault 'vith" dip or 4)'. Two other rauit modeis with
dips oi33 and -'. ann with ail orher parameters iclenricai to!hose for the -best" modei
with the dip ofA', were rinei to the data. Thc model with a dip of 4) t proved:o be 'he
best in that it gave the set or dislocation vectors lFigure A) that were mutuaily n:ore
coasisteat in their directions.

Only one. cenrral and eastern. elementary dislocatio'n lFigure'I. With the amplitude
of thc average dislocation vector or 3.7 m. lead's to a direction oi the dislocation vec:or
that is significantly dirTerent rrom the average orientation or all other arrows in Figure -'.

White this deviation rrom the average trend may result irom many sources or'-noise" in
!he chain or the ntting procedures. it is interesting to nore here:hat. ror nurne.ous 'rials
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during thc search f'r the "best" model, this section of the fault almost always led to the ~
dislocation vector roughly parallel to.the one shown in Figure 4. This suggests a specu- ~
lative interpretation that some tearing may have taken place along a plane roughly
vertical and perpendicular to the fault plane. In connection with this observation we

quote from Savage er al. (1972):

A aorthwouth obliqumlip tear fault in the hanging wall block connecting
the east end of the Sylmar segment with the west end of the Tujunga segment

is postulated on the basis of the pattern of surface faulting and vertical move-

ment. The possible tear fault would have a vertical slip component of perhaps

2 m with the east side up, combined with right-lateral and east-west contractional
components ofabout thc same amount.

((

The possible occurrence:of tensile faulting certainly contributes to the difftculties of
discriminating underground nuclear exptosions from earthquakes. Therefore, one of the

objectives behind the dynamic disloca'tion modeling of earthquakes is to find to what

extent such faulting can be identified through the detailed analysis of recorded wave

forms. For the San Fernando earthquake, we use the shear dislocation model and one

fault plane only because the available-strong-motion data and the complexity of geo-

logical strata between the source and the recording stations seem not to warrant the

dynamic modeling of splay faults near the surface (Alewinc and Jordan, 197'), a curved

fault surface (Hanks, 1973), or possible north-south tear iaulting between the San

Fernando and Tujunga suriace fractures. With dense arrays of strong-motion acce!ero-

graphs, it willbe possible to decipher the details of evolving dislocation in much greater

detail and to model earthquakes with multiphnar dislocations ifnecessary.

In spite ol'he tact that different investigators have, used plane or curved fault planes

and the two- or thr~imensional theory, it is useful to compare the overall trends of the ~
computed dislocation ampiitudes- with the dynamic model developed in this study. Such ~
a comparison can increase our confidence in the methods that give consistent results and

at the same time can offer a way to roughly measure the reliability of each individual

approach. Figurc 9 compares our thrce<imensionai dynamic analysis with the results. of
Juagels (1973), who fitted the vertical surface disphcernents along the sections AA aad

BB (Figurc 1) with the tw~imcnsioaal curved fault plane. and with the results of
Alewine and Jordan (1972). who fitted the vertical observations with a thr~imeasional
stauc model. Although the direct comparison is not possible, because the fault widths

are different for the three models. the general pattern appears to be consistent tor both

static and dynamic models. These results indicate large dislocation amplitudes in the

hypocentral region ranging trom about 4 to 1" m, gradual decrease of amplitudes with

the minimum of about 1 to 3 m half-way bctw en the hypocenter and the surface frac-

tures, and the build up oi dislocation amplitudes to about 2 to 7 m just before the iauit

breaks the surface. As pointed out by Alewine and Jordan (1972). these hrge amplitudes

were most probably attenuated near the surface through t.he iormation oi numerous

splay taults. Contrary to !v(ikumo ~1973) who suggests rather smail dislocation ampli-

tudes in thc hypocentral region (10-JO cm), we believe that the initial rupture near the

hvpocenter should be characterized by large dislocations ot the order oi ~ to 10 m. The

large displacements interred here for the hypocentral region fully agree with those

estimated by Hanks (1973) and moreover have been recognized as admissible by Alewine

aad Jordan (1972) and Jungeis (1973).

To satisiv the free surface conditions. the dislocation t'ront, as it hits the half-space

boundary, should generate the rer1ected dislocation'of 'ne same amplitude but with the
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opposite direction ofpropagation. This phenomenon should lead to the two-fold increase

of the surface-fault otTsets, which would gradually diminish away from the surface and

should extend the duration of shaking. It is tempting to ermine this possibility further
because the recorded ground displacements, after the first 10 to IZ sec. especially at the

8244 Orion Blvd. site, show significant deviations from the fitted theoretical model

(Figure 5) perhaps not entirely caused by surface waves. Several models were fitted to the

data in Figure 5, and the results indicated that this interpretation is quite possible.

However, since it is very difilcult to find at which point the upcoming dislocation first
intersected the suriac:, i( is hard to find the direction and the initial time of rerlected

dislocations along the surface breaks (Figure I). Since the geometry of(he alluvial deposits

in the San Fernando Valley undoubtedly further complicates the recorded motions,
it was decided to leave this problem for a more detailed future investigation.
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FlO. 9. Comparison of the dynamic dislocation amplitudes lFigure 4) with the resullS oils)
Jurlge(S'l973)

lwo dimensional. rinhe element. static analysis ol'hrusting amplitudes ior sections A* and BB
(Figure I) end lb) static lhree<imensiorut dislocation model of Atewirle And Jordan < l97 ) based on the
thrusting componen( only.

Hanks (1973) recently suggested that the point of initial rupture may be some 4 km

further noah and 'm deeper than the hypocenter of Allen er ui. (1972) l3I 4.

I IS "4.0'~V. depth l/l) ~ 8.4 km). His suggestion is based on:he tentative identincation
of the PP phase at (eleseismic distances and the detailed analysis of S-P:imes!'Tom the

radiation emanating trom the point ot the initral rupture. The 5-P time ror:he Pacoima

Dam accelerogram is at least Z.l sec. and for a P-wave velocity ot':.6 km sec and the
S-wave velocitv of 3.2 km sec, the hvpocentral'distance would be about I km. This

would place the epicenter about 3 km farther than indicated by the epicenter oi Allen
er ui. (1971) (34 "4.0'(. I IS"3.7'~V, depth (Jr) ~ I:.0 km shown in Figure I ) w'hich is

about 6 km north trom the Pacoima Dam.
To examine this suggestion (Hanks, 1973), we tested the dislocation modei that had

the same fault shape as in Figure I but was -str tched" in the .Y, direction so (hat the
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fault segments arc Z.S instead of2 km/sec (Figure 4). The southernmost end of this fault
was assumed to be the same as tor our final dislocation model while the hypocenter was
moved by 4.5 km in the negative .Y, direction (Figure 1). With ail other parameters
identical to those indicated in Figure 4. this model leads to the source whose duration
was the same as that of our final model in Figure 4. When fitted to the measured ground
displacements, the. resulting dislocation amplitudes were not consistent with each other
in that the dislocation vectors were not mutually parallel and had several components
in the negative.r, direction, so that this model had to be rejected. While this single tesr.

indicates that the dislocation model shown in Figures" I and 4 appears to fit the observed
ground motion in a.way more consistent with the. basic assumptions in this analysis. it
must bc remembered that our solution is not unique and that Hanks'1973) suggestion
cannot bc ruled out on the basis of this one trial only. It may be that the dislocation was
initiated several kilometers to the north of the epicenter of Allen er al. ((972). but to
find further evidence for that it would be necessary to test many additional dislocation
models that propagate with nonuniform velocity, which would bc required to amve at the
consistent dislocation vectors. This possible tcfinement is beyond the scope oithis paper.

GRo(.'8D DlsP(.hc&(EATS (N THE SEvEREt.Y DAs(AGED AREA

The urban area subjected to the strongest shaking during the San Fernando earthquake
is shown in Figure 2. Fifty-nine people lost their lives because ot th» damage caused by
the earthquake. Of those, 46 were killed in the Veterans Administration Hospiul. two
werc killed by a collapsing freeway overpass, and four died in their homes. Six peopie
died from causes directly related to the earthquake (Jennings, 1971).

There were no strong-motion acceierographs in the area oi severe damage. The nearest
two instruments (Figure ") ivere located, at the Pacoima Dam and at the intersection of
Roscoe and Freeway 40S. too far to be ot'direct use in the structural analysis oicollapsed
buildings (Veterans Administration Hospiul). severely damaged buildings (c.g.. Olive
View Medical Center). col(apscd f'reeway overpasses (Intersection of freeways S and '10).
and a dam (Lower San Fernando Dam), to name only a tew. This hck ot instrumentation
in the damaged area. represents a serious omission of the programs aimed at the assess-

ment and reduction ot earthquake disasters, since the San Fernando earthquake may be

taken as an object lesson indicating what might happen ifsuch an earthquake werc to
occur, for example, in downtown Los Angeles.

To shed some light on the nature of strong shaking at thc sites of some oi the severely
damaged structures. wc calculated the „'round motion at four locations ( Veterans Admini-
stration Hospiul. Olive View Medical Center, Lover San Fernando dam. and the
Intersection of Freeways S and 210) using the dislocation model described in this study.
Figurc 10 shows the computed ground displaccments planed, versus the origin time. ~Ve

believe that these displacement curves describe roughly the actual 'round motion during
the tirst 10 to 1Z sec. To estimate the accuracy ot these curves. one can usc the results in
Figure S as a oualiutive measure oi the agreement between the measured and comouted
ground motions. Because the 8"-44 Orion Blvd. sution is located on;he San F mando
Valley alluvium and is quite tar to the south, it may be assumed that the gre ment
between the actual and computed ground motions in Figurc 10 is more oi the nature
indicated by the Pacoima Dam records.

In a brief conversation with the night guard. who was in his omce on the ground fioor
of the Olive View Medical Center when the earthquake struck. it was learned that whiie
he was sitting at his desk. he was thrown upward. together with his tabie and cnair. two
times in succession during a time interval oi about several seconds. ~Vhen i rther ask "'.
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1

he said that the shaking was indeed strong in all directions but that the only prominent -~
features that he could remember were those two vertical throws. Having analyzed the ~
available strong-motion data and the ground displacement calculated for the Olive View
Medical Center site (Figure 10). this account becomes more plausible than it seemed

'earsago.
The ground motions presented in Figurc 10 are intcndcd to aid in thc qualitative

analysis of damage in thc severely shaken area during the first 10 to 12 sec only. These
motions might be used as a meaningful input for the response calculation of structures
whose natural period is longer than 1 or Z sec but cannot be used for systems with shorter
natural periods as previously discussed.

CoNcLUsloNs

The three<imensional dislocation model described by Haskeil 11969) has been
examined in this paper as a possible basis for modeling the earthquake fracture process.
Using thc data from five strong-motion stations surrounding the fault zone of the San
Fernando, California, earthquake of February 9, 1971. it has been possibic to find a-
model which approximately correlates with the recorded ground displaccments during the
earthquake (strong-motion data) with the static detormations after the «arthquake
(geodetic data) and with the observed Iaulting in the San Fernando Tujunga area.

Finding the dislocation model lor a given earthquake from strong-motion data is a
difBcult task involving the solution of an inverse problem which has no unique solution.
The problem is further complicated by thc effect of nonhomogeneous media between the
source and the receiver. lt appears, however, that by recording the ground motion at
distances less than onc source dimension, it may be possible. to derive a simple approxi-
mate source model that can satisly the dynamic and static measurements ol the earth- ~)
quake effect in thc low-frequency band from D.C. to about 1 Hz. For this frequency ~
band. thc amplitudes of recorded waves are believed not to be affected seriously by the
local geological conditions.

To see how thc approximate solution, least-square fitted to the observed data. agrees
with the exact dislocation model, we have to wait until such time as when itwillbe possible
to measure dislocation amplitudes at the fault itself. The present analysis shows, hov ever.
that until that time comes it is worthwhile ll) to develop the reprcscntation of the
dvnamic dislocation models in a nonhomogeneous half-space and I ') to deploy arrays ot
strong-motion accelerographs to measure the near-neid strong-ground motion. The
results of this preliminary analysis, already indicate the possibility of deciphering the
details ot the coinplicated dislocation processes and demonstrate how valuable the near-
field strong-motion data are lor acquiring an understanding of earthquake source
mechanism. of prediction of strong ground shaking for earthquake engineering purposes.
and for the development ol sensitive techniques lor discrimination betwc:n explo ivc and
:ectonic sourcw.
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'tiple earthquakes propagating to SE from the epicenter (Figure 6 in

Appendix I.A). Full line diagram, also plotted in the horizontal plane,

shaded with horizontal lines and extending from ~ 5 km north of the border

to ~ 30 km north of'he border, along the surface expression of the Impe-

rial fault, represents the amplitudes of the strike slip displacements be-

lieved to represent coseismic motion of October 15, 1979 event (EERI, 1980).

Much work will be required to discover the details of faulting at

depth and the distribution of slip starting at focus and extending up and

most probably towards % in what might have been a unilateral dislocation.

At this time one can only speculate about the details of this source mecha-

nism. It will most probably take several years before sufficient number

of reliable studies begin to contribute toward the answer of this highly.

nonunique and inverse problem. If some previous studies (Appendic s I.A
C

'hroughI.O) may be used as a guide one possible interpretation of the data

available so far would be that the faulting was initiated at some depth

(illustrated by a hypothetical focus in Figure I.l) and extended to NM

intersecting the surface of the Imperial Valley along the fault segment

25 to 30 km long.

Seismic moment of October 15, 1979 earthquake has been estimated to

be about 6 X 10 dyne-cm (EERI, 1980). This appears to be comparable25

to the seismic moment for May 18, 1940 earthquake as inferred from the

strong-motion data".. The major faulting during 1940 event extended over

about 25 km and the assumed depth of 7 km, and was accompanied by the ave-

rage strike-slip dislocation of about 2.7 meters (Appendix I.A}. Smaller

surface offsets during the October 15, 1979 earthquake, relative to those

of Hay 18, 1940 event suggest, for example that ( 1) the fault of Oc-ober

* See Appendix I. A for discussion on this estimation.



COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION IN RESPONSE. TQ quESTION I
i H

For analyses and discussions related to this and other questions

it is useful to review first some geometrical character~sties involving

accelerograph stations, and fault geometry for the Imperial Valley

earthquake of, 15 October, 1979 in California. Figure I.l redrawn from

EERI (1980) "shows- many of these geometrical details. Small solid dots

{some numbered from 81 through 913) represent selected sites of SMA-1

strong-motion accelerographs which recorded strong shaking during this

earthquake. Shaded large circles indicate locations of main cities and

towns in the area (e.g. Hrawley, Imperial, El Centro). Dashed line ex-

tending from left to right represents the international boundary between

the U.S. and Mexico. The instrumental epicenters of October 15, 1979

and Mag 18, 1940 earthquakes are shown by dark stars, approximately 5 km

south of the border and 13 km north of the border. Heavy line extending

from top left to bottom right in this figure, along the distance of some

60 kilometers, represents the surface expression of the Imperial fault,

which cuts through the sediments some 7 to 8 km deep. For illustration

purposes only, the two concentric circles at the depth of about 8 km be-

neath the, epicenter of October 15, 1979 earthquake suggest the possible

location of the focus of this earthquake.

Dashed diagram with amplitudes plotted in horizontal plane (positive
f I

toward east) and with scale"in m ters, outlines the distribution of pre-

dominantly strike slip movements along the Imperial fault during May 18,
'940

earthquake., It is'een that major surface displacements took place

south of the epicenter in what might be interpreted as a sequence of mul-
)
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PARKFIELD, CALIFORNIA, EARTHQUAKE OF JUNE 27, 1966:

A THREE DIME'SIONAL MOVING DISLOCATION

BY M. D. TRIEUNAC AND F. E. UDWADiA

Recordings from five strong~ation acceierograph stations have been used to
derive a thr~mensional dislocation model for the Parkfieid Earthquake. The
model consists of a buried fault vvhich extends from a depth of 3 km to a depth of
9 km below the ~aand surface. It appears from the analysis, which considers
various fault lengths, that the zone of significant faulting was the 20-km-laag
northwestern section of the fault. The rupmre velocity has been found to be
between 2A and ~M km/sec and the dislocation amplitudes have been found to be
about 120 cm. There have been comparison made of the model results with
geodetic data on static defarmatiaas and creep measurements fallowing the event.
In caatrast with several other source mechanism studies of the Parkfield event,
this model yieMs a picture which appears to be very consistent with both the
dynamic strong-motion measuremeats as well as the available geodetic and
creep data.

INTRODUCTION

This paper represents the continuation ofour efforts at gaining a deeper understanding
of the details of energy release during earthquakes. By using the elementary form of the
dynamic dislocation theory (Haskeik 1969), a suitable threeMimensional dislocation
model has been worked out for the Parkneld event. As demonstrated earlier (Trifunac,
l974), sue t a model can explain the gross long-period features of the measured near-Geld
strong ground motions. Although the search for a suitable model involves a nonunioue
inverse approach, the choice ot the "best" dislocation model can be subsmnually guided
by independent inferences based on static and dynamic compumtions.

The Parkfield Earthquake is a welidocumented event. The main shock and seve. l
aftershocks were recorded at five strong-motion stations of the Cholame-Shandon array
(Cloud and Perez, l967) in addition to other teieseismic data. Even though the strong-
motion stations were located only on one side of the fault, the excellent quality acce!ero-
grams obtained can be used for source mechanism studies (Trifunac er al. l973).

The purpose oi this paper is two-fold. First. through a studv oi the dynamic tauitirg
process we wiilanalyze the mechanism or energy re!ease. the.eby clariiying and resolving
some ot the contradictory interpretations of the event (e.g.. Scholz er al.. l469 and Aki.
l96S). Second, the inversion technique, so iar tested only on the San Fernando. Caliiornia,
earthquake, which was a thrust fault, will be applied to a strike-slip fault along the San
Andreas. The applicability ofsuch a simple inversion scheme willbe tested through com-
parisons with available information from geodetic and cre=p dam.

SUMSIARY oF FIELD OBsERYATloNs. AFTER5HocK STUDIES AND PREVIDUS SoURcE
MECHANISM WORK

The earthquake occurred on June 27. l966 at 9:26 p.m. Pacinc daylight tirre I04:26:
l3.4 GMT, June "S. l966) beainning with two liaht Ioreshocks, (maanitudes -.) at
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6:00 p.m. and 6:15 p.m. on June 27 (McEvilly, 1966),'eing followed by a stronger fore-
shock of magnitude 5.1 at 9:09 p.m. Magnitude estimates of the main shock range from
5.3 to 6.5 (m> ~ 5.3 (USGS), Mr. 5.5 (Berkeley), Mt, ~ 5.8 (Pasadena), .Ms 6.5
(Palisades) j, and numerous aftershocks continued for many weeks (Eaton er al., 1970).

Since the earthquake occurred at night, nothing is known about the surface faulting
'hich immediately followed the main shock. Thc first observations that were made about

10 hr after the main shock (Allen and Smith, 1966) indicated that the white line on
Highway 46 (Figure 1) had been offse by 4.5 cm in a right-lateral sense. Thc extrapolation
of the displacement curve back to the origin time indicates that there was essentially zero
offset at the time of the main shock PVallace and Roth, 1967; Figure ~~
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l. Map showing the cpiccnscr of the Parkficid Earthquake. tLc fault zone; rhc horizontal projccfion
of the dynamic dislocadon modeL locafions of acc=lcrograpns and wismoscopcs and.:nc geodesic
pentagon.

An indication of the rupture lenyh may be obtained from the narrow band labout
5 m svide) of en eclIelon cracks that were exposed. on the surface of the ailuvium. 1t some

isolated cracking north of the epicenter were to be neglected. then. on the basis oi these

surface cracks, the rupture lenyh may be estimated to ce about„3 km. The overaH

dense distribution of aftersho'cks. however, suggests a source length of 7 km (~(cEviily
er al., 1967), svhereas thc location ot 13 attershocks which immediately foilowed ti:e
earthquake and which were recorded by the strong-motion acce!erograph array indicates
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only a 20-km length of rupture (Murray, 1967). The southernmost group of these early
aftershocks consisted of seven events and was centered near the origin of the .vz, v,
coordinate system shown in Figure I. A detailed analysis of the aftershocks which
occurred betwe:ii the'3rd and the 82nd day following the main shock has been carried out
by Eaton er al. (1970). They fitted a reference plane to 474 weil-located aftershocks (with
a standard deviation of 0.45 km from the plane) and found the strike and dip to be
N39'W and 86'SW, respectively. The foci of 95 per cent of these aftershocks were
located at depths ranging from I to 12 km, with no aftershocks occurring deeper than
15 km and with a high concentration of foci at depths between 2 and 4 km and also
between 8 to 10 km. A pronounced minimum of aftershock activity at depths between
5 and 7 km was observed. A large majority of the aftershocks studied by Eaton er al.
(1970) showed right-lateral strike-slip displacernent on surfaces which were nearly

. parallel to the reference phne striking N39"W and dipping 86 SW.
Based upon the P-wave onset direction data for the main shock, McEvilly (1967)

found the allowable strike and dip angles to range from a strike of N35'W and a dip of
88'NE to a strike of N24'W and a dip of 85'SW. The strike of the observed surface
cracking was about N40'W for the northern section and about N35'W for the southern
section of the fault (Figure I). The coordinates of the origin of the main shock were
found to be 35'57.3'N and 120«29.9'W.

Accelerographs at Cholame approximately 30 km down the fault trace f'rom the
epicenter have recorded several aftershocks which had occurred during the first 3 min
followingthe main shock (Murray, 1967). The S-P times for these events decreased from
about 5 sec or more for the main shock to about 2 sec or less for the aftershocks which
occurred about Z min later, suggesting that the fault propagated southeastward for a

distanc of about 20 km from the epicenter (McEvillyet al., 1967).

Eaton (1967) estimated the rupture velocity to be ~ 2 km:sec by using the motion of a
radio time recorder operated near the origin of the coordinate system-.r-,,v. in Figure I.
Zeroes of the Love- and Rayleigh-wave spectra are consistent with this rupture velocity
(Filson and L'vfcEvilly. 1967: Aki. 1968). Assuming that the strong horizontal acceieration
pulse recorded at station " (Figure I), 30.5 km southeast oi the epicenter, was caused by
the rupture oropagating past the acceierograph. Filson and!v(cEvilly (1967) obtained an

average rupture ve)ocity of 2.3-'0.1 km(sec. Allof the above findings seem to indicate
that the main shock originated near the instrumentally determined epicenter and prop-
agated southeastward for at least about 20 km and at most about 35 km.

Brown and Vedder (1966) explored the surface fracture zones from June 29 to July I ',
1966. Two weil<efined fracture zones were found: the main zone could be continuously
traced for about 37 km, whereas the discontinuous subs(diary zone, which extended for
about 9 km. Iay parallel to. and about I km, southwest of the main Iault zone I Figure I).

A summary of the geological characteristic of the crustal blocks NE and SW I'rom the
San Andreas Fault has been presented by Eaton er al. (1970). Several short but detailed
refraction pronles in the Parkneid-Cholame region were also conducted to determine the
structure in the upper crust. Figure Z. redrwvn from Eaton «I czl. (1970I. shows simple ~E
and SW models composed or horizontal layers of constant velocity. (Ve added to 'his
figure a plot ot the rigidity p in dyne:cm- versus depth. The approximate value of u was

estimated by using the empiriical formuh of Birch (1961), p ~ 0.77-:0.302x. which gives

the density p in terms of the P-wave velocity x.
Wallace and Roth (1967) and Smith and ~Vyss (1968), reporting on the observations ot

Iault creep which followed the'earthquake. tound that:he creep decayed o(fafter the main
shock in a logarithmic manner similar to the fall-o(7 of a('tershock activity. They showed
that immediately after the earthquake the rehtive displacements on the two sides oi the
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fault were either nil or very smail. and that about 1 year after the earthquake the average-

displacement over the 30-km distance approachetl a value ofabout 25 cm;
The Department of Water Resources of California established a geodetic pentagon

across this portion of the San Andreas Fault in October, 1965. Following the Parkfield

earthquake both the Department of Water Resources (Department of Water Resource.
1968a, b; Momson eral., 1966) and the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (Meade. 1967)

remeasured their geodimeter and triangulation networks. Repeated measurements on the

pentagon, which were earned out during the 2 weeks following the earthquake, indicate
that relative to the measurements made before the earthquake, the stations. which were

6 to 8 km from the fault, had moved about 20 cm in the right lateral sense:
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Fto. 'ual ensstal model a(one the San Andreas Fault in the Parkfie(d-Chohme rejon
(Eaton er al., (970).

The strong ground motion was recorded by an array of nve strong-motion acce!ero-

graph stations (Stations Z. 5. 8, (2 and Antelope Pumping Station called Temblor:

Figure 1) and (4 seismoscopes across the San Andreas Fault at Cholame IC!oud and

Perez. 1967: Hudson and Cloud. 1967). Although a ground acce!eration oi about
'0 per cent of gravity was recorded at the Iault. the short impulsive ground motion

caused little damage to structures due to its short duration (Housner and Triiunac.
196")).

Aki(1968) was the nrst in interpreting the mechanism ot the main shock by synthesizing

the strong ground motion recorded at Station Z(Figure 1). He found the taultdislocation

to be about 60 cm from a depth ot 3 km to less than 100 meters from surface and con-

cluded that the recorded strong ground motion at Station Z was essentiai! y dominated by

the fault motion in the close proximity of the recording station. Sine. the overall surt'ace
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fault offset in the vicinityof Station 2 was at most several centimeters (Allen and Smith,
1966), Akihypothesized "a process in which the propagation ofdislocation to the surfac=

is prevented at a certain shallow depth in order to reconcile his dynamic model which
had a dislocation, amplitude of 60 cm. Aki notes in his discussion that the Fukui earth-
quake of 1948 (Kasahara, 1964) was a similar example in which no clear surface fault
offset was observed except for a narrow zone about 30 km long which contained numer-
ous small fissures. Geodetic measurements, however, showed a deformation pattern
which could be explained quantitatively by a buried fault covered by3-km thick sediments.

The buried fault model for the Parkfield earthquake was further investigated by
Scholz er al. (1969), who postulated a fault model 40 km long extending from a depth of
4 km to a depth of 10 km and having a dislocation amplitude of 30 cm. Although their
model agrees favorably with the distribution ofaftershocks (Eaton er aL, 1970) and creep
following the earthquake (Wallace and Roth, 1967; Smith and Wyss, 1968), it under-
estimates the geodetic displacements by a factor of about 2 (biorrison er al., 1966).

Using an approach different from that of Aki (1968), Haskell (1969) calculated the

synthetic ground motion for the N65E component ofground shaking at Station 2 (Figure
1). With a fault length of 19.8 km, a fault width of 248 km, and a dislocation velocity
equal to ~ 2 km(sec, he found the dislocation amplitude to be 93 cm, an order of magni-
tude greater than the offset observed along the surface fault trace (Allen and Smith,
1966). He therefore concluded that the offsets observed along the surface hult trace were

not n~sarily representative of the fault disiocauon at depth. Anderson (1973) presented

a moving dislocation model with a dislocation amplitude of 25 cm and a dislocation
velocity between ".8 and 3.0 km/sec. while Tsai and Patton (1973) selected a different
model with a propagation velocity of 2.2 km/sec and a dislocauon amplitude of 200 cm.

In this paper, we attempt to resolve some of the controversial results summarized
above by fitting a moving dislocation model to strong-motion data obtained from five
stations (Trifunac er al., 1973b) and the post~arthquake static field measured by the

geodetic pentagon across the San Andreas Fault (Morrison er al., 1966).

A SIMPLE DISLocATIoN MoDEL

We use the Haskell (1969) formulation for waves radiated by a plane dislocation in n
infiniteelastic medium which yields the ground motion at a point (X„X.,X,) for a fault
in the X,-X~ plane. A model of this type consisting of a rectangular fault ot length Iand
width H is illustrated in Figure 3. The fault lies in a plane striking E8'S and dipping
O'N8 E. The direction X, of the progressing plane dislocation Iront, travelling at the

velocity r, is given by e, while the final direction of the dislocation vector depends on the

amplitudes D, and D..
Computation of the three ground-motion components at equal time intervals requires

numerical integration over that section of the fault plane tor which the dislocation at the
corresponding time is nonzero. Since the integration technique used in this paoer is

identical to that used in our previous work (Trifunac, l 974>, no demils willbe repeated.

lt is important to note that the Haskell representation (1969) gives the exact soiution
for a homogeneous innnite medium only. It incorporates the static terms as well as the

dvnamic near-neld (1/r'), intermediate (1 ir-'), and the far-field (1,'r) terms, where r is the

dismnce between the fault and the observation point. ltdoes not include the surface waves

which undoubtedly become important in the later portion of the strong ground motion.
For this reason Haskell's (1969) representation can be used only to model approximately
the recorded near-neld motions and the body-wave motions. Although it may appear
that the infinite space model may be too crude and the surfac. waves cannot be neglected,
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Fto. 3. Geometrieai setting. of an elementary fault model.

our study of the San Fernando earthquake (Trifunac, l974) shows that a plausible
three<imensional model. which favorably agrees with other independent inferences of
the source mechanism, may be obtained in spite ot these and other simplifying assump-
tions. The stress-free boundary conditions at the half-space surface can be approximately
satisfied bv the infinite space model in the case of a vertical fault surfac with strike-slip
faulting. The single fault model in the inlinite space. used in this study, with doubled ~

"amplitudes to account for the free surface effect also violates the stress-lre surface~
boundary conditions. LLfeverthe!ess, we expect thar, when 'his approximate theorv is

applied to the modeling of the Parkfieid earthquake. it should yield more valuable results

than those obtained for the San Fernando thrusting fault model (Trifunac, l974), sine.
strike-slip faulting on a vertical fault plane should be more suitable for appiying Haske!l s

( l969) infinite space theory.

SYRDNG-ivfomoN AcczrzaoomF H D*v~

The strong-motion array, which consisted of five AR-240 acce!erographs and !5
seismoscopes, had been installed only shortly before the earthquake as a cooperative
venture ot the California Department of Water Resources and the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey (C!oud and Perez. l967: Housner:and Trifunac, l967). The array is

nearly perpendicular to the trend ol'he San Andreas F"ult in the Chohme Valley 'nd
lies along Highway '6 which runs througn Cholame and Shandon. There are l seistno-

scopes and four acce!erograph stations (Stations '. ', 3 and lZ) along this line. Another
group consisting of thre= seismoscopes and one acc:!erograph lTemblor Statioh) is

located near the Antelope Pumping Station about l0 km east of Shandon. These are ail
shown in Figure l. With the exception of the component parallel to the. fault at Station

2, all instruments performed very well during the earthquake and excellent acce!eration
records were obtained from the main shock as well as from several foreshocks and

aftershocks (!vfurray, l966). The original acce!erograph recordings (C!oud and Pe.=r.
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196"r), computed ground velocity, displacement and response spectra (Housner and
Trifunac, 1967), the seismoscope recordings (Hudson and Cloud, 1967) and the damage
caused by the earthquake (Cloud, 19671 are all described in the literature.'t is best to have strong-motion stations close to and surrounding the fault for the
source mechanism 'siudies. Proximity of the stations minimizes the unknown travel path
elfects, and to have stations surrounding the fault increases:he accuracy of the inferred
fault geometry, the slip vector and the direction of the spreading dislocation. For the
Parkfield earthquake, however, only the five accelerograms from the Cholame-Shandon
array are available. As sho~n in Figure 1, these stations are located at the southeastern

end ofthe fault plane about JO to 40 km southeast from the epicenter. This may cause the

parameters of the source mechanism derived from these stations to be aITected in a

systematic way by the geological formations between the fault and the stations.
The instrument types, the natural frequencies ofall transducers, and the corresponding

fractions of critical damping are all given in Table l. This table also lists the assumed
S-wave amvals measured from the triggering time tor each instrument. Computed ground

TABLE I

Ii~tptaNt TYPKs AND CHwMCTERlsTtcs

Sation
Oemoinc tnstcumenc

S«ime(sect Component I ~ (sect '> cnucat Type

Cholame-Shandon. no. 2 1.8 N 65'E
V

3'W'own

0.064

0.056 $4.0
AR-240

Cholame4handoo, no. 5 4.2 V 05'sV
V 85'E
Down

0.051
0.053
0.054

37.0
$9.9
51

AR-240

Cholame-Shandon. no. 8 I 4

=holame-Shandoa, no. 12 e 0

V $0'E
'.4 4PW
Down

V $0'E
,4 4)'W
Down

0.051
0.051
0.05

0.058
0.0$ 6
0.057

$9.9
5!.
$9.9

$9
C6.J

57.4

AR- 4)

AR-24)

Temblor 1.0 LV 65'W
S 2e!"W
Down

0.060
0.0!8
0.060

ce
8'/4

!8.3
AR.240

'his component malfunctioned and left no recorded trace during the Parkneld sequence.

disphcement curves used in the subsequent analysis svere taken from the Volume 11.

P" rt B, Report .Vo. EERL 7'-.'0 I Trifunac et a!., 197."bi w nich contains the:orrected
acceierograms and integrated velocity and dispiacement curves. These data are band-

pass tiitered from 0.07 to '5 Hz (Triiunac. 1971; 1972).
I

Ftvowo THE -BEST" DtsLocATlov XIODEL

The process of se!ecting the best dislocation mode! (rom the models that nave ce n

selected bv the trial and error orocedure is described in detail in our previous paper
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(Trifunac, 1974). Here we explain only the. main principles of this selection. First, using ~
Haskell's (1969).representation, the displaccmcnt versus time is calculated for the ~
selected number ofstations used in this analysis. The calculation is carried out independ-
ently for every rectangular fault element assuming that the dislocation D, ~ 1, and for
the specified dislocation velocity v and the dislocation rise time T. In this way, ifthere are
Kfaultelements, we obtain Kdisplacement time histories for every component ofground
motion. We assume that in the Parkfield earthquake the faulting has been of the pure

-strike-slip type so that Dz 0 (Figurc 3; Trifunac, 1974). Having calculated 3KJ
displacement histories (where J is thc total number ofstations, each having 3 components
of recorded ground motion and using a least-squares-fitting technique) we find the
"best" Kdislocation amplitudes which now represent the dislocation model sought.

We note that although the. above scheme presents us with a way of finding the best set
of dislocation amplitudes, it docs not represent a complete inverse problem approach,
since many other parameters have to be guessed. The fault shape, the dislocation velocity,
and the risc time all have to, be assumed before the contributions from each fault
element can be calculated. Furthermore, Haskell's (1969) formulation assumes an infinite,
elasuc, and homogeneous space. Since earthquakes are recorded in the inhomogeneous
inclasuc half-space, using the simple model, we can expect to solve only for the gross
features of the dislocation process in thc frequency band that is not seriously affected by
thc geology and the transmission path. Since the infinite space model eliminates all
surface waves, thc present approach might be seriously affecte by the surface-wave
contributions present in thc-recorded ground motion. Using the near-field records of
strong ground motion at distances where the surface waves have not been established yct,
one can significantly reduce this diiBculty. This is another illustration of the usefulness
of recording close-in ground motions.

In adopting the infinitspace homogeneous model we are; of course. eliminating not
only the surface waves from the real earth problem but also the scattering and diffracnon ~~
and thus the resulting attenuation with distance that is caused by the geological inhomo- ~
geneities and surface topography.:Since, in general. these effects become significant
when thc wavelength of seismic waves becomes comparable to the "size" of geological
discontinuities. thc simplifying assumption of homogeneity forces us to restrict ocr
'attention to a frequency band that does not contain short wavelengths. Sine= the recorded
ground displac:ments emphasize thc long-period contents of strong ground motions. we
therefore prefer to usc ground displacements rather than ground velocity in the least-
squares-fining procedure.

Closely connected with this is the problem of the unknown dislocation function.
Since we know virtually nothing about the typical time and space dependence of real
earthquake dislocations, wc have to assume simple functions characterized with the least
number of parameters. As in the case of the homogeneity assumption. we have to con-
centrate on the gross parameters affecting the long-wave amplitudes (final dislocation
amplitudes D, and the rise time i3, since the number of available strong-motion record-
ings, interspacing oi instruments, and their distance from the fault once again limit 'he
frequency band which we can use in deciphering the detaiis of the dislocation function.
From this viewpoint one might think of Haskell's (1969) ramp function as being an
approximation to the "low-pass filtered" actual dislocation function.

Restrictions on the accuracy and the usable band width of the recorded ground'motion
arc imposed bv the transducer type and the digitization and processing noise (Trifunac
e< al., 1973a). The high-frequency limitof the recorded acceierograms equals 25 Hz and
therefore does not pose any restrictions in this analysis, since we are not dealing with
frequencies higher than 1 Hz. On the othe. hand, the low-irequency limit oi the usable
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frequency band equals about 0.07 Hz and does lead to serious restrictions since the D.C.
contributions to the near-field ground motion cannot b= used in the search of the
theoretical model. Another difBculty in using the presently available type of strong-
motion accelerographs in this source mechanism work is that each instrument is
triggered independently so that the absolute or cominon times ofall recorded signals are
not available. This makes it di!Bcult to find the relative position in time of various
acc=ierograms-one has to assume that the identification of some characteristic wave
propagating with a known velocity may be used for this purpose. Although some errors
are always inevitable, it has been thus far possible to successfully identify the S-wave
amvals on most of the strong-motion accelerograms. These amval times, measured from
the instrument triggering time, are listed in Table 1 for all acce!erograms used in this
paper.

The epicenter for the theoretical model has been chosen to coincide with the instru-
mentally determined epicenter [35'57.3'N), 1'0'~>.9'%)] (Figure 1), whereas the
geometry of the fault plane has been se!ected on the basis of the aftershock data of
Eaton er a/. (1970). The histograms of the number of aftershocks plotted versus depth
using these data indicated two depths of high attershock activity equal to 2.5 and
9.5 hn for the northwestern section of the fault and 3. and S km for the southeastern
section. In this paper. we assume that the high rate of aftershock occurrence delineates
the ends of the dislocation surface and that these depths are close to 3 and 9 km for the
whole fault plane. This interpretation of aAershock data is, of course, based on the
assumption that the high stress concentration near the edge of a dislocation is the key
factor leading to a higher aftershock activity there.

Eaton er al. (1970) found that the strike of a single plane fitted to the well-located
hypocenters is N39'E and that it dips S5'oward the southwest. The pattern of surface
faulting and the location of the weil-located aftershocks suggest a possible change of
fault strike at a point about !0 km northwest of Highway 46 (Figure 1). To model this
break we considered the fault model consisting of two fault planes: one about 30 km
long striking 843'SV, dipping S5.5'SAV; the other about 15 km long striking 831 ~V,

with the same dip angle. Figure 1 shows a horizonta projection of one of the models
considered.

The P- and S-wave velocities in the theoretical infinite homogeneous space problem
were chosen to be 5.6 and 3.2 km/sec, respectively. The approximate model with parallel
layers for the Cholame Valley area I Eaton er a/., 1970) has low-velocity!ayers to a depth
of about 4 km where the P-wave velocity increases to 6 km!Sec. Although most oi the
inferred rupture is in the high-velocity layer (Figure 2), the apparent velocity is less than
6 kmjsec since all arrivals are delayed by the low-velocity surface layers. To model this
erat, we se!ected the P-wave velocity of 5.6 km/sec. To determine the S-wave ve!ocity
the usual assumption that P ~ x/v 3 was made.

For all the dislocation models (Table 2) the two fault planes were subdivided into
sections 4A to 5.2 km long depending on the dislocation velocity. The fault then con-
sisted of seven sec:ions each 6 km wide. For convenience in computer coding, the!ength
ofeach fault element was chosen to be 2 sec:< e (the rupture velocity). Since the measured
disphcement data are reduced to equally spaced sequence with 3! ~ 4 sec. it is easier
to handle the de!ays of the origin time for each fault element in terms oi the multiples oi
Dr. In this way the total duration of the source was nxed whereas the total length oi
faulting increased with the rupture ve!ocity.

Figures 4 through S show the comparison ot measured and calculated ground disphc-
ments at the five strong-motion acceierograph stations of the Cholame-Shandon array.
Displacements!'rom the five dislocation models !Table ') with dislocation ve!ocities
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TABLE z,
P>~rrtas Drscatst)<o rHg Drs~nov Mo()sts

D<s)ocs<io«
Moecl vc<oc«y 4< c<. ')«')< cs ac< a<s r <e 4S r

:<o. (km<<co) (4cs) (4cc) (4cc) (4c<<) (4cc) (4cc) (kml (kml (km< (kml .V< I .V:I (sec)

'l

3 "4
4 2d
S 2.6

0 47 943
0 47 94.S
0 47 943
0 47 943
0 47 943

0'1 94.5 15.0
0 58.5 94 5 I"8
0 59 94.5 132
0 59 94.5 133
0 61 943 14.3

—l6.0 sc 0 8.8 5 0.7- 13.5 18.4 13.8 4 3 0.7- 14.1 I9.2 I4A 4' 0.7
14.8 "0.0 IS.O 4 3 0.7

-153 Ã.8 15.6 4 3 0.7

'eferring to Figure 3 the angles c)<, <9< and es< (f m I. ') describe the orientation of the X<, Xs and
Xs coordinates in the.z< (east>, y< (north):< (up) systems.

t M< and des are the coordinates of the origin of the xsys ooordinate system in the ~<@< system (see
Figure I).I< and Ls are the (4<tgths of north<vcstern and southeastern fault seetio«s (see Figure I).

5.V< and <Vs are the numbers of fault elements in f.< and f.s, respectively.

ranging from '.2 to "6 km/sec are shown in all of the figures. The band-pass filtered
ground disphcements are indicated with 42 dots spaced at 0.5 sec, the only exception
being the «125'W component at Station 2 where no strong-mouon record was obtained
duc to instrument malfunction. The rise time T for Haskell's (1969) dislocation function
D, was chosen to be 0.7 sec for all of the models considered in this paper. This parameter
does not appear to infiuence the computed disphccments in a signincant way and any
value between 0.5 and I sec would seem to be acceptable.

Although thc acc !cration tmces re"orded during the Parkfietd earthquake were of
'excellent quality. to maximize the reliability of the dislocation model inferred lrom this
data. it was decided to use the records only between O.l I and I Hz. An Ormsby fiiter
with fz ~ 0.10 Hz and f, m 0.12 Hz ITrifunac. 1971) tvas used to high-pass niter
the calculated disphc ment curves (Trifunac er d., 1973b) prior to thc least-squares-
fitting procedure. To allow for a physically meaningful fitting procedu~, the caicuiated
dispiacements from each of the seven tault sections were also high-pass filters using thc
same Ormsby Filter. The high-frequency cutof of I Hz was realized by a direct deci-
mation proces for both the data and the theoretical model. Although the selection of the.
low-frequency cutwff (O.ll Hz) was governed bv the low signal-to-noise ratio for the
calculated long-period ground disphcements. the high-lrequency cut<ff (I Hz) was

required by the avaihblc computer memory and the-adverse effects of scattering and
diffractio on seismic waves that are shorter than several kilometers.

The agreement between the calcuhted and measured horizontal ground displacements
(Figures 4 through 3) is good, whereas the agreement for the vertical components is poor
to fair. We interpret this as being caused by the low-velocity suriac. layering which can
change significantly the angle-ot wave incidence at the recording stations. Tl.e effe.t on
the horizontal components ofground motion is expe".ted:o be less importantfor the pure
strike-slip faulting assumed in this study.

Thc agreement between thc measured and calculated ground motions. ot'ourse,
deteriorates with increasing time past the S-wave arrival (see Table I). This is caused by
thc surface-wave amvals which are present in thc recorded ground motion but are
absent from the calculated displacements. Thus, the above statement that the agreemens
bettveen the measured and calculated disphcements is good refers to the beginning of the
strong-motion pulse,which is several seconds long and which follows the S-wave arrival
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time. Rather than fitting only this short displacement record, we prefer to fit the longer
section of the recorded ground motion as this minimizes the adverse end effects introduced
by the digital filtering. Then. the dirTerences between the calculated and measured ground
motions indicate the extent to which the later surface-wave arrivals might contribute to the
total ground motion.

The dislocation amplitudes corresponding to the five models in Figures 4 through S

are shown in Figurc 9, a through e, where the seven dislocation amplitudes for the seven
elementary faults are ploned versus distaacc measured from the epic ntcr ia the oositive
southeast direction along the fault. Three sets of dislocation amplitudes are shown for
each dislocation velocity corresponding to DTSH ~ -O.l, -0, i and -0.3 sec. Thc
S-wave arrival time for thc recorded acc.lerograms has bc=a determined for each station
in order to establish a reference time for the S-wave amval in the theoretical model so
that the calculated and measured displac:ments have a common rehtive time. Since there
is an uncertainty in the choice of this S-wave amval, a perturbation DTSH of the
estimated value is applied simultaneously to all data Variations of:he fined dislocation
amplitudes forvarious values of D7'SH then measure the sensitivity of the inferred models
to 'thc errors in reading and interpreting the S-wave arrivals. Additional DTSH shifts
equal to 0.0, O.l, and O.Z sec arc shown for thc model with c ~ 2.5 km:sec in Figurc 9d.
The positive D, dislocation amplitudes correspond to 'the right-lateral strike-slip
faulting IFigure 3), whereas the negative amplitudes imply the lett-lateral strike-slip.
displacements.

ln interpreting the fitted dislocation amplitudes { Figure 9. a through ei. a simpie but
plausible assumption will be made: no mversed faulting is permissible for the final
dislocation model. Although a dynamic overshoot and a subsequent locking of the fault
cannot be ruled out, in the!ight oi the acid observations following the earthquake
(Allen and Smith, l966), it seems very unlikelv that the sense of faulting could have be:n
reversed in direction during the main shock. This assumption is supported by creep
observations camed out for a vear following thc earthquake. The summary oi these
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observations is redrawn from Smith and Wyss ( l968) in Figure 9fshowing the cumulauve~
right-lateral creep along the entire fault length. Thus, based on this assumption, the models
with the dislocation velocity equal to 2.2 and " 6 kmjsec have to be ruled out. Assuming
that the variations of several tens of centimeters in dislocation amplitudes result from
inaccuracies in the fitting procedures (e.g., poor selection of the S-wave arrivals and
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Fto. 9. Computed dislocetion amplitudes for t|ve rupture velocities ~ttd the observed surface fault
ofTsets.

neglecting the surfac -wave contributions), all dislocation models with e ~ 2.~, 2. '. and
2.5kmjsec would be acceptable. The model with e ~ 2.3 kmisec wouid imply large
dislocation amplitudes over a short, about lS km, fault length and essentially zero
amplitudes over the rest oi the assumed fault plane. The rupture veiocities oi '.'d
2.5 kmjsec would also imply large dislocation amplitudes in the northwestern section
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of the fault, about ZO km long, but would lead to smail dislocation amplitudes over the
southeastern portion of the fault.

The large variations of the dislocation amplitudes (Figure 9. a through e) are not only
caused by the oversimplified least-squares-fitting approach, the errors in selecting the
S-wave arrivals for the recorded acceierograms, and the oversimplified theoretical model,
but also by the fact that all of the strong-motion stations were-located to the southeast
end rather than around the fault. Their locauon undoubtedly diminished the degree of
constraint each acce}erogram could have contributed to the fittingprocedure.

One might question whether the seven -smalV'ault elements, 4A to 5.2 km long and
6 km wide; indeed depict the significant changes of the dislocation amplitudes along the
fault. To examine this point further, the dislocations computed from the first and second,
the third and fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh fault elements were combined before the
high-pass filtering. Least-squares-fitting was carried out. this time. for only the three big
fault elements. The models with the dislocation velocities of ~.4, 2.5, and ~ 6 kmisec
were studied in this way. For comparison with previous results. the positive perturbations
of the S-wave arrivals (Table l) were now considered with DTSH ~ 0.0, O. l, and 0.2 sec.

The results are shown in Fijure 9. c, d and e. The lines corresponding to these values oi
DTSH can be identified by their longer length indicating the longer lengths ot fault
elements chosen. The apparent effect is that the dislocation amplitudes are smoothed
but the trends and the overall amplitudes remain the same. Comparison ofmeasured and
calculated displacements is shown in Figures l0 through l4. As can be seen in these

figures, the seven fault elements fit the measured displacements better but the main
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trends and the pulse shapes emerging trom the fit by the three fault elements are also very
good. From Figure 9'and these results, one can conciude that the dislocation velocity
during the Parkfield earthquake must have been between 2.5 and '.5 km, sec while the
dislocation amplitudes were about l 0cm along the northwestern section of the fault
which was some '0 km long, and less than about '0 cm for the southeastern section which
was about l5 km long (Figure 9. a through e). The abruot decrease of dislocation amoii-
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tudes some 20 km southeast of the epicenter corresponds closely to the area whcrc
Murray (1966) identiited seven aftershocks that were recorded during the First several
minutes immediately following the main shock.

Based on thc strong motion data above, it se:ms then, that the significant faulting must
have stopped about 20 km southeast of the epicenter rather than in thc vicinityof High-
way 46.'hether thc southeastern section of the fault did indeed fracture by a small
amount during the main shock or gave way later during some of thc subsequent after-
shocks and creep is a diiicult question to answer with certainty, inasmuch as the hter
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portion of the strong ground motions from which this information has to be derived may
be seriously alfected by the suriac waves. Yet. it is inter.sting that this interpreution
supports the suggestions made bv Lindh and Boore I l97".) that oniy small dispiacements

occurred in the southeastern section oi thc fault.
A point-by-point comparison oi calculated and recorded stronLI-motion pulses in

Figures 4 through S and 10 through I4, f'r the time interval immediately tollowing the

S-waves, shows that in several cases peak amplitudes disagree by as mucn as a factor oi
two (e.g. %65'E component at Sution 2 and S25 W component at Sution T«mbior).
We do not consider this to be a signincant discrepancy since all ot the data in this approxi ~

mate analysis have been frned simultaneously and because the sizw oi thc eiementary

fault eiements empioyed in the analysis are too large to bring out ail of the nne deuils.
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Figure 9fsummarizes the creep measurements ofSmith and Wyss (l968) in an attempt
to compare their results with the inferred dislocation amplitudes. As seen in this figure, ~
until July 7 the cumulative displacement across the fault had,the highest rate of displace-
meat increase at about 5 km northwest of Highway 46. In subsequent months, the main
creep activity migrated to the northwestern section of the fault.

Our model is based on the. assumption of Scholz er al. (l969) that the main shock did
not propagate to the surface. Because this would lead to high-stress concentrations
between the slipped region and the surface.and consequently to creep, the nature of the
observed fault displacements in the months following the earthquake !Smith and Wvss,
1968) represents a strong support to the buried fault assumption. The long-term distri-
buuon of the rehtivc surface disphcements along the fault, resulting from such c:eep,
might then be expected to refiect the distribution of dislocation amplitudes at depth. In
other words, although the surtace ofisets would most probably display amplitudes which
are significantly smaller than those at depth, we expect that there should be a strong
similarity between the two disphcement patterns at the surtace and at depth. From this
viewpoint the agreement'etween the computed dislocation amplitudes in Figure 9. c and
d, and the cumulative displacement, plot shown in Figure 9f is very good. Although the
observed creep along the 10-kmdong southeasternmost.section of the fault could have
resulted from later aftershocks spreading away from the dislocation end, it is also possible
that the observed cumulative creep shown in Figure 9f could be the direct result of the
strike s!Ip motions at depth generated by the main shock. Ifwe were to assume the laner,
then the two models with the dislocation velocities equal to ~ 4 and 2. kmiisec would
become the best candidates for the final model. ~

Large cumu!auve displacements in Figure 9f suggest the possibility ofbihteral faulting,
i.e., an additional fault propagating toward northwest and away from the instrumentally
determined epic=nter. To explore this possibility further,.we added one fault element,
4.8 km long and 6 km wide, to the model no. 3 (Table 2). The orientation of this fault
can be given by ys ~ 0, Ii, ~ 227', and yi ~ 85.5'. The dislocation velocity of 2A
km~sec toward the north'west was assumed. The fitted dislocation amplitudes were found
to have an alternating direction, indicating a very poor fit to the data. Although one
unsuccessful trial is, of course, not sutncient to reject the possibility ofbilateral faulting
during the Parkfieid earthquake. we decided to accept a unilateral sourc= model as a

simple approximate model. This decision is supported by Anderson s ( l973) work which
shows that the bilateral fault model does not change significantly the calculated dispiac=-
ments at distances ot about 30 to 35 km to the southeast.

CoMPARlsoN oF THE D~iAMIc ivioDEL wITH GEDDETIc DATA AND PREvioi:s EsTIMATEs

OF SEISMIC MOSIR4T

The dislocauon amplitudes inferred from the strong-motion acceierograms refiect at
best the extent of faulting during the several tens of seconds of the main shock. Geodetic
measurements. on the other hand, are carried out over long un:e intervals. usua!ly se"e. I

years long, and thus may refiect contributions from other:arthquakes. Preshocks.
aftershocks, and cre:p. For this reason, the dislocation amplitudes interred from the
geodetic data represent an upper bound for the same amplitudes determined by some
dynamic measuring process..

In October l965, the Department of Water Resources ot California established
geodimeter lines in the Cholame Yalley areaiin the form of a pentagon (Figure l)
consisting of the smtions: Kenger (no. I), Bonnie (no. 2), .'4(ason {no.:), Cononv ood
(no. 4) and Bench (no. ) P torrison et al., l966). Following the P" rkfiieidearthquake. the
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Deparunent of Water Resources (1968a, b) remeasured this network in July, 1966. The
movement vectors were derived by assuming that the line 3-5 (Mason to Bench) remained
Fixed. The results indicated that points,6 to S km distant from the fault moved about
20 cm in thc right-lateral direction relative to the line 3-5 l Figure I ).

A comparisoa of thc pre- aad post~quake geodetic surveys yields only thc relative
displacements of the stations, although any rigid body motion may be applied to the net
as a whole without changing the reiauve displacements. Thus, to infer the static dis-
location amplitudes oa the fault, relative displacements between thc geodetic stations
have to be considered and compared with the measurements. Ia this calculation, we have
neglected the possible important effect of thc shallow surface deposits while assuming
that wc are dealing wi th aa homogeneous elastic medium.

Figures 15 and 16 summarize the results for the static dislocation model whose geom-
etry has been chosen to be that ot the dynamic model no. 4 (Table 2). Figure 15 shows
thc static displaccmcat field at all five pentagon stations for the four differen distri-
butions of dislocation amplitudes: (1) uniform dislocation over the entire fault length.
(2) uniform dislocation over the northwestern section of the fault only, (3) variable
dislocation. amplitudes corresponding to the dynamic dislocation model consisting of
three fault elements with rupture velocity of2.5 km/sec and for DTSH ~ 0. 1 (Figure 9d),
and (4) variable dislocation amplitudes for the dynamic model consisting oi seven fault
elements (DTSH ~ -0.3 in Figure 9d) and for the dislocation velocity ot " 5 kmiiscc.
From these displacements, relative distance changes between all possible pairs ofstations
can be calculated and compared with observations. This comparison is summarized in
Figure 16.

The measured distance changes in the pentagon were reported on three different
occasions and thc numerical results prcseated differed slightly depending on the mode of
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data presentation. Because the diQ'erences between the raw data and the adjusted data
probably illustrate the degree of uncertainty inherent in geodetic measurements (R. B.
Hofmann, personal communication), measured distance changes are shown in Figure 16
with bars connecting the smallest and the largest estimate in the group. The data for these
bars were taken from the two bulletins of the Department of Water Resources (196ga. b)
and from the paper by Momson er al. (1966). The accuracy oi the above geodetic
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measurements is at best equal to about I part in 106 (R. B. Hoimann, personal com-
munication) which means that the distance changes measured for two points some 10 hn
apart (say Kenger.to Bonnie) would be good to within -'l cm, whereas the accuracy
for the longest line IY(ason to Cottonwood (Figure '16) would be only within about
-''I cm. These error estimates are of the same order as the spread of the three reported
sets ot measured dam.
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In an ideal case, the measured and calculated distance changes between the different
pairs of pentagon points would be identical and,all bars in Figure 16 would fall on the
45'ine. For the uniform dislocation model with the assumed amplitudes equal to 10 cm
and for the model with uniform amplitudes over the northwestern section of the fault
only, it is, ot course, necessary to find the proper scaling factors so that the measured

and calculated data cluster around the 45'ine. With these factors equal to 6.6 and l~

respectively, ail amplitudes for the four models analyzed are as shown in the table of
Figure 16. Considering the approximate nature of the analysis and the uncertainty of the
assumptions made, the agreement between the measured and the calculated distance

changes is very good. In particular for lines 1-5, 2-5, 3-2, and 3-4, which are the most
sensitive to strike<lip motion, the agreement is indeed very good.

In the simplest case, the agreement between the measured and calculated distance

changes in Figure 16 would be such that only one dislocation model could be said to fit
the data well. Although in this analysis the uniform model with D ~ 66 crn seems to be

perhaps the best in this respect, the smail differences in final results indicate that all four
models fit the data quite welL On a relative basis, however, the best fit is obtained from
the uniform model and for the two models with essentially all faulting along the north-
western section of the fault(D, ~ D- ~ 100 cm: D, ~ D ~ 140 cm: D, ~ Ds ~ D-

5cm and D, Dz Ds ~ D, 120cm: D, D~ D- Ocm.)
As already pointed out in comparing the static and the dynamic inferences about the

dislocation amplitudes, we would expect the results of the static analysis to yield larger
average dislocation amplitudes. This would be caused by the aftershock activity and creep

following the earthquake, factors which cannot usually be eliminated 1'rom the geodetic
data because of the time involved in these measurements. The strong-motion measure-

ments on the other hand are available for the time during the main shock only and thus

contain information on the dislocation amplitudes corresponding to the main energy
release only. Comparing the results in Figure 9. c and d. with those in Figure 16, we find
that the static and dynamic analyses lead to essentially the same dislocation ampiitudes.
This could mean that during the 2 weeks immediately following the earthquake. the creep

and aftershock activity contributed insignificant amounts to the displacement of the

pentagon points. The contributions to the static displacement field resulting from the

subsequent creep in the shallow highly strained region above the dynamid Idislocation

surface must have been confined to a narrow zone (perhaps 5 to 10 km wide) around the

fault (Scholz er al., 1969). If this interpretation is correct, then it is possible that the

additional motions of the pentagon points in the months following the main shock were

only minor
For the static and dynamic models with D, ~ D. ~ 100cm, D> ~ D, ~ 14) cm

and Ds ~ D~ ~ D- ~ 5cm and the rigidityof 3 x 10" dyneIcm-, weobtain theseismic
moment equal to 4.4 x 10-'yne'. This value is about three times larger than 1.4x
10-', the value quoted bv Aki (196S) and determined by him from the spectra of long-

period surtace waves observed at long distances. It is about two times larger than:he
moment of 1.9 x 10zs dyne-cm used by Scholz er al. (19691. Since in generai tne moment

determination from the spectra ofdistant seismic waves is good to within a factor of 2-3,

our moment does not contradict the previous estimates seriously. Inaccuracies ot similar

extent (factor ot 2-3) may therefore occur in the determination of the average dislocation

amplitudes from such estimates ot the seismic moment.

CDNcLusioNs

This study represents another example of source n:echanism analvsis based on strong-
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motion accelerograph records. It is based on numerous simplifying assumptions and
promiures which range from an elementary phne dislocation in an infinite ehstic and
homogeneous space, which does not support surface waves, to the use of band-pass
filtered ~ound acceleration in the frequency band between about 0.1 and l Hz. In spite
of these simplifications, quite detailed and valuable information on the earthquake
faulting process could be obtained.

Ithas been found that observations and measurements of the Parkfield earthquake can
be explained in terms of a buried fault some 20 km long extending from a depth of 3 to
9 km with a dislocation amplitude ofabout 120 cm which propagated from thc epicenter
toward the southeast. This model is consistent with all of the strong-mouon data, with
the geodetic measurements an the cumulative creep readings following the earthquake.

It seems that the time and space behavior at an earthquake dislocation may bc deter-
mined in thc frequency band lower than about l Hz by using thc strong-motion acec!ero-
graph recordings in the immediate near-field of an earthquake source. Although this
task involves the solution ofan inverse problem which has no unique solution, combining
the geodetic and teleseismic data with the measurements of the strong ground

tnotion'ppears

to providesufficient constraints for a detailed dislocation model to be determined.
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PRELMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE'EAKS OF STRONG EARTHQUAKE
GROUND iMOTION—DEPENDENCE OF PEAl& ON EARTHQUAKE

MAGNITUDE, EPICENiiML DISTANCE. AND RECORDING
SITE CONDITIONS

BY i'. D. TRtRpfhc

Analyses of peak amplitudes ol'trong earthquake ~imd motion have been

carried out with the emphasis on their dependence on earthquake magnitude. epicen-
tral distance,and geological conditions at the recording site. Approximate empirical

scaling functions have been developed which. for a selected confidence level, yield
an estimate of an upper bound of peak accelerations. velocities, and displacements.
The parameters ia these scaling faactions have been computed by feast~uares
fittingof the recorded data oa peak amplitudes which are now available for a range
of epicentral distances between about 20 and 200 km and are representadve foi
the period ftom 1933 to 1971 in the Western United States.

'Ihe possibility of extrapofadng the derived scaling laws to small epicentral
distances whet~ no strongmotion data are currently available has been tested

by comparing predicted peak amplitudes with related parameters at the earthqaake
source. These source parameters (average dislocation and stress drop) can be
derived from other iadepeadent studfes aad do aot contradict the inferences
presented in this paper. It has been found'hat for za approximate 90 pet ceat
confidence level the presently availabfe data suggest that peak acceleratioas,
velocities, and dlspfacements at the" fault and for the frequency band between
O.lyly and ~D Hz probably do not exceed about 3 to 5 g, 400 to 700 cmisec, and
200 to 400 cm, respectively.

'Ihe logarithms of the peaks of strong ~and monon seem to depend ia a linear
manaer on earthquake magnitude oaly for small shocks. For large magnitudes this
depeadeace dfsappears ~dually and maximum ampiitudes may be achieved for
M - 7.5. The inliuence ofgeological conditions at the recording site appears to be
insignificant for peak accelerations but becomes progressively more important for
peaks of strong-motion velocity and displacement.

IiVlROOt:CTlON

Since the early 1940's. numerous empirical scaling functions have been proposed and
developed for pMictfon oi peak ground acceieration "s a tunction oi earthquake magni-
tude and epicentral distance. Some other pertinent oarameters which can be related to the
characteristics oi thc recording sites have also be n considered by several authors (Guten-
berg and Richter. 1942; Newmann. 1954; Gutcnoerg and Richter. 1956; Biume. 1965;
Housner, 1965: Kanai. 1966: Wfifne and Davenport, 1969; Esteva. 1970: Cloud and
P~ 1971; Donovan, 1972; Page et al., 1972; Schnabel and Seei, 1973: Boorc. 1 973;
Dietrich. 1973; Katayama, 1974). In our r~t paper fTrifunac and Brady, 1975b) most
of these scaling functions were reviewed and compared with the trends indicated by the
strong-motion data now available for the Western United States. In the same paper it was

shown that la) peaks ofstrong ground motion do not grow linearly with magnitude. which

ts9
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is in agre:ment with some previous investigations, and (b) that the soil conditions at a
recording station have significant effect only for peak ground displacement and only

, minor to insignificant erTect on peak accelerations and peak velocities. Finally, the new
scaling functions which give thc expected values and standard deviations for peaks of
strong ground motion were presented.

The purpose of this paper is to extend this work by attaching approximate confidence.
levels to predicted peak amplitudes and to examine whether it is possible to develop a
rational physical basis for the extrapolations of currently available results back to the
earthquake source. It is felt that thc computation of such approximate confidenc levels
for predicted peaks of strong ground motion may be useful in earthquake-engineering
applications, since it leads to more accurate and better defined procedures for scaling
strong-motion amplitudes when the acc.ptable risk ofexceeding a given level is known or
is specified. Furthermore. the characterization of strong earthquake. ground motion by
thc mean and standard deviation only of its peak amplitudes may not be adequate for
some applications, since the distribution ot measured amplitudes is not accurately known.

It has been found (Trifunac and Brady. l97$b) that the empirical law of the attenuation-
with distance (Richter, l9SS). which is used for calculations ot local earthquake magni-
tude, describes approximateiy the anenuation with distance ofpeak acceleration. velocity,
and,displacement data, but thc adequacy of this approach for epicentral distances less

than about 20 km has not been established. One of the main objectives in this paper is,
thcrcforc, to examine this problem in some detail. This can be done by comparing thc
predicted average dislocations and stress drops from thc analysis of strong-motion data,
which is carried out in this paper. with the independent estimates of these quantities
derived from three detailed source mechanism studies which dealt with the corresponding
geographical area (Trifunac., l97~ l972b: Thatcher and Hanks. l 973).

Finally, it should be noted herc that thc aim oi this paper is to present the author s

most recent assessment ot what thc actual recorded amplitudes of strong earthquake
ground motion might be in the near-fiel. Although an eR'ort is made in this work to test
these estimates of predicted peak levels by comparing the results with independent calcu-
lations which are based on an approximate source mechanism theory. it must be remem-
bered that the final test of thc preliminary results we present in this paper can only come
from i'uture records of strong ground motion. ~Vhiie our present calculations may prove
useful in earthquake engineering applications which require an estimate ofactual strong-
motion amplitudes, it should be emphasized that the strong-motion amplitudes discussed
in this paper do not represent the design amplitudes for direct use in routine earthquake
engineering calculations.

SY)to)ta-MoztoN Dazz

The amplitudes of peak acceleration. velocity. and displacement 'vhich are used in this
study have-been extracted from the Volume if tapes iTriiunac and Le . l973) which
contain corrected acceierograms (Trifunac. l971. l97'c) and integrated veiocity and
displacement curves (Hudson er a/.. l97l). These data result irom a strong-morion
recording program in the western United States and have been processed for the period
beginning in l933 and ending in l97i. The data consist ot )87 acceierograph records
(373 horizontal and IS> vertical components) which were obtained at -free-neid"
stations or in the basement fioors of buildings. These data result from 7 earthquakes
whose magnitudes range from 3.0 to 7.7. Of I87 records 6 or 3 per cent correspond to the
rnagnitudc range 4.0%.9. 4l or 32 per cent to 5.0- .9. l30 or 7I per c nt to 6.0-69 and
7 or 3 per cent to the magnitude range 7.0-7.9. Sixty-three per cent oi the data have be:.".
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recorded on alluvium sites (identified by s ~ 0 in this paper), D~ per cmt on "intcr-
mediatc" sites (identiYied by s ~ 1), and only 8 per cent on basement rock sites (identified
by s ~ 2). Geological descriptions of these sites and the method employed to arrive at thc
Qnal site classincation used in this and our previous papers have been presented by
Trifunac and Brady (1975a) and willnot be repeated here.

Figures I, 'i and 3 present the vertical and horizontal peaks of strong-motion data
ploned versus epicentral distance in kilometers. Each peak is identified by its site classifi-
cation symbol, "0", "1", or "2", and by the 'corresponding earthquake magnitude.
Continuous curves in these figure represent predicted peak amplitudes Ior selected
earthquake magnitudes equal to 4.S, 5.5, and 6.5. for the three site classifications and for
a 90 pet cent confidence level. Thc method for calculating these amplitudes will be dis-
cussed later in this paper.

PROPOSED SCAI.ING FOR PEAKS OF STRONG GROUND i%1OTION

It was recently suggested that the peaks of strong ground motion might be scaled by
using the followingexpression

a ao(M)
iogio t aa ~ M+loglo 'do(R)-logto ro(M) (1)

d „do(M)
{Trifunacand Brady, 1975b). In (I) a „, c „and d „represent peak acceleration. peak
velocity, and peak displacement. respectively: M is earthquake magnitude. which in
most cases is reprcscnted by the local magnitude Mt, (Richter, 19:8): log«Ao(R) is the
empirically determined 1'unction which describes attenuation versus distance (Table I);
and ao(M),co(M), and do(M) represent the magnitude<ependent empirical scaling
functions for acceleration. velocity, and displacement.

Equation (1) is based on the assumption that log,o Ao(R) (Richter. 1988) describes
approximately the amplitude attenuation with distance, R. for all peaks: i.c.. peaks of
acc:ieration. velocity, and displac=ment. It may seem at first that it is essential to have
difierent attentuation curves for acceleration (high-frequcnc, waves). vclocit} (inter-
mediate-frequency waves). and disphccment (low-frequency waves) peaks, but wc found
that for the limited number of dam points that arc available so far log«Ao(R) may.
represent a satist'actory first-order approximation for all peaks of strong ground motion
(Trifunac and Brady. 1975b> for the distanc range from about 20 to 200 km.

For the scaling of peak amplitudes presented in this paper. we will neglect the depen-
dence of log« io(R) on wave 1'requcncy. recording site conditions. peak amplitudes,
earthquake magnitude. and,'or on source dimensions and will use the values of log«
Ao(R) which are emploved in routine calculations of local magnitudes (Richter. 19:8).
For large carthouakes which arc characterized bv long iaults and large peak amoiiiudes.
the log«Ap(R) curve would have a, tcndcncy.to fiatten out lor small epicentral distances:
while for low magnitude shocks which are typically not accompanied by large source
dimensions and large peak amplitudes, this curve 'ivoutd probably have a larger necative
slope for small epicentral distances than the curve we propose to usc (Table „1). Such
general trends would result from the properties of geometric attenuation with distance
and possibly nonlinear response of soil deposits for large near-field motions. The detailed
quantitative description of these erTects. however. is beyond thc scope of this paper. since
the strong-motion data for epicentral dismncc less than about 20 km. wnich would be

necessary to test theadopted attenuation laws, is completely lacking at this time.
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The apparent frequencyMependent attenuation of wave amplitudes associated with
frequency co and oi'ten modeled approximate}y by exp f-(cd,2')), where 8 may be
taken to be epicentral distance, Q is the attenuation constant. and P is the snear-wave
velocity, willalso be nettlected in this paper. This ctrees may be introduced into theanalysis
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of spectral amplitudes but is dirTicutt to incorporate into peak amplitude cnarac:eriza-
tions, since the representative frequency contents ot peak amplitudes chancre with
distanc: and because the relative contribution oi digitization noise (Trifunac and Lee.
1974) varies with frequency and distance.
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In this study the numerical values of log«Ao(8) are taken to be those driven by
Richter {1988), and the appropriate scaling factors are included in a,(.If). c<>(.~l), and
d<(M). ine physIcal significance oi log,e,<0(R) Ior our present work lies in its re!ative
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changes ofamplitude with disunce which can be characterized by defining a new function

f(R) which is given by

f(R) - log,o ~.(R - O)-log,o ~.(R).

TABLE I

Iog) ohio(R) VERsus Ettcs~t. D)srmcg R

R tkou lee(oRQR) R (hn) losgoAo(R) R tkm) losgoAqfR)

0
5

10

15
oQ

30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
80
85
90
95

100
110
120
130

1.400
1.$00
1.60S
1.716
1.$ 33
1.955
~ 07S
~ 199
2.314
~ 421

LS IT
" 603
X679
" 746
" $05
o 9op
o 958
o 989
3.020
3.044
3.089
3.135
3.182

140
1$0
160
170
180
190
200
210
owp

230
40

oop

260
270
2$ 0
290
300
310
32Q

330
\40
3$ 0
360

3.230
3 279
3.32$
3.378
3.4. 9
3.480
3.530
3.581
3.631
3.6$ 0 ~

3.7&
3;ii9
3.$ 2T
3.S77
3.926
3.975
4.024
4.072
4.119
4.164
4.209
4.253
4.295.

370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
$00
510
(op
$30
$40
$50
560
570
SSO

590

4.336
4.376
4.414
4.4SI
4.485
4.518
4.$ 49
4.579
4.607
4.634
4.660
4.685
4.709
4 Teo

4.7$ S

4.776
4.797
4.$ 17

4.$ 35
4.S53
4.869
4.885
4.900

'nly the fiat two digits may be assumed to be signiheaat.

Figure 4 shows a plot off(R) versus epicentral disunce, R, and how it can be approxi-
mated by two straight line segments which are givefi by

jR,':0 for R g 75km
f(R) ~ ™

I
I.I~M-:R/ZOO for 350 > R Q 75 km

The change of slope at R ~ 75 km refiects the fact that for greater disunces the main

contribution to strong shaking comes from surface waves, which are attenuated less

rapidly ( I R~).than the near-fiel and intermediate-fiel ( l R- '). or far-fiel body
waves ( I )R). The function f(R) in Figure 4 has be:n derived lrorn Table I ivhich rep-

resents a smoothed version ot'a similar uble presented by Richte. ) 1958). The thirc and

fourth decimai places in this uole have no signiricance and are kept only to preserve the

smoothness of .<oIR) mPlitudes when Piotted versus R. The reiiabiiity of shace nd

amplitudes of log«A<(R). i.e. f(R), curves lor epicentral disunces less than about lO km

is not known, since at these short disunces standard ~Vood-Anderson instruments go ott

scale for moderate and large earthquakes and the adequate number ot strong-motion

recordings is completely lacking there as well.

It is important to note here that log, o Ao(R) is ot special value f'r the scaling functions

studied in this paper because it incorporates empirically the average amplitude ttenu-

ation with distance in the Southern California Region and!hus experimenully includes
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the average properties of the Earth's crust in this area. Since most strong-motion data
have been recorded in the same area, this curve represents'the most natural first approxi-
mation to be used. for scaling the strong-mouon data as well. While it appears that this
amplitude. attenuation law might also be applied in other parts of the Western United
States, itcannot be used forCentral and Eastern United States (Nuttfi. 1973).
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SOO

To extend the applicability of equation (l) so that it can be used f'r approximate
scaling or the peaks of strong ground motion when the conridence uith which such an
estimate is made has been specined one can write

amos. p ao(,1f. p, s. e)

(ogio o~~..~ ~ >f-logio <o(~>-logio «o("f.P.s. «),
d „~ do(.V, p, s, «)

where.)f is earthquake magnitude; p is the confidence level associated with the approx;-
mate bounds a „„« „, „and d „, f'r the peaks a „,« „, and d„„: s represents the
tvpe of site conditions (s ~ 0 for ailuvium deposits: s = l tor -inte.mediate" rock:
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<lu(hl, p, s, s>)

I «nri
<l<«rc
Is<el

0
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0.1$
0.20
0.2$
0.30
0.3$
0.40
0.4 S

0.$ 0
0.$ $

O.QI

0.6$
0. IO
0.7$
0.80
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0
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« I «0
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htsgnl<u<lc Hsngc
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6)<c clws.
s ~ 0

htscniluuc Hs«SV
40 6.9

Si<c c4<s.
s ~ I

sea. hur.
~ ~ I « ~ 0
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s ~ 2 for basement rock); and r is used to describe the component direction (r, ~ 0 for
horizontal and r ~ I for vertical direction). As an approximation, we assume that the
scaling functionsao(hf, p, s, t), co(iV, p, s, r), and do(.V, p, s, r) can be described by

ao(i<. p, s, o)

log,o ro(M. p, s, t) ~ ap+ bM+e+ds+ec+fM
do(M, p, s, r)

whcrc a, b, c, d. e. and farc thc coeritcients which have to be determined. In this paper we
shall neglect the second and higher or'der terms ofp and s and the third and higher order
terms of,V. as well as thc terms which include different products ofp. s and V. The data
we have at our disposal now arc not uniformly representative for different values of the
parameters s and M (e.g., 63 pcr cent ot all data have been classified as s ~ 0 and only
S percent ass ~ ~ while 7l percent ot all data belong to the magnitude range from 6.0
to 6.9) so that the estimates of the coefiicients of the higher order terms than those in
equation (5) might be affected by this nonuniformity of the data rather than being repre-
sentative of the real trends of the scaling functions ao. ro and do.

REGREsstoN AiiALYsts

'o compute the coefficient a. b. e. d. e, and fin equation ('5). it is n~sary to deter-
mine the estimates of log«[ao(M. p. s. t )], Iog«[ro(M.p, s. r)J, and log«[do(M, p. s.

r)] for different values of their arguments by using the available strong-motion data.
Since there are only l8I strong-motion accelerograms that can be subdivided into the
needed subgroups. it is clear that the presently available data are far from adequate to
characterize the log, o [ao( M.p. s. r)J, log«(ro(.) f.p. s. r)]. and log, o [do(M.p. s. r, ~
over a sufficiently broad range ot their arguments (note that l8 I rather than I S7 acce(ero~
grams have been used because of incomplete availability of magnitude determinations).
Nevertheless. an attempt can be made to determine a first approximation to the co-
etBcients a. b. c. d. e and f. To do this we begin by partitioning all data into tour groups
that correspond to thc magnitude ranges 4.0-4.9. 5.0-5.9, 6.0-6.9. and 7.0-7.9. Each of
these groups is next subdivided into three subgroups which correspond to the site ciassifi-
cations. s (s ~ 0. I or 2). Depcndinit on whether the recording component is horizontal
or vertical. each of these subgroups is tinally divided into two parts corresponding to
r ~ 0 and r ~ I. 'Within each of these parts. we calculate

/
ao(.V.p.s. r) fa „'~

logio >ro( M. p, s. r) ~ .l1-:logio ~o(R)-Iogio i r „,. {6)
[do(M.p.s, c) ld „J

An array of n data points in one such part can be t'urther arranged so that.'.he numericai
values ot Iog«[ao( M. p, s i')

J log i o [ro(M.p. s. «>]. and log«[dot M. p. s. r i] decrca=e

monotonically with increasing n. Then. ifm ~ integer part ot (pni. the nith data point
will represent an estimate for an upper bound ot Iog«[uo(.lf.p. s. r)J. Iog«[ro(.41. p.
s, r)], or Iog,o [do(M. p. s, r) J, which is associated with the p-per cent conridence leve:.

Table 2 presents a compressed version oi such data tabulated )or 'the four magnitude
intervals, and indicates the number ot data points used in:heir estimates. For actu..
calculations we used the conndence levels equal to 0.5. 0. IO. O. I 5..... 0.85. 0.90. and 0.9.
and the reported magnitudes corresponding to each individual estimate or'log, o [a„t.tf. p.
s. r) J, log«[ro(.M. p. s. r)]. and logio [do(M, p. s, r)] whenever the number oidata points
within each part permitted such detailed classificatio.
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Table 3 presents the results of least-squares fining ofequations (5) to the above data. it
presents thc estimates of the coerTicients a. b,..., e, and f; the total number of data
points which have been used in the fitting; and the rIf,„and.if,which are the lowest
and the highest magnitudes for which equations (5) arc assumed to

apply.'he

curves log,o [ao(«, p. s, ir)], log,o [co(ht, p, s, c)], and log,o [do(iIl,p, s, i')]
represent parabolas when pioned versus iIf. Their amplitudes depend on p. s. and r. As
far as their functional form is concerned, it should bc noted here. however. that there is

no direct physical justification for such parabolic dependence, and that this choice is

motivated by thc simplicity of irs mathematical form and the apparent trend of data
indicated by our previous analyses (Trifunac and Brady. 1975b). Since this overall trend
of data suggests that the amplitudes of log«[ao(iIf,p, s, c)], log«[c o(hf, p, s, r)], and

logi o [do( If.p, s. r)] might level oiT for some smail magnitude. we have decided. quite

TABLE 3

COSSSIaem ~ Tits EXPaaSIONo

ao(hf. p, s, c) ap+bbf~c+
ds~cc+f«s-l(M-,If~'ogio

co(iV, p. s, c) ~ ap+ bM-:c+ds-'. cc+fIfs
do(iaaf, p,s, c) ap~bhf~>o+c. ds+cc+f«'~, ~

forMg M
for M h M g.'ll,~

for M 5 M~<~

d r a r /,vobis bs„r~ so~~

Iogioao(hf. pf s\ c)
log ioco(iif,p, s, c)
Iogiodo(rK pe s c)

-0.898 - I.789- I.087 -o 059
I.288 - o 366

6.217 0.060 0.33l O.IS6 ~~7 4.SO 7.50
8.357 O. 134 0.344 0 OI ~o7 5.12 7.6I
9.717 0.205 0.240 0.226 ~"7 5 ~4 7.45

'nly the first two digits may bc assumed to bc signiiicasit.

arbitrarily, to adopt equations {5) for If >;If, where .If, is that value of .Il for
which thc minima of the above functions arc achieved and to use the constant amplitudes
equal to these minima for hf g hf „. « „ is define is the point where the parabola
reaches unit slope, equal to the slooe of «in equation {4), and for «Q .If „ thc right-
hand side of(5) continues linearly with this slope. This can bc summarized as follows

ao('If.p.s. I)
logio co(iIf, p, s. t)

do(44 p~ sr c)

ap+ bM+c+ds-.'r+ fIfa-f(M-;If~,gs
ap+ b rIf+ c+ ds+ ec+ f«s
ap-'. brIf~,„-:c+ds+ er-fIl-,„

for.Il Q If „
for« „R «

.for.If 6 .M;,,
andmeans thatthemaximaoia „.i „andd „areattainedfor.If > .If „.

Thc values of the cocificients in equation ( r } are shown in Table 3 wnere only the two
first digits may be taken as significant. Tne conndence level coerficient -a- tends to
inc;case sligh'tly 1'rom acceleration to velocity and displacement indicating somewhat
greater scatter ot peak dispfacemcnts. poorer fit of displacements to the lug«.~o(R)
curve, a slight overestimate of maximum displacement peaks for large epicentral distances
caused by digitization processing noise {computed displacement peaks which are equal to
or less than several centimeters in most cases are contaminated by noise. Trit'unac and
Lce; 1974), or. most probably. some combination ui all these cfi'ects. The values oi site
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cocflicient "d" approximately double from accelcntion to velocity and from velocity .

displaccmcnt. reflecting progressively greater importance of-site conditions on peak
amplitudes of longer period waves. The same effect is also illustrated in Figures I, 1 and 3

where the conunuous confldence levels for M ne 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 for p ~ 0.9 and f~c
s ne 0, I and 2 which arc calculated from thc coefficients in Table 3 have been present
These results thus indicate that for a given confldcnce level the peak act=ieration is
influenced only to a small degree by thc site conditions and that it is about '0 per cent
larger for alluvium site conditions (s ~ 0) than for rock sites (s ~ 2). The corresponding
difference for peak displacements, however, is equal to? e0 per cent.

In our previous work dealing with thc correlations ofpeak accelerations with Modified
Mercalli Intensity(Trifunac and Brady, I975a) or with the correlations of peak accelera-

~ a

I TABLE 4

CHECKtNG oF THE SuccEss lH PtAK BLacxETL top

Found Peaks
Less than the Limit

Fonna Peaks
Greater than the Liant

Coniteenee
Level Fraction ufo. Fraction

p a0.9
p ~0.8
p ~ 0.7'

~ 0.6.
p ~ Q.S

p m 0.4
p ~ 0.3

p ~0%
p ~0.1

1S66
14SS

134S

117'76

743
!Qs
3"7
31S

0.930
0.881
0.800
0.696
0378
0.440
0.300
0.194
0.127

117
198
338
Sl I
707
940

1178
13S6

1468

0.070
0.119
0. 00
0.314
Q 4wo

Q.S60
0.700
O.S06

0.873

Total no. of peaks ee 1683

Acceleration. velocity and displacement peaks were lumped
together. One vertical and two horisontat peaks were also lumped
toitether.

tions with earthquake magnitude and epicentral distance for moderate and small magni-
tudes (Trifunac and Brady, l975b), we found that the dirTerent site conditions had no
significant elfect on thc recorded peaks but that there exists a tendency for a slight. yet
consistent. increase ot peak amplitudes tor harder sites ls ne 2). These investigations deal
with the amplitudes of the expected peaks, while the present paper investigates the approx:-
mate bounds of peak amplitudes. In view of the tact that we do expect to tind the lar est
standard deviations tor thc peak amplitudes recorded on alluvium sites and because we
emplov tog«,4olR) wnich does not depend on site conditions. it:s not surpr:sing tha:
in this approximate analysis we nnd the overall bounds tor peak accelerations;o be
slightly higher on alluvium than on hard-rock sites. Simple. two-Gimcnsional theoreticai
studies, which are based on linear models. tor example. show that the avenge peak acc:i-
erations on, alluvium do not change much but that the variations from the'ean grotv
npidly with a decrease ot'ave!ength and an increase in velocity contnst across
material discontinuitv (e.g., Trifunac. 197l: ~Vong and Trifunac. 1974). Neverthe!e
when more records become availabie at small distances from tauits. we will most orob-
ably find that in the near-iield the high-frequency large peak amplitudes will tend:o ce
smaller on alluvium (E ~ 0) than on hard-rock sites (s ') oecause the peak ampiitudcs

A
U
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that can be transmitted through the alluvium and soil deposits will bc limited by the

nonlinear response of these materials.
The value of'coefficien "e" in Table 3 is close to 0.3 and shows that a „~ r „., and

d~ p for horizontal peaks are about twice as large as the corresponding levels lor vertical

peaks. This is in fair agreement with thc trends indicated by the average peak amplitudes

(Trifunac and Brady, !975b) in similar correlauons with earthquake magnitude and epi-

central distance and in related correlations with the v(odincd ib(ercalli fntensity Scale

(Trifunac and Brady, l97$a).
The above description of a0(M.p.s.r).r0(.V.p,s.r) and d0(hf.p.s.r) involves

several oversimplifying assumptions and should therefore be evaluated critically. To do

this we calculated a „„r „p, and d „ for the parameters that correspond to those

TABLE S

HORlzoNTAt. PEAK OtsPLACEHENTs log(0(ct~,( R ~ 0)l (d~ ls IN cE.'4T!11ETERsl

Sl( ~
ctajuhuuon p « 0.5 p « 0.6 p «0.7 p «0.5 p «0.9

"06
f.86
1.65

1.86
1.65
1.45

,1.20
1.00
0.79

Ma 7.5

~ 19
1.98
1.78

M ~ 6.5

1.99
1.78

I '8

gf~ CC

1.33
1.13
0.98

'\ 39
~ ll
1.91

'0 P
1.91

1.71

1.46
I.'6
1.05

~ 45
'0 ~

~04

~ 44

1.83

1.59
1.38
1.1$

~.37

1.96

1.51

1.31

0 '7'l

0.014
-0.19

035
0.14

-0.062

0.48

0.067

0.61
0.40
0.'0

0..3
0.53
0.3"

Only the first two digits may be sssurned to be signincent.

for all components of recorded peak acceleration. velocity. and displacement and':or
nine confidence levels equal to O.l. 0.2..... 0.3. and 0.9. For every conlidence lesel:his
amounts to comoaring 1683 dau points with:he calculated bounds a „,. r „.. and

d p and ubulation ol the percentage of recorded peaks that are actually beiow or

above the computed bounds. lt one pools all peaks together. then;his comparison is as

indicated in Table 4. This table shows that in all but one case I'or p ~ 0.'he number ol

peaks below the corresponding bound is equal to or greater than that required by the

pere ntage equal to p. Consequently. it may be concluded I'rom:his test that the above

simplil'ying assumptions are accepuble Ior derivation of approximate bounds of the

currently available peaks ol strong ground motion.
Tables 5. 6. and 7 and Figure 4 enable one to calculate quickly the logarithms tor:i:e

approximate bounds on peak acceleration. velocity. and displacement by subtr ct:ng:he
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TABLE 6

HoatzoNTAL PEAK VELocmss-Iogtq[e~(R ~ 0)t (0~ ts tN cENTtMEtgas PER sEcoND)

0
1

2

p ~ 05

542
~MS

2.15

p~ 06

M ~ 73

233
U9
? ~6

M ~ 6.5

p ~ 0.1

8 64
~ 47
9 37

p~ 0.E

275
~ 61

p ~ 09

~ 85
72

U&

0
I

~ 18
2.04 LIS
1.91 202

40

~13

61

8 34

0
1

0

2

1.53
1.40
li26

0460
Oi425
0.291

M ~ 5.5

1.63
1.50
1.37

M ~ 4d
0.668
0.534
0.400

1.75
1.61

1.48

0:ii7
0.643
0.509

1.86
1.7
1.56

0.885
0.751
0.6!S

1.97
1.83
1.70

0.994
O.S60

0.726

'nly the Iirst two digits may-be assumed to be significant.

HoRlzoNTAL PEAK AccELERAT10NS log<a(a,(R ~ 0)) Ia „ ts LN cENTtMETERS PER sEcoNo
PER SECOND)

st(c
Chsalcation p ~ 0.5 p~ 06 p~O.T p «O.S p~ia9

0
I

3.29
3.H
3.17

M ~ 7.5

3.38
3.32
3.26

3.47
3.41
3.35

!.56
3.50
3.44

3.65
3.59
3.53

0
I

0
I

i 0
I

3.10.
3.04
"9S

'7 c4
~ 49
~ 42

'.63
1.57
1.51

3.19
3.13
:.01

M~!5
53

'1
5

'

M ce 4.5

1.12
1.66,
160

:. 8
~ tW

3.16

'.56
60

1.81

1.75
1.69

3.31
3.31
3.~J

85

'.59

1.90
I.S4
I. ~ 8

3.46
3.40

00

8

1.99
1.93
I.S

'nly the tits t two digits may be assumed to be signtncnnt.
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value for f('R) at a selected distance from an appropriate entry in Tables 5. 6, or 7.
Formally. Tables 5, 6, and 7'represent the estimates ofbounds on maximum peak acceler-
ation, velocity. and.displacement at R ~ 0. However. as we already pointed out. since
the adequacy oflogi e Ae(R) lor R less than tO to 20 km cannot be tested critically because
there is virtually no strong-'motion data f'r these short distances. the entries in Tables S.

6, and 7 can. so far. only be interpreted to represent the scaling factors for use withf(R)
and are valid forapproximate scaling of peaks only tor R between about 20 and ZOO km.

CGMPARlsoH QF THE Es[PIRtcALLY DETERMlNED PEAK AsiPLlTUoEs wlTH THosE DERlvEr>

FROM SOURCE MECHANtSM STVOIES

In the above analysis we have presented scaling relationships for peaks of acce}eration.
velocity, and displacement for the assumed empirical law of attenuation versus distance
given by logi p Ae(R) (Richter, 1958). As shown in the previous study fTrifunacand Brady,
1975b), this attenuation hw represents an acceptable approximation to the observed
amplitude variations with distance-for epicentral distances ranging from about ZO km to
about ZOO km. Although Richter (l958) presents the curve log«.10(R) l'or distances
ranging lrom 0 km to wel! over 600 km. at the present time there is not enough recorded
strong-motion data f'rdistan~ less than 20 km or greater than 200 km to test whether
this same attenuation hw can be extended outside the range tor which we have already
suggested its approximate validity. Our next aim is. therefore. to examine whether the
extrapolauon is permissible and under what conditions. if any. the above4eveioped
scaling laws may be used for the interim prediction of peaks at distances which are less

than 20 km before more accurate attenuation hws become available. Testing.,of such
an extension is clearly more important for distance less than 0 km than it is at distances
greater!han 00 km because there is a lack oi recorded data at small distances where the
peak accelerations will,be largest.

In the following three sections we make an attempt to examine the plausibility ol extra-
polating the abovedeveioped scaling!aws back to zero epicentral distance. We do this by
comparing the peaks predicted by our present analysis with other independent calcula-
tions derived from several source mechanism studies which were carried out in the same
geographic area in which the strong-motion acceierograms have been recorded.

In ail calculations in this paper we use epicentral rather than hypocentral or closest
distance to the fault. While this is a necessary simplification. since ihe fault depths and
orientations are accurately known lor only a few earthquakes studied in this oaper. ti e

fiauening nature of log«A~(R) for R small and the fact that most earthquakes in Cali-
fornia have hypocentral depth less than l5 km se=m to justify this approximation. In any
case, peak amplitudes of the near-fiel strong ground motion seem to result lrom localized
and energetic motions somewhere on the fauft. Since there is no reason to believe that the
lault sec:ion contributing most to these-peak amplitudes is located at the focus or at the
point whicn is closest to the recording station. even ir we knew;he hypocentral or 'he
distance perpendicular to the lauit. it would still be dimcult to justii'y the choice or':i:he.
ot'hese two distances as being signincantly better l'or the present appiication than:he
epicentral distance. This is. ol course. correct only if'he sourc: dimension is not much
larger than the epicentral distance. For large shallow earthauakes which muy be char-
acterized bv long faults the distance perpendicular to the fault would seem to b mo~t
appropriate it the fault-to-station distance is much smaller than the epicentral disian.e.
However, since no earthquake studied in thii paper unequii ocally <'it!Is in inis cate 'ory.
we chose to work with the epicentral distance only.

fa') Peaks aftra»i;-»>r>iio» displace»>e»L Taoie 5 summarizes the estimates or maxi-
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munt ~ p acemenpeak dis lacements for several different magnitudes, iV. confidence levels, p, and
site classifications, s 0, 1, and 2. The amplitudes in this table have been derived by
extrapolating rom e 'ancef th distance range to which equation (4) applies to the epicentral
distance R ~ 0.

For shallow or s ac auhall urfa faults the maximum dynamic disphcement amplitude ofstrong
und motion, d, would be expected to approach one-half of the maximum static

d 8 0 if we assume that no significant overshoot ofdtslocatton amphtu 4 Q~t as
dislocation takes p ace, or a ntak 1 F a number of simple fault geometries (see references in Table
1 of Trifunac, 1973) the maximum static dislocation amplitude, u~ and the overall
average static dislocation amplitude, u, are approximately related by

u ~~ N~, (8)

Consequently, we have

(9)

Th 1
'b'I'ty of this statement may be based on the fact that the frequencies associatedepausi ii o i

i iacementwith groun isp aceme'th d d'acement are low and that the main contribution to the d'sp
amplitudes for sm comes romf all R mes from the near-fiel terms in the DeHoop's Representation
Theorem (HaskeiL 1969) in which the relative motion on the fault dominates thecharacter-
istics ot displacements in the vicinityof the fault. On the other hand. the weakness of this
statementisreat tot e a1 ted to the fact that the static" fault displacement. u. is being correlated

„r thanwith the observed dynamic" peak displacement from which all the periods longer t an
about 19sec ave ehave bear filtered out (Trifunac and Lee. 1974), Consequently. in the near-
fi ld d f 1 earthquakes the "observed dynamic" peak displacement, „, may e
smaller than the,actual peak displacement because of the limitations imposeds bv the
currently available methods for doub/e integration of recorded acceierograms (Trifunac
and Lee. 1974).

ech 'tudies based on spectra of recorded P and S waves'(e.Lt.. Brune,
1970; Hanks and abyss, 1972; Trifunac. 1972a. 1972b) usually characterize an cart qh uake
source in terms of two independent static parameters which are often selected to be:
(1)Seismicmoment,i 0, nS

'
t, Yt and(n) source dimension, r. Theseismic moment is defined y

~Vo ~ oui, (10)

where's the rigidityconstant in the source region. u is the average dislocation amplitude,
and 3 is eareao a. 'h ff ult. Assuming that the faultareacanbeapproximated byadisk of

heradius I; i.e. 3 ~ -..r-', rom a no- -', f om a known V and r, one can calculate an estimate of t e

average disiocation u as follows

g
~n

I 1)
pÃp

This result can be employed for comparison of the expected static displacements. u. in the
source region with the estimates of ic. using equation (9). compiled from dynamic dis;
placement maxima w ic areh h are calcuhted from strong-motion data at distance and by

lating back to 8 ~ 0 on the basis of equation(4) an Tables 1 and 3.extrapo ating a

Figure 5 presents such a comparison for an average dislocation ampiitu,, pde Fr, lotted
versus local magnitude. Mt. The data representing u have been calculated from Table 1 ot
Thatcher and Hanks (1973) and by using equation (I 1). Additional data derived from the
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source mechanism studies based on strong-motion accelerograms have been derived from
Tables 1 and 3 ofTrifunac (1972a) and Tables 1 and 2 ofTrifunac (1972b). It can be se:n
from this ngure that. although the data scatter is considerable. there is a. general trend tor
dislocation amplitudes to increase for hrger earthquake magnitudes.

Continuous curves in Figure 5 represent the amplitudes of )7 computed from equation
(9) for d e with the confidence levels p ~ 0.5 and 0.9 and l'r the two site classif)cations
s ~ Oands ~ 2. Bycomparingtheoverali trendofudata with theseconunuous lines, wc
ftnd that they are in good agreement considering the nvmber of uncertainties in the
analysis and the simple approxilnations employed.

For the computation of u from the data of Thatcher and Hanks (1973), we used ir
3 x 10" dyne.'cm in equation (1 1) and made no attempt to use lower values of ir for
shaHow or surface sources. More detailed analyses and classilications of Thatcher and
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Flo. S. Comparison of average dislocation amplitudes. d. dcriycd from )hrcc source mechanism studies
(pain)s) with ampihudcs computed from staris)ical anaiys)s of strong-mo)ion data )lines).

Hanks'(1973) data. as well as our results based on strong«motion data (Trifunac. 1972a.
1972b), might reduce the overall scatter of points in Figure 5. '-.v(evertheless. the agree-
ment between the approximate inferences based on equations (9) and (I I) and the analysis
ot peak amplitudes at R ~ 0 appears to be good. )Are interpret this agre=ment to mean
that the empirical scaling and attenuation lasvs for peak disp(acements incorporated into
equation (4) can be extended to apply for epicentral distances betsve.n 0 and '0 km.

(b) Peaks ofsrrong-moriorr relocir). To test the amplitudes ol'eak velocities computed
('om equation (4) for epicentral distance R ~ 0. one may chnose to svnrk with another
quantity which can be directly related to peak veloc(ty. i.e.. cH'ective stress o )Brune.
1970). This approach seems to represent the only Iternative at this t;me bec vse ...ost
observational source mechanism studies tabulate only the erFective stress or stress drop
as one ot the basic parameters whicn could be related to the particle velocity at source
(e.g., Brune. 1970: Hanks and IVyss. (9 i: Thatcher and Hanks. 1973: Tritunac. 197 a.
1972b).

Using a oneMimensional analog of faulting in an inrinite homogeneous space., Brune
(1970) showed that the peak particle velocity in the near-neld. c. the er"e'ctiie stress. o
(eirective stress is the difFerence between initial static stress and l'rictional shear stress on
the fau(t during rupture. A dirTerent kind ot -stress drop- is represented by the dirFer nce
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between the initial and Final static stresses. For simplicity in this paper, these two-dirTer-
ent quantities willoften be referred to simply as "stress drop"), the shear-wave velocity,
P, and the material rigidity in the source region, p, are all approximately related by

c(R ~ 0) - trPIp. (I.
lfone estimates P and p and assumes that t = r, where we are not including a correc-
tion for therefiection ofrthe half-spacesince, at R ~ 0, tz is the peak velocity recorded
at the shallow or surface fault. then

tr (R ~ 0) piP. '13)
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Fto. 6. Comparison cf the estimates of stress drop computed in three source mechanistn studies (points>
with the estimates Lascd on statistical analysis oi strong-motion data (lines).

For p 3 km sec and p ~ 10" dynesicm- to 3 x 10" dynesicm . equation (12) gives 1

to 3 cmisec per one bar of stress drop. This range ot peak amplitudes appears to be in
good agreetnent with the work of Dietrich (1973) (Figure 4 in his paper) who oara-

metrized peak velocity and disunce by using stress drop and minimum rupture dimen-
sion in his finite element modeiing ofnear-tield ground motion.

~Vith values of.u m 3 x 10" dvnesicma and P ~ 3 km,sec. equations (4) and i13) can

be combined to plot the corresponding estimates of contidence levels t'or the stress drop
versus local earthquake magnitude i)f„. Such plots are presented, in Figure 6 t'or site

chssincations s m 0 and s ~ 2 and for two confidence levels p m 0.3 and p m 0.9.
Her.'gain,

we are not using the lower values ofp for shallow"'sources. because. for most dau
points in Figure 6 which are derived from the studies of Thatcher and Hanks ( l973) and

Trifunac ( (97>. b) the source geology is not known in detail and because these investi-

gators used p 3 x 10" dvnesicma for the majority of their caiculations. Since;t enters

as a scaling consunt in equations (I 1) and (13) in the same manner tor both the source
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mechanism studies as well as for thc scaling laws studied in this paper. so long as we use,
the same numerical values in both calculations, the relative comparisons of the two will
noi bc alTcctcdo,'!,'n

addition to the estimates of stress drop from equations {4) and {13), Figure 6 pre-
sents the data on stress drop versus magnitude. Mt, derived from the studies by Thatcher
and Hanks (1973), Trifunac {1972a). and Trifunae {1972b). All of these data have been
computed bv using the approximate spectral theory proposed by Brune {1970) and rep-
resent the stress drop or the efFective stress that can be computed (rom the high-frequency
amplitudes oi P- and S-wave displacement spectra. For this reason such estimates
represent. at best. only an overall avcragc ofwhat may be a rapidly varying stress over the
fault plane and consequently may bc subject to large fiuctuations. For example. for
aftershocks of a large earthquake. one might expect to find small source dimensions and
high stress drops. This could be excmplined by thc selected aftershock data we investi-
gated for the Imperial Valley, California. earthquake of 1940 (Trifunac, 1972b) and the
San Fernando, California, earthquake of 1971 {Trifunac, 197~m; Trifunac, 1974).

As indicated by the trend of data in Figure 6, for hrger earthquakes {larger .Vt). a

larger overall average stress could bc released. However. thc spread of thc estimated
stress<rop data for a given magnitude. hfz, appears to be about three orders of magni-
tude.

From thc point of view of pi+tie(ion of amp/itudes of strong earthquake ground
motion in carthquakc engineering applications, it may noi always be 1'easible to devise a

simple method for estimating the possible stress drop for a given earthquake source.
Consequently, at the present time, in virtually all estimations of the amplitudes of strong
ground motion, the stress drop is overlooked and only one-parameter-scaling in terms of
earthquake magnitude is being employed, Such simplification can bc justified from the
practical point, of view, since thc data and statistical analyses of earthquake magnitude
are more complete and reliable than the interpretations ot the inferred ainplitudes oi
stress drop. For simplicity in presentation and in complying with the practical constraints
in applications, in this paper wc also use only the rough approximate theory which is

based on onc-parameter-scaling in terms ofearthquake magnitude.
In the light of the above-mentioned simple assumptions and approximations. we fe 1

that the stress estimates based on equations (4) and (13) and those derived from thre
independent source mechanism studies {Figures 6) are not in contradiction. However,
duc to the large scatter ofstress drop data. it should be pointed out thai the amplitudes oi
the peaks predicted by equauon (4) could be uncertain by as much as a (actor of about 2

to 3, even ifonc werc to assume that the estimates of stress drop in Figurc 6 and their
scatter rcfiect the variability ofsos drop rather (han the uncertainties in the computa-
tions which arc based on the approximate Brune's (1970) iheory.

(c) Peaks ef srrol(g-morion acceleration. The hrgest apparent peak oi strong-motion
acceleration thai migh( be recorded ai the sourc" of earthquake energy re!ease! R ~ 0l
secrns io depend most prominently on the ei1'ective stress and the recording instrument
employed to record ii. The eii'ective stress is believed to be proportional to:he high-
frequency amplitude of the Fourier trans('orm of ground accelerations at ihe iault i Brune.
l970), while the recording instrument. which is usually a singleMegre -oi-rre=dom o=cii-
lator with damping close to 0 per cent ofcritical. represents a low-pass niter which atten-
uates frequencics higher than its natural ircquency. u„ in a manner proportional (o
l<u co,)-. Many other parameters. no doubt. iniluence ihe largest amplitude or accelerations
at the fault but will be negiected in this approximate analysis in 'vhich we only conside.
the simplest available model (Brune. 1970) which can readily be corre!ated with;he
apparent characteristics oi the. near-iie! d and far-neid observations.
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The'mplitude of the Fourier transform F„/co), of particle accelerations at the;fault
surface can be shown to be approximately given by

ep co
+vA~) {14)

y (co +co, )~

(Brune, 1970), where F„I(co) is the Fourier transform of the absolute S-wave type accder-
ations, u is the effective stress, p is the shear-wave velocity, and p is the medium rigidity.
Forintermediateand low frequencies [co 5 co, ~ I/randi ~ ii(r/p),where's a numeri-
cal parameter whose values range from > to 2 and I is thc: sourc= dimension (TAfunac,
1973) J, F„/co) is proponional to (crP/p)co.

It should be noted here that the constant high-f'requency acc=ieration spectrum,
F„/co) ~ op/g when co > co, ~ 1/-., results trom a simple ramp in displacement,
d(r) ~ (rpjp)r, at the fault surface (Brune, 1970) and is caused by a Heaviside-type step
in velocity at r ~ 0. This is clearly an oversimplification, since the nonlinear behavior of
the fault gauge material must limitthe accelerations to some finitevalues and this smooths
out the discontinuity of the hiaher derivatives ofd(r) at r ~ 0. This smoothing operation
acts as a tow-pass Ster on F„/co) with the cutwQ'frequency say, co„As an approxima-
tion it might beassumed that this filteris of the form co,-",(co,-+ co').

Unfortunately, there is no experimental evidence that comes from recorded stroncc-
motion accderograms at this time that could indicate what the realistic values oi co are
for difi'erent types ofgeological materials at the fault. The closest strong-motion re"ords
available, so far, have been obtained at epicentral distance which are oi the order of
10 km {Figure 1, 2 and 3) and in many cases the stations were not located on sound
igneous rock. Consequently, the low values ot Q for the high-frequency waves (say. f>
20 Hz), geometric scattering, and possibly nonlinear response ofshallow (less than '00 t t)
soils, as weil as the current digitization methods {Trifunacer al.. 1973), may all interfere
with the high-frequency spectral amplitudes in a way that seems to eliminate any possi-
bility of finding out what co, might be. On the other hand. several theoretical srudies
(e.g., Bumdge and Willis, 1969; Kostrov, 1964; Richards. 1973) have demonstrated that
when the rupture front arrives at a point on the fault the displacement may g,"ow like
part of a hyperbola Such shearing deformations indicate then that the veiocides and
accelerations can be large in the vicinityot the rupture front,'his suggests that co, may be
quite large for faults that cut through sound igneous rock.

When recorded by a typical strong-motion accelerograph. the spectrum. Fvgco), is

modified bv the acceleration transfer function of the instrument whose amplitude, iY(u),
is given by

H( )

where.q is the fraction of critical damping. For, = 0.'0, H(co) inn be approximated
'

cooB {m)
coo ~co

(16)

where coo = ~~
To compute the expected value of peak acceleration from the Fourier transform

given'y

'

cpmo
F>v(~)

p(coo 'o ) {co +co ) (co

~ '
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we employ thc method presented by Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins (1956) and thc
results of Udwadia and Trifunac (1974). According to this method. an estimate of the

expected peak acce}eration would be given by

E(a+ m~>VZ(on(1-ez)>iYJ>+4;on(I-ez)~VJ => (18)

where nr0 is the zcroth moment of the power spectrum, $<z(ca), of the near-fiel accelera-
tion

otto ~ 1'>gta) dta (19)

and S+gm) can be approximated by

$vf(+) 1'7 j~vr{ta)I'')0)
where 7 is the duration ofstrong-motion shaking In (18) s represents a measure ofpower
spectrum "width"and is approximately equal to 0.9 for j = 0.5 and the spectrum H'(ta)
given by (16) (Udwadia and Trifunac, 1974). ~V is the total number ot peaks of strong-
motion acceleration in the time interval Pand; ~ 0.5772 Is Euler's constant.

For typical strong shaking with duration of M sec,:Y - ~'0 and the factor ( ~ ) in (lS)
is approximately equal to ~ 3 (Udwadia and Trifunac, 1974). The square root of thc
zeroth moment. me'-, then becomes

—R —',—. QI)

In gl), R(ta,,'ta<, tae/'ta,), which is always less than 1 (Figurc 7). shows how nonzero
co, and finite cu, reduce thc amplitude ofm„'. When ta„'LI0 and cI0,'ca, arc smail, R(cI„'eye,
co~,ca ) is close to 1.0. while for ca„'cu< ~ 0.2 and ta0>'ca, ~ 4 it reduces to about 0.3. For
earthquakes studied in this paper ta„tJ0 is always less than 0.1; if, on the basis of several
theoretical solutions mentioned above (c.g.. Burridge and Willis, 1969; Kostrov. 1964:
Richards, 1973), we assume that ue,'cI, should bc much less than onc. then R(ta,.ue,
co<,cu,) is essentially equal to one and may bc disregarded in the subsequent calcuhtions
which would then apply to reactivation of faults in otherwise sound igneous rock tor
earthquake magnitudes greater than say;M ~ 4.

The natural frequency of a typical accclerograph is about 30 Hz. Typical values ot the
shear-wave velocity, P. and the rigidity.p. wc 3.0 km:sec and 1.0 to 3.0 x 10" dyncsicm-.
rcspectivelv. For a stress drop (or etfcctive stress) a ~ 1 bar IIO'dyncs:cm-) and
Rtu, ~„. uo~cu,) ~ 1, one gets m>: = 4 'o 10 cm sec- bar: and tor .V ~ ' and z ~
0.9. equation (18) then gives

E(a g 13-33cm scc- bar

Here we have assumed that T Z5 scc and.V ~ 250. For 7 10. and sec and Ior
the corresponding values of;V ~ 100. 50 and '0. the expected value of a~ bar in ("")
increas'es by Iactors equal to 1.4. 1.9 and X5. respectively.

Similar calculations have been carried out by Boore (1973) and Dietrich (1973) Boore.
who normalized peak accelerations to eifcctive stress. Suggested that the peaK acce!e.a-
tion could vary in a linear manner Irom about '5 cm sec- bar. for a high-Irequency cut-
oriequai to 10 Hz. to about 45 cm, scc- bar for a cut-os Irequenc, equal to '0 Hz. In his
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calculations, a low-pass liter with a cutwfl frequency of 10 Hz approximately corres-
ponds to the transfer function ofan accelerograph with natural frequency ofabout 16 Hz
and 60 per cent'f criucal damping. Figure S of Dietrich's paper. which presents para-
metrization of peak acceleration and distance by stress drop and minimum fault dimen-
sion for the cutofffrequency ofabout 10 Hz, suggests a range from about.'0 cmisec-'ar
to about 60 cmtsec /bar for peak acceierauons at hult. In this paper we employ Brune's
theory and the statistics of stationary random functions: Boore in his paper uses non-
random approach and Brune'.s theory, while Dietrich employs determinisuc finite element
modeIs which can have irregular frictional properties along the hult. In spite ot the
diQ'erent methods and assumptions used, these three independent esumates of a, 'bar
appear to bequiteconsistent.
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- In view of the fact that the etTective stress may vary from one point on the fault to
another, it is not obvious whether a local maximum, local average. or an overall average
of etTective stress over the entire fault phne should be utilized to compute the expected
amplitudes of peak acceleration in equation ('"). The local stress maximum does not
seem appropriate. since it may be associated with a wave!ength too short;o be oi interest
in the frequency band of earthquake engineering (0.09 to 0 Hz). The overall erTective
stress for a large earthquake could also be eliminated. since it would be associated with .

the wavelengths too long to contribute signincantly to the peak accelerations which are
influenced mostly by the amplitudes of intermediate and high-frequency points oi the "

spectrum. SVe shall assume here. therefore. that the simple estimates of the erTec:ive strt
which have been collected so far tor intermediate and small earthquakes ( F("ure o) couia
be considered as -representative" and in conjunction with equation <") may be used for
independent testing of the amplitudes summarized in Table ":. The perusal oi the d" t" in
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Figure 6 shows that for M( < 6.5 only a, few of the estimates of stress drop in the Western
United States exceed l00 bars. In fact, 90 per cent ofall data in Figure 6 fall belou abou(
!40 bars, suggesting that the maximum peak accelerations associated with the approxi-
mate 90 per cent confidence level might range from about 2 g to about 9 g for the assumed
duration of ~A sec. Considering the uncertainties in the toregoing assumpuons. which are
probably no( worse than a factor of about 2 to 3, and the scatter of the compu(ed da(a.
the estimates of the maxima {Table 7) derived on the basis of equation (4) are obviously
not contradicted by the estimates based on the simple source theory employed here.

It is interesting to note here that the peak amplitudes of (he above maximum velocities
and acc lerations agree approximately with similar estimates derived by Ida {1973). whose
calculations are based on a distinctly diHcrent physical basis. The Brune model is governed

by the ambient tectonic stress. while Ida's analysis is based on the properties of medium
which are related to the material strength against fracture.

LIMITATIQNsoF THls ANA(.Ysls AND PossIBILITIEs FoR FUTURE ISIPRovEslENTs

Perhaps the most serious limitations of this analysis result from the insurncient number
and nonuniformity ofavailable data on peak amplitudes. This is so because most acc:!e. o-
grams come from the recording sites on alluvium {63 per cent) and from a narrow magni-
tude range between 6 and 7 (71 per cent). Furthermore. over:0 per cent of all data we
used come from one earthquake, the San Fernando. California. earthquake of l97l. This
may bias our present results. since this earthquake does not necessarily represent a

typical shock from the source mechanism or from the instrumental coverage, point of
view,

Chancterization of the amplitude attenuation with distance for peaks of acce!eration.
velocity, and disphcement. which is better than the approximation based on log« .4p{ R).
is clearly needed. especially at short distances which are less than about '0 km. ln this
respect one of the principal limitations ot this paper may be rehted to the fact that we
have neglected the dependence ot the shape ot the log,p Ap(R) curve on the source
dimensions for small epicentral distance, where the radiation pattern and the proximity
to the fault surface are likely to have a more well-defined etTect on recorded amplitudes.
When an adequate number of strong-motion data become avaihble for all distance.
especially tor small epicentral distance, it will be possible to develop better amplitude
attenuation taws which willdepend on sourc. size and the frequency band and amplitudes
associated with the peak amplitudes. Although. as it has been pointed out in the above
analysis. the empirical func(ion {og«Ap(R) has several important characteristics which
make it suitable for scaling of strong-motion data, i( must be pointed out that it only
represents our preliminary choice for an approximation of the amplitude anenuation
law. Therefore. there must exist other attenuation laws which may describe this attenu-
ation equally welt or better than the tog, p 8 p{ R) curve.

Finally. the largest ooserved pe ks ol strong ground motion in the near-fie!d ivitl be
determined by wnat can be transmitted:hrough the materials direc:ty beneath and
surrounding the recording station. High-frequenc: high-acceleration puises which in the
linear range would lead to hrge forces will obviously be reduced by the noniinear yield-
ing response of the materials which have relatively lower streng(h.

The accuracy of the estimated dislocation amplitudes u in Figure ~. which have been
catculated bv using equation { l l). is within a tactor of about '. which corresponds to

0.'n

the logarithmic scale used in (his figure. The accuracy ot magni(ude determinations is

about 0.3 magnitude units tor the vertical scale in both Figures 5 and 6. while the esti-
mates of stress drop in F!gure 6 could be in error by as much as a tactor ot' to:. Althougn
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these errors increase the scatter of point estimates in Figures 5 and 6, in the foregoing
analysis we assumed that the mean trend of the data is not atfected.

We found that the formulas for peak amplitudes, when extrapolated from the available
strong-motion data back to the source, at best do agree and at worst are not contradicted
by the simple estimates of the corresponding quantities which are based on the source
mechanism studies. However, these source mechanism studies have been derived on the
ba"is of a simple source theory {Brune. l970) which assumes instantaneous stress drop
over the. entire fault plane and consequently neglects the directional properties of'he
source {e.g., Ida and Aki. I972). The Brune theory has been applied often- to study the
approximate estimates of the parameters which describe the source mechanism:and for
many earthquakes the estimates of seismic moment..'lf<, and source dimension. r. are
now available. With the data from these studies. it now becomes possible to analyze the
overall trends and distributions of such estimates and to examine the results tram the
vie;vpoint of strong earthquake ground motion. Other more realistic source mechanism
models which are not based on the spontaneous stress, drop over the whole fault plane
require estimation of'dditional source parameters. e.g.. velocity of rupture. and are
inherently more complicated to analyze and or require better data than what is currently
available for most earthquakes. Therefore. only a smail number of earthquakes in
CaliTornia have. been studied by using threes!mensional moving disiocauon models
{e.g., Trifunac, l974; Trifunac and Udwadia, t974), and as yet there are not enough such
studies to carry out a comparable statistical analysis as in Figure 5 or Figure 6.

In the formulation of the correlation functions (4) we have omitted source mechanism
parameters like seismic moment, stress drop. or radiation pattern. This simplification
clearly increases the uncertainty of our estimates. but it could be justified and has been
motivated. by the fact that in the majority ofearthquake engineering characterizations of
the potential source of earthquake energy release; typically, only magnitude is used to~
describe the size ot an expected shock. Although source dimension and its orientation in~
space are often considered in some of'he more advanced seismic risk analyses, this
information is typically used only to compute the distance to the fault and not to calcu-
late the radiation pattern or possible tocusing eR'ects that may result from a propagating
rupture.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an attempt has been made to calculate approximate functionai relation-
ships that may exist between thc diRcrent levels ot peak acceleration. velocity. and dis-
placement and'such parameters as earthquake magnitude. epicentral distanc.". site
conditions. and component direction. The coetftcients employed in these relationshios
have been presented in a simple torm which is convenient for applications. Tnese, co-
emcients represent our preliminary estimates. since the number of avaiiaoie strong-
motion records is not adequate to derive the detaiied description or the:c iing!3ws
involved.

The empirical attenuation curve for peak amplitudes of strong earthquake ground
motion in Southern California can be approximated by the log« .d~(R) curve proposed
by Richter {l958) for scaling the peaks of instrumental response. which are used in the „

calculations ot local magnitude, .V„. This can be demonstrated by direct comparison o>

this curve and the observed peaks for epicentral disiances in the range from R 0 tc,

about R a 200 km. Although the ampiitudes of log,,>.4„(R) have be=n presented tor
epicentral distances less than 20 km (Richter. l95S). the lack of an adequate numcer ot
recorded strong-motion data i'or this distance range has not permitted evaluation oi:his

0
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curve for short distances. To circumvent this lack of data. we computed the peak ampli-
tudes for R ~ 0 by extrapolatinz thc results based on epicentral distances greater than
0 km back to'thc'.source and assumed that the loz,o .4,!(R) curve applies there as well.

We then compared the resulting peak amplitudes with independent estimates ot'eak
acceleration. velocity. and displacement which could bc derived from three studies deal-
ing with source mechanism o('arthquakes in Southern California (Tritunac. 1972a.
197"b: Thatcher and Hanks. (973) and found that there is ro apparent contradiction
between these two independent ca(culations.

Thc approximately parabolic growth of thc functions (og«[ao(.tf. p. s. r)]. loz«
frc('V.p.s. r) j. and log« fd,(.tf.p.s. r)] with magnitude approaches the slope equal to
1 for maznitudes equal to 5 to 6.5. This means that the logarithms of the peak amplitudes
ofstrong around motion do not grow linearly with magnitude and that this rate ofgrowth
becomes verv small for maznitudes greater than 6.. to 7.0. For a maznitude 7.$ shock the
peaks of the near-fte(d stronz zround motion seem to reach the maximum amp(itudes.
For magnitude .'Ll ~ 7.$ . 90 per cent contidence (eveL and epicentral distance R ~ 0. the
estimated maximum amplitudes o('strong-motion acceleration. velocity. and displace-
ment are approximately equal to 3 to 5 g. 430 to 700 cm sec. and '00 to <0 cm. respec-
tively. According to this analysis. these amplitudes would be associated with the largest
earthquakes in the Western United States.

Thc ctTcct of geolozical site conditions on the confidence levels of peak accelerations
ha been found to b. insignificant. The conf!dence levels !or amplitudes of peak velocities
and peak displaccn:ents arc about 90 per cent and ~'0 per cent higher on alluvium (s ~ 0)
sites when compared with t:;e corresponding level for basement rock sites (s ~ ').

Wc found that the amplitudes of stronz ground motion in the near-field of earthquake
energy release appear n be higher than so far predicted by some previous investigators
(e.z.. Gutenberg and Richter. 19'6: Housner. 196$ : B(ume. 1965: .'4(ilne and Davenport.
1969: Esteva, 1970). These diR'erences can be explained by the serious lack oi near-field
data (R < 20 km) and by thc usc of somewhat arbitrary methods for extrapolation to-
ward thc earthquake source in several previous studies. fn this respect. this paper sutTers
('om a similar di(ftcuity associated with the lack of recorded accclcrozrams tor epicentral
distances less than about ZOkm. However. our use ot the log«.1~(R) function 1'or

extrapolatinz back to the source orTers the advantaze that the predicted amplitudes ot
acceleration. velocity. and disp(ac ment at R 0 which are based on (og«.4~(R ~0)
seem not to be contradicted (within a factor ot about 'o .:) by the amplitudes calculated
(rom other independent source mechanism studies tor thc representative earthquakes and
the same geographic area where most of the stronz-motion data which are used in this
p"pcr have been recorded. Therefore. while we do expect that our scalinz iunctions and
parameters will have to be improved and updated as the data bank becomes more
abundant and representative, there seems to be no reason to expe".t that these charzes
will be as large as dirTerenccs between the amplitudes presented in th!s caper and in
several previous studies.

Finally. it should b" pointed out here that. trom:hc prac:ical earthquake engineerinz
point of view. high acceleration amplitudes should not necessarily be associated with "

proportionallv higher destructive potential. An extended duration ot strong ground
motion and hizh acceleration amplitudes characterize des ruc:ive earthquake shaking.
while one or several hizh-frequency high-acce!eration peaks may. in fact. constitute only
minor excitation because oi the short duration involved and may lead to only"moderate or
smail impulses when applied to" structural system.
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